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ENERGY-MOMENTUM TENSOR OF RADIATION IN A MOVING 
MEDIUM UNDER CONDITIONS CLOSE TO EQUILIBRIUM 

V. S.   Imshennlk and Yu.  I. Morozov 
(Moscow) 

In a system of equations of hydrodynamics at high tempera- 
tures there must be Included terms taking Into account the 
role of radiation, and also an equation describing the trans- 
fer of radiation. 

Thus,  It Is possible to arrive at equations of radiation 
hydrodynamics. Basic question,  which is solved here consists 
In formulation of relatlvistlcs of the covarlant kinetic 
equation of the transfer of radiation with a taking into 
account of the motion in the medium.    The most Important 
contribution to this question was made by Thomas   [1] and 
Synge  [2],    The system of equations of radiation hydro- 
dynamics for a general relatlvlstlc case was written out by 
Prokof'yev  [5]  (in the same place there is given a list of 
the literature).    Inherently,  the equations describing the 
motion in medium Include radiation in the form of a 
divergence of the energy-momentum tensor of radiation.     In 
general,  the form of this tensor is very complex and it is 
necessary to analyze Jointly equations of the medium and 
the equation of transfer of radiation. 

However,  under conditions close to equilibrium it is 
possible to calculate this tensor by successive approximations 
and subsequently to analyze general equations being obtained 
from sum of tensors of the medium and of the radiation.    Such 
a procedure very greatly simplifies problem of radiation 
hydrodynamics.    If we were limited to the second approxima- 
tion in calculating the energy-momentum tensor (to consider 
the linear terms according to gradients of the hydrodynamlc 
magnitudes)  then we shall have obtained a generalization 
of the well-known astrophyslcal approximation of the radiant 
thermoconductlvity with the Introduction of the Rosseland 
mean [4,  5].     In present work there is calculated the energy- 
momentum tensor of radiation in this approximation. 



Previously, this tensor was calculated by Thomas [1], but 
the procedure of his calculation Is nonstandard and results 
in very cumbersome Integrals. The basis of our method of 
calculation will be the calculation of the energy-momentum 
tensor of radiation at first in the inherent system of 
reference and then its transformation to a fixed system of 
reference by formulas in the Calculus of Tensors. Prelimi- 
narily we shall present necessary formulas of relativlstic 
transformations and the basic relatlvistlcally covariant 
equation of radiation transfer with brief conclusion. 

§ i. Relatlvisticallv Covariant Equation of Radiation 
 Transfer Which Takes Into Account the 
 Motion In the Mealum 

Let us assume that in a given system of coordinates S (it has the 

sense of being interpreted as fixed) the speed of motion of matter is 

arbitrary both in direction and also in magnitude at each point of 

space r and at each moment of time t. We shall write out the Lorentz, 

transformation in vector form. Let us assume that as usual, 

rr-0(r. +10.   r.'-r_.  f    ö(/-r-,;.,^ .        (1.1) 

Here 

System of reference S1 Is moved relative to system of reference S 

with a speed - q.     If we substitute ry and ti In (1.1)   then we shall 

obtain the sought form: 

r' = r-  (e-i)lrV-Oq/.        /'    0 (<    ^ (1.2) 

From the invariance of the phase 2Tri(k.r - vt)  it follows that 

will be a 4-vectür which is transformed by the formulas K|  = (OxI/ox^K 

where elements of matrix of the transformation öxj/öXj  are from (1.2) 

with replacement of t for T = let.    Thus,  w.   shall obtain 

I 



We Introduce the designation 

Then equality (1.3) will acquire the form. 

By means of these formulas we find that in system of reference S« 

The relationship between elements of solid angles and frequencies 

in both systems of reference is established by differentiation (1.6) 

with q = const and (1.5) with L = const respectively: 

We shall express the intensity of radiation rv, In system of 

reference S» in terms of intensity of radiation Iv in system of 

reference S, proceeding from corpuscular interpretation of radiation 

transfer theory. Let us assume that in S« the quiescent area dS« 

is located perpendicular to q. The number of quanta of radiation with 

frequency from v« to v« + dv«, passing through this area during the 

time dt» at an angle 9« to the normal within the solid angle da)», is 

proportional to 

This must coincide with number of quanta calculated in the system 

S: 

Jj-dS^dtdJ-y.^Y^SdMlt^ (1.9) 



Here the element o:.' the area dS is perpendicular to q and rests 

In system of reference S«, where dS« - dSj the second term is the 

number of quanta of given type included in the volume dS q dt. Equating 

(1.9) and (1.8) by means of (1.4)-(1.7) and the equation of the inherent 

time dt« = e^dt in S» (the latter may be obtained from (1.2) with 

dr' =« 0), we find» 

/V-£■•/. U-10) 

Using  (1.5),   it is possible to present  (1.10)  in the form of the 

Invariant 

fV-ij^uy. (1.11) 

Hence it is evident that lyv5 with an accuracy up to a constant 

factor is the Lorentz- invariant function of the distribution of photons 

[2.  3]. 
The equation of radiation transfer may be immediately written in 

system of reference S. On the basis of balance of energy 

(l/e)l, + IV/. = - p*./. - poJ. -^ iw. - 

+ Spc"£J S M'.l|.')n(v,.v:l,. I.r 'Wo., (1.12) 

In this equation there are considered processes of absorption, 

scattering and emission of radiation (mass coefficients of absorption, 

scattering and radiation respectively are equal to k^, o^ and ev; 

Ü  is the nucleus of integral term of scattering into a given beam 

reverting to unity with the coherence and Isotroplsm of the scattering). 

We shall establish the relation between ehe phenomenological 

coefficients k , a e and fi with atomic constants of interaction ol' 

radiation with matter. For this purpose first of all we shall analyze 

the transTormation properties of the operator 



J ."  IV 
t 01 

There is readily calculated from (1.2): 

^-'[1^ ^T'v-ilv'- («-I)>A- ^o,.;!     (Li?) 

If then in the right hand side of these formulas we substitute 

1 in terms of V  using for this purpose the inversion of formula (1.5) 

(the simultaneous substitution of 1 for 1« and q for - q, including 

also in L), and then add both operator ratios, then we shall find 

or, according to (1.5), in invariant form: 

v[f^M-vl^v[U-:-r.v'l.i1(v       (i.i5) 

By means of the invariants (1.11)-(1.15) we shall transform 

the equation of transfer (1.12) into the system of reference S«. 

For this purpose we shall multiply it by l/v2 and form the already 

obtained Invariants: 

v[^ + ,VJV^"(f>M^"<f<fl'V)^ ; 

.f".\        ' f f „   .'■'■/ ViO(Vi. v. I|. I, r. II \„ .  i IVH-sr ) (P^VM *       /Vv.''-.    (1<16) 

Under integral here there also is separated the invariant 

i^dv dcAp ensuing from (1.5) and (1.7). Equation (1.16) has a relativ- 

istically covariant form. In parentheses there are Included the new 

invariant expressions which are evident from the invariance of the 

left-hand side of (1.16) and the co-factors of these expressions. 

Thus, In system of reference S' we have. 



»•[4-S.i-i'.r]^.-(f.'*Vv^-<^Vv^ 

4.1^1)-.^ \  (f.VAv/)§'^
,V''V;!','r'-''-;VlWvl'rf.V     (1.17) 

• It'll 

We note that It no longer Is possible to take l/v«5 out from 

the sign of the differentiation If by S« we Infer the Inherent system 

of reference at each point of space and at any moment of time. We 

shall write out the four new Invariant expressions t 

fk,r - p'A'.-v' « iiiv,   :* *£  " ."' vi  l,,v 

W-W-tov.      ^Bi^lddi     ^•■v.-.vv ■■•■■'...,',  i(lv   (i<i8) 

Then, If S« Is the Inherent system of reference, we shall assume 

q = -v, where v Is the local macroscopic speed of matter, and we shall 

replace the primes by the subsscrlpt zero. Then by means of (1.18) 

we shall express phenomenological coefficients of equation (1.12) In 

terms of atomic constants of the Interaction of radiation with 

matter 

0 (»».»; I|. I, M) - J^ 0, (v». v,; !„, I,, r^ rj (1.19) 

Expressions L In (1.19) may be written out according to (1.4) 

and (1.6) (for L*  the expressions are analogous): 

Thus, In the most general case the process of radiation transfer 

In a moving medium may be described in fixed system of reference by 

the equation of transfer (1,12) together with relationships (1.19). 

€ 



In the Inherent system cf reference S«, designated as S0, there 

occurs the equation (1.17). Here It must be specified that v« (= v0) 

depends on r' (= r0) and t' (= t0). 

§ 2. Energy-Momentum Tensor of Radiation In the Inherent 
System of Reference 

We shall write out the system of equations of an Ideal medium 

taking Into account the Interaction with radiation [1, 6, 7] 

Here p Is the scalar pressure In medium, e Is the Internal energy 

taking Into account energy of rest relative to unit of volume In the 

Inherent system of reference, p0 Is the density of medium In the 

Inherent system of reference. 

The first of equations (2.1), which constitutes the law of conser- 

vation of the energy-momentum of a medium which takes radiation Into 

account, contains on the right-hand side the 4-vector Fj^, describing 

the exchange with radiation by the energy-momentum. The energy- 

momentum tensor of medium Tlk is expressed in terms of the 4-speed 

"•-.Tra?   (-,•2•3,•     -"FT-^ (2*2) 

The latter equation (2.1)  constitutes the law of conservation 

ol  number of particles in a medium.     It is readily understood that 

the 4-vectcr F^^ may be in following manner expressed in terms of 

characteristics of the radiation: 

Here intensity of radiation lv    satisfies the equation of transfer 

(1.12)   in fixed  system of reference;   la is  the direction cosine  of 

learn.     Henceforth,   .«e  shall be  limited  t J the case,   when scattering of 



radiation In the medium can be Ignored.    Coefficients of absorption 

and emission of radiation are determined from relationships  (1.19) 

with a consideration of (1.20).    On the other hand, Ft by means of 

equation of transfer (1.12) may be presented as the divergence of 

energy-momentum tensor of radiation « 

/.<—5f" (2.4) 

ir* - igUVJ***. WM- 45*./.**». w« - -75/•*'*,  (2•5) 

The proof of tensor character of magnitude W^ is made very 

simply and directly, if there are used the matrix of the transforma- 

tion öx[/öxk and relationships (1.5), (1.7) and (1.10). However, 

even without this by determining Iv the magnitudes 

are components of momrntum flow of radiation, components of the flux 

of energy of radiation and the density of energy of radiation 

respectively. 

According to general properties of an energy momentum tensor 

valid for an arbitrary physical system [6] 

The magnitudes of Wlk from (2.5) satisfy these relationships. 

Law of cünservation of energy-momentum of medium with the radiation 

(?.l) can be presented In the form 

^(ri, + rtt)-0 (2.6) 

Now let us turn to calculation of tensor of Wlk under almost 

( quillbrium conditions, i.e., when characteristic length of range 

of radiation in a medium is less than the scale of variation of 

8 



thermodynamic magnitudes p,   e,   p0 and speed of medium v.    At first 

we shall calculate Wlk In the inherent system of reference S0,  which 

Is significantly simpler.    From equation (1.12) as a second approxima- 

tion.  Ignoring the scattering and taking Into consideration (1.19) 

we shall obtain 

'.-l:-i[li+'-»]K-^--w7^+'-']>-    (=-T) 

In the Inherent system of reference Kirchhoff«s law ev /kv 

= B  Is assumed valid [4, 5].  In order to find Iv In the Inherent 
v0 

system of reference It Is necessary to Identify the fixed system of 

reference with the Inherent system of reference at a given point of 

space r and at given moment of time t. For this purpose (2.7) we 

shall assume v = 0, with the exception of expressions, subject to 

differentiation (here we take into consideration that v0 depends on 

v). Then from (2.7) substituting from (1.20) and remembering that 

we shall find 

Here there is used the circumstance that under the sign of 

differentiation the given constant is v = VQ/L (see  (1.5)).    This 

formula for intensity of radiation I      can be obtained otherwise 
^0 

proceeding from equation of transfer (1.17) pertaining to the inherent 

system of reference (scattering will be Ignored). As a second 

approximation from (1.17) we have 



This again results in (2.8), if we assume v0 > vL and in expression 

for L we asstune v = 0 outside the sign of differentiation. Thus, 

1° = I  which is natural, inasmuch as both systems of reference are 
0   v0 

identical to each other. It must be noted that magnitude v0 in (2.8) 

pertains to the inherent system of reference. Then the expression 

I  we shall substitute in (2.5) and shall calculate by means of 
0 o 

integration over the frequency and directions the tensor of Wik in 

the inherent system of reference. We shall introduce the designation 

of Rosselands' mean 

i-ew^**-  '•-S** (2.10) 

By means of this formula in all elements of Wlk there is made 

(2.11) 

an integration of I  from (2.8) with respect to frequency 

^•-«.-^[(l4+i.-f.)r+ii.(ii + i.f.)v.] 

The remaining integration over the solid angle gives 

*»'—hsa» [TJS-+I?-J?] (2.I?) 

Thus, in (2.12) there are obtained expressions of the energy- 

momentum tensor of radiation in the inherent system of reference S0 

for an arbitrary point in space and moment of time. 

To avoid a misunderstanding, here it must be noted that in the 

calculation of the tensor of W^0 it is impossible to substitute In 

integrals (2.5) I 0 from the solution of equation (1.1?) with V / 0. 
v0 

A  formal construction of such magnitudes on the basis of the formulas. 

10 



of course, can be made. But their aggregate in this case no longer 

will be a tensor. The difference from a tensor arises only In terms 

of the second approximation, where the dependence of v on r0, t0. Is 

essential. In the noted circumstance there Is reflected the nontrlvlal 

character of direct proof of the tensor character of magnitudes of 

W41r from (2.5), when I satisfies the equation of transfer (1.12) In 

the fixed system of reference S. In calculating I  by (2.8) there 
0 

was used the Intensity Iv determined In (2,7) by means of (1.12). 

§ 5, Energy-Momentum Tensor of Radiation In a 
Fixed System of Reference 

The equations (2.6) Include the tensor of Wlk calculated in a 

fixed system of reference S. The obtained tensor of wjk in preceding 

section may be used now by means of well known formulas of the trans- 

formation of tensors [t] to find W^: 

System of reference S is moved relative to system of reference 

S0 at a speed - v. Therefore, from the formilas of transformation 

(1.2) we shall obtain expressions for r and t, replacing q by v and 

replacing the primed magnitudes with nonprimed (except, Instead of 

primes in the inherent system of reference we shall substitute zero 

subscripts) 

.-%+H-I)S^-4**.  «-•[*!-'*■?] (5.2) 

From formulas (5.2) we shall find matrix of the transformation 

We shall emphasize in particular that the problem under considera- 

tion of the Lorentz transformations are used in a vector form (5.5). 

11 



N MW ■ ijhrtii 

since field of speed» v In the fixed system of reference S Is assumed 

to arbitrary. 

As a first approximation. In Which tensor W^0 - WJJ^1' has 

a diagonal form, after the transformation (3.1) we obtain the well 

known expression [l]t 

(M) 

Subsequently, there will be calculated the additional part In 

r of Wik, which appes 

Introduce the designation 

tensor of W^, which appears as the second approximation. We shall 

According to (3.1) 

WV* ■ ■ssajriy ■ Jaw^n^N ^--TÄTT      (5«6) 

Using (3.3), from formulas (3.7) we shall obtain expressions 

for elements of tensor of Wlk'
2^ in terms of Flm, presented in a 

somewhat different form in work [3] 

'i 

12 



Substitutions of Flm from (3.7) in equations of W^
2^ (3.8)-(3.10) 

are still insufficient for obtaining the sought expression. In (3,7) 

it is necessary to change to coordinates of the time and speed of 

medium in system of reference S. Here there must be used the following 

operator relationships from (3,2)« 

'£-#K + H'   f—f+^+Ä^ll-M     (3,11) 
and also relativistic law of addition of speeds In vector form 

Ti-ffr^T+Ä^T-pi] (5,12) 

At any given universal point 7 = ß and after carrying out the 

differentiation also it is assumed 7 « ß. From (3,12) it is evident 

that in such case the effect of any differential operator D on 70 

reduces to the following; 

Substituting Flk from (3,7) in (3,8)-(3.10) with the use of 

relationships (3,11), (3.13) and introducing the U-speed (2.2), 

we shall obtain 

+ ^ B [T? + is;] + B [£ + Si] + T r|l? < w.) + ^;K«^ J ] 

+J[£+i£;]+i',[i(-.i)+^1)] 

(5,14) 

(5.15) 

(5,16) 

13 



' 

(2) 
It is readily verified that expression V^  '  coincides with 

formula (8) In [1]', If we take Into consideration the small 

difference In factors of conroonents of the tensors. 

In conclusion we shall present Wlk^ in the simplest Galilean 

one-dimensional , two-dimensional case 

■•"\P  (-2.3).        ■*     ''      *     \o     (—2.3) 

We shall Ignore all the terms ~ß2 and shall obtain from (J.l1*)- 

(3.16) 

««'„•-J-5 + ^ + |S (5.18) 

In comparison to the non-relativistic analysis [h,  5] here a 

new result will be appearance of terms of viscosity of radiation In 

(5.18). 

Thus, the solution of very broad class of problems of radiation 

hydrodynamics may be obtained on the basis of equations (2.6) with 

substitution of Wlk from (5.4) and (5.14)-(5.16), and in the simplest 

Galilean one-dlmenslonal case from (5.l8)-(5.19). 

Submitted 
14 March 1965 
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THE SPEED OF WEAK WAVES  IN A RADIATING GAS 

V. A.  Prokof'yev 
(Moscow) 

In the article proceeding from relativistic equations of 
radiation hydrodynamics [1-4] of an inviscid and nonheat 
conducting fluid, in Ignoring the effects of the interaction 
of particles of high energies (formation of vapors meson 
fields et cetera), there is studied the propagation of 
small flat harmonic perturbations in a quiescent equilibrium 
medium; this study takes into account its own radiation 
field created by thermal emission and absorption of electro- 
magnetic waves by particles of medium. Here a priori there 
are not imposed the conditions of smallness of the ratios )f 
speed of sound and velocity of light and radiation pressure 
to pressure of the gas under which there are valid the 
conclusions of previously conducted investigations of thif 
problem [5, 6] on the basis of Jeans and Vogt's equations 
[7, 8].  Relativistic effects may be noted at small macr - 
scopic speeds of the medium when microscopic speeds of 
individual particles are close to the velocity of li^ht 
(very high temperatures). Differences in the values of thr 
parameters describing radiation field in a fixed and in 
local systems of reference will be not only in the terms 
having as a factor 1/c2 (c - is the velocity of light), 
also In terms containing 1/c, owing to the Doppler effect 
and aberration. 

§ 1.  Linearized Equations 

As a result of the perturbation parameters of medium we shall 

jbtain small relative Increments (denoted by primes) 

/»-P,(I + P'). H,~2nB*H:. H~2nBJH\   II = C,M ^f,M    (1.1) 
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where P is any of following parameters:  p, p, T, 9 are pressure, 

density, temperature. Internal thermal energy of gas; Bv, Iv, ev, T^ - 

Plenck^s function, the intensity of radiation, volume density of 

radiation energy, radiation pressure of the optical frequency v; P, I, 

e, rr are the corresponding integral parameters obtained from preceding 

spectral parameters by integrating over all frequencies; Hv, H are the 

spectral and integral fluxes of radiation (subsequently along the axis 

Ox); u is the macroscopic velocity of the perturbed motion, c0 is the 

nonrelativistic speed of sound (without radiation). The little 

zeroes pertain to parameters of an equilibrium medium at rest, so 

that p0, 90  are the residual density and residual internal thermal 

energy of the gas. 

Then there is investigated the motion with plane waves (along 

Ox-axls); the squares of small perturbations, and of their derivatives 

will be ignored. The motion developed will be related to the fixed 

system of reference, however, some of the parameters will be determined 

also in the inherent system (which is marked by asterisks), where In 

an undisturbed medium both systems coincide and the corresponding 

parameters in both systems will be identical as a consequence of 

which asterisks next to magnitudes with a zero subscript are omitted. 

Since the motion is one-dimensional, then the inherent radiation field 

will be axlally symmetric and from determinations of the parameters 

it is evident 

•'-}£(«.«•-ÄW.«',-y«fti«). *fti»)«r»^ {/.>•# A »^   (1.2) 
* 

A linearized equation of radiation transfer has the form 
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if we assume the radiation as quasi-equlllbrlum and use Kirehhoff's 

law. Here -JJ = pa is the volumetric coefficient of absorption, 

* is the angle between Ox-axis and direction of the beam along 

which there propagates radiation c0 » c^c. Variations of the radia- 

tion flux along the Ox-axis in the fixed and in local systems of 

reference are connected thus [4]: 

Relativistlc equations of a one-dimensional motion of gas taking 

into account radiation field [4] afT.er their linearization near the 

state of rest will be written out in a fixed system of reference in 

the following form: 

M* + F + p) ir +'• "fc + «»• TT + "?-TT 
P^S-^+^.^+'.f-O. Sr + g-O    (1.5) 

We shall supplement system (1.3), (1.5) with equations of state 

of gas 

^-/i(p.D. »-/.(p.D. p'=*.p' + *.r. t'-V + M" 
*i-*.(p). ^"Xrip),   *,-M»). Ai-MO.X.WsCdlnif/aiDi),  ^ 6) 

In the linearization of equations essentially there occurs a 

transition from the relativistlc case to the classical which satisfies 

principle of Galileo's relativity taking into account the Dopp r 

effect and aberration; however, the equations of state have remained 

at the same time relativistlc. 

§ 2.     The Frequency Equation 

The system (1.3), (1.5), (1.6) has a solution of the type 

?'(»,l)-i>'(0,0)eipli(**+»l)l  (».«-const)     (?.l) 
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which describes,   in particular,   in an infinite medium  the  propa^atl  n 

of fjreed harmonic  oscillations  of  infinitcsimally  small amplituur 

with a frequency  -JO.     The  real parts   (2.1)  have a  physical ni< anin,-. 

Substituting expression of  the   typ»    (2.1)   in  (1.3)   and   then,   in 

(1.2),  we shall  obtain 

'.->{'+.7('-4:'».^)} (...) 

After substituting   (2.1)   in  the  system   -f equatlcns   (1.5).   (i.' ) 

tliere  is  obtained  together with  (2.5)  a  system of linear homogt n 

equations,   the  condition of existence  of whose  nontrivial  r.oluti  e 

with  respect  t-    variations of  parameters  ic  the  frequency  < quat.J- f. 

+ {*« + 3e,|fi - v*^"ift)('i + Ai«* - ie'Xmu V e^ft) =0       (2.0 

where all relative variations of the parameters are expressed in 

terms of one of them, for example, in terms of T» in the full-wlnr: 

manners 

M = iXT".  p' - - mtr, p' - (A, - A,m/.) T,     »' - (A4 - mL) T' 

«' = (»i +1 «'ifi) r. w = (». + 4 i^f.) r. «,• - (f, + ic7.f4) r' (' •'() 

» _ Mi + lwn-f-'/tif't»«     *_!*•*  v-  *** 
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Here 7  is the  ratio of the sp    ific  heats of  the gas.     On thp 

basis of well-known thermodynamic relationships 

T-l+g.       *—•-»• (2.9) 

The general investigation of the attenuation and dispersion 1 1 

waves of infinitesimally small amplitude reduces to an inv .; tl.-a U m 

V   the roots of the frequency equation.  In subsequent sections th. v 

an made certain derivations from an analysis of this equation. 

From characteristic equation (2.6) it follows that there may 

exist two types of attenuating waves:  compression waves and thermal 

radiation waves. Compression waves are a modification of nonattenuatin, 

conic waves in a nondissipative medium, and thermal radiation wavts 

av   a modification of radiation waves generating under the > ffect  f 

a pulsating source of radiation at the origin of coordinates. 

System of equations for determining the radiation transfer of th 

frequencies does not have the solution qv = 1, since this can 

c rresponds to the propagation of radiation in a nonradiating in. nlu- 

fr -m a flat source at the origin of coordinates with velocity  f 11 n 

in a vacuum altunuating under effect of absorption of mcdiuiri arc rdl: 

I  tho Pouguor law which docs not correspond to conditions d' Hi' 

problem being considered here. 

In nonrelativistic case at cü = 0 and ^ = 0 equati-m {'■'.<)  v.UL 

acquire the  form 

Tf^S-^t'-S'"^} (2.^) 

For an illustration of obtained derivations  bcl-w   thir«   will.  I 

UGod  in addition  t  1  general  equations  (1.6),  equations  of state  of 

iihal   roLa'.ivistic nondegenerated gas of particles and   th'   ^as     i' 

particles  with constant  heat  capacities. 
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I  .4 

5 j. Relatlvlstlc Ideal Gas 

The Internal energy of the relatlvlstlc gas of particlos In a 

calculation for a unit of Inherent volume Is the expression E = pc  + 

+ ^3, where p = nm Is the residual 

density of mass of gas, m is the 

average rest mass of an Individual 

particle, n Is the number of particles 

per unit of Inherent volume, | 3 is 

the thermal Internal energy of gas 

per unit of Inherent volume.  Equatl ns 

of state of a nondegenerated id' al 
Fig. 1. 

(5.1 

gas will be written out In the form [9, 10]s 

where k Is the Boltzmann's constant, Kn(x) are the modified Pessel 

functions. 

In accordance with this we shall obtain (Figs. 1 and 2) 

A,-*,-!, kt~c„TJE,~flv.     1 = 1 + »//.  «i-•.-!'? 
A,-0. e*««T/x-(!+/)/(/'). /(x)-3 + x«-xC(3 + xO   (3 ?) 

In an Ideal gas with constant heat capacities 

*,«*,-*,= 1,    *,= 0.   Z=12(T-l)i/c0 

«i - «• - T - 1.    «n « T / «.   «i - T + T«n / (T - « (5.3) 

A  relatlvlstlc  gas  in a  general case does not  obey  these 

relationships,  but within the limit of very high and low tempera tuns 

they approximately  are  realized where  the ratio  of  the  specific   heats 

•   will  be  equal   t     h/3 and  5/5  respectively. 
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It 

It 

^ % >/ J 

t \ / 

^ ^ / r 
^x ^5 

•-- .^, 
t r^ i i U» 

•'iß. 2. 

In an ideal relativlstlc gas 

* = 1.082-lO'Vur-» 

e» = 3.040-10-» (Tf)'/.!!,,-'/. 

(|>H-""p/'"H) 

r« 
=- 18-28— - 

1.3M-10» ^ , 

(3.'0 

(3.5) 

Here mu IS the atomic mass of hydrogen, h is Planck's constant, 

n^, is the number of particles in 1 cnr.  Hence there are evident the 

limiting values 0°, %,  Z,  consistent with concept about medium as 

about a material continuum. 

If energy in unit of volume is equal to the pressure [11], then 

P» - * *i - *t - *t - «i - «• - 1. *• - 0. «• - 2 (1 + e*«), T =■ 2   (3.6) 

In case of an ultrarelativistic gas of particles we have 

8* *i - *t - *# - it *t - 0, e, 
«,-4 (»/,+«••),  T-V, 

*.-•/, 

(3.7) 

§ 4.    Waves of Large Optical Length 

At small numbers  of v    for determining the radiation  transfer 

of energy of optical frequencies the conditional wave length l^ = 

=  2ncc/^ expressed  in lengths of free path of photons,   is  lar/e 

(lar^e  opticpl length of conditional adiabatic wave).     Tin   lifetime 

of a photon t    -   1/(C'Jü Q)  is small in comparison to period of oscilla- 

tions  in wave.     This will take place,   if the frequencies  of  the 

oscillations are small,  or if coefficients of absorption of radiation 

arc lar^e for determining optical frequencies.    The  radiation field 

within  the wave  under these conditions may be assumed as  equilibrium. 
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Within the limit while v   -• 0 the waves will he nonattenuating 

and will be propagated at a constant speed independent of the frequency. 

The square of this speed is equal to 

and may be determined by equality (the derivative is taken with a 

constant entropy) 

from equations   (1.5),   (1.6),   if in them we  substitute the equilibrium 

values  of the radiation parameters.    The speed of waves (4,1)   is  the 

low-frequency adiabatic speed of sound;  it,   in particular,   takes place 

during very low frequencies where the influx of heat to a unit    f 

inherent volume in this case is lacking.    At c    «1 formula  (4.1) 

will determine the speed of sound in a gas,  being in equilibrium with 

the black radiation [12].     For an ideal relativistic gas there  follows 

the formula obtained by Guess  [15] from a consideration of the Rankine- 

Hugoniot relations in a weak shock wave in a thermally ideal relativis- 

tic gas;   if we assume still ? = 0,  then we shall obtain the speed of 

sound calculated by Synge   [2]  in relativistic  ideal gas of particles 

without radiation.    In the case of an ideal gas with constant heat 

capacities 

«J T + »(T-l)l + t•(T-»)l, 

which at c0 = 0 reverts to Sach's formula [14]. At large i  from (4.1) 

there is obtained speed of sound in a photon gas [15] 

em-'/VT (n.4) 
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At large values of c0 (4.1)  1B  replaced by formula 

(4.5) 

which for i » 1  again gives (4.4). If the gas is an ideal relativie- 

tic gas or a gas with constant heat capacities, tYn  from (4.5) it 

is evident 

Formula (4.5) for one only real gas (? « 1) in a general case 

and in case of an ideal relativistic gas will be transformed 

respectively, to the form 

(4.7) 
•7 

«4 
TT+? 

and for gas with constant heat capacities there is obtained Taub's 

formula [16]. At large c0 with higher accuracy f = (p = 5, as a 

consequence of which formulas (4.6) and (4.7) are transformed into 

(4.4). To this same formula there will be transformed equality (4.5) 

for an ideal gas at 7 = 4/5. 

The ratios c Q/CQ  S 1,  if as is evident from (4.1) and (2.8) 

In the case uf a nonrelativistlc real gas being in equilibrium 

with a photon gas in accordance with (4.1) and as was pointed out in 

article [12], the ratio c^ /CQ 

with an Increase of ^ monoi. micaliy 

increases from unity to infinity. 

In the case of a relativistic gas 

(Tigs. 5 and 4, on thf curves thcr< 

are indicated the values ?) thic 

ratio does not exceed the magnitude 
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Ctt c0/v^» as ls evident from (4.1), where 

It may be depending on relationship 

between basic thermodynamic parameters 

of the gas, be either greater ihan or 

also less than unity, even If the ratio 

of the specific heats cf the gas are 

constant. 

At small values of v^ 

Owing to the transfer of the radiation energy within the element 

of the Inherent volume an accumulation of energy does not occur. 

Equation (2.6) at small values of v , in addition to the root 

Fig.  4. 

m»±ktfcm (4.10) 

also has  the root 

±m«J^L(|.[T + ^(*, + M. + 3Ä,e. + 4«lE)p. »«-«{•.•)       (4.11) 

At small and large values of | (in the latter case we consider as 

previously,   that the order of any term is determined by order of 

magnitude v )  we shall obtain respectively 

m*±(l+i)(sgi)\     6<l;    '"«±2(I+0(J5&;),',6. t>« (4.12) 

Thus,   simultaneously  there exist  two categories  of waves:     pressure 

waves described by  root of (4.10),  and thermal radiation waves described 

by  root of (4.11).     The thermal radiation waves are propagated  in 

the considered case  of small values  of vv with a speed by  far lower 

than both the ordinary  speed of  sound c0 without  taking  into account 

the  radiation and also velocity of the  propagation of  the  pressure 

waves.     These are  the  slow  waves attenuating by far more   intensely 
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than the pressure waves. Therefore, the prevailing waves will be the 

pressure waves. Waves of second category possess strong dispersion, 

their speed Is proportional to the square root of the frequency 

of oscillations in the wave. 

Coefficient of absorption over the length of thermal radiation 

waves 

(2) 
Is a constant.  The shape of the wave is not maintained since aA 

is not a small magnitude. Coefficient of absorption in unit of 

length is proportional to the square root of the frequency. The 

length of thermal radiation waves is a large magnitude. Inversely 

proportional to the square root of the frequency. These waves are 

by far much longer than sound waves and pressure waves. 

The existence in an emitting and absorbing gas in addition to 

pressure waves in an ideal gas also of pressure waves and of viscosity 

waves in a viscous and heat-conducting fluid and of even thermal 

radiation waves was ascertained previously [17-19]. 

In conclusion we shall compute the speed of waves in a Zel'dovich 

gas (3.6). If vv — 0, then 

'£ 1+21 (5-Mt) (4.1^) 
77 = (T+Wlf+TSTäp) 

At large | we shall obtain the ultrarelativistic speed of sound 

(4.4), and at small ca0 = c0(l + c
0':)"1/2, which in case of small cu 

,-lves the adiabatic speed of sound in a nonrelativistic gas.  In the 

case of large or small c0 (leaving aside here the applicability of 

the equation of state (3.6)), we shall obtain 

«J   t4-2l(5-ME) ^t      ,»^i. *» _ l±iL!?+ *L> S^-i        in   IM 
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§ 5.     Waves  of Small Optical Length 

Suppose now the numbers vv » 1.    This means that either the 

infrequencies  responsible  for the heat transfer the coefficients  of 

radiation absorption are small,  or frequencies of the forced mechanical 

oscillations are large,   the life-duration of the photon greatly 

exceeds period of oscillations In the wave and during the period of 

one oscillation the radiation field can not change:    the propagation 

of waves occurs during a "frozen"  radiation field.    Within the limit 

at  v    -► E the only one  of  the dlssipatlve processes being taken into 

account here disappears;   the waves become nonattenuating and are 

propagated with the high-frequency speed of sound which can be calcu- 

lated by  formula  (4.2)   from equations  (1.5).   (1.6),   if  in them we 

substitute  '•he frozen values H,  e,   n^,   i.e.,   H'   = e'   =  ir^  =0, 

absolutely j.ot involving the equation of radiation transfer.    As a 

result  there is  obtained following value of the square of speed  of 

the waves: 

This  formula coincides with the expression of the speed of waves 

of low frequencies,  if in expression (4.1)  we assume 4=0.     In a 

nonrelatlvlstlc gas,   in an ultrarelatlvistic,   in an ideal ultrarelativ- 

Istlc gas and in gas with constant heat capacities 

«« -«••   e«.« - TW/(1 + ej,   cW« Vb   <—* - (T - W 

The speed of propagation of high-frequency wa 3 fa always; Is 

less than the adiabatic speed of sound c0. The B| ^d of low-frequency 

waves in a given medium is higher or is equal to speed f hlgh-frequrnry 

waves, if 
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t»A 1(1 + *i) «• - S (T - 1) *•«. - *.l + 
+ «•• «1+«i) 1(1 + *i)••-*•!-3KT-IXI+O + TAJ*•«.)+  ,_ 0, 

+ 4»4CT*«»i + (l + «.-»r*.«J<,,I>0 (5.2) 

Condition (5.2) for an ideal relatlvistic gas always is realized, 

i.e., at any value of c0 and ^ in a relatlvistic ideal gas the low- 

frequency speed of sound is greater than the high-frequency.  In a 

gas with constant heat, capacities from a comparison of the speeds of 

sound of very high and very low frequencies it is evident that: 1) 

these speeds are equal, if £ = 0; 2) ca0 > c&w,   if 7 s V5, 3) ca0 > 

>  caco at 5/' - y  '  4/3' lf 

The relation between adiabatlc low-frequency and high-frequency 

speeds of sound in an ideal relatlvistic gas at different values of 

x and ^ is shown in Fig. 4. It tends towards unity at | -♦ 0 at any 

value x and at x -► 0 with any i,  at x -* o and finite t,  its square 

tends to O.h   (5/5 + 20^ + l6e2)/(l + Qi),  and at | --oo, but at finite 

x -tol/5f(l + x + <P)/(1 + f). 

From an analysis of the frequency equation, it is evident that 

formula (5.1) is true also in the more general case when simultaneously 

there are realized the inequalities 

«V,>1.  »{1)<1 (5.^) 

At large values of v the radiation flux through the fixed area Is 

a constant magnitude: in any stationary volume in a fixed system of 

reference the heat flux owing to radiation is equal to zero.  In the 

inherent system of reference the radiation flux H*• = -8/3c'M is 

different from zero, however, the heat influx owing to radiation 

in each ^iven element of gas (in element of the given particles of 
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the gas) is absent. 

In case of a gas (3.6) from (2.6) it followB that at v^ — a 

and any finite i,  c0,  and also at c0 — oo then at any limited v^, i 

the speed of the waves is equal to velocity of light.  If ^ -► a , then 

at any limited v , c0 the speed of waves is equal to the ultrarela- 

tivistic speed of sound. 

§ 6. Isothermal Waves 

Low-frequency speed of sound is equal to isothermal cT = c(/Sy 

under the condition that 

If co2 is less or larger than the right-hand side of (6.1), then 

the low-frequency speed of sound is higher or lower than the isothermal. 

The right-hand side of (6.1) for an ideal relativistic gas and a gas 

with constant heat capacities is less than unity. The high-frequency 

speed of sound is equal to the isothermal, if 

^-(T_l)TVl(|^-*.)-
, (6-2) 

In case of an ideal relativistic gas this occurs at x « 5.6 and 

in the case of a gas with constant heat capacities at c  =7-1. 

A simultaneous equality of the low-frequency, high-frequency and 

isothermal speeds of sound is impossible.  Returning to the investi- 

gation of the general case of not very large and not very small values 

of the numbers v in the spectral interval determining the motion it 

is possible to point out a broad class of conditions when the waves 

(as a first approximation) will move with the Newtonian speed of 

sound.  Such conditions are 

2\aSi\>\,     aJimS{\~»,ucc\tw,).     l<0(t)       (6.5) 
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which must be realized simultaneously. From an evaluation of modulus 

a(0) it follows that here there must be Z » 1, and consequently, 
0° 

cu « 1, since i  must not be a larger magnitude. Therefore, the pos 

here Is close to the nonrelativistic. 

From equations of hydromechanics of an inviscid and nonheat- 

conducting gas radiating and absorbing radiation energy within the 

framework of a special theory of relativity there is obtained the dis- 

persion eruation of the propagation of weak perturbations in a quiescent 

gas. The formation of vapors, meson fields and other effects pertaining 

to the interaction of particles of high energies in all cases has been 

ignored.  It was assumed that state of radiation is determined by 

Kirchhoff's law. Some of these limitations can be removed; it is too 

laborious to generalizi the discussed theory into more general equations 

of the state of radiation. There is established the existence of two 

terminal velocities of propagation of waves:  the adiabatic speed of 

sound of low frequencies and adiabatic speed of sound of high 

frequencies. These results were obtained earlier [6] from Jeans- 

Vogt's nonrelativistic equations of the hydrodynamics of a radiatlnr, 

gas where there was not considered the difference between their graphic 

representation in fixed and in inherent systems of reference.  The 

consideration of the latter circumstance made it possible to establish 

the correct formula (5.1) for an adiabatic speed of high-frequency 

waves (instead of formula (3.8) in article [6]). There has been pointed 

out the possibility of propagation of pressure waves with isothermal 

speed of sound. There Is demonstrated the possibility of the existence 

of thermal radiation waves in addition to the pressure waves. 

Submi tted 
26 December lorr 
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ON THE HIGH TEMPERATURE INTERNAL FRICTION 
DURING LONGITUDINAL VIBRATIONS 

S.   I.  Meshkov and T.  D.  Shermergor 

(Voronezh) 

There is solved the boundary value problem of longitudinal 
vibrations of a uniform Isotropie rod whose one end is secured 
and on other there acts a pulse force.    The volumetric part 
of tensor of stresses is described by A.  Yu.   Ishlinskiy's 
medium with the time of relaxation T2 (standard linear body), 

and the shear part by Maxwell's medium with the time of 
relaxation T..    It is shown that temperature function of 
the internal friction of such medium gives during longitudinal 
vibrations a relaxation peak and background where the latter 
increases up to infinity,  after which the vibrations alternate 
with an aperiodic process.     The solution of boundary value 
problem is compared with the calculation of corresponding 
rheological model.    For the  region not adjoining the point 
of transition to aperiodicity the results of both methods 
coincide,   c-xcept the region of relaxation peak where 
rehological model gives a result somewhat too low. 

In the region adjoining the aperiodicity when the frequency 
begins  to decrease sharply the rheological model is not 
suitable for the calculation,   since it does not take into 
consideration the change in frequency of the vibrations.     It 
is shown that at AK/K« = 0.1  (K is the modulus of hydrostatic 
stress,  AK = K (u) = a)     -K(a) = 0); CJO IS the frequency)  peak, 
caused by volumetric  relaxation,  is manifested only at 
T A     ~   10^.    For T../T    ~ 1 volumetric relaxation does not 

appear and the temperature curves of the internal friction 
during longitudinal vibrations must be the same as for tcrslc- 
nal vibrations. 
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Application of thermodynamics of Irreversible processes to solid 

body which is in a nonequilibrlum state leads to the conclusion that 

in a linear approximation and in the presence of one relaxation 

mechanism the tensor of stresses of uniform Isotropie body is character- 

ized by two relaxation tunes, one of which - ^ characterizes relaxation 

of the shear stresses, and the other - T2 the volumetric. The 

expression of tensor of stresses alk of such a medium in ignoring the 

relaxation of the heat flow can be written as [1, 2] 

«i - ICIIIA» + 2|» J «p ^i i« it') at' + 

+ (IC.-IC.)«« \ «P^- i" (0 dt' (1) 

Here e.„ is the deviator of tensor of deformations elk, the dot 

designates the time derivative; K0 and Ka are respectively the relaxed 

and nonrelaxed adiabatic moduli of the ra hydrostatic stress. Since 

at high temperatures the shear stresses thermodynaralcally are unstable, 

in (1) the equilibrium value of shear modulus is assumed equal to 

zero [3] and therefore, \x  is the nonrelaxed shear modulus u ^ 

One of the methods of determining times of relaxations T1 and -t? 

is the method of internal friction. For determining the relaxation 

time of the shear stresses T1 there are used forced or free attenuating 

vibrations of a torsion pendulum [4]. From equation (1) it is evident 

that for torsional vibrations when there exist only shear deformations 

the internal friction with a rise in temperature must monotonIcally 

increase [5], since for majority of relaxation mechanisms T = T0 exp 

(11/RT), where H is the activation energy, R is a gas constant. Such 

a temperature function of internal friction is observed experimentally 

for single crystals of pure metals [6], where the mechanism of internal 
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friction Is the diffusion of voids [7]. 

On the other hand, the same relaxation mechanism must result in a 

peak of the internal friction for purely volumetric deformations. 

Since there have been no experiments in a direct study of purely 

volumetric relaxation, then it is of interest to examine the possibility 

of determining the relaxation time of the volumetric stresses r2 by the 

attenuating of longitudinal vibrations, when there must take place 

relaxation of both the shear and also the volumetric stresses. 

We shall consider attenuating longitudinal vibrations of a rod, 

whose one end is secured and on free end there acts pulse force. 

For solution of the posed problem we shall express tensor of deforma- 

tions in terms of the tensor of stresses by means of equality (1), 

analogous to what was done for the calculation of elastic vibrations 

[8] 

i^^ft^H i^-^)»« ^«exp^rfr 

We shall assume that the deformation of rod located along the z- 

axis is uniform, i.e., the tensor of deformations eik is constant 

along the z-axis. Then also tensor of the stresses everywhere is 

constant, and it can be found from the condition that on the free 

lateral surface forces are lacking (olknk = 0). Since the component 

n of the unit vector on lateral surface is equal to zero, then all 
z 
the components oik with the exception of azz must be equal to zero. 

Remembering this from formula (2) we shall obtain the relationship 

•" + 7i"-(^ ^'"H^i + i)^?- ^M3
''  

(5) 
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Since 

(fc + 5*) ■" I l,u Youn,,, B0<'ulu•^ 

then expressions in parentheses are respectively the nonrelaxed and 

intermediate (nonrelaxed shear and relaxed volumetric stresses) values 

of the magnitude Inverse to Young's modulus, i.e., of compliance. 

Function (3) is equivalent to the expression 

•„ - il 5 •« «P-Ssr*' + B \ i"n9 V *' (5) 

where 

Substituting expression (5) in general equation of the motion 

we shall obtain equation of longitudinal vibrations of rod being 

considered 

*.-* \ ^«P^*' +* S ^«PT*'     (8) 
-• ' -«0 

which in accordance with the posed problem we solve with the following 

threshold and initial conditions: 

■4..4.-0       •..|._t-/'«W (9) 

where F is  the constant stress impulse;  5{t)  is the Dirac  b-function 

describing instantaneous action of the applied force.    For the 

solution of equation (8)  under conditions  (9)  we shall use integral 
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Laplace transform; In space of the transforms we shall obtain the 

following expressions; 

jmgf &0 

-gj/imXW,, X,s AWW + ir1 + bpxtdnt -r If1 (10) 

where U Is the Laplace transform of the z-th component of vector of 

displacement u. 

The solution of equation (10) under conditions (11) has the form 

In order to change in expression (12) to the original we shall 

use Cauchy theorem on the expansion of the meromorphic function 

U into a series, as a result of which we shall obtain 

^-JT S (-*)••«-[«(»+ Ux]*^). *•=&,) o^a       (i5) 

ÄW-W + D^V + l) UM 

+«.VMtl*0'tt» + l) + ÄTt*(pTl» + l)| VB" *\n+7)TW) (15) 

where L is the length, p is the density of the rod. 

Passing to expressions (15) from the transform to the original, 

we shall obtain 

■. («. o -g-S (-«••4«(''+j^r]x 

Mil ¥lTt •♦• l-'-OJ 

where p , p1 are roots of equation Q2(p) = 0. The form of these 
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roots depends on the sign of the discriminant 

where 

im-|ikV+T*A,~[iW+ «••)]' (18) 

+ i«.,[».*(*-^) + ^^-f«)] (19) 

and in terms of s1 * = 1/^ * there are designated the frequencies 

of the relaxation [9]. 

If D > 0, then from formula (16) we obtain the following expression! 

{- l*iV - P. (»i* + «••) + P-'l «P (- M + 

+ y.i+X'K '«•*•* •,p (~ T,,', >{a ^+*,,), (20) 

where 

P« - - 2 [«, - !(•»• + .,•) ]. T, - K,+4 (.,• + v) 

*, - •, {3K. + T, II - 2 (.,•«.•)-• («-• + T«*)!) 

Condition D    >  0 is realized in two cases. 

(21) 

1) At m    >  0.    Then the magnitudes nn and 's>n are determined by 

the  formulas 

r« - ± yiuui, e.- -j «rah (»,rB-») (22) 
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Here the sign of r must be identical with the sign of qn. 

2) At mn < 0, but qn
2 > |mnp. In this case the magnitudes xr 

and a) are equal to 

mu » \rS r, AO..  »c - - r. ehe» 

If D < 0, then all roots of p are real, and expression (16) 
n v 

describes the aperiodic motion. 

Thus, from expression (20) it is evident that dependence of vector 

of displacement on time is given by three components. The first 

component describes the new position of equilibrium near which the 

attenuating vibrations - ccur, second characterizes elastic after-eftect 

and, finally, third con: titutes infinite sum of the attenuating harmonic 

vibrations in time and the logarithmic attenuating decrement for the 

n-th harmonic, which is taken as measure of the internal friction, 

is equal to 

Ä«-[x, + |(sl' + s.')]g (24) 

where OJ is the angular frequency, calculated by formulas (22) or 
n 

(23), depending upon sicn of mn. 

For a numerical evaluation of the obtained results we shall be 

limited to a consideration of the zero harmonic (n = 0).  Then, 

using mechanical characteristics of aluminum:  shear modulus n = 

= 2.4.1011 d/cm2, Polsson's ratio v  = 0.54, the density p = 2.7 

G/cm5 - and adopting for the relative relaxation of the bulk 

modulus AK/K = 0.1, we shall obtain the relationship shown in Fig. 1 

between In T. of the internal friction tan b = AQ/TT and square of 

frequency according to which usually there is experimentally evaluated 
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•U -5 -l-S    0      Z.S inr, 

Fig. 1.  Relationship be- 
tween internal friction 
tan b  and logarithm of 
relaxation time In T^; 

curves 1, 2 and 5 corre- 
spond to the values TJ/TJ, = 

= 102, 50^ and 10 curve 4 
is calculated on basis of 
Theological model for 

T. = Tp = 10 j curve 5 is 

the dependence of square of 
frequency the rods vibra- 

tions 'Jüp for T1/
T
2 10n 

the dynamic Young1 modulus [6, 10], in 

the function In T^. 

Since In T1 = In T0 + H/RT, then 

the magnitude plotted along the axis of 

abscissas is proportional to 1/T, I.e., 

in Fig. 1 actually there Is represented 

temperature relationship between the 

Internal friction and the square of 

frequency.  In the construction of the 

graphs as pareuneters there were selected 

the following relaxation time ratios 

T^/Tp = 102, 105, lo\  As Is evident in 

Fig. 1, peak caused by relaxation of 

volumetric stresses at ^K/K^ =0.1, 

appears only beginning from T./Tg ~ 10^. 

However, the volumetric relaxation may be ascertained also at smaller 

ratios of T^Ap, if there are used double logarithmic coordinates 

In tg 5 -In T.. The corresponding curves 

for the same values of parameters T1/
T
2 

are given in Fig. 2, where region of relaxa- 

tlon for T^/Tp = 10 manifests Itself as 

a sector of the bend In the region of the 

linear dependence. 

By means of the double logarithmic 

scale it Is convenient also to trace 

temperature dependence of Internal fric- 

tion In the entire region of vibrations 

up to the point of transition. As might 

1 1 

A. "^ 
V —^ 

\ 
igt] a 

^V> hk 
> o\ 

11«; \\v 

•i •t /        < > M 

•B 

Fig.   2.     Relationship 
between Internal friction 
and relaxation time  in 
double logarithmic coor- 
dinates.     Designations 
nf curves are  the   lame as 
In Fig.  1. 

have been expected  Immediately before the point of transition to 
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aperiodlcity, the Internal friction sharply increases, where it is 

identical for all i^/tp values under consideration. 

At the selected value AK/Ka ■=  0.1 relaxation of square of frequency 

caused by relaxation of volume stresses, will be insignificant ~0.95^. 

Basic role in relaxation of square of frequency up to zero is played 

by the relaxation of the shear stresses. 

From the evaluation made it follows that the relaxation time of 

volume stresses t- may be found from experiments on the study of 

longitudinal attenuating vibrations under the condition that T2 « T1. 

In case, if T- ~ T1 or tp > T1, the relaxation of volume stresses with 

a minor defect of bulk modulus does not manifest itself and Internal 

friction of such medium will give a clear background caused by the 

relaxation of shear stresses, analogous to that, which such a medium 

gives for torsional vibrations. 

We shall compare the obtained results with the calculation of 

corresponding Theological model. Since relaxation processes during 

longitudinal vibrations are described by complex Young1s modulus E«, 

for the derivation of formula of internal friction we shall express E* 

in terms of complex shear moduli and the hydrostatic stresses n* and 

K*, using, according to formula (1), for v.*  Maxwell's model and for 

K* - the model of standard linear body. Then for the tangent of the 

shear angle of phases between the stress and deformation we shall 

obtain the formula 

*«* BtT7P"fe + T^ + ^V»d*)li^+3li?T^gi?-J    (26) 

The curve constructed by formula (26)  for TJ/-^ = 10  ,   is 

shown in Figs.  1 and 2 from which it  is evident that rheological model 

gives a value of internal friction somewhat  too low in the region 

of the relaxation peak. 
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For a dlscufision of this deviation we shall evaluate the contribu- 

tion of zero harmonic to the total motion. This can be done after 

taking ohe ratio of squares of amplitudes at t = 0 which are found 

in formula (20) before sin (u^t + Vn). In thc region of peak at 

T A = 10^  for the first and zero harmonics this ratio is equal to 

0.11 which in accuracy coincides with the determined evaluation of 

first harmonic during free torsional vibrations of a rod whose shear 

stresses are described by Maxwell's Theological equation, where for 

the evaluation of contribution of harmonics there is obtained the 

formula vn = 8/ir
2(2n + I)2 [5]. Thus, contribution of higher harmonics 

during vibrations of free rod is not very small.  However, higher 

harmonics can be practically removed by attaching an inertial suspension 

t the rod [11, 12]. Nevertheless, also after suppression of higher 

harmonics for torsional vibrations the indicated deviation will take 

place [12], therefore, it may be assumed that it is not the result 

of ignoring the higher harmonics.  But taking into consideration that 

the difference between results of calculating the internal friction 

in region of peak by rheological model and the solution of boundary 

value problem is comparatively small, and calculations in latter case 

are ve.-y cumbersome for an approximate description of peak of internal 

friction it is possible to use the rheological model. 

However, in region, adjoining the point of transition to aperiodic- 

ity, the rheological model gives an incorrect result. This is associa- 

ted with the fact that during the calculation by rheological model thc 

frequency and the temperature are considered as independent variables 

whereas in reality the heating up of a specimen changes the frequency 

uf vibrati-ns where the change is very great near the point of transi- 

tijn  to aperiodicity. 
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INVARIANT  GROUP SOLUTIONS OF EQUATIONS OF A SPATIAL 
STATIONARY BEAM OF CHARGED  PARTICLES 

V. A. Syrovoy 

(Moscow) 

In works [1, 2] there was introduced the concept of an 
invariant group solution (H-solution) and there is worked 
out a general method of obtaining such solutions.  In a 
number of works [2-6] this method was applied to systems of 
partial differential equations in partial derivatives describ- 
ing different physical phenomena. Below there have been 
investigated the group properties of equations of stationary 
normal beam of analogously charged particles in an arbitrarily 
oriented external magnetic field both during nonrelativistic 
speeds and also in a relativistic case when the radiation of 
moving charges can be ignored. 

§ 1, Fundamental Equations 

A normal [?] nonrelativistic charged-particle beam in stationary 

case in an arbitrarily oriented external magnetic field H is described 

by system of aifferential equations, which in tensor form has the form 

^O^W-o.  J-.£(^*)-P      (1>1) 
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Equations (1.1) are written out In dlmenslonless form [6]; all 

indices pass through the values 1, 2, 5; here there are adopted the 

following designations: v , if1 — contravariant component of speed 

and magnetic field strength; «P is the scalar potential; p is the 

density of the space charge; r\   is the Christoffel symbol of second 

kind; e , Is the covariant Isotropie pseudotensor of weight 1 and, 

finally g  is the contravariant meteric tensor (g = Ig^J)« 

As will be evident from further discussion the H-solutlons are 

obtained In four orthogonal systems of coordinates; cartesian x, y, 

z; cylindrical R, f,   z; spiral cylindrical q1, q2, z; spherical r, 0, 

■ip.    Eouations of the beam can be written out in each of these coor- 

dinate systems. Equations of motion have the integral 

2f—ffAo'vta const (3->2) 

External magnetic field H satisfies the equation 

^(VTl'W.HO (1.3) 

For magnetic fields, which can exist without special supporting 

devices in the beam there is still another equation 

^gS-p (1.4) 

§ 2.  Group Properties of Equations of a Beam 

The solution of the determining equations for the coordinates of 

infinitesimal operators of basic group G of equations of the beam 

(1.1) shows that Lie algebra of basic group is generated by following 

linearly independent operators: 
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X, - rV + a(Wr + 2, jL) + (, - 1)(2p^ + IIV.) 

Xt «. rV — 2p -^ - HV,   (■ « o) 

X,*-^.  ^t-^.  '•-•37 (2.1) 

Here v> V . % are Hamiltonian operators in space of the coordinates , 

speeds and components of magnetic field strength, respectively. To 

the enumerated infinitesimal operators there correspond the following 

finite transformations maintaining the system (1.1):  operator X1 is 

an extension with the arbitrary parameter a; operator X2 is an 

extension with a = 0; operators X,, X^, X^ - the simultaneous turn by 

an identical angle in one of planes of coordinate space x, y, z and 

corresponding planes of space of speeds u, v, w corresponding to it, 
o 

and of the space of components of magnetic field H , H , H j finally x       y       z 
the operators X-, X«, Xg are transfers along axes x, y, z. Optimum 

system of two-parametric subgroups assuring the ascertaining of all 

essentially different H-solutions of rank 1, has the form 

i*. x,. x» v. X4- xt+Xh Xi    r. x, - x,+x,, x, 
2*. XtX« S'. X^Xt + Xf. X»      r. Xi-Xt + X(.Xi-X( + X* 
r. x.+ox^x,    e*. Xi. Xi| »•. Xi-x.+x^x.. IO*. x,. x, 

(a Is an arbitrary oomtant) 
(2.2) 

§ 5.  Invariant Group Solutions of Rank 1 

If the magnetic field is directed along the z-axis, then the H- 

solutions obtained in subgroups l0-50 of system (2.2), correspond to 

two-dimenpional flows considered in [6],  In case of an arbitrary 

orientation of magnetic field the form of solution does not change. 
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however, the flow becomes spacial.  It must be noted that the analytic 

solutions presented below for flows with two components of speed are 

obtained under assumptions, reducing to the system (S/H) for correspond- 

ing H-solutlon to equation of form (3.1), from which there were obtained 

analytic solutions for two-simensional flows [6] 

1°.  For the subgroup H <X7, X8> the solution has the form 

v-j'»(,).  *-/.(.).  P-AW.  "-'-W    ^'?) 

Here 

V-Cy..^*..), H-Wr^.^.^). ^-(A./.^.). ^-(^/t./.) 

A uniform magnetic  field sa   Lsfled equations  (1.5),   (1.^). 

2°.    For the subgroup H    <X^,  ZQ>    we obtain 

V-J«>(Ä).       »-/.(Ä).       P-/.W.        H-J*(Ä)        (3.3) 

The common solution  (1.3),   (1.4)   determines  the  following magnetic 

field: 

H*~Hn/R,       H* = HUIR.       //. = ».. (3-4) 

3°.!.     For the  subgroup H    <X1 + *Xy   XQ>     the  investigation 

naturally  is made  in the  spiral cylindrical system cf coordinates 

q-P q2, 
z; here 

V - r* J'" («,).        » = «"••A («•)        (T" ^ 
P= ^^-^-./.(««^      Il = 7=t

,= ^^'i,,,(*.)        (5.5) 

Let us consider the case, when J2 5 0.  Assuming in addition 

/.«lee-W/   (0<9<t) (3'6) 
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we shall obtain the following solution: 

/4. [sfl^yf* {.ta IT (l + •) («. - «.)!)  •      'S*" /•"*•* 

y,--T/..      A-/.'.      /•-(T + *JA (5.7) 

The possible values of H  in  (5.6)  are determined  by the  inequality 

n<yT&>'   {»^liKii    f = «.    »i<0:    t = ».    »i>0) (5.8) 

In approaching the emitter the tangential component of the magnetic 

field increases without limit;   Jg,  Jg -» 0 at q1 -♦ q0.     Particles, 

abandoning spiral cylindrical emitter q1 = q0, move along the surface 

of spiral cylinder q2 = const;  at a = 1/2 the trajectories will be 

s - £*+!?«*■*!>*Vfc**- x* - -^In («»•«• + V«»"" - x»/,  + C]    (5.9) 

In this case,  as  everywhere  later there are satisfied the conditions 

of emission limited  by the space charge. 

The following magnetic  field satisfies equations   (1.5),   (l.M 

A» - - JSr,,«41'-»''«'-** tin (T9i + «).     H*. = tf.i«w-w*-M' COB (T?, + «). 

At ■• "••      <"*' ""• ''" arbltr,rjr |!onstftn't') (5.1°) 

Here H0, may be different from zero only at a = 1. 

5°. 2.  For the subgroup H <X1, Xg> we have 

V-Ä-J'"^). f = Ä"/.W. P = Ä,<-,,/.(*). H=Ä-,J,,,W (5.11) 

Assuming J1   "0, J2 = njj (0 < o < 1.0 < H s VT ), we obtain 
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At  a  = 1/2 and n  =  /?'the given solution described a  two-dimensional 

flow with circular trajectories  [6].    At n < /? trajectories are located 

un surface of the cylinder R = const.     The emitter is the half-plane 

^  = 0.     At a = 1/2 the  trajectorels are  determined by the  equations 

A-eomi.       t - ^^f** Ri + court (5.13) 

The following magnetic  field satisfies equations  (1.5),   (1.4): 

ff, «i/,. tin (♦ + 6).    ff^//,, cos (♦ + *).    #.-//.,(»•» (3-1M 

At a = 1 we obtain the uniform magnetic field H = HQ.  It is 

readily seen that b  =  TT/2 -  ß, where ß is the angle between projection 

of vector H onto the plane z = const and the emitter ^ = 0. 

4°.  For the subgroup H O^ - X2 + X^, X8> we have 

v~<*ta}(V.   f = «M*/4(5). P-««•*/,(5). H = «'*Jwa)   (5.15) 

Assuming J2 ^ 0 and J1  = He_1/Rjj(0 < o < 1), we shall obtain 

'«- [iH(t-.).*r{,in io (i+a) 5 ,,i;;' ^^='• eip(" i) 
Jt~(2ft~Ji

,)\   /,= -a/, + fl.   /,=/,'.   /, = o/i + «^ (3.16) 

Here 

{ - ID Ä,      I* - ÄJ*.    /» = ÄV»,    • - eoosl 

The  given solution describes a flow,   in which the particles arc 

emitted  from surface  of cylinder R = 1.     Particles move  In planes, 

passing through the axis of emitter along the curves  (o  = 1/2) 

♦ -eon*.       ..^„p-i-lfM* (5.17) 

The magnetic  field  of the following form satisfies   aquations   (1.3). 
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At o = 1/2 and H ■ vT? the given solution described a two-dimensional 

flow with circular trajectories  [6].    At n < ^5 trajectories are located 

on surface of the cylinder R = const.    The emitter is the half-plane 

^ = 0,    At o = 1/2 the trajectorels are determined by the equations 

A-COM.       ,-ÖH^Ät + eowl (3.15) 

The following magnetic field satisfies equations (1.5), (1.^)5 

if.-If« tin (♦ + •). ir*-»n««(* + *)« W.-Z/MC»*»    (5.W) 

At a = 1 we obtain the uniform magnetic field H = HQ. It is 

readily seen that 5 - ir/2 - ß, where ß Is the angle between projection 

of vector H onto the plane z = const and the emitter V = 0. 

4°. For the subgroup H O^ - X2 + Xj, X8> we have 

V-^J0»«). f = «•«♦/. (6). P-*«•*/, (5). H-«'*!"'«)   (5.15) 

Assuming 3~ = 0  and ^ = ne^Aj^o < o < 1), we shall obtain 

A-(2/*-AT'.   /,= -a/,-f-a.   /,=/,'.   /• = a/l + «^ (3.16) 

Here 

{ - In Ä,      I1" - ÄJ'".     /, = /?»/».    • - const 

The given solution describes a flow. In which the particles are 

emitted from surfa  of cylinder R = 1. Particles move in planes, 

passing through the axis of emitter along the curves (a = 1/2) 

The magnetic field of the following form satisfies aquations (1.3): 
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If,,-- *L^t|B(a|+6).     /f,-5.f«*eo!K+*),    U.mO     (3.18) 

5°.    For the subgroup H ^ - X2 + X7, X8> we obtain 

V-iwi^W,    »-««AW.     f-^-M«).     H-f»J»(«)'     (3.19) 

Assuming J2 = 0,  ^ - Hjj(0 < o <"1.0 < H s *^),  we shall obtain 

jt. [jj^A-jy]* (.in I« (1 + cO »I)1**.      JA - /. 
/.-(a/,-/^,    /,--a/, + a.   7,-/,'.    /.-a/a + .J (3.2°) 

Solution (3.20) is a generalization of earlier considered solution 

[6], At o = 1/2 the particles move along straight lines, inclined 

to emitter x = 0 at an angle *(tan » - H/V2 - n^)« 

The magnetic field of following form satisfies equations (1.3), 

(l.M 

lf,--Ä^»ita («* + »).  /r.-A^CMCax + d).  IT.aO  (3.21) 

Thus, there are considered those subgroups in which in the case, 

when magnetic field is directed along the z-axls there is possible 

the construction of the H-solutions describing two-dimensional flows 

[6].  Only a uniform magnetic field which is admitted by first four 

of the considered subgroups satisfies equations (1.3), (1.^). f'0*1 

the last two of them the magnetic field may be uniform at a = 1. 

Magnetic fields of form eai/J{R)  and eayj(x), where J ^ 0, are not 

realized without certain additional measures. 

Let us assume that we have a two-dimensional flow in a uniform 

magnetic field. We shall change the direction of the vector H. Here 

thr.  flow becomes spatial. As is evident from the above discussion the 

io.-m of the sol"Uon will not be changed e.voept only for tiio subgroups 
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HOC,,, Xe> and H <3(1, X8>. 

6°. For the subgroup H ^^ Xy>  we have 

V-fJ«0). »-»*/.(•). P-^-'V.W. H-f-'J^W  (3.22) 

Let us consider the case, when 

/i-A/t.  /•-«•«»• J^i.  /4-(/,/K)tV      (5.23) 

The solution of the system (S/H) reduces here to the solution 

of the equation 

/• + «§*/' +2B (2o + l)/-/-"■ aee (5.24) 

At o(2o + 1) =1 equation (3.24) coincides with equation, obtained 

in [8] for azlmuthal electrostatic flow from a conical emitter (single- 

component flow in 0-direction). The function J for this case has beer 

tabulated [8]. Thus, we obtain prepared numerical solutions for thf 

two following flows: 

v-lj"»(D. f-i-Me). P-i-Me). H = ^J
W
W  C—I> 

V-V7J
W
(«). f-r/4(e). p-i/.W. H = -i=J,,,(«) (.-1/2) 

The corresponding magnetic field and the V-component of the speed 

are determined by expressions 

/, - ■- /,' - etfO/« + «*«-<•♦"*•,   /, - (o + 1) /, + «e-<«*«»» CMO 

/,-I2-(«+*^iA^»«I,/,K74 (3.25) 

e 

It is evident that the ^-component of speed vanishes at a H value 

qual to ^2/(1 + ky)' and if a (or k) i8 eclual to zero' Pa1"*10168 

abandoning conical emitter 6  = eo, move along the surface In r- k0 = 

= const, being obtained from rotation of spiral around the z-axis. 
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At H equal to the Indicated value, and a - 0 the trajectories are 

flat spirals, since here f  - const for a particle. It Is of Interest 

that equlpotential surfaces In this case will be the cones 6 = const. 

At k - 0 a particle abandoning the emitter at point with coordinates 

r0, 0O, f0,  moves along a sphere of radius r0, where Its coordinates 

e, ip  are associated by the relationship 

♦-«.-^(intgJ-lntgS) (5.26) 

At k = 0 and n » v'? we obtain single-component flows In the 0- 

dlrectlon. The solution given In [8] Is a particular case of this 

series of solutions when a = -1 and magnetic field Is lacking. 

Assuming 

8B/» + etgG/, - 0,   /t-KF7i«toe (5.27) 

we shall obtain the equation (3.24) for the potential.  Furthermore, 

we have 

A.-^^eose, /,-[2-K«(tin«e+^gi)]1/y74 

/.--/•'-•»•e/,-fi-^Jr. V.-/. (x-^)' 
*-<• +«'.+-5^.  W/-(- + i)'. + 1Sf5r£  (528) 

The trajectories are located on surface of the figures of rotation 

^•feO-CMM (3.29) 

At H = ^ and a2 = 1/9 the speed in ^-direction v. becomes zero. 

At a = 1/3 the particles from conical emitter 9 = ÖQ move ^ straight 

lines parallel to the z-axis. At a = -1.1/2 again we have at our 

disposal prepared numerical solutions. At H = o the flows from conical 

emitter were investigated in work [9], in which there are given 
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nurae rlcal results for a number of a and e0 values. The flow In this 

case is potential: v^  » öw/öx1, where W is the action pertaining to 

the mass of the particle. 

We examined what magnetic fields satisfy the equations (1.5), (1.^). 

For the radial component Jg of the magnetic field we obtain Legendre's 

equation whose solution is the Legendre functions of first and second 

kind Pa(S) and Qa(?).  Inasmuch as Jg = aj , then the 0-component H 

may be expressed in terms of the associated Legendre functions Pa  (?) 

and Qa (4) of the first and second kind of degree a and of order 1. 

Here i  ■ cos 0. 

For Jg we have the following alternative: 

/(«irMeMe (a-o).  /•-(> (a^o)       (5.50) 

At a = 0 and o - -1 the solution of equations (1.5),   (l.'O  Is 

determined by the formulas 

irf-as-&Ji»,(t), if.«i(tf„etge+-&•). "♦~?Sfö <-0> 

*,-?Hntg|--5-<?.tt).   **--*&-. »♦-o  <»—•'     ^^. 
(5.51) 

At a = 1 and Jg = H0P1(4)  we have 

j/,-ff.cMe.     jsr.--iif.itae.     ff«eo (5.52) 

Formulas (5.52) determine a uniform magnetic fiele* directed along 

the z-axis. I.e., along the axis of conical emitter 0 = 0O. 

Thus, a flow of the form (5.22) in a uniform magnetic field is 

possible when this field Is directed along the z-axis.  In the devia- 

tion of H from this direction the flow parameters do not satisfy 

formulas (5.22). 
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7°. For the subgroup H C^ - Xg + Xg, X5> we obtain 

V-«"J«»(il), f-««/.(Ä). P-^/.W. H-«"J«(Ä)   (3.35) 

At H s 0 flows of the form (3.33) from cylindrical emitter in 

case of emission limited by a space charge, were investigated in [9], 

The flow in this case is potential,the action is determined by 

expression 

The common solution of equations (1.3)» (l.1*) has the form 

If.-^ZaaÄ). B*mQ,   IT, - «"Z,(2BK^ (».-«,/.+•.»'.)  (3.35) 

Here J and Y are cylindrical functions of first and second kind; 

c^, c2 are arbitrary constants, 

8°.  For the subgroup H C^ - X2 + X^, X1 - X2 + X8> we obtain 

^-^^M/,(Ä).   e-««**Jw(Ä) (5.56) 

At H = 0 the solution of the form (3.36) was considered in [10]. 

Form of solution was established by method of separation of the 

variables. 

Equations (1.3), (l.t) result in the following equation: 

»+i*+('-f)'.-« (5-5T) 

Cylindrical functions of first and second kind are the solution 

of (5.37).  In the considered case ? = aR and v = io/ß. 

9°.  For the subgroup H O^ - X2 + Xj, X1> we have 

V - ft*Jw(a).    f-H'««'/.») (3.58) 
p - r«-»«^A (6).   H = f-««w j« (e) 
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The solution of the system (S/H) for a given H-solutlon can be 

replaced by Integrating an equation of the form (3.1) for a ■ 0 and 

a = -1/2. Assuming a - o, J. =0 and Jg - kj|J sin 0(0 < a < 1.0 s 

s k s V?), we shall obtain 

/«-[Tni^5!!r]«,to »(!+•)(«-Wir (l-latgy)    ^'^ 

At a = 1/2 and k » /5 we obtain the simplest expressions for the 

components V and H 

A-iyS^eoie,   y.-l^slne.    y, - (2p/t esc e+/,/»)//, 
>f--peM«e[/,»ine+5coie(c8ce-i)/,*],   /,-/,'-/,     (3.40) 

The trajectories as Is evident from (J.'tO) will be the plane 

curves 

rtine-eornt   (/,-/S^CM*),   resce-eonst   (A . - K^TI CM 0) (3.^1) 

If there occurs the first formula (3.41),  then particles from 

emitter 6 = 0^ move In straight lines parallel to z-axls. 

Equations  (1.3).   (l.'O  results In the equation 

(«-l^-* #+[«(« + 1)-,4p]/.-0 (3.42) 

whose solutions are associated Legendre function of the first and 

second kind.  In the considered case 

I" - ■iaf J".    I - CM 1.    p - $ 
M' • « 0 ■ • - - 1    w. find  (| - InttVt*) 

/•-^•in0ew(K+6).   /,--JSr,tlii (^+«),/,-üf,eo«(R +«)       (3.43) 

10°.     For the  subgroup H   <X,,  X^> we obtain 

%-AW.    f-AW.     P-/,(r),     ir,-y,(r) (3.44) 
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The radial magnetic field in no way affects the flow described 

by formulas (J.W). The series solution of the system (S/H) determining 

a given H-solution is given in work [il] for case of emission limited 

by space charge. In worlts [12-14] solution of system (S/H) is expressed 

in terms of Airy functions for different conditions of emission. 

Thus, there are considered all the essentially different invariant 

group solutions of rank 1 equations of stationary charged-partlcle 

beam. In work [4] there were given examples of H-solutions of rank 2, 

which are constructed of one-parameter subgroups, but are determined 

in the final analysis from a system of ordinary differential equations. 

At the same time such solutions are not Invariant with respect to any 

two-parametric subgroups of the basic group G of the system of partial 

differential equations (S) being Investigated. In our case, etc, 

such examples can not be constructed. This Is explained by the 

difference between the space coordinate and time. 

§ 4. Certain Remarks 

In this work there have been investigated group properties of 

equations of a normal nonrelatlvistlc charged-partlcle beam in station- 

ary case in arbitrarily oriented external magnetic field. There was 

found a common solution of system of determining equations for 

coordinates of infinitesimal operators, determining basic group of 

G equations "f the beam (S). The construction of optimum system of 

two-parametric subgroups has assured the finding of all essentially 

different H-soiutions of rank 1. The invariant-group solutions were 

obtained in four orthogonal systems of coordinates: Cartesian x, y, 

z; cylindrical R, f,  z; spiral cylindrical q1, q2, z; spherical r, 

ü ^. The Cartesian and cylindrical system of coordinates are limiting 

cases of spiral cylindrical system of coordinates [6]. 



Clarification of question about those coordinate systems, in 

which there are possible single-cmponent flows [15]» i.e., a flow 

in direction of one of coordinate axes, at H = 0 was the thesis of a 

number of works [16-22], In works [16-18, 20, 21] there was made an 

attempt to formulate the conditions necessary and sufficient for 

possibility of single-component flow in the x -direction in the given 

system of coordinates x (1 - 1, 2, 5). 

The sufficient conditions are formulated both as conditions under 

which equation (4.1) is transformed into an ordinary differential 

equation with respect to w 

A(«. ■».•«»-ijr.  /b(«i. «•.*)-»to(s?-).  "^-(is)     (4.1) 

Here h„ = v'g"" are the Lame coefficients; W is the action; F(x2, 

x,) is a certain function. In work [20] the question about reduction 
3 

of equation (4.1) to an ordinary equation in fact reduces to the same 

question for a linear homogeneous equation 

Finally sufficient conditions were written out only In case of 

the two variables i,  r,, [22]. Question about number of coordinate 

systems in which there are possible single-component flows has 

remained open. 

The investigation of group properties of equations of a beam 

conducted in present work makes It possible to corroborate that single- 

component flows are possible only in the four indicated systems of 

coordinates.  In connection wich this, the results of work [20] 

become understandable; in this work there was investigated a large 
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number of coordinate systems and it was shown that single-component 

flows In these systems are impossible. The separation of variables 

in the equations of beam are possible, apparently, only in these four 

systems of coordinates. 

Thus, the particles can be emitted from following surfaces: 

i) planes x - const; 2) circular cylinders R = const; 
5) half-planes V - const; 4) spiral cylinders q^^ = 

= corst (q2 = const); 5) spheres r = const; 6) cones 

9 = const. 

In work [22] there were written general expressions for potential 

in case of the two variables (;, n. at H = 0 m the finite form or In 

quadratures where the potential completely was determined by assign- 

ment of metrics in system being considered to the ordlnates. In the 

case, when f*  may be presented as 

A(i.ii)-jrrt)nii) C4«5) 

final expression for potential was determined by the formula 

f-f.|i(l)r* ' .  C+.M 

Function L(?) followed from the expression 

^.tp-KOHW (4.5) 

We note that for the four above-indicated systems of coordinates 

there occurs prrclsely this case. Unfortunately, formula (4.4) cannot 

be used. Owing to the fact that f2 = 0 in all these systems, L{i) 

remains indeterminate. All relationships obtained in [22] including 

the expression for proportionality factor in the 5/2 law for an 

arbitrary single-component flow have sense only for solutions of the 

type (4.6) leaving a degenerated character and the valldly contrasted 

[16, 17] to solutions describing single-component flows from a surface 

on which there are realized conditions of a therrao-emission. 



It must be mentioned that all the solutions known to author describ- 

ing flows having their beginning from a thermc-emlsslonal cathode 

are Invariant-group solutions. Only certain solutions not satisfying 

conditions of a thermc-emlssion represent an exception. 

1°. A two-dimensional electrostatic flow along hyperbolic 

trajectories with vector of speed V ■ {ax, by| and with constant 

density of space charge [23]. At a = -b the flow becomes irrotational 

and the action has the form 

ir-^.^-/) (4.6) 

The solution (4.6) is a unique solution obtained on the assumption 

on constant density of space charge [24], Under this assumption the 

number of equations does not decrease and therefore, (4.6) is 

solution of an overdetermined system. Actually, for the function 

w in this case there is obtained two second order differential 

equations [20] instead of one equation.  Just by this is there explained 

the fact that solution (4.6) is not invariant. 

2°. The generalization of solution in Paragraph 1° In a spatial 

case [25], Here, the vector of the speed and the trajectories are 

determined by the expressions 

T.(M. !».-(•+»)■).  ■v*-«owt.  »V*-««* (^'7) 

The density of space charge is constant. 

3°. The solution [26, 27] for a two-dimensional flow in uniform 

magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of flow on hyperbolic or 

elliptic trajectories is 

(• + •)■»+(•-•>»•-cowl   (»-«ff/iM) (4,8) 



The density of the space charge is constant.    The potential is 

determined by expression 

»»+(•+•** + (•—>V-o • (^.9) 

4°. Two-dimensional electrostatic periodic flow [26, 19], The 

trajectories of particles and potential are determined by formulas 

An investigation of group properties of equations of *  nonrelativ- 

istic beam makes it possible to make certain conclusions also for 

case of relativistic speeds when radiation of moving charges can be 

ignored. 

Owing to the manifestation in the equations of motion of additional 

nonllnearlty ^1 - V2 (in the reduction to a dimenslonless form as 

characteristic speed the velocity of light c is selected) the basic 

group of equations of relativistic beam will be less extensive than 

in a nonrelativistic case. It is readily seen that this nonlinear:ty 

does not make it possible to make an extension of the speed. Therefore, 

the H-solutlons of equations of relativistic beam have the same form 

as H-solution in the nonrelativistic case corresponding to zero value 

of the arbitrary parameter a.  In a strict calculation of the inherent 

magnetic field and for the case when through each point of space ther'- 

passes only one line of flow, single component flows beginning from a 

thermo-emisslon cathode are impossible. In the class cf flows with 

v =0. where v is the component of speed normal to the equiopotcntlal 
n   '      n 

surfaces there are possible the following single-component flows; 

flow In the z-direction when the equipotential surfaces are spiral 

and circular cylinders parallel and passing through the i;-axis of 

the plane; flow In V'-dlrection when equipotential surfaces are 



circular cylinders [28]; flows in the r- and V-directions when the 

equipotential surfaces ire  coaxial cones. For a flow In r-direction 

there can be obtained an analytic solution. For the potential we 

obtain 

Here a, b are arbitrary constants. At a = b = 1 the solution has 

the form 

ffr-db«M«. wtm»4m0.     «-^j. P- jui 

Br~*,mO.  ^-qpyi, (4.12) 

Relativistic flow having Its source from a surface,  on which there 

are realized conditions of a thermo-eralssion is possible only in a 

diode with spiral electrodes q^^ = const and in diode with electrodes 

in which there are the inclined half-planes V = const.    These flows 

may be either two-dimensional or three-dimensional. 

We note in conclusion that from all enumerated solutions of 

equations of a relativistic beam only the solution for single- 

component flow in z-directlon is not invariant with all the functions 

f 

.,.«»/(«.»)       (A/-« (4.15) 

It will be the H-solution at f = q1, f = q2 and their limiting 

expiessions (b1, b2-► 0; b1-> 0, bg-♦ l). 
Submitted 
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IWEORAL-MOMEKT METHOD 07 SOLVIHO THE BOLTZMANN KINETIC EQUATION

^>7

M. N. Kogan (Uosoow)

A mathod la proposed which enables one to compute the flow of a gas, in 

principle, with an arbitrary Knulsen number. This method la convenient prac

tically for solving problems where the knudsen numbers are not too small

(a< K <00, whore 0 <a>< l).

Seo. 1. The motion of a rarefied gas with random Knudsen numbers is de

scribed by Boltsmann's equation whioh for a single-atom gas in the absence of
e

mass foross has the fora

■£—(1^1) 

Here f(t, is the function of the distribution standardized in

such a way that the integral

is equal to the number of molecules in a unit of volume, t is the time, x^'is 

the Descartes coordinates, is the components of the velocity vector of

the molecule, and / (I. ^ J 1/(I') / (»!') “ / a) /
(rfn-rf’urfV’b. I “In-II) (i..';

is the integral of collisions. Here ^ velocity

of the molecules, b is the sighting distance of the molecules in the collision 

process, ♦ is the angle reckoned from the random direction In the plane perpen- 

dioular to the waotor g, and and 1^* are the vectors of velocity after col- 

lislon of to molecules which have up to the collision respectively the ve- 

lonicies f and

The function f(C) does not depend on the variable cf the integration of 
integral/

fjl therefore the/ of the collisions can bo represented in the form

/ (<. li) - ^ («. *i. li) - / (*. -I. ii) G (t, X,. 10
(1.3)
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Tb« lnt««T»l« I Mid 0 »r« finlt« only for «oloouloi with ft flnlto r»dlut 

of Intoimotlon, 

BoltsMnn'a o^ufttlon !• of ton writton in tho Intogrtl.     Apparontly for 

•ny dlfforontUl «vifttlon It I« pooolblo to JtuUpooo an ondlo«. nu»bor of 

IntoffMl o^ttfttlono n«iv^M* t« l*.     Conoldorln«, for oxtmplo, J to bo on 

unknown, Boltimann'o o^uition son bo conoldorod M an   ordinary dlfforontlal 

«quatlon, «ho «onoral aolutlon of whleh haa tho for« [l, 2] 

/ (». «Ltd -/«••«.- «id - <J. W + (' (*.««-I« («- ^ W*      (i •*> 

*y oonaidorinff L and 0 aa glvon wo will got anothor Integral for« of tho 

equation (aeo, for exaaplo [3—4]) 
i 

/('.x..W-/r^««-l«(«-»J.M«ip{-Jci*.«i-l«(<-»).MAJ +       (1-5) 

St. u, st-li« - i).M «PI-J c tt.«, -i, (i - t).M dt]ä$ 
i •      . 

Ordln»rllyf whore tho ICnudaon nuabers are email one cot« by one or another 

expansion tho functions of the distribution along the length of the run 

near th« Maxwell distribution [2]. 

Whore K^l tho function of diatrlbution lo expanded in locorManoe with 

tho M«Bi«udo r1, or one nakos use of the method of suocesaive approximations 

which is equivalent to this expansion. In tho report [2] it la shown with lof- 

Inlte limitation«, »hat this process converges for the times less than the 

time of relaxation or areas less than the length of the run, 1. e., for 

numbers lO-1.  Ordlnarly (see, for example, [2, 5-7]) for fc one uses the 

solution for free molecular flow ant the Integration in carried out from the 

boundaries of tho are«. 

Sec. 2. Stationary an! nonstatlonary problems for Boltamann's equation 

are solved in qhlte dlatinot ways. Therefore one can oenaldor f0 as some 

initial stats, and instead of the successive ap?roxlm»tlon3 one can solve 
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tht oerMSpemlins non»t»tlon»ry preblrai  ^ 

/W..«i.li)-/(«»-i. »»-liA«,li) + J /»iUa.|.*i-|t«U-i).|tl'v>  (2.1) 

wh«r« J  l«*o«louüt«d in Moerdane« with thii »•!<»• of th« funotion f «t th« 

■OMnt of tiM t^ «id tB • t0 ♦ «**.  Ut t bo tho full Intorvol of tloo 

ovor tho oouroo of whloh ono eonoldoro tho prooooo.  If ono aolooto Intor- 

valo of tiM **  oo OMII thot during thio tiao J ehongoo only by on Mount 

of tht opior otA  thon »ftor ■ nuabor of otopa (^t - T / V).  Tho solution 

ebtainod will dlffor fro« tho prooioo ono by • »aluo of tho ordor of tt  (juot 

ao oo in tho oooo of «bo nuaariool solution of on ordinary difforontlal 

aquation). In tho quality (2.1) tho intogration is oarriod out along tho 

trajootory of tho noloeuloa.  Theroforo tho integrale J are obtained at the 

expense of ehanga in f In aooordanoo with tho tine and tho ooordinates. 

Two prooosfloo leal to change of the funotlin of distribution. Pro« one 

side to a giv*»n point of spaoe there come aoleoulea froa different areas 

of flow.  If !• 1« oharaoterlstio of the dlaenslons of tho flow, and ( ch*rac- 

terlstio of tho volooity of tho aolecules, then a charaotorlotlc time of this 

prooess will bo Ti - L/|.  On the otfcwr hand the function of the distribu- 

tion changes as a result of the oollision of the molecules.  The character- 

istio tias of this procoas proves to be the time of the relaxation or the   . 

tlae between tho collisions of tho molecules T2 • Ä/>» where A 16 the/ 

teristio length of tho run1. 

For flows with Knudsen numbers of the order of unity the two character- 

istic tlmea have IdonticaJ orders T1*%*T2«^T, so that by selecting t-ufriciont- 

large V wo can rewrite (2.l) lr. a different for« 

;U,.Jr/,t)-/(l<,-,.«<-U<,{/) + y1,_l(<,_,.*.MAI iU-TlN)       {?..,>) 

! Speakiiv; generally the flew can encoapass several obaraoteriatio Ir.'n.T'h-1 

of run and several characteriatio volocltiea of the molecules (see, for ex- 

ample, [8]). 
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With •■all KnudM» nuA«r T^T,.      In thi« oak« if on« take« Aft^fTj 

very aanr »tap« «• MOMtary.     Thowfor« h«r« it is   •■•••tUl      to oontidtr 

that at «aoh point durii« a tiM of tha ordor of T2 oqullibriiad dlotributlon 

is aeooaplishsd« or oloss to it, whioh is also dons in ths nsthods used for 

low Knudsen nuaibers, 

Por high Knudsen numbers, on the other hand, the transfer of moleoules 

fro» soms areas into others is a more rapid process than the change of the 

function of distribution as a result of collisions.    Here A. should be less 

than f\. 

If the state is known close to the one sought, then the number of steps 

naturally is rsduced.      Thus if one is researching the stationary flow close 

to the free-molecular one, and for the initial state one takes one takes the 

solution for the free-molscular flow, ther. the procedure (2,1) practically 

coincides with the successive spproximations (l,4) cr (1.5). 

In this case it is possible to take large sections of time A**%*L/| - Ti, 

since the function of distribution at any point can change at the most to a 

magnitude of the order of foK"1 and the integral J-Vfo/Tj.    Consequently,  .ho 

error with AfvT will be of the order of fo*" • 

Practically In the finding of the first correction to the  free molecu-.ar 

flow the Integration Is done between the boundaries, end the correction >.o 

the free-molecular function of the distribution occurs only on tM boundaries 

of the area (for exsmple, on the surface of the body [5—7]). 

For computing the following approximation It  is necessary to fli! and 

keep in mind the function of the distribution of the first approximation In 

the Inner points of the flow, which makes the problem too complicated for 

T.odern computing machines« 

Therefore the  flow which requires the co-nputation of the secord and .'ol- 

lowiTvr approximations wir. be computed be«t  In line with the point r-ou-ht 
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by tht inUeral-noMnt method prepottd b«lo». 

S«e. 3.    In aeoeapllahlnc th« nu^rlo«! prootw (2.2) two dlffloultl«« 

crop up.      In tho first pUoo tht inttgrnl th« Intogrnl Jn poaessios a oorapU- 

oatad stniotura« whioh raaulraa not only aquarlng but alao tha computation of 

tka valooltlaa of tha molaeulaa »ftar oolllalon, 1, a., aooompanyin« rapaatad 

aolutlon of tha problam of oolllaion.      In tha aecond place at each step one 

is required to keep In mind too many values (at eaoh point of space at a given 

moment of time the function of distribution depends on the three components 

of velocity).      Therefore the opsratlng memory of modern computing machines 

with difficulty oan suffice for solving the most simple (single-dimension) 

problems that come up.   These difficulties are overcome in the following way 

with the aid of the introduction of moments from ths function of distribution. 

As is known moments from the function of distribution is the term ue«d for 

the expression in the form 

n(t.*t)~[nu*<.m.   M'.*)-iSw('"-Md| 

Hers u* stands for the components of the vector of the raacroacc, :o vr 

loclty, Pi^ for the componentt: of the Censor of stresses, qj for the compc- 

nintn of the flow of energy, eto. 

L*t us approximate the function of the distribution of some analytical 

dependence 

/('•*«.5i) "^ '(6t» ^i» •••< ^.) (3.2) 

wbero Arf (a «  1,  ,,,,*)    «re some functions of t and Xj.    The form of the 

function P and the number of parameters A^are letermined by the character ..." 

the oererete problem and the roquired preclulon of  the apprcrlmallon, wMoh 

should correepond to the precision of the whole computation (l. «,,  *o the 

proclalon of the orl,;'nal data and hourlary coriitlorr»,  th^i seleo'.'id ntt-p,  -^c). 
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Th. function F en .. chc.« diff.r.nt in »h. diffr.n» part, of tho n»** 

8hould t*. into .000«» th. diooontinuo«. oh.ru.t.r in .ooord«... with f 

of tb. b.h.vior of th. funotion of di.trihution .t th. houndori... 

By .«b.tit«ting (3.2) I« (3.0 on. o.« .xpr... V—«t. through f 

oo.fflol.nt. of AÄ.nd vlo. VOT... 

Con.id.ring th.t «ol.oul.« with < vlooiti.. 8r..t.r mnf^ .r. vry 

f.w .* o.« h. di.r.g«d.d, .. win «Lot ^ in .uoh . -^ ^   th. int.8r.l 

J will oh.ng. Uttl. durin« th. tl«. Al .nd ov.r th. di.t.no.t.« At.     I« 

Bolt.«.«»', .action th. velocity )  oom.. in .. . p.r.«.t.r.      If   w. fi« 

aom nunh.r of v.l«..fr (T- 1.  ..^ ») ^ ^ '^h**"     B0lU-n,l" 

e.u.tio« th.n w. will g.t . -yst.« fro« * Joint ordinary dUf^W .^ 

tic«, for . function, of f (t. ^,1?).     Th. l.ft -id-of th... nuatlon. 

oont.in   only th. d.rivativ.. .lo«, th. dir.ctionjjy fro- th. funotio». 

^ *    *   ^ .    oon.^d.rtd/     olÄr<kCt.rl8ti0 tnl th. .o- 
Th. s.l.ot.d m diwotion. en h./ •• «J»r«0     h^balf/ 

lution o.n b. wortcd out in th. a«. w.y e this i- do«, for/"    " «"- 

f.r.nti.l ..u.tio«..    in th. .olutio»    of hyporbolio option, th, ob.r.ot,,- 

Ltio dirootion. .ro d.t.r.in.d by th. origin -^tion..      In th. e- nn..r 

con.id.r.tion the ..Lotion   fr .nd oon...u.ntly .l-o th, ..Lotion of ^ 

ch.ract.ri.tio direction., i. .t our dispel.     Therefor, they ** b. oho.-n 

So th.t in th. oon.put.tlon.f the «o«.«t. in .o«. nod. of th. m* H 

.11 . point, x, - lyi A .Lo will b. «od.. of th. -* .   ™ ** • 

«eLcttnn or^th«. .r. not r..uir.d l.t.rpol.tion. of the d.t. obt.in.d 

on the (n — 1) th .top . 
On th. (n - D-th step in e.oh of th. «od.. of th.    m*     L» .H V 

^.nt. fro» th. function fn.1 be Known.      By n.ltiplyin«  (2,2) ..pootiv.^ 

 TrhTchoic. 0f At  deperis on the rumber of .elected e,uatloro .. 
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*y i#l»   •••» •t0«   *• f**^ BOI*,nts froB.fn ** th6 P01"* xl ** th* ■0ll»nt 

Of  tlM   tn« 

Por otloulatins th« integral fro« th« funotlon tb^, xi—§iätt ^J« 

th« r«8p«otiv« v»lu«« of thia funotlon mn oomput«d hy (3.2) with th« »id 

of vrflu«« known in th« nod««.     Th« lnt«gr»l« 

\j„Q a\W,.idl - (ef + ef + c,«) /,.,</« s 0     «- titt^W 

sine« th«y exprass, r««p«otiv«ly,th« conservation of aman, impule«, and energy 

in th« oollision of molecule«.      Ther« 1« also no need for computing at what 

point there ar« th« higher moment« from J^.     With th« given approximation 

and law of interaction of molecule« th« squaring in acoordanc« with ^  and^ 

can be done onoe, so that these integral*« will he known furrotions from the 

moments.     Th«r«fore the computation of th« integral« 

^£,£/•.,(/{   &■   ^eieftJu.ldl 

converge« to some number of algebraio operations.    Speaking generally, the 

computation of the moments from the integral of collisions is simpler than 

the computation of the integral itself, since in ir.t?*ratioii in accortlanoe 

with fe the integral becomes symmetrical  relative to the velociti -n ^ and  ^ . 

In the report   [9] it  is shown,for example, that for Maxwell inol^eulis 

with a random function of distribution represented by an infinite serlen In 

accordance with Hermite's polynomials,  the momenta from J have a'speolally 

simpl« form fadl ~ Ajufi,   [c^W - *W    (f«-'«-V> 

where A^  and fy are  the "»gnitu-Jes depending on the kinl  of mol-jcaleo.      Tn 

this same work there are presented expression« which give a good approxltnatlun 

also with other lawas of Interaction of molecules,      Tn any caao for each 

law of  interaction and Helected approximation (3.2) it  in necessary only onoe 

to carry out   tho respective cquaring,   oo tnat in the computation of the  flew 

tho moments from the  integral of the colllnions enter as al(;«b:aio  funotlon!'/ 
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tk« aoMnt* from th« function of dintrlbution and not th# funotion Itotlf, 

Soo. 4.   Th« »koyo-dosorlbod non-«t»tlor«ry »pproaoh ha« th« advanta«« 

that It «nable» on« to nak« th« calculation by th« direct ««thod, I, «., to 

oeaput« directly th« valu«« of th« unknown function« for the n-th «tap In 

aooordanc« with the value« for these function« at th« (n—l)-th atop,     tut 

thl« approach ha« th« «hortoo-ln« that th« «tep At should b« l«a« than th« 

two characteristic tlm«« T, and T2.    Th.refor« with th« dlmlnl.hlng of th« 

time of relaxation th«r« is wcesoary a constantly sr«at«r nuiBb«r of Bt«pi. 

In a nuabor of oases It may prove to be to the point to   ohang«    th« pre«««* 

ure somewhat passing to the solution of the stationary problem. 

Let us replace (2.2) by the equation 

whereAt Is selected In such a way that the Integral J changes llttl« ev«r 

the distance^^j^At.    By selectijvj a» «hove m value« of |g» so that In th« 

computation of f in the node of the mesh Xi all m points of *! - IffiX »IM 

prove to be nodes of the mesh, and muUiplying (4.0 by the respeetlva oom- 

binations of volooitio«, besides integrating in accordance wUh|  , w« get  ' Vi 

the systen V of joint algebraic equations for determining v »omen- . in .-ic. 

of the II,  nodes of the mesh.     The problem is reduced to the solution of U.o 

system of nonlinear equations for macroscopic value«.     The problem beoom«« 

more oomplicated at T2 -♦ 0 since the intecral J has singularity at Ta - 0. 

In the usual method the function cf distribution also Is changed by 

noire approximation funotion depending on «ome number of moment«.     By multi- 

plying BolUmann's equation by the correapordlng oomblnatlonn of v.looltl«« 

one gets the necessary numher of differential equations for the moments. 

'.fearwhlle the   the  ».yj» and the r.ur-W of equation depend on the neleotel 

approximations ari moment«.      Therefore for each concrete cane  It was neoan^ry 

to develop one's methods of aolutlor. «f  thi c^ourrlng coxplex. r.yS»ems of dlf- 
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fcnntUl •quations.     Btr«, Jutt XU tu» M rtoY«, thore la posnlMo * 

■tatienary and • nonttatioway »ppr©«oh to th« wlution of 1^0 p.-o' 

Howivtr, th» nuAn of tho oh»r»otorHtlo«, w«! oomovwiitly «Iso th« oh*r- 

Mtor of tho houndar/ problo«« for thlo oyot««, is dotorminod by tho ohoteo 

of «pproxlMtlono.     from tho ooaploxlty of tho oquotlono It Is difficult to 

follow tho phjroioo of tho phonoaoM. 

With tho lnto«r»l-rao«ont opproaoh tho mothod of solution of «ny probloir.« 

is idontieal.    At oooh stop of tho ooaputotlon by the integrsl-Boniont method 

there is trsood • physiosl picture of phenoMM. 

Tho »uthor is grateful to A. A. Dorodnitayn and L. I. Sodov for useful 

discussion* 
Entered Dee. 20, 1963. 
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NONEQUILIBRIUM DISTRIBUTION OF ENERGY BY  OSCILLATORY DEGREES 
NÜM^        OF FREEDOM OF MOLECULES DURING DISTURBANCE 

OF MAXWELLIAN DISTRIBUTION 

A.   I.  Oslpov and Ye. V.  Stupochenko 

(Moscow) 

There  is examined the distribution of oscillatory energy 
in gas,   perturbed by sources of  "fast" particles.     For  a 
model of the  harmonic  oscillators  constltutlne a  small 
admixture In a light monatomic gas perturbed by sources of 
the  same particles,  \-nose  initial kinetic energy  is  less 
than hv,   this  distribution is  characterized by a temperature 
0      For 9 differing from temperature  of a light  gas  there 
is obtained an explicit expression  in terms  of parameters 
of the  sources. 

A disturbance  of Maxwellian distribution Is accompanied, 
generally speaking,  by the disturbance of equilibrium dis- 
tXuon of enerly in all degrees  of freedom,   /or a  num- 
ber of processes  perturbations  of  distribution functions 
concentrated  in  region of far energies are  of interest.     In 
reference  to Maxwellian distribution this means  that 
perturbations are  concentrated  in the tail of Maxwellian 
function,   far off from region of thermal energies.    The 
none$i?llbr?im distributions of such a type will ^reflected 
in the  different  degrees  of freedom of molecules.     The  ex- 
change  of energy between translational and  rotational  degree, 
of ffeedom occOrs with participation of molecules  in  region 
of average  thermal speeds.     Inasmuch as in this  region 
Saxwellifn distribution markedly is not disturbed,  then the 
distribution of energy in the   rotational degrees of freedom 
will bp  close  to equilibrium.     Another assumption posed will 
Se witn vibrational and  electron degrees of f^^^'   /he 
transition of energy from translational to vibrational ami 
electron degrees  of freedom at not  too high temperatures 
occurs with participation of molecules  lying  In tail  of 
Maxwellian distribution.     A marked disturbance ot   Maxwellian 
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distribution in this region will result in the disturbance 
of equilibrium distribution of energy in the vlbrational 
and electron degrees of freedom. 

The purpose of this work is determination of distribution 
function of energy on the basis of the vibratlonal degree 
of freedom in the presence of a quasi-stationary, but not 
equilibrium distribution on basis of translational degree 
of freedom.    Problems of such a type are of interest  in tne 
chemistry of "hot"  atoms,  and also in the study of reactions 
in which fast particles appear. 

Let us consider for simplicity the following case.    In monatomic 

gas with small admixture of diatomic molecules  there acts a source, 

creating the  same monatomic particles with a kinetic energy E0, 

satisfying the  inequality   (-E^kT)  « 1.    We  shall assume  that 

mass m of a monatomic particle is small in comparison to mass M of the 

molecule and,  consequently,  exchange in kinetic energy during 

collisions of these particles  is hampered.    Then,   independently of 

the  relative concentration,   the distribution of kinetic energy of 

molecules will be practically Maxwelllan.    Distribution function of 

a light component  (with a not-too-low concentration) practically will 

coincide with distribution for a single-component  system perturbed 

by the  source of particles.    This distribution is determined in 

[1,   2]  and has the form: 

/.w-iP+/w(»-v.)i/,w+iVT«*.(x-^L   ^ICl» a) 

In these equalities 

Here  f0(x)  is the Maxwelllan distribution normalized for a unit; 

T0 is the time of free path of particle with an energy E0 in monatomic 

gas;  N  is the number of  particles with an energy E0.  developing  In 
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system per unit of time in unit of volume; d is the diameter of par- 

ticles (model of solid spheres). The value p is determined from con- 

dition of normalization fT(x); practically it is possible to assume 

r^wA-^   (f-N+w 

The constant r\ is determined in such a manner that denominator 

in integrand at t = n is of the order of unity.    With such a selection 

of n*  the function    fT(x)    is   found   to be insensitive to T) and 

coefficient at f0(x)  on the right hand side of (1)  is determined 

with an accuracy up to magnitudes of order p exp  (-x  ) « p.     In 

expression (1) the number of generating particles N is assumed small 

in comparison to the total number of collisions per unit of volume 

in a unit of time.    However, method does not postulate the  smallness 

of perturbation in region of far energies but  (1) describes also 

the finite perturbations in the tail of distribution.     The distribution 

of energy by vibrational degrees of freedom of diatomic molecules 

will be  found as  follows.    The  system of equations describing the 

distribution of molecules by oscillatory levels has the form [4] 

^ -«(l».«.^l»M-/
>-.«|X. + PM..^.-P-..-.*1.)       («-0.1.2....) (?) 

where  Z is the number of collisions  of the molecule per secondj 

x   (t)  Is the  concentration of molecules  in n-th oscillatory level; 
nv   ' 

p       is the probability of transition of molecule  from level m to level 
mn 

n,   relative  to one  collision. 

Stationary  solution of the  system  (2)   (considering constancy  of 

concentration of molecules)  satisfies  equation 

*m»|       "■. «♦! 
(5) 
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Under equilibrium condltlonSf(5)  Is satisfied by Boltzmann 

distribution and Pn+1 n and Pn n+1 are associated by the relationship 

IW. «p (- ••♦,) - P,. -. «P (- •-)     *«. - »••' ^       (^) 

being the expression of principle of detailed equilibrium. 

Under conditions of a quasi-stationary but not equilibrium 

distribution (l), relationship (4) Is not realized. For a determination 

or the distribution function xn under these conditions it is neces- 

sary to calculate P^. 

We proceed from the general expression [4] 

«** (5) »,- - [ v- W •/ («* «fr      (9 - -r) 

Here d.p is the diameter of collision of nonatomlc particle with 

molecule; p  is the probability of transition m-♦ n during the 
' rmn 

collision with a relative speed v; f(v) dv is the distribution by 

speeds, of the relative motion of molecules and monatoraic particles. 

In view of smallness of the ratio m/M instead of f(v) there may be 

substituted the distribution (1).  In calculating the probability 

of deactivation in the integrand the region of average thermal speeds 

plays a basic role.  In this region distribution (1) practically 

does not differ from the Maxwelllan. 

Therefore, for P ,   it Is possible to use an expression which 
n+i, r* 

is obtained under equilibrium conditions 

A»i..-J>JU (6) 

The probability P .   is obtained from formula (5) with sub- 

stitution of the Maxwelllan distribution instead of f(v). 

In calculating Pn n+1 we shall assume that 
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Inasmuch as the chief contribution to Pn)n+1  Is  introduced by 

the  fairly narrow energy band w2/2 of an order AE  (in accordance 

with theory of adlabatic  collisions  [5] 

KM  ~«P (-A£T/*) 

where x ~ 1/v is the duration of the collision) then in (5) instead 

of f(v) dv it is possible to substitute  f+ (x) dx, not changing 

the limits of integration and dropping the 6-form component.  In 

such a case 

Here Pn °+1 is the value of probability Pn)n+1 under conditions 

or equilibrium; x» is the x value, at which integrand in (7) attains 

a maximum.  Integral Included in (7) usually is calculated by method 

of steepest descents [5].  In such case x* is the point of steepest 

descent.  Taking into account (6) and (7) equation (5) acquires the 

form 

ML* 

The equilibrium values P^ are associated by relationship (4), 

therefore, 

!"! - (1 + o) «p (•. - ««•) ( J ) 

Distribution  (8)   Implicitly depends on  time  through p and T 

and  is  valid  for any  (not  too  small)  values of time.     Actually,   it 

sTcisfies  the  cündition   (4)  with  an accuracy up  to  tonns  cf an uni^r 
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of N/ZpP10,  which are considered small. 

The smallness of this parameter means that the characteristic 

lime associated with change of density In number of particles and 

temperature of monatomlc gas as a  result  of action of source,   is 

much greater than the time of an oscillatory relaxation determined 

by  exchange of energy between the  translational and  vlbrational 

degrees of freedom. 

nder these  conditions  It  is possible  to speak of the  exictoncc 

at   each given moment  of time  of a quasi-stationary distribution 

which is determined by value  p and T at   the spme moment  of time. 

For an evaluation of distribution  (8) we shall use  the modr-i 

of  a harmonic  oscillator.     In this  case 

Distribution  (9)  can be presented  as  a Boltzmann distribution 

corresponding to a temperature  determined by relationship 

T-T[1-£l,,(1+a>] (10 

At a « 1,  which corresponds  to sources of small  intensity, 

'-^(•-S) 

For fairly  intense  sources   (in the   realizing of  the  obligatory 

condition N/ZpP10 «1)  it may be  found  that a » 1. 

In such a case 

and  temperature   of the  vlbrational degrees  of freedom 9 may greatly 

exceed  the  temperature  T. 
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It Is important to note that this result - the^ finite deviation 

of distribution of oscillatory energy from the equilibrium - Is 

associated with the relatively insignificant perturbation of the 

Maxwellian distribution (insignificant in the sense that the flnito 

perturbation occupies only a small portion of all particles of 

münatomic gas belonging to the region of far energies). 
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ON THE MEASUREMENT OF PRESSURE IN A SPIN 
TRANSVERSE WAVE 

V. V. Mltrofanov, V. A. Subbotln and M, Ye. Topchlyan 

(Novosibirsk) 

As Is known [1] the detonation of gas mixtures in tube^ 
near the ends occurs in a spin mechanism.  The structure of 
spin wave has been ascertained in works [2-6].  In the 
front there will be formed transverse wave, rotating in n 
circle along walls of the tube. Calculations show [61 that 
in  a transverse wave the maximum pressure is 170 to 130 
times greater than the initial pressure of the mixture, 
i.e., 10 times higher than at the Chapman-Jouguet point for 
the detonational wave as a whole. 

In work [7] there were presented the results of measure- 
ments of the pressure field in a spin wave by small-size 
piezotransducers, which gave a good agreement between the 
measured and the calculated magnitudes.  However, owing 
to the lack of calibration of transducers for the abcolutr 
values of pressures and of the excessive shrinkage of 
osclllograms along the time axis these measurements could 
not be considered adequately reliable.  Later theexperi- 
ments were repeated more thoroughly, and the obtained 
results are discussed in this report. 

Spin detonation was carried out in smooth walled brass tube with 

a diameter of 27 mm and length 140 cm with a plastic end section 

(JO cm) screwed on.  A mixture of 2C0 + 0? +  3%  H2 with an initial 

pressure of 0.1 atm was Initlatel by a batch of azldc of lead of 

•ibout u.i r.  Th" direction of rutat u-n of npin wn.- s-t by the coll 

of wl»v spiral pl.-'^d insldo tube close tu UK pla •■ of Initiation. 
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Pig. 1. 
Location  ' 
of trans-  \ 
ducers In 
detona- 
tlonal tube: 
1 - Plexi- 
glas tubej 
2 - slot in 
opaque flap; 
5 - marker; 
4 — direc- 
tion of 
motion of 
transverse 

Measurements were made in the end section simul- 

taneously by four pressure piezotransducers.  Their 

location In the tube is shown In Fig. 1. 

The transducers had the following design. In cylin- 

drical brass tube with an outer diameter of 6 and an in- 

ternal of 4 mm there was placed along the axis a zinc rod 

with a diameter of 1 or 2 mm with a Wood's alloy soldei^i 

polarized plate of barium tltanate of the same diameter 

and thickness 0.8 mm on the end. The space between them 

was filled with beeswax. The rod was connected with cen- 

tral core of a coaxial cable and the body of transducer 

(brass tube) - with braiding of cable and by means of 

copper wire with a diameter of 0.07 mm immersed In wax 

yaVG''A?,„~^       with an external silvered surface, receiving piezoplate 

(the solder also was made of Wood's alloy).  In the de- 

scribed experiments here, two transducers had a diameter of the sensi- 

tive element 1 mm, two others - 2 mm. These transducers were used pre- 

viously in work [8] and are of nearly same design as in work [7]. 

Electrical signals from transducers were fed through cathode 

followers into two-gun oscillograph 0K-17M. The input of 

time constant amounted to about 7-10'4 sec. The time of scanning 

was about 60 microseconds. 

In order to improve the quality of oscillograms It was necessary 

to attain as completely as possible the removal of parasitic ot   Illa- 

tions generating both Inside the transducer itself, and also thos" 

being transmitted from wall of the detonational tube.  Natural oscil- 

lations of transducers of the described design in a careful prvpnrat 1 .n 

can be made small.  The transmission of oscillations from walls uf 

tube is greatly diminished when onto the body of transducer then' war, 
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slipped on a rubber tube with thickness of wall 1 inm and only after 

that transducer was inserted into the apparatus. Surface of sensing 

element of transducer coincided with internal surface of detonational 

tube, all deviations of internal surface from cylindrical at the place 

of output of transducer were puttied from within by wax, so that 

transducer did not introduce extraneous perturbations in the flow of 

the gas behind the front of detonation. In order to remove the 

elastic wave on walls from explosion of azide of lead at a distance 

of 20 cm from place of Initiation the brass tube had a rubber connec

tion.

The transducers were calibrated in the on-position of a shock 

wave in air obtained by an explosion of azide of lead, where there was

fixed both a normal wave and also the 

reflected wave from a solid barrier, set 

at a distance of about 5 from trans

ducer. A typical calibrated oscillogram 

is shown in Fig. 2. The speed of the 

incident wave was measured at a dis

tance of JO mm directly ahead of trans

ducer be?ng calibrated. The pressure differential in incident and 

reflected waves was calculated by known formulas at y = 1.4. Speed 

of incident wave did not exceed 81^? m/sec which corresponded to an 

excess pressure of 5.4 atm in Incident wave and 25 atm in the reflected 

For establishment of trajectories of motion of transducers 

T' lative to the spin wave in the expei-iments there was made also a 

photoreglstration, through longitudinal slot, of picture of self-glow 

onto thf=' moving film. Speed of film coincided in magnitude and 

direction with speed of image of the transverse wave at moment of 

interception of slot (method of full compensation used in works [2-8]).

■^'Ig. 2. Pressure oscil

logram in a normal and 
reflected shock wave in 
the air (calibration).



u*.'
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r
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The relative location of slot and transducers is shovrn in Fig. 1. 

Intersections of slot by imaginary spiral lines passing along Internal 

surface of detonational tube through sensing elements of trans

ducers and along parallel lines of the motion of the head of spin* 

were indicated by opaque marks. Since, in the system of coordinates 

moving along iny such spiral with the speed of the head, the structure 

of flow is stationary, then on phototracings the dark lines indicated

by the marks are trajectories of transducers relative to the 

detonational wave.

One of phototracings is shown in Fig. 3* There is evident the 

alternating of distinct and indistinct half-periods where the distinct

3. Phototracing of 
a spin wave. Dark lines 
are' irajoctoles of trans

ducers in the system of 
coor^'iInates associated 
with the transverse wave.

correspond to the passage of a trans

verse wave wide of the slot along near 

wall of tube; the blurred - along the 

opposite. Each period coincides with 

the development into a plane of the 

cylindrical surface of tube, on which 

there is plotted the instantaneous 

position of luminescent fronts [2-5].

The scheme of the fronts near the 

wall forming th- spin wave is sketched in Fig. 4a. Transverse wave

in separated rectangle is 

Illustrated to the right on a 

larger scale. There are plotted 

the trajectories of the trans

ducers which passed through 

the most Interesting regions of 

the flow. Corresponding 

oscillograms ere presented In

m

rig. 4a. Diagram of shocks near 
wail with trajectories of pres

sure transducers (they corres

pond to oscillograms in Fig. 4b). 
Tiio solid heavy lines are shock 
and detonation shocks, the dotted 
are contact Liv aks.



Fig. . Here there have been selected oscillograms obtained by one 

transducer which gave best quality of recording and was most thoroughly 

calibrated (diameter of sensing element Is 1 mm). The calibration 

curve of this transducer was presented In work [3]. After the termi

nation of all experiments the calibration wa^ repeated, where the 

points lay on the same curve with a dispersion in pressure of not 

more than 7%»

C

Fig. 4b. Pressure of oscillograms. One divi

sion along the vertical corresponds to 25 Pq»

along the horizontal to 5 microseconds.

Oscillograms 6, 7 and 8 correspond to passage of transducer 

through transverse front. Near point B there Is registered a 

pressure of 160 p^^ in the transverse front. In a motion In the 

liroctlon from point :■ to C th' pressure after the transverse front

gradually drops to approximatt'ly to HO p^.

For a corroboration of the scheme of shocks proposed in work 

[6], especially important Is oscillogram 9. Here trans

ducer passed through region after tho shock AB (Fig. 4a) with 

pressure of t2 Pq and it fixed snock i-D with pressure of about l65 Pq. 

'Ihc existence of front BD is evident from a theoretical construction 

f the diagram of flow, but by oth-r means (Toeplcr, photographs of
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^cir-lumlnoslty) it could not be ascertained.  Continuous rise of 

pr-ü^uro from H5 up to 62 pü on this osclllogram Is caused by 'the 

fa-Jt that transducer passed directly through the triple point A and 

on part of its area for a certain time the pressure ahead of 

shock Aß (about 19 p0) exerted Its Influence.  Between front AA2 

and the contact break AD the flow is subsonic, therefore, transducers 

pacing higher than point D record a smooth variation of the pressure. 

We present for comparison a contrast of the measured magnitudes 

of pressure p/p0 after the shocks with those calculated in the vicinity 

oi' the triple points A and B: 

shock A1A     AA2      AB       BD        BC 

p    119.2 54.5    5^.5     170      170    calculation 
p " t 19 ± 1  52 ± 5  60 ± 5  160 ± 10  155 * 10  experiment 

The calculation was made for a mixture of 2C0 + 02 at p0 = 0.1 atm 

an.J r - 293ÜK.  Influence of hydrogen in view of its small concentra- 

tion in the working ralrture was not taken into consideration.  The 

■ .mpcsltiun of the gas after BC and AA2 was assumed to be in chemical 

■•juiiibrium (there wore considered the reactions 2C0 + 02 ^ C02 and 
1 ,, ,-1 vo),   ol'tcv  remaining shocks - nonreacting. 

Initial dato for the calculation of triple configurations were 

the speed of undisturbed flow in the system of coordinates associat 

with th.: transverse wave, u0 = 2370 ra/sec (D = 1700 m/soc) and the 

■■n.ae between its direction and front A^A <P0 = 54.5°, determined 

xp' rim utally \'\. 

After  the   indicated   shocks and  also everwhere  along,  the   leading 

,,)-(,   M .A.A  1 h.    c;)leul:r-"'d  pressur-s  within  an accuracy of  10."' 

• .-J-I^   i-.'I'ti   'ii'- incasureii  pressures. 

W.'  iKt-   'hat   aft^r   the   transverse   front  I'.C  the   transducers  did 
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not  reveal  the  layer of   'h-   shocl-cDepressed  gas  preceding the  zone 

of  reaction  in which the   pvsüuy  mast b-,- by  calculation 19^  PQ-     
Thc 

highest measured pressure   i.:  even  sumewhat   lower than calculated   on 

the  assumption of an instantaneous  reaction. 

All  of  .he  presented  oscilloerams  in experiments  described  here 

were  repeated many times,   therefor-,   diagram of  flow  In spin wave 

proposed   in works   [2-6]     may be  considered  finally corroborated. 

The  authors  are grateful  to B.   V.  VoytsekhovsKiy  for his  attention 

given to  the work. 
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LAMINAR FLAME IN A TURBULENT FLOW 

A. M. Kllmov 

(Novosibirsk) 

There are obtained equations describing a laminar flame 
in nonuniform hydrodynamic field in the case, if the 
curvature of front of flame can be ignored (effect of large- 
scale turbulence). There are explained basic properties 
of such flame.  A possible mechanism of attenuating ot 
flame is obtained and the mechanism of turbulent combustion 
is discussed. 

1. The non-uniformity of hydrodynamic field is of paramount 

importance for mechanism of turbulent combustionj we shall consldor 

turbulence as a random field of gradients of speeds.  We shall 

iosUmote by I the dimension of region in which gradients of the 

speeds during certain time (time of existence of this region) slightly 

depend on position of point within region, although they may in an 

arbitrary way depend on time. This dimension is identical to the 

scale of turbulence.  We shall introduce also characteristic dimension 

6 of the "temperature" region, determLning it as the distance In dUvc- 

tlon of temperature gradient (or concentration), in which the tempera- 

ture (concentration) essentially chanfiec.  In our case this will be 

ihickness of laminar flame in a homogeneous mixture.  Tlv- uharn-t.f 

or phenomenon, obviously, greatly depends on the relationship b.iw.n 



I   and  5.     If I   » 6 (large-scale  turbulence)the  front of flame  Is  slight- 

ly  distorted   (r » 5,   where  r Is  radius  of curvature  of front  of 

flajne),  but  the area of  Its  surface  continuously   varies!    flarv   is 

elongated  or,   conversely,   is  contracted.     Below there  is   investigated 

namely this case   (I   » 6), 

We  shall consider  field of speeds  of  region I  without  combustion, 

which we  shall call the  external hydrodynamic     ield.     The   simplest 

example  is  field  of pure  shear  (Fig.   la)  when a correlation between 

components of the  speed  is  lacking.     Another 

example  is  "flow at  the  critical point"   (Fig.   lb), 

generating   If, for example,   in regions A and  B 

there  developed  a  rarefaction.    A correlation 

between the components  of  speed here manif' sts 

itself in a pure  form.     Field of speeds  of the 

arbitrary region  I   is  the  superposition of these 

two extreme cases.     For example,   in a two- 

dimensional case,   taking into account  the  con- 

JJ 

sd. 

nil 
k- 
r 

Fig.   la,   b. 

tinuity equation,   the  field  of speeds has  the  form 

It   is   evident   that  onto  the   "flow at   critical point"  u   -•  kx, 

v  =  -ky there are  superimposed the arbitrary shifts u - k.y,   v -~  k x. 

The  three-dimensional case  in principle  does not differ from the   two- 

dimensional. 

Assumptions essential  for obtaining the  equations will be   the 

ordinary assumptions  of theory of  slow combustion:     1)  constancy of 

pressure   (the  equation  of motior,   is  not   consldorci),   2)   in equation 

i't' enorcy  there  is  considered  only  the  thermal  enrrgy of  the  gas. 

Furthermore,    we   shall  consider only primary processes  of 
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transfer and shall assume that  rate of heat release  is determined by 

the concentration of a single component of the gac mixture and the 

temperature,   and the Lewis number equal to 1.    Then,   as is known,   the 

equation of diffusion can be eliminated. 

In conventional designations in a two-dimensional case we  shall 

-«.(?+•£+•?)■ ={ia+«(l5)+'<r' 

Furthermore, there Is given external field u , v .  Suppose the 

external field is a pure shear. Without loss of generality it is 

possible to assume u0 = a(t)y, v = 0; orientation 

of initial distribution of temperature (being one- 

dimensional) relative to external field is given 

by angle V, where qxp is the front of the flame 

(Fig. 2). 

Tig. 2. The true hydrodynamic field will differ from 

external, because during the combustion owing to 

the thermal expansion of gases, there appears a motion, normal to 

front of flame.  On the whole the phenomenon is such: the front of 

['lame is turnea by the external field in plane xy with a change In 

the area of its surface; simultaneously it moves relative to the gas, 

creating a supplemental field of speeds as the result of the thermal 

expansion. 

The solution of equations (1,1) we shall seek In the form 

r-r(i,o. •-•» + K(*.o[i+(ig*-j«*),J"* 

f - F (I. o[nt - j•*][!+(»»♦-Mj 
where 

5-[. + f(nt-|-r)][l+(igt-|«ft)ffc 
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For the determination of T(i ,   O   ami V(t,0 we  shall  obtain the 

equations 

Here fW-.[^-j-*][i+(tg*-S-,)T 

Coordinate ? always is normal to the surface of the flame. 

The speed V is associated with the expansion of gas.  If products 

of combustion and fuel mixture occupy a half-space, it is natural to 

assume V = 0 for a fresh mixture. The initial and boundary conditions 

for equations (1.2) in this case will be 

T-r(0   at i-O,   y—o ate--«. 

If at the initial moment of time the products of combustion 

occupy band of finite width with a symmetric distribution of tempera- 

ture, the simplest initial and boundary conditions will be 

r-r(ö   a*'-0.       5"v"0 at c"0 

.>.>_ *  . ,,0   Wt^x v0 = k(t)y.  The solution Let us assume that now u = -k(t;x, v - M^J. 

of equations (x.l) we shall seek in the form 

r-r(«,o 
, - - A. +n<. 0elgt..p(2J**)[l + elg^«p(4j**)]"* 

t - », + V (I, 0[* + elg«t «p(4j**)r 

whe re 
t -^ + *Wtp{A**)][i + ctg'*«p(4UA)J * 

.   t„. IM     r) nni Vfl.   C)  w'>  obtain  (1.?)   where For determining !('»   s;  Rltl   J\l>   ^l   " x 
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f (i) - *[l - etg-t •«?(*j**)][* + «lg«t .xp(4J*A)[ 

In the general case we  also obtain equations  (1.2).    The charac- 

teristics of each case are  included in function <p(t). 

It  is  readily verified  that (p(t)  is  t.i°   relative  rate  of change 

of  surface area of flame  taken with opposite  sign. 

Equations   (1.2)  can be  obtained also by assuming that  flame remalru 

two-dimensional and the  function q>(t)  Is given.     Let us assume  that 

^,   T|,   C  is  a system of coordinates oriented  so  that  the  ?-axis     always 

it: normal to surface of the  flame,  and let us assume that v^,  v^,   v^ 

are the  respective speeds. 

Since   surface of flame  is  flat, 

r-r(i,o.      •t-nCO 
Consequently, 

^(lf+^Tf)-1f(^)+^) 

Let  us  consider small  element of surface   d?  dn in the arbitrary 

plane   ^ = const.    The  relative  rate  in change  of its area 

Presenting v- in the  form v^(t,  ^) . <p(tK + V(t,  O and  taking 

into consideration  (lA) we  shall obtain from   (1.3)  the equations   (1.?). 

We   shall  introduce the  dimensionless magnitudes 

,-i^/«„   *-;/«*   •-viu„   •-(r-ri)/(rl-ri) 
p'-p/^,     X'-X/Jk^     t~r/F„      «-f*,/«,      («.-U/WMC,) 

N-p(rj.     Xt-xdj.     r9-p*ic9{Tt~Tjih, 

IK'!'"   t.'     is  speed  ol'  propagation of a normal  1'lam^;   by  is  dlülance, 

r,t  which   in ;<  normal  flame   *  varies approximately by e  times   (exactly 
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by e  times  in Michelson's  solution);  T0,   1.   are  the  initial and final 

(adlabatic)   temperatures  of the  gas;   FQ is  average  rate  of heat 

release in normal flame. 

The parameter e  is  the  ratio of characteristic  time  of normal 

combustion t,^ =  SQ/UQ to  the  characterii.tic  time  of action t.   = l/(p 

for a flame  of external hydrodynamic  field;   t    is   the time during 

which at <p =  const  the  surface  area of flame  varies by e  times  or,   what 

amounts  to  the  same time,   the  time  during which the  distance between 

surfaces of  a constant temperature would vary be  e  times  in the  absence 

of a chemical  reaction and thermal conduction. 

In the  adopted designations  the  system  (1.2)  has  the  form 

»»[* + «WPj?+-S]~Ä(xr3)+/(*)      S+'Wt + '-w0     (i^) 

Here  and henceforth  the primes  at  p and X are  omitted. 

The new  terms,   in comparison to equations  of  the one-dimensional 

flame,   in  (1.5)  are of an order e(T).     We  shall make numerical 

evaluations.     Suppose,   for example,   the  speed of turbulent pulsations 

V ~ 10 m/sec  with the  scale  of turbulence  I  ~ 1  cm;  then t.  ~ iO--5  sec. 

For rr^st fuel-air mixtures close  to the stoichiometrical,   t0 ~ 10"-5  sec 

also rapidly  increases to 10"     sec with the  impoverishment or enrich- 

ment of mixture  approximately by 1.5 times.     Correspondingly,   we  shall 

obtain e ~ 1  to 10,   depending on the composition of mixture. 

The parameter e  is  in close  conformity with parameter 7 = v'öVu^^l, 

proposed   [1]   for an evaluation  of the  relative  role  of  "surface"  and 

"volume" combustion.    Difference  between them is  in the  fact  that  in 

7 the magnitude  v'/7   is an averaged  gradient  of the   speed,  and  the 

magnitude <p   in c   is   instantaneous  and   local.     Therefore,   e may bo  o 

i.v^nltudo luth positive,   and  also negative.     From   (l.'O   it,  is  evident 

thtit   gradients  of  different  component s  of  sp-'od  may  introduce  a 
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different contribution to the change of surface area of flame - 

the flame may be elongated or be contracted in all directions, but 

may also be contracted in one direction and be elongated in the 

other. 

We  shall write out  equation  (1.5)  in system of coordinates 

associated with front of flame,   i.e.,   in system of coordinates whose 

origin is  associated with a certain temperature   *0.     The coordinate 

ß    of point with temperature  *0 is  determined by equation 

^ . [• (t) P, + *\- Im (t) + •»!-• (t) - « W 

Consequently, 

kW-np\*lt)4i[tm-\m(x)»xp(-\*Wdr)]        (3—M» 

In the variables a = ß - ß0,   T  the system  (1.5) will acquire  the 

^ + (-+")Ä+!tL-° (1.'') 

Function m(T) is determined in the solution of concrete problem. 

Initial value m(T) must be given. 

Equations (1.6) may also be obtained from equations (l.H), assum- 

ing that the latter are obtained from (1.3), where i,   r\,   C is the 

system of coordinates associated with front of flame.  It is necessary 

tiiy to present a) in the form 

• ». t) - m(t) + ••«». t).   "(t) - •(-«. ») 

y.     Previous to constructing the  solution of  the  problem,  w   sh-1 

give  a  qualitative  description cf  considered  picture   of phenuraenon. 

In a     uniform hydrodynamiL:   field   (e  -  o)  the  solution oi- system 

(L.L)  under certain assumptions   relative  to  function  of he;it   rvicas' 
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r(*) and with currespondlnR initial and boundary conditions  tends 

to  a  solution not  depending on the   time,   and describing distribution 

of temperature   in normal flame.    Here r.(T) -1.    The  stationary form 

of normal  flame   is  result  of the equilibrium of opposite  "forces": 

the  smoothing action of thermal conduction is balanced by opposlt. 

effect  of  the  chemical  reaction. 

At e  / 0 there  appears a new  factor:     the  convection heat  transfer 

ea dl/ba,  which either smooths   (e   > 0)   or increases   (e  < 0)   the 

curvature  of the  temperature  distribution. 

If e -const  < 0,   the  solution of  the system  (1.6) must  tend   to 

a  certain,   steeper  stationary distribution of temperature   than - 

normal flame. 

The  situation  is different  at  e  > 0.     In the adopted  model of ^s 

medium,   thermal perturbations are  propogated with an  infinite 

speed.     Practically this  speed also  is  very great   (speed 

of sound).    Therefore,  the thermal influence of hot  region instantan- 

eously penetrates  a great distance  into the cold  region.     At 

the  same time,   at a fairly large  distance from the origin of coorii- 

nates  in the direction of cold gas   (i.e.,  with a  fairly large negativ 

a)  the convection heat  flux  acquires  the  same  direction as  heat   flux 

•;iuscd by  the  thermal  conduction.     In  a  slow combustion such a  hoat 

transfer to the  cold   region  is  in no way compensated;   conditions  at  a 

great  distance   from  the  front  of  flame  all the  time  vary and  the 

entire  process  becomes nonstationary. 

Kor the quantity q of heat being  liberated per unit  of  surface 

..f  fiame  per unit  of  time   (proportion^  to the  amount  of burning 

„.Mt-r)   we   have,   turning  tha,   M^.-u at   a - ±x,   the   relationship 

f - j1/* - jpg+TP^+••+•)s* 
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In a nonnal flame q = p(m + Cü) =■ const.  In the remaining eases 

(e / 0 or e = 0,  but phenomenon Is nonstatlonary) q Is not associated 

explicitly with p(m + a)) and. In general, Is variable. 

In Intervals of time when external field disappears, the flame 

is une-dimensional, but nonstatlonary. 

The structure of such flame,has much in common with structure uf 

riamo at e / 0; therefore, we shall consider It In greater detail. 

In a one-dlmenslonal nonstatlonary flame m + cu, being speed of 

temperature >0 relative to the gas (m - relative to a fresh mixture, 

m + cu - relative to particles of gas with other temperatures), may 

acquire any values. In particular negative values. If m + tu < 0, 

the gas flows towards a given plane a-const not from the direction 

or fresh mixture, but from direction of the combustion products. Tl^ 

flax of molecules (the same as flux of heat) is composed of fluxes 

oV  convection and diffusion.  In a normal flame the convection and 

dllTuslon fluxes of the fuel are added.  In a nonstatlonary flame 

they may be subtracted.  Isolating conditionally the zone of reacliun, 

It is possible to encounter a situation when the gas flows to Uiio 

zone from the direction of the products of combustion, and the 

fuel is transmitted toward convection flux by diffusion. Let us 

assume that, for example, initial function for equation (1.5) will 

be 

•(M)-o  «t »<o.       ♦(ß.0) = i   *t >>o (>.;) 

Before there  is established a normal  flam-.   In which any 

temperature moves toward the  fresh mixture,   during a certain time 

points with a temperature     close  to  »  = 1     will move  toward  the 

c.mbustlon  products.     Consequently,   at  least   In part of  ^ IK-  'f 

reaction  the convection  flux  of  Cue1,   (in the   syrtem of  coonlinnto.-.   i) 



U1U be dlreotc. against t.» di^alon.    EstatUem.ent of „omal 

,,™C m thU ease oo=urs by — - WelUn, effect or ...^ 

conduction and di  fusion. 
r^   ^n^raelv   slopes very gently in compnrloun If function        ,  0), conversely,siup 

,0 ease of a nomal f^e.  the chief factor of eatahUsh^eht of 

,.„„1=al reaction.    Here the apeea,   revive to SaS.   of poi ta „ 

„..pcratures    ciose to . = i    during the first „oaents or tiM .,    1 

„. s^mcntiy sreater than this spec, in nor^ai fia-e havins th. 

;;amc  direction. 
„o» equations  (i.t) it ia evident that  in nonunifor« hydrodyna.ie 

neli the concept of spec, of propaeation of front of fXa.e.   stric,.iy 

A+   0nv  P   ^ 0 the  speed  of the gas  relative 
.peaking,  has no sense.    At any e  ^ 0            P 

tnrp *    varies  in the  range   (-co, -HT),  depending 
to a  fixed  temperature  *0 varies .   .     , . 
on temperature of particies of eas.    Certainiy.  at smaii  |e|     h.s 

.„nccpt ma, have an approximate meaning.    Hy«odyn.«ic fiel, in 

aystem Of coorainatea of fi-  is simii.r to the ..ove-mention.. 

..,lov, at criticai point» with plane of a^etr, parallel to fron, 

ul. „ .e.    At small |e|  this plane is locate, far from region »uh 

H^nts   frerion of the main portion of   -hanre 
larßo    temperature gradients   (region u 

,.;  t.mperature  from zero to unity);  the field of mass spec,  in - 

,       At   f-irlv large  lei   the plane of symmetry shitts one-dimensional.    At  fairly large  | M »- 
.       with  larRe    gradients  of temperature  and  the concept  ot 

to region with  large    MO-
1
-'- 

t^n   >f frort  of flame  does not have even an üpeed  of propagation ul   iror.t  01 

Mppruximate meaning. 
,      ^^.t.on of the fir.tcuatlond.e) overt .-ives 
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If at the initial moment flame was normal, for small T at 

e - const we shall obtain 

In normal flame b^/ba t  0; consequently, the distribution of 

temperature begins to be smoothed at values e > 0 and to become 

steeper at e < 0. 

We shall investigate behavior of flame at larger |e|.  In this 

case Lhe distribution of temperature everywhere, with the exception 

of narrow layer of thickness h ~ l/ZfeJ in the vicinity of point 

a = 0, is described by the equation 

which is obtained from (1.6) by means of discarding the small terms. 

This equation possesses a system of characteristics n = a exp(ei). 

alonK which * = const. 

Let us assume that £ < 0. Then from (J.l) it is evident that 

during the time T ~ l/|e| almost all the change in temperature is 

concentrated In the layer h. At |e| - CD we have h - 0, and the 

prof Lie of temperature tends to be discontinuous.» 

At e > ü (5.1) gives "a spreading" of the flame with the same 

characteristic time: T ~ I/E;  the distance between points with any 

twu temperatures increases proportionally to expUx); correspondingly, 

everywhere the temperature gradient decreases. 

•If we take into consideration the thermal conduction, for 
distribution of temperature we shall obtain 

•-}.+J«i(^jüi«)  (—<•<+-» 

cvmt'Mv at  e - -oo to   (2.1),   if In  (2.1) by ß  there  Is  Implied a. 
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(3.^) 

In order to obtain solution at finite |e|, we shall use function 

!■(>), corresponding to the infinitely narrow zone of reaction* 

/(♦)>0, /(i)-0.  m-0at«<l,  \/Wrf»-\/.d»    (3-2) 

whore f0  is true function of the heat release.  Let us assume that 

/(•)>0 «t 0<«,<#<1,/w-o «t ♦<^/(♦,)-/(I)-o 

Then,   if *0 "» 1 and f(*)  tends to function  (3.2),  there  is 

valid,as also in case of a normal flame  [2],  the  relationship 

We  shall prove it.    From equations  (1.6) we have 

Hence 

- (*UMSL - - ffiL]-lw-5-«L+j/* 

whore >0 s *1, *2, *3, *4 ^ 1.  In obtaining (3.4) there was used 

an integration by parts and condition bl/ba  = 0 at * = 1 was used. 

The function ui (speed of gas associated with the heat expansion) 

must have the limited derivative ckü/3a. 

Havinp attained in (3.4) the limiting transition at *0 -♦ 1, we 

shall obtain (3.3). We note that in this case 

t --* - Mt) [SL, 

Thus,  using function  (3.2),  we shall have  * = 1 at a 3 0, 

$i/da =  const   at a  =-0.    In  ropl.-n  [-no,   0]   function  »  is dosorlbrd 

ly  the equations   (l.b)  with  1'  =  o. 

Wo  shall  seek stationary  solution of these  equations  at 
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e = -c = const < 0. For obtaining a qualitative picture we shall limit 

ourselves to the approximation p = X = 1. Assuming that bl/ha  = 1 at 

a ^ Ü, we find 

The magnitude m is determined from condition 

In particular 

M-■ I atop,  «»Oat t-»/a 

a /StaTe «t •-- 

Solutions for different c are given in Fig. 5- 

At c > Tr/2 we have m < 0, i.e., gas flows to the zone of reaction 

(point a = 0) from the direction of combustion products. The curve 

*(a) at the point a = -0 has a positive slope at m > 0 and negative 

at m < 0. In sector of convexity of this curve the speed of gas 

m - ca is negative and diffusion flux of fuel is directed opposite to 

the convection flux. 

The sequence of the »(a) curves with a change of c from oo to 0 

qualitatively is identical to the sequence of curves in the establlsh- 

mont of normal flane from a discontinuous profile of temperature (2.1). 

At e > ü the stationary solution of the equations (1.0), 

satisfying the conditions >(-co) = 0, *(-KD) = 1, does not exist. The 

physical reasons for this were clarified in Section 2. 

However, at e « 1 there can be obtained an approximate stationary 

solution Introducing a fictitious heat sink at > = 0.  If th- strcn/tn 

of the heat öink is small In comparison to the strength of heat GUUIT" 

It may bo ^umed that distribution of temperature will .>volv.> 

slowly and during certain time will differ little from tho solution 
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with a sink. 

Using (5.2), at p = X = 1 in a stationary case we shall obtain 

The heat sink q0 will be minimum, if it is found at point 

a = -ra/e (q0 = exp(-m
2/2e)). The boundary conditions for (3.5) 

• -t «t •-0.   ♦"0 «t •--'"/• 

Consequently, 

#— \ ******'*& (—M/a<«<0) 

The condition for determining m will be 

1 ^"♦^/•*-l 
O.i) 

\ 

In the  solution of   (3.6) with respect  to m there  appears  an 

ambiguity,   readily,  however,  removeable by condition m = 1 at  e = 0. 

We present results of calculations m and a0 for certain values 

of e 
■ -  0       0.«  0.M  0.26  0.40  O.SM  0.S7  0.» 
at-   1.0    l.tO    I.»   I.2B   1.»   t.S    1.07   1.0 

_«,•«•     tt.l     «.«I   <»   3.IS   2.30     IM   1.12 

Curves  Ha)  are presented  in Fig.   3.     Close to reality  there 

will be solutions obviously only up to e * 0.2 when the magnitude of 

the  sink still  is  small  (q0 = exp  (-2)  at e = 0.18).    At c  > o.J 

influence of the sink is  so great that 

m begins to decrease.    The  solution 

does not exist at e > 0.58  (at E - O.'M 

we have  q0 * l/e).    Thus,   at  e ~ 1  the 

phi^ri'.m^non b^comop essentially 

nonstatlunary. 
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4. The use of function (5.2) does not make it possible to find 

a change in q. For the solution of this problem it is necessary to 

use a zone of reaction of finite width. Nevertheless, the ascertained 

general properties of the phenomenon make it possible to make 

qualitative conclusions without an accurate solution of the problem. 

Actually 

■T^-j/S^ 

At e < 0 in region of the main portion of temperature change 

(and consequently also in the main part of zone of reaction) äa/0* 

decreases in comparison to a normal flame; at e > 0 - it Increases. 

In other words the zone of reaction contracts or expands; correspond- 

ingly, q decreases or increases. 

It is obvious that influence of e on q will be greater, the 

wider is the zone of reaction in the normal flame. 

If we consider the quantity of heat Q being released per unit 

of initial surface of flame, then it is possible to point out that 

with time, Q begins to increase at e < 0 and to decrease at e > 0, if 

at initial moment the flame was normal. At e < 0 in a stationary 

case Q ~ q exp (ex).  In a turbulent flow the elongation of the 

riamf (e < 0) statistically predominates over the contraction (e > ü) 

This directly follows from form of the functions <p(t), but can bo 

considered also as an experimental fact. The result is an increase 

of burning velocity in the presence of turbulence. 

In flame with a chain mechanism of the chemical reaction a 

change in the thickness of the flame will exert an influence on the 

.lirfut;!. n ul1  active centers and, apparently, q will chaiwc mur^ 

,.',radually than in a thermal mochaniüm of a chemical reaction. 
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There Js possible nlcu ch-'m^- of mechanism of reaction:  a 

rlccroase In thickness of flame will shift mechanism towards a chain 

reaction; an increase — to a thermal. 

5.  If f(*) = 0 at * s *0 > 0, f(*) * 0 at *0 s * s 1, then at 

fairly large c there does not exist a stationary solution of equations 

(1.5), satisfying boundary conditions different from zero 

♦-♦0 atf-±-.   J-""0 •t»-0 

That is, with a fairly intense and prolonged extension, finite 

volumes of the combustions products, surrounded by a fresh mixture, 

may disappear.  Process of such attenuation of flame is very simpl". 

Lot us assume that at initial moment of time the combustion pro-Ju t ;; 

occupy in the plane C a band of finite width d » BQ.  At fairly large 

c the narrowing of band under the action of external hydrodynamic- 

fleld can not be compensated by the combustion process and the land 

width starts to decrease. If here there is attained d ~ by, the 

influence of cold regions is closed and there occurs a lowering of 

the temperature accompanied by the cessation of burning. 

d. The investigation conducted above makes it possible to draw 

certain conclusions about mechanism of turbulent combustion (In the 

oaje of large-scale turbulence). 

The parameter 7 = VOQ/UQI playc an Important role.  The order 

of magnitude of y,   obviously, coincides with the most probable 

value of absolute magnitude of the parameter e = yb^/uQ, 

At 7 « 1 the combustion occurs in laminar fronts.  PorcepiilL 

ievlations of flame from normal and phenomena associated with damplnr 

r flame (resorptlon of flni''- v. 1L.IIK>;.; of combustion products, flame 

tursts, ejection of combustion products Into the fuel mixture) arc 

.'f low probability. 
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At > ~ 1 the structure of laminar flames, as a rule, deviates 

from normal:  the concept of speed of propagation of front of flame 

InsPD sence, profile of temperature and amount (specific) of burning 

substances are variable. Probability of attenuation of flame Increases; 

but, assuming that for the possibility of the attenuation of the flame 

|e| must be fairly large (c > V2 in the idealized scheme of Section 3) 

and a certain time which increases as |e| decreases is necessary, it, 

must be recognized that this probability is still small. Thus, at 

7 ~ 1 combustion occurs chiefly under "frontal" conditions; contribu- 

tion of "bulk" burning associated with attenuation of flame is small. 

At 7 » 1 the structure of laminar flames strongly deviates from 

normal and the probability of attenuation of flame becomes significant. 

Combustion occurs both in laminar fronts, which constantly burst out 

and die down, leaving a "warm" region, and also by means of volumetric 

reactions, proceeding in "warm" regions and constantly accompanied by 

self-ignition with formation of laminar flame. 

The author is grateful to S. A. Khristianovich and K. I. Shchelkin 

for their discussions of the work, remarks and opinions. 
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PROPAGATION OF ZONE OF CHEMICAL REACTION IN PURE ACETYLENE 
AND MIXTURES WITH OTHER GASES 

B. A. Ivanov and S. M. Kogarko 

(Moscow) 

Results are presented for an experimental research on 
limiting diameters of flame propagation in pure acetylene 
in the interval of pressures 0.65-^.00 a.a» at a tempera- 
ture of 18 C. There are discussed the possible causes of 
discrepancy between the obtained dependency and available 
source data. Results of analogouc experiments In closed 
tubes of large volume are discussed. 

A theoretical calculation of the decomposition flame 
temperature of acetylene at a pressure of 1 a.a, which 
by taking into account the dissociation of hydrogen and 
carbon was found to be equal 2930 ± 50 K. We examine the 
possible conditions of the decomposition magnitude of 
energy and types of initiation of acetylene.  There is 
discussed concept "cascade explosion," which, in the 
opinion of authors, is unsuitable. 

The possibility of spontaneous propagation of a decomposition 

flame in pure acetylene is associated with the fact that during 

decomposition of a molecule of acetylene into elements there is 

released a large quantity of heat 5^.29 kcal/mole.  This magnitude is 

obtained from consideration of following scheme of the decomposition: 

UH, —aH + ^sf SMMO   oal 

jHt-*H-; 51632 »i 

Csoin  -Cr,,l3M69585 «i 

»a.a   -  atmospheres   (absolut')   [Tr.  Ed.   Nut. 
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Finally we  obtain: 

CHt— H. + 20,011,1 - 54.29 ko«i. 

The experimentally determined heat of dissociation of acetylene 

is equal to 5^.2-58.0 kcal/mole. 

Depending upon initial parameters of acetylene, and also on the 

dimensions and shape of vessel in which it is found, there are 

poGslble different types of decomposition: flash, slow combustion 

(deflagration), detonation and ignition during reflection of shock 

wave from a barrier. 

While the first three types of decomposition have been studied [1, 

2] sufficiently ii detail, the latter conditions of decomposition, at 

which there are developed pressures hundreds of times exceeding the 

initial, have been studied very little. We shall dwell in greater de- 

tail on this question. 

Ignition during reflection of shock wave at the end.  In certain 

c-asea in the propagation of a flame of pure acetylene. Just as for 

two-component mixtures of fuel with oxygen or air, there are recorded 

on  the ends of pipelines pressures significantly exceeding values 

for  fiven mixtures in case of their stationary detonation.  In works 

[3, '4]   there is shown experimentally and theoretically that this is 

connected with so-called conditions of rapid no-stationary burning 

wlioije mechanism consists in the following. Before a continuously 

accelerating flame there will be formed a shock wave of such amplitude 

which is insufficient for ignition of the gas during the period of 

its compression in the passing wave. During reflection of this 

shock wave from obstacle in the nonreacting gas with a supplemental 

shock the temperature approximately doubles and significantly the 

density increases. The gas in which reaction could not penetrate to 

a sufficient depth during its compression in the passing shock wave 
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ignites under conditions of reflection of the same wave from the 

obstacle. At the same time there Is not excluded possibility of 

appearance of detonation in the still nonreactlng shock-compressed 

pas at the end of pipe. 

In work. [Z]   It Is shown that in acetylene the mode of non- 

stationary fast burning develops under conditions where there becomes 

already Impossible a stationary detonation. Thus, for example, in 

pipe with diameter 100 mm and length of 20 m the limiting Initial 

pressure at which there still Is realized a transition of burning 

into detonation is 2.45 a.a. At a lower Initial pressure always 

.     there is realized the conditions of 

^^  '■—■      slow burning with small increase of 

.» • tC^* pressure for face of pipe.  In experi- 

**     ments with an initial pressure close 

.< *.    to 2.4 a.a sometimes there are realized 

Fig. 1. Photoregistration   conditions of rapid nonstationary burning 
of conditions of non- 
stationary rapid burning    with extraordinarily high pressures at 
of acetylene:  1) trace of 
flame, 2) trace of shock    en(j 0f pipe. From obtained photo- 
wave, spreading before 
front of flame, 3) trace    registrations (Fig. 1) it is clear 
of shock wave appearing as 
a result of ignition at     that the flame in last section of pipe 
the end. 

continuously is accelerated and attains 

a speed of 800 m/öec (detonation 1920 m/sec). In Fig. 1 in products 

uf reaction distinctly one may see two traces of shock waves:  the 

wave propagating ahead of zone of reaction and the wave developing 

from explosion of nonreactlng mixture at end of pipe.  In experiments 

with such a mode of burning there was registered an increase of 

pressure at the end exceeding the initial by 656 times. 

In literature [2] for explanation of similar extraordinarily 

high pressures there is advanced hypothesis of "cascade explosion." 
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It Is assumed that part of initial gas is turned into products In a 

mode of deflagration and there occurs smooth rise in pressure in thr 

ontlre system; then suddenly in remaining compressed gas a detonation 

develops.  Losses of heat to the walls of pipe will be ignored.  Under 

the assumptions made by calculation it is shown that the larger the 

portion of gas converted into products of reaction is, the greater 

will be the pressure at the end of the pipe, I.e., simply there Is taken 

Into account the pressure of reflection of detonational wave for all 

increasing initial densities of the nonreacting gas. With such an 

explanation it is impossible to agree for the following reason. 

Mechanism of transition of burning into detonations is connected 

with continuous acceleration of motion of front of flame and formation 

ahead of a shock wave in the still nonreacting jas. Ahead of shock wave 

being formed,the pressure, density and temperature of gas maintain 

an initial value.  Furthermore, by hypothesis [2] for one and the 

same initial pressure of acetylene there may be observed different 

pressure of the detonation depending upon place of transition of burn- 

ing into a detonation.  However, experiments show [5] that Independently 

or the fact where burning passes into a detonation - at beginning or 

end of pipe - the pressure during reflection of detonational wave from 

end remains practically constant. A sudden transition from a slowly 

spreading flame to a detonation without formation of shock wave is 

impossible. Therefore, the assumption that under these conditions 

the mode of a deflagrational burning passes into a detonation is in 

contradiction with all known experimental and theoretical assumptions 

in the theory of burning. 

Deconmosltlon temperature.  The temperature of decomposition 

flame uf acetylene was not determined experimentally.  However, ther 

exist certain approximate evaluations of this magnitude on basis of 
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prossurn of explosion. In connection with the fact that exporlmental 

data on measurement of pressure of explosion differ by 20;?! and in 

the calculation of temperature of burning there are not taken into 

consideration the reactions cf dissociation of hydrogen and carbon, 

authors made theoretical calculation of decomposition temperature of 

acetylene. With the use of data on dependence of heat capacity of 

amorphous carbon on temperature [5] with extrapolations of them In 

region of high temperatuies by numerical integration there was 

obtained enthalpy of carbon at different temperatures.  Taking value 

of vapor pressure of carbon and heat of sublimation from work [(■] 

on the assumption that the vapor consists; only of molecules Cp and 

vapor pressure is equal total vapor pressure of molecules C,, C, , C-,, 

and using coefficients of dissociation and enthalpy values for 

hydrogen from [7], by the usual method [8] there was calculated 

decomposition temperature of acetylene at a constant pressure of 

1 a.a.  There was assumed the following equilibrium reaction: 

CiHi-kaCtaoUd  +tCtsl8f ell,+rfH 

where a,  b,   c  and u were  calculated.    The  decomposition temperature 

determined  In  such a way was  found to be equal to 2980 ± 50 K.     In 

view of great  uncertainty of magnitude of vapor pressure  of carbon 

there was made    »no mor^ evaluation.     Maxima of vapor pressure  from 

work  [5]   were  used.     In this  case  temperature  Is  equal to 2920 ±  50 K. 

Limiting pressure of propagation of flame In pure acetylene. 

Limiting pressure of propagation of flame determined In works [1, 2, 

9] is equal to 1.35 to 1.4 a.a. It was assumed that at pressures 

lower than this value, in acetylene it is a spontaneous propagation 

uf flame is impossible, i.e., under these conditions acetylene was 

considered nonexplosive. Authors of indicated works note the very 

groat  sensitivity of acetylene  to magnitude  of  source  of  ignition 
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and puaslbiilty of lowering of limiting pressure with an incroaür uf 

onor^y of initiation. This fact is viewed, however, as the dis- 

turbance of initial conditions and is presented without an appropriaU 

analysis. 

From source material it is known that energy neco^cary for 

LKnition of pure acev.ylene at limiting pressure of l.J! a.a is very 

front (8 Joule) and significantly exceeds the magnitude of energy of 

Lcnltion of even limiting fuel-air mixtures whose heat of uxploslon 

is essentially lower than the heat of dissociation of acetylene. 

Furthermore, limiting diameters of pipes, in which there is possible 

the propagation of decomposition flame of acetylene at different 

pressures, also are very large. Thus, at a pressure of 1.4 a.a th-- 

limiting diameter is equal to 60-70 mm, at 2.2 a.a - 25 mm.  Limiting 

diaiiieters of pipes for limiting fuel-air mixtures with such pressures 

do not exceed 1 ram.  From these data it may be concluded that width 

of zone of the chemical reaction in acetylene is significantly 

greater than all known magnitudes of zones of reaction for explosive 

f:-s mixtures.  Consequentlv, for initiation of decomposition of 

pure acetylene It is necessary to apply sources of ignition signifi- 

cantly more powerful than are applied usually for ignition of gas 

mixtures. 

Proceeding from the discussion above there were set up experi- 

ments in determining the limiting pressure of propagation of flame 

[10].  The experiments were made in a steel pipe with an Internal 

diameter 160 mm, length 1500 mm, i.e., volume of JO liter.  In the pin- 

there were four windows, each 250 mm long.  The registration uf 

propagation .f decomposition flame of acetylene was produced un 

photographic film secured on a revolving drum of the photoreglster. 

Initiation was carried out at one end of pipe either by the heating 
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m—iarm 
Flg. 2.  Dependence 
of energy necessary 
I'or Ignition of „ 
spark E = 1/2 cu 
(Joule) on initial 
pressure of acet- 
ylene p0 (a.a). 

and fuclng of Nlchrome ond molybdenum wire, or by means of discharge 

of condenser through spark gap, or by burning in the acetylene a 

certain quantity of explosive mixture in thin 

rubber shell.  The experimentally determined 

limiting pressure of propagation of flame did 

not depend on type of initiation.  In ll»r. 2 

there is presented the obtained dependence 

of energy of ignition (capacitance discharge) 

on the initial pressure of acetylene In the 

experiment.  As can be seen from graph, with 

an initial pressure of 1.6 a.a the enerry of 

ignition is small and amounts to 1 Joule, 

In the limit - 0.6'3 a.a - the value of spark 

energy is equal to 1200 Joules. With the use of comparatively ^tronr, 

sources of igintlon (5-8 Joules) the pressure is found to be equal 

to 1.35-1.4 a.a.  Thus, the previously determined value, repeatedly 

cited in the literature, of the limiting pressure of propagation of 

flame corresponds to sources of initiation at 5-8 Joules which had 

been applied but does not correspond to the absolute limit on basis 

of pressure.  On basis of these experimental data of dependence of 

energy of ignition on the initial pressure it is possible approximately 

to estimate width of zone of reaction in acetylene. At a pressure 

580 ram Hg it was found to be equal to approximately 16 ram, i.e., 

significantly greater than in usual explosive gas mixtures.  We note 

here also the following. The ignition of acetylene by means of 

heating of metallic wires is a more complex process in comparison 

with ignition by condensed spark.  Initiation by heating is essentially 

.•i temporary process.  Special experiments of Ignition by slow and 

rapid heating of wires showed that besides it is necessary to take 
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into consideration both the time of their own heating, and also 

volume which they can simultaneously heat. 

The application for ignition of sources of such great enercy, as 

U  required in case of acetylene naturally requires knowledge and a 

calculation of their influence on initial parameters of the gas. If 

it Is considered that, during Ignition by condensed spark, of the 

th-mal efficiency of the spark at place of discharge is equal to 

1',/,, then application of source of ignition with a power of 1200 

Joules in a bomb with capacity of JO liter at 0.7 a.a yields a total 

increase in pressure by 10 mm Hg or 2%  of the initial. There were 

msde control experiments in the ignition of pure acetylene, when 

Influence of source can be completely ignored. 

1. With an initial pressure of 1.05 a.a in 580-mm pipe 20 m 

lonr,   (volume 2.5 m5) there was conducted the initiation of acetylen- 

with a capacitance discharge^ = 500 Joule). The flame passed through 

tho entire pipe with average speed of JO m/sec. 

2. With an initial pressure of 0.65 a.a in 150-mm steel pipe 

o m long there was obtained the decomposition of acetylene.  Energy 

or ignition was 1200 Joules.  Average speed of propagation of flame 

was 10 m/sec. 

3. With initial pressures of 0.4, 0.5, 0.55 a.a in a 400 irun - 

bomb 1000 mm long  (volume of 125 liters) there could not be obtained 

flames of the decomposition of acetylene during application of an 

ignition source with energy of 1800 Joules. 

Thus, the limiting pressure of propagation of flame in pure 

acetylene is equal tc 0.65 ± 0.05 a.a.  This value of the pressure 

ust ho  taken into consideration for creating safe conditions of 

rk with acetylene, its storage, and transportation. 

Critical diameters of propagation of flame.  We demonstrated 
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that In pipe of critical dlajneter during ißnition at the open end 

the flame spreads for distances 2 to 5 

diameters of pipe, while during ignition 

at closed end - 50 to 50 diameters and 

only then dies out. In both cases in 

process of experiment pressure was not 

increased. For pure acetylene there were 

determined critical diameters at pressures 

between O.65 and 4.00 a.a. Experiments 

were made in an installation uhose diagram 

is shown in Fig. 5. The receiver with 

nitrogen had a capacity >120 liters, the 

Fig. 5. Diagram of 
installation: 1) 
receiver, 2) ignition 
electrodes, 5) experi- 
mental container, k) 
separating film, 5) 
differential manometer, 
6) manometer, 7) vacuum  experimental containers - not more than 7 
gage, 8) photoregister, 
9) ionlzation trans-     liters. Under these conditions, maximum 
ducers, 10) to oscillo- 
graph, 11) to pump.      increase of pressure in system at the end 

of burning was not more than 0.10 a.a. 

Receiver with nitrogen and container with acetylene were seperated by 

a thin polymer film which was melted out before experiment, creating 

an open end. Pressure in vessels 

was levelled by means of a differen- 

tial manometer. Igniting was produced 

for "open" end of pipe by discharge 

of capacitor or incandescence of wire. 

In Fig. 4 there are presented the 

obtained experimental data, and also 

data from works [1,2]. In Fig. 4 

there are plotted also the results 

of our experiments during ignition 

at the closed end in the experimental 

p k i \ L T: ^ =3* t.0 f!??= 35 *o-- m. — — 
§ « § » 0 n 9 K 

Fig, 4. Critical diameters 
D (mm) of the propagation 

of flame depending on ini- 
tial pressure (a.a)of acet- 
ylene: 1) data of work [1], 
2)  data of work [21, results 
of present work, 5) ignition 
at open end, 4) in closed 
pipes. 
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pipe end closed from both sides (there were used pipes 6 m in lenpth 

and 60, 80, 100, IJO, 140 mm in diameter). It is evident that value 

or critical diameters fairly well agree with data in work [2], but 

are not correct because during experiment the pressure was increased, 

and initial state of propagation was assured, as already has been 

discussed, by the Ignition at the closed end. The deviation of values 

of magnitude of critical diameter during Increased pressures (higher 

than 2.2 a.a), obviously, is explained by purely experimental diffi- 

culties in view of very strong dependence of the limiting pressure 

on the diameter of pipe. 

upper concentration limits of the flame propagation in mixtures 

of acetylene and oxygen, air, and nitrogen at a pressure of one 

atmosphere.  In connection with the fact that in pure acetylene there 

is possible the propagation of flame up to pressure of 0.65 a.a, of 

great scientific and practical interest is the question on the 

reality of existence of an upper concentration limit of propagation 

of flame in a mixture of acetylene with oxygen and air. On the basis 

of source material [11], concentration of acetylene in oxygen at 

upper limit at a pressure of 1 a.a corresponds to 87-95^ and in 

air - 56-75^. 

Our experiments showed [12] that upper concentration limits of 

propagation of flame for mixture of acetylene with oxygen and air at 

the atmospheric pressure do not exist. In Fig. 5 there is presented 

the dependence of energy of ignition of spark on the addition of 

oxygen, air, and nitrogen to acetylene at P = 1 a.a. From the 

graphs it is evident that addition of oxygen continuously lowers 

energy necessary for Ignition. With % oxygen the mixture readily 

is Ignited by an induction discharge from a Ruhmkorff coll ( E - 

- 1 Joule).  In the mixture of acetylene with air with the air content 
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up to 23.5/' the energy necessary for ignition of spark is greater 

than for pure acetylene. With 55* air the mixture is ignited from 

a Rutvnkorff coil. The dilution of acetylene with nitrogen results 

in a continuous increase of Ignition energy and with 20% nitrogen the 

mixture can not he ignited with a spark energy at 1200 Joules. The 

unique change in energy of the igniting spark from contents of air 

in the mixture is explained by the fact that on Initial sector of 

reaction curve of nitrogen in air as diluent it prevails over oxygen, 

facilitating the Ignition. With contents in mixture of air up to 10%, 

experimental variation of curve agrees well with the calculated 

obtained from two other graphs. 

r/jr""i» j»» 

Fig. 5. Depen- 
dence of energy E 
necessary for ig- 
nition on composi- 
tion of mixture: 
1) C2H2 + N2 
2) C2H2 + air 

5) c2H2 + o2 

-a—»» 
Fig. 6. Depen- 
dence of average 
speed U(m/sec) 
of propagation 
of flame on the 
composition, in %'. 
1) C2H2 + N2 
2) C2H2 + air 

5) C2H2+ 02 

in experiments in determining the magnitude of ignition energy 

simultaneously there was made a photoregistration of propagation of 

neune. In Fig. 6 there are given, in the form, of graphs the dependences 

of mean values of apparent velocity of propagation of flame in the 
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sector bOO mm from source of Ignition on the percentage of addition 

acont.  From graphs shown in Figures -5 and 6 there can be made the 

Important practical conclusion about the fact that small additions 

of oxygen to acetylene make this mixture more dangerous than pure 

acetylene, whereas addition of air (up to 2?.^) makes this mixture 

less dangerous in comparison to pure acetylene. From graph in Fig. '; 

th. r.> readily is discerned the following.  The previously determined 

values of upper c .centration limits of acetylene with oxygen and 

air correspond to the energy of Initiation usually applied for ignition 

of acetylene and its mixtures (fusing and calcination of wires). 

Concentration limits of propagation of flame in a mixture of 

acetylene with air depending on initial pressure. The authors con- 

ducted experiments in determining the concentration limits of prop- 

agation of flame in fixture of acetylene with air depending on initial 

pressure [13]. To work with one fixed source of ignition which assures 

Uiv  ignition of the most difficult ignitable mixture at the limiting 

pressure in entire interval of pressures and concentrations in case 

r  mixture acetylene-air Is found to be impossible. This Is 

connected with the fact that energy of mixture, beginning from 

certain values of the composition and pressure in those containers, 

which might be used under laboratory conditions is found to be com- 

parable with magnitude of vhe ignition energy. Therefore, the 

determination of concentration limits was made on basis of following 

scheme.  For a fixed composition of the mixture there was determined 

dependence of ignition energy on the initial pressure in the experi- 

ment.  Such dependence has a plateau, on basis of which there readily 

is determined the limiting pressure of ignition for mixture of a 

-iven composition, and by the point of transition of curve on plateau 

there is determined limiting maximum ignition energy which usually is 
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called saturating ignition energy. By the obtained limiting values 

of the pressure in such experiments it is possible to construct 

concentration limits of propagation of flame dependent on the pressure. 

«Mi 

^ T 
__ 
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Fig. 8.  Dependence 
of ignition energy 
on composition of 
mixture acetylene - 
air for different 
initial pressures, 
(in abs.atm): 
1) i.o a.a, 2) 0.9 
a.a. ?) 0.8 a.a, 4) 
0.7 a.a, 5) 0.65 »•*, 
6) 0.58 a.a. 

Fig. 7.  Dependence of 
spark energy necessary for 
ignition on initial pres- 
sure of mixture (mm Hg): 
1) 85$^ C2H2 + 15^ air; 

2) 90^ C2H2 + 10^ airj 

3) pure acetylene; 
4) 75^ C2H2 + 25^ air; 

5) 705^ C2H2 + JOJ« air; 

6) 65^ C2H2 + 35^ air; 

7) 6056 C2H2 + 4^ air.; 

8) 50$g C2H2 + 50^ air; 

9) 455^ C2H2 + 55^ air; 

10) 30^ H2H2 + 70^ air 
to 55^ C2H2 + 95^ air. 

In Fig. 7 are given the Indicated dependences.  In Fig. 8 there 

is shown dependence of ignition energy on composition of mixture at 

different initial pressures. The curves are analogous to the already 

described curve 2 in Fig. 2. The maximum ignition energy is observed 
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when amount of air in mixture It about 17.5^ for all the Investigated 

pressures. A mixture with contents of air up to 5% and with contents 

of air about 235« has an Ignition energy equal to Ignition energy of 

pure aceylene at the same pressure. Prom the graphs It is evident 

that both the limiting pressure of propagation of flame and also 

ignition energy neeesaary at this pressure, beginning from 2?^ air, 

decrease with an increase In content of air in the mixture. 

Prom data in Pigures 7 and 8 there readily is constructed the 

dependence of limiting initial pressure of the flame of propagation 

on composition of the mixture (Pig. 9). 

Region lying above the curve is called 

region of Ignition or region in which 

the propagation of flame is possible. 

The region, lying below the curve is 

called region of incombustible composi- 

tions of the mixture. 

From the graph given In Fig. 9 it 

follows that with strong dilution of 

acetylene with air, character of dependence of limiting pressure on 

composition of mixture Is very similar to analogous dependences for 

other fuel mixtures. Here also exists a lower concentration limit 

of propagation of flame quantitatively coinciding with values given 

In the literature [11]. However, for mixture of acetylene with 

air there is absent an upper concentration limit which is connected 

with possibility of a flame propagation in pure acetylene. Therefore, 

left branch of the shown curve, not having an asymptote, is not 

inherent to the usual mixtures of hydrocarbons with air or oxygen. 

T# na   a    t» 

Fig. 9.  Limiting pres- 
sure (mm Hg): prop- 
agation of flame depend- 
ing on composition of 
mixture acetylene-air; 
a is the region of 
ignition. 
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EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL CONDUCTION 
EXPERIME OFÄ-INSULATING MATERIALS BY METHOD OF 

SELF-SIMULATING CONDITIONS 

n   I    Vasll'yev, Yu. A. Dem'yanov, V.  I. Kumakov, 
A    V. MalLchov, Kh. A. Rakhmatulln and 

A. N. Runynskiy 

(Moscow) 

Existing methods of experimental determination of thermal 
coem-iSnts of materials in most cases are hased on results 
eSluln« from an analysis of particular solutions of the 
!Sea? heS-cSductiXn equation (methods of regular condi- 
tions Imlinlted standard, instantaneous source and others) 
M!??' ^iSe methods hav4 a number of defects: complexity 
of the equipment and experiment, especially for the case of 
Sigh temperatures where its realization Is very formldahle. 
Vifposslbility of obtaining from a *^1\e*ler,%ei§e

only 

nnp value of coefficient of thermal conduction (at the 
Splratureo? heated model) and, what is most Wortant. 
thTp?ocSd from the condition of ^dependence of the mo- 
physical coefficients on the temperature. Of the methods 
assumin« the variability of thermo-physical coefficients, 
SeUtaSwn is 0. A. Krayev's method for determining the 
thermSeSic coAductivity, which is based on approximate 
solution of a nonlinear heat-conductivity equation for 
SSSltSd cylinder [4-5]. ^Present article there is 
considered method of determining the coetnc±entot thexm&l 
conductivity based on use of an accurate nonlinear heat- 
coSductiliS equation [6], ^^h makes it possible to use 
comnaratlvely simple means of experimenting. There are 
p?SSted eSerSSntal data on the thermal conductivity 
of foam grog with an Initial specific gravity of 70 - 

= 820 kg/m5 in the temperature range of 50 to 750 C. 

With the use of liquids having a high coefficient of heat 
transfer during condensation for example, water), by water 
pr^oseS method it is possible to determine coefficients of 
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thermal conduction of not only heat-insulator but also of 
materials having a relatively high thermal conduction 
(close to thermal conduction of metals). 

1. Essence of method being considered consists in the following. 

The tested model is selected In such form that during the time of mea- 

surements in its central part the process of propagation of heat occurs 

Just as in a semi-infinite rod (one-dimensional case), i.e., transverse 

dimensions and height must be much greater than thickness of heating 

up of model during the period of experiment. For example, for a model 

there can be taken a fairly thick rectangular plate. During experiment 

temperature of heated surface of model is maintained constant. 

From theory of thermal conduction (see, for example, [7]) on the 

basis of an analysis of dimensionality it follows that in considered 

case the process of propagation of temperature in model being tested 

will occur according to the law (self-simulating solution) 

Here x is the distance of point of body from the surface being 

heated, t is the time. 

By virtue of mentioned fact,the equation of propagation of heat 

which is, in a general case, a nonlinear partial differential equation 

of the second order, for given experiment reduces to the ordinary 

equation ^«*,_ * * lxiL\ /„ <, \ 

Here X is the coefficient of thermal conductivity subject to 

determination and is function of the temperature; cp and 7 are the heat 

capacity and specific gravity which are considered as known* functions 

of T. 

»This circumstance imposes certain limitations on applicability 
of the method. 
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Thus, it Is sufficient to determine character of change of 

temperature at one point of model in order to know the entire field 

of the temperatures T - T{i). 

Integrating equation (1.1) from ? to oo and assuming that 

bT/bi -» 0 at i —oa,  we obtain 

m 
(1.2) 

Prom foimula (1.2) on the basis of the experimentally determined 

field there is determined X(4) and, consequently, X = X(T). 

The use of self-simulating heating-up makes it possible to 

find X(T) by a single differentiation of experimentally found 

dependence T(t)x-con8t. In the opposite case of an arbitrary 

dependence of surface temperature on time, the determination of X(T) 

would be associated with experimental finding of the dependence 

T(V\ and with its differentiation with respect to x, which re- ivx^t-const " 
suits in large errors. Inasmuch as this dependence may be found only 

be discrete values of x. 

The determination of the T(0 profile on the basis of interpreting 

the readings of several additional thermocouples mounted in different 

sections makes it possible to Judge about errors introduced by 

errors of measuring apparatus and deviations of temperature of the 

surface being heated from the constant. It is necessary to note that 

maintenance of constancy of surface temperature of model being tested 

Is associated with certain technical difficulties, especially at high 

temperatures. 

2. Experimental realization of method 

was carried out by means of an installation 

whose diagram is presented in Fig. 1. 

The main parts of Installation are the 
Fig. 1. 
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flat graphite heater 1, by the regulation of whose power the constancy 

of the temperature of buffer metallic plate 2 controlled by thermo- 

couple 3 is maintained (by means of radiation). The buffer plate is 

insulated from elements of the installation under a voltage potential. 

The adjustment of power being consumed by the heater was carried 

out by means of a step-down transformer to whose primary winding 

there is connected an autotransformer. The model 4 being tested 

consisted of two parallelepipeds ground against each other with a 

total base of 100 x 100 mm each, between which there was placed 

a measuring thermocouple 5 with Junction at center of base. 

In order to decrease the influence of Inconstancy of temperature 

of surface of model during initial period of experiment (~5 to 10 sec), 

and also for lowering the relative error of determining the coordinate 

of thermocouple (thickness of thermocouple was 0.5 mm) the latter 

was placed at a relatively great distance from heated surface (-40 mm). 

The total height of model amounted to -420 mm; this assured the 

condition of semlllmltedness required for application of the method. 

The experiment begins with the establishment of a steady-state 

mode of buffer plate (1000 ± 2U0C) together with auxiliary model 

secured on Its surface.  Then the auxiliary model was replaced by 

model being tested and simultaneously there were connected the 

measuring instruments.  The recording of the thermocouple readings 

(Chromel-Alumel thermoucouples) were made in the electronic potentl- 

meters EPP-09. 

As follows from formula (1.2), the determination of X(T) in region 

of low temperatures (50 to 200oC) at high values of temperature 

of heater may be insufficiently accurate owing to relatively 

large error In determining dT/d4 in the indicate^ Interval of 

temperatures. For the purpose of Increasing the accuracy in determining 
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Fig. 2. 

X(T) in range of temperatures of 50 to 200 C 

by the method of self-slmulacing conditions 

there was used installation (Fig. 2), 

assuring a high accuracy of maintaining 

a constant surface temperature owing to the 

condensation of vapors of spindle oil. 

Preliminarily from the oils there were evaporated low-boiling fractions. 

The oil was flushed into the heat-insulated boiler 2, 3, on 

bottom of which there was mounted a electrical heater 1. 

During the investigation of the thermal conductivity of porous 

materials the condensation is realized on the thin metallic flange 4 

(analog of buffer plate) having a low thermal resistance with the 

thermocouple 5 caulked on the surface. During the investigation of 

the thermal conductivity of nonpourous materials the condensation is 

made directly on the surface of the model. The condensation of 

excess oil vapors is realized in the condenser 6. 

3.  In Figures 5 and 4 there are presented the functions T = T(0» 

obtained in experiments with temperatures of heated surface of model 

-1000 and ~200oC.  Dependences of true heat capacity cp and specific 

gravity 7 on temperatures are obtained by means of calculation on 

basis of known chemical composition and coefficient of linear expansion 

of material. 

BIO 
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We present results of chemical analysis of investigated 

foam grog; 

S102  A1205 Component 
Contents %     62.60 52.00   4.00  0.06 100 

FegO,  MnO  FeO 

Dependences c = c (T) for components of investigated material 

are derived from work [8], the dependence of coefficient of linear 

expansion a . a(T) was obtained by the authors experimentally. Graph 

of change of c 7 with temperature is presented in Fig. 5. 

The dependence X = X(T), obtained as a result of the processing of 

the experimental data, is presented in Fig. 6, where 1, 2 and 3 corres- 

pond to different experiments; the light points refer to method 

of self-simulating conditions, the black - to Krayev's method. 

JB.' rrcil 
too      too 

Fig. 5. Fig. 6. 

Curves a and b in Fig. 6 are constructed on the basis of equations 

\  = 0.24 + 0.0002T, X = 0.09 + O.O00125T [kcal/m-hr0C]  (3.1) 

for specific gravity of foam grog 7 = 950 kg/m3 and 7 = 600 kg/m5, 

respectively [8]. 

The dependence b obtained by method of self-simulating conditions 

for foam grog with 7 = 820 kg/m5 may be approximated by the equation 

X = 0.14 + 0.000175T [kcal/m.hr0C] 
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The dispersion of the experimental points relative to averaging 

curve does not exceed ±7^« 

The X values at room temperature obtained from equations (5.1) 

and (3.2) agree well with dependence X - X(7) for analogous 

materials [8], 

The experimental data presented in Fig. 6 for foam grog 

with a specific gravity 7 = 820 kg/m5, obtained by the authors 

according to method of 0. A. Krayev (black points), agree well with 

results of experiments conducted according to method of self-simulating 

conditions. 
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THEORY OF THE DEPOSITION OF A VISCOUS LIQUID ONTO A FIBER 
OR WIRE BEING WITHDRAWN FROM THE LIQUID 

B. V. Deryagln 

(Moscow) 

In the depositing of liquid onto a cylinder of radius r being 

drawn from It at a constant speed U there sets in a steady state 

characterized by the fact that velocities of the liquid particles 

at any point of space become constant and independent of time. 

We designate Qg as flow rate of liquid 

through any normal to its axis and stationary 

plane AA^ BB^ CC^ in space (Fig. l). 

Obviously, / 

V- 

I lb 

p-tli 

J 
-XL 

Fig. 1. 

:^-*i\('+f)' (--■(»)) (i) 

where y is the distance from subfilm, and u 

is the speed in direction of axis of cylinder in a stationary system 

of coordinates, h is the thickness of film. From conditions of 

stationarity there is evident the relationship 

ü = const 
^"S 

(2) 
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Prom (1) and (2) It is readily concluded that, if there is 

known the amount of liquid "being occupied" by a unit of perimeter 

of cylinder during a unit of time and equal to Q, then it is possible 

to calculate definitive thickness of liquid deposit h^ by the formula 

so that h^ does not depend either on temperature and viscosity of 

liquid or on other conditions at a height different from level of 

liquid, as long as these conditions will not be found Incompatible 

with the given value Q. 

The definitive thickness h^ is understood to be the thickness 

obtained after loss of fluidity by film as the result of consolidation. 

In any sector of film prior to its consolidating the particles 

of liquid farther away from surface of cylinder will lag behind its 

motion under action of gravity. Thus, u is a diminishing function 

of y. This function satifies Navler-Stokes equations which for 

case of axial symmetry, and Ignoring the Inertia terms, give 

where T\  is the viscosity, p is the density of liquid, g is the 

acceleration of gravity. 

In integrating equation (4) there must be taken into account 

the following boundary conditions; 

of which the first expresses absence of slipping between liquid and 

filament, and the second is evident from the fact that on free 

surface of film of liquid there is applied only the air pressure 

normal to it, and normal stresses are absent. 
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It Is readily seen that for cases when h/r « 1 the second 

term In formula (4) cannot exert a marked Influence on the result 

of the integration; being limited to the case of films, this term 

will be ignored. 

Here the integration (4) under boundary conditions (5) gives 

■-f,<*-»)'-S*,+v (6) 

and, according to (1), 

QmUh-±&» (7) 

If gravity did not act (g = 0), then in entire thickness of liquid 

film there would be 

(8) ■ . T « eoiut.   Q-Uh 

The parabolic profile SS^g of the speeds in cross section of 

liquid filnv according to (6), is shown in Fig. 2. 

It is readily seen from equation (7) that 

with an increase of h from zero, Q at first 

also increases from zero and attains a maximum 

equal to 

and then diminishes becoming negative (Fig. 2) 

at values h > ^l^« 

Comparing (9) with formula (3). we find that the maximum possible 

thickness of deposit h^ is equal to 

As was pointed out theoretically [1, 2, 5] and verified 

Fig. 2. 



experimentally [k],  in those cases when it is possible to Ignore the 

effect of capillary pressure of meniscus near the  "water line"   (this 

pressure according to the first Laplaclan law depends on surface 

tension and curvature of the meniscus),  actually there is realized 

namely this,  the maximum possible thickness of the deposit.    However, 

during the depositing of liquid films it is impossible to ignore 

the capillary forces. 

We  shall endeavor to examine concurrently those capillary and 

hydrodynamic phenomena taking place in zone of meniscus and near 

the water line which determine  "capture" of liquid and thereby 

thickness of the deposit h^. 

In order to be freed from circumstances    incapable of rendering 

an essential influence on result, but capable of complicating 

treatment of the posed problem, we shall formulate it in following 

manner.     Suppose that from a liquid as a whole at rest there  is 

extracted at constant speed U an infinite cylinder (Fig.  5)  of a 

circular section SS with the vertical axis 

00.    Maintaining the  same interpretation 

of the designations r\,   p and g as previously, 

we  shall designate a as the surface tension 

-ji  -^ of the liquid. 

i In a stationary position of cylinder 

^^ *' being moistened by liquid the meniscua of 

the liquid has the shape AA^ shown in Fig. 5 by the dashed line. 

Motion of surface being withdrawn from the liquid must cause, in 

addition to formation of its moistening and the film being dragged 

upwards, a change in the shape of the meniscus; here it is obvious 

that deformation of meniscus, with increasing distance from surface 

of cylinder, must decrease as it tends to zero. The magnitude of this 

: iao 
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distortion in the shape of the meniscus must depend on speed of with- 

drawal of cylinder from liquid,  decreasing simultaneously with it. 

Therefore, at fairly small U,   the zone in which the meniscus  is 

minutely deformed must rea.h up to a distance 6 from the wall,   small 

in comparison to radius of curvature of meniscus near the "water line" 

R1. 
It can be assumed fairly obvious that, inasmuch as deformation 

of meniscus owing to drag of liquid films by the surface of cylinder 

decreases with distance from the latter, the slope of tangent at 

individual points of deformed meniscus (the solid curve BB^ in 

Fig. 5) to surface will be less than at points of a nondeformed 

meniscus located at the same distance from wall (points a and b in 

Fig. 5). 

On the other hand, these slope angles, as is evident from simple 

geometric considerations are small for points of a nondeformed 

meniscus which are located at distances from wall less than 6. 

It is evident from this that these slopes are also small for 

analogous points of deformed meniscus (located in Fig. 3 above point 

C). Thus, at small U the deformed surface of liquid may be obtained by 

cross-linking (connecting) the surface limiting the film with a thick- 

ness slightly varying along the wall, and the nondefomed surface which, 

consequently, satisfies equations of capillary statics of liquids. 

Uhder this assumption there Is deduced, as we now shall see, the 

genuine key to mathematical solution of the problem, which no longer 

will present other dlfflcultiee except the purely calculating 

difficulties. 

We shall place the axes of the rectangular system of coordinates 

so that the x axis will be located along axis of cylinder in direction 

downwards, and the y axis will be directed towards the liquid film. If 
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h is the thickness of the liquid film In the sector of wall with 

abscissa x, then the relationship 

h = h(x) 

will determine the shape of surface of liquid and, simultaneously, the 

profile of the enclosed film. Condition of slope of this profile 

above the point of cross-linking C can be written in the form 

ig « 1 at h < 6 (11) 

We shall consider hydrodynamic equations for a gentle sector of 

the liquid film with thickness from h = hQ, for x = -tx^ up to h = B. 

For such a sector, as previously, it may be assumed that in first 

approximation velocities of the liquid particles are parallel to 

the surface of the wall.  Conditions (5) will remain in force as 

previously. However, equation (4) must be modified, since now we 

must consider the Inconstancy of hydrodynamic pressure in the film. 

Actually, inasmuch as surface of the film is no longer cylindrical, 

pressure p under surface, according to first Laplacian law of 

capillarity is associated with external pressure p0 by the relation- 

ship 

where R, is the radius of curvature of meridional section of surface 

of liquid film at point near which there is sought p; R2 is the 

radius of curvature of normal section of surface perpendicular to 

meridional section. Under the conditions 

the curvature of normal section of this surface perpendicular to the 
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vertical section is almost constant. 

By virtue of condition  (11)  it is possible 

to assume approximately 

and then,   instead of  (12),  taking into con- 

sideration (13) we obtain 

(14 

Thus, now dp/dx ^ 0. Ignoring the forces 

of inertia and projecting the remaining forces onto the x- and „-axes 

we obtain 

Due to slope of film of liquid 

B<JJ' TSSä<¥i 

Therefore,  from (15)  it is evident that 

i<i <16) 

and in the approximation being considered the pressure p may be con- 

sidered constant across the film. From (16) it follows that in (15) 

it, is possible for any y to take äp/öx values corresponding to p 

values which are directly under the actual surface of film. Therefore, 

differentiating (14), it is possible instead of (15) to write 

(17) 

The expression obtained  for ä2u/äy2 differs  from that,   which 

Is  in equation  (4) (besides  the  opposite  sign,   owing to change 

in direction of x-axis  to  the  reverse) by  the  presence  of second 
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term on the right-hand side.    Integrating equation (4)  (ignoring, 

in addition, second term on left-hand side) and satisfying conditions 

(5), we obtained equations  (6) and  (7).    Since the integration was 

based only on Independence of right-hand side  (4) on  y,  and (17) 

possesses the  same property,  then integrating (1?) we  shall obtain 

(after the signa are changed and the second term on left-hand 

side of (17) has been discarded): 

• --[4S+«>-^+[*S+Sl*,-v (18) 

Transforming (19). we obtain the equation 

The thickness of emulsion layer in its upper part tends 

asymptctically (at x -» -oo) to a constant value, which we shall 

designate as h0; here, obviously, simultaneously all the deriatives 

h in x tend to zero. Substituting the corresponding magnitudes in 

(21), we shall find 

$-.W,-SJV (21) 

Introducing Instead of h the dlmensionless magnitude 

H = h/h0 (22) 

and taking into consideration (21), we transform (20) to the form 

5+Äi-a[i-i^|fc«*a] (25) 

Introducing the dlmensionless variable X, and also dlmensionless 

parameter ß by the formulas 
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equation (25) can be reduced to 

a+l-Hr-^] (25) 
Equation (25) is valid according to assumption made (11), 

in the region 

,<.. (.-^>1) (26) 

i.e., within limit at any arbitrary large values of H.  In integrating 

(25) there must be sought the solution satisfying conditions 

if_i .t x-—. ir-oo »t X-+-       (^) 

ensuing from the setting-up of the problem. 

At first glance it seems that inasmuch as (25) is of third order 

and, consequently, its integral should contain three arbitrary 

constants, condition (27) still is not detennined explicitly by the 

sought profile of liquid film.  However, it is readily seen that 

one of three arbitrary constants must be included in integral of 

equation (25) in's'uch a way that its variation only displaces, as 

integer, the surface of film, expressed on certain scale by equation 

H-H(X) parallel to X-axis; not changing its shape, and, consequently, 

results in an identical shape of liquid film in the zone of thicRness 

being considered. 

This circumstance is evident from the fact that in equation (25) 

there does not enter the independent variable X Itself; therefore. 

if H = H(X) is one solution of this equation, then H = H(X + C). 

where C is an arbitrary constant, expresses a number of other solutions. 

The integration of equation (25) is not reduced to quadratics- 

however, there is readily found the behavior of its solution for that 

region where H already is close to unity. Actually, designating 

H - 1 in terms of Y and ignoring the hlgest powers  of Y. we shall 
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obtain for Its determination the linear differential equation 

Its general solution has the form 

where C., C«, C, are arbitrary constants and c^, a2, a^  are three 

values of cube root of (1 - 3ß).  Of these three roots, two will be 

complex values with a negative real part. Therefore, for observance 

of condition (2?) it is necessary that C2 = Cj = 0 and, consequently, 

jr -1 + c «p id - sffx] -1 + «p id - a»" (x - c,')i 

where (1 - Jß)1/5 is the usual (real) value of cube root of (1 - 3ß). 

The limiting formula for H also ascertains that the variation of the 

remaining arbitrary constant C influences only the location of 

surface of the liquid film relative to the origin of coordinates, 

but not on its shape. 

As was shown earlier, for the solution of posed problem of 

determining h0 it is necessary to cross-link, at point where H = e 

and h = 5, the solution of equation (2?) or its equivalent (25) 

with the solution of equations of capillary statics. For this 

purpose we shall multiply term by term both sides of equation (25) by 

(d2H/dX2)dX and shall integrate from X - -co to zone of cross-linking, 

corresponding to the value X = X0. As a result, we shall obtain 

But from (25) it follows that as X -► oo, when H » 1 and 

right-hand side (25) can be ignored, the asymptotic expression for 

H has the form 
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It follows from this that 

TM    &-tn***ir ^T f' mr  ^W* 

Therefore, the integral in (28) as XQ-» ~ converges and at 

H = e » 1 the left-hand side of (28) Is close to Its limiting value, 

which Is 

S-K-lSr+'SL.""» <29) 

Here B(ß) is a certain magnitude depending only on ß.  Conse- 

quently, instead of (28) we have the right to write approximately 

We now consider surface of liquid extending to the right of 

point of cross-linking C, corresponding to the values H » e, which 

surface by assumption satisfies equations of capillary statics, 

i.e., first law of Laplacian capillarity. This law for the case 

under consideration is expressed by equation (12). But according 

to fundamental law of hydrostatics 

(51) 

Here z is the height above the level where hydrostatic pressure 

is equal to the atmospheric.  In the case when on surface of liquid 

there is flat horizontal section, from its level, obviously, one 

should read off z.  Combining (12) and (31) we shall obtain 

* + *-*« (52) 

But it is known that 

where a is the angle of inclination to horizon of tangent to meridian 



section of our surface and ds Is the element of arc of this curve, 

corresponding to the Increment da of angle o.  It is obvious that 

near point of cross-linking C, where a * -^r,  it is possible to 

assume that d(l/R2) - 0. Assuming this and expressing dz in terms 

of d(l/R1) with the aid of (52) and substituting in (53), we shall 

1 
obtain at a close to -^f 

Hence, integrating, we have 

We shall designate 1^ at a = iir in terms of R. Then the constant 

of integration 

consequently, instead of (54) we shall obtain 

—■•äH.-TW <55) 

At point C, where h = B  (Fig. 5), a « |ir - /to, where M is, by 

hypothesis,  a small slope angle of surface of emulsion to the 

base. 

Expanding cos a in a series in powers of ^a,  discarding term 

with powers of tox higher than the first,  and,  finally,  replacing 

Aa by dh/dx,  and 1/R by d2h/dx2 we shall obtain 

• /«VJ* _ •   * (56) ww + r-w» 
Changing, with aid of (22) and (24), from variables h, x to 

variables H, X, we transform (56) to the equation 

Comparing (57) with (50), we determine the condition of the 
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cross-linking 

WlWiWV*« (58) 
or 

A-^PST- (59) 

Having a graph of the function B(ß), it is possible from (38), 

by knowing the wetting conditions U, t) and a,  to find ß and, con- 

sequently, according to (24), also the thickness being sought. 

In order to find from (29) magnitudes B for different (but small) 

values of parameter ß it is necessary by means of integrating equation 

(25) to determine dH/dX and d2H/dX2 for large values of H. Since 

equation (25) is not reduced to quadratics, then there was undertaken 

the numerical integration of it by means of electrical integrator 

of Gutenmacher system. This part of work was carried out by 

Yu. G. Tolstov at our request. In such a way there are found values 

of function B(ß) for different values of (ß). In particular, there 

was found principal value 

#(0). «1-0.204... (^0) 

This value for B(0) makes it possible to find limiting expression 

for small h0, corresponding, obviously, to llmitedly small U and, 

consequently, for extremely small \falues of the dimensionless parameter 

..« (41) 

From (41) it is evident that to small values 7 there correspond 

small values of the parameter ß. Therefore, from (24), (58) and (40) 

we shall obtain 

».-«Äpf)1*.   M-2*a*'**-1.32... (42) 

For the detennination of thickness of deposit h^ there should be 
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used formulas (42). (5) and (21). The calculations give 

It should be noted that under the condition of smallness of 7 

the second term in bracket is small in comparison to first, as a 

consequence of which 1^ ■■ h0. 

The calculated determination of radius of meridional section 

in the water line of cylinder or, what is equivalenti of the height 

of the latter above level of liquid into which it was lowered, in 

general is an unsolved problem of the theory of capillarity. The 

solution is entirely elementary in the case when r » Jt/pg.  but 

this corresponds to the two-dimensional problems for the deposition 

of a liquid onto a flat surface analyzed previously [1-5]. For 

the opposite limiting case r « ^/H/^i the value R was found (also by 

method of cross-linking) by us previously [6]. As a first approxima- 

tion 

R « r 

Substituting this value R in (42) or (43), we shall obtain the 

calculation formula for the thickness of liquid film being derived 

during the withdrawal of a thin thread from the liquid} this is 

of great practical importance (for example, in glass fiber, textile, 

electrical, synthetic fiber industries and others). 

From the derivation of formulas (42), (4?) it follows that 

condition of their validity may be presented in one of two equivalent 

forms 

>«. .. «« c"" 
The question, however, remains open as to what limit it is 
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possible to use equations (42), (45) with the specific requirements 

for an admissible error. The experimental Instructions of this are 

given in [4]. 

Institute of Physical Chemistry of Submitted 
Academy of Sciences of USSR 15 May 1962 
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TURBULENT PULSATIONS IN A LIQUID JET, 
AND ITS ATOMIZATION 

G. P. Skrebkov 

(Novosibirsk) 

An attempt at approximate analysis of process of atomlza- 
tlon during subsonic outflow through ordinary nozzles into 
a quiescent gaseous medium proceeding from simplified 
scheme according to which the Jet is assumed to be consisting 
of totality of separate liquid moles subject to pulsation 
is undertaken. It is assumed that ato,n^atlon sets in 
when the speed of a mole in transverse direction (taking into 
account the effect of aerodynamic forces) is found to 
be sufficient for overcoming the forces of viscosity and 
surface tension.  Calculation of viscous and aerodynamic 
forces is made with much schematlzatlon of real picture 
with use of experimental coefficients. 

The results necessary for present work were the Investiga- 
tions of G. Melig [1] and Halbronn [2]. Melig explained 
atomization by presence of transverse speeds in the Jet. 
Halbronn showed that owing to transverse speeds in the jet. 
speeds in an open rapid flow there may occur an ejection of 
the water particles and. as a result of this, an aeration 
of the flow. 

At the A. A. Skochinskly Institute of Mining the author 
set up experiments for the study of influence of transverse 
Dulsational speeds on atomization. In these experiments 
Euh cylindrical nozzles with a length of 100 to 200 diameters 
there were measured the cone angle of the atomization, 
eSst velocity, and loss of pressure head along length 
of nozzle with different degrees of roughness of its walls. 

On the basis of the losses of the pressure head there was 
calculated the coefficient of hydraulic friction X. 

For determining the transverse pulsational speed there 
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Fig. 1.  In- 
fluence of 
transverse 
pulsatlonal 
speed on cone 
angle of at- 
omlzation of 
a water ,1et: 
D = 7 mm, v = 
= ^5 m/sec. 

were used results of Ye. M. Mlnskiy [3], according 
to which the averaged transverse pulsatlonal 
speed u can be expressed in the form 

Here v is the escape velocity of Jet, ß = 1.2 
near wall, according to Ye. M. Minskiy. 

Results of one series of experiments presented 
in Pig. 1 show that angle q) of the cone of 
atomization strongly depends on transverse pulsa- 
tlonal speed u. 

We shall assume now a flow in nozzle consist- 

ing of individual liquid particles of various 

magnitude (moles), which are in state of 

turbulent mixing. 

We shall take for characteristic dimension of a liquid mole I 

the diameter of a sphere» equivalent in volume; let us assume that 1 = 

= otD, where D is the diameter, of the nozzle, a is a certain coefficient 

Pulsatlonal speed of stream 

Here v is the average speed of Jet; T is a coefficient, the so- 

called degree of turbulence.  Let us assume that p0 is the density 

of the liquid; initial kinetic energy of liquid mole is equal to 

* - VMUPW - VuUfWpDV 

♦According to the opinion of Ye. M. Minskiy [31 who made a photo- 
graph for the purpose of evaluating the geometric dimensions of 
traveling masses, the dimension of the liquid mole is approximately 
identical lengthwise and transverse to the flow. 
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During the escape beyond the limits of free surface of the Jet 

this kinetic energy will be partially expended in surmounting the 

forces of surface tension and viscosity. Work of forces of surface 

tension, as is well knowrv is equal to product of coefficient of the 

surface tension a and the increment of area of free surface 

Ai a 9HP v anatD* 

For an evaluation of work of forces of viscosity it is necessary 

to know magnitude of the tangential stress on surface of liquid mole 

during its escape from the Jet (Fig. 2). 

I* .^"'T     AS iS known, viscous stresses are equal to 

xrO-1^1—» t—HA#. 
Fig. 2. Successive po-       Let us assume that at the surface the 
sitIons of liquid mole 
during its escape from    speed of the mole is equal to u, and at 
a Jet, 

moment of separation from the Jet - u#. 

Then the average speed of mole on the path l Is equal to l/2(u + u#). 

Assuming that free distance between neighboring moles is 

proportional to the diameter of the mole, we shall obtain an approxi- 

mate evaluation 

y   i      —r"^   —i—i 
Force of viscosity for an arbitrary state of a liquid mole will 

be 

ir-¥Ü^.  (.-«*. »-»(f).-.(f)) 

where s is the area of that part of surface of mole which is located 

in the Jet, expressed in terms of the area of entire surface of mole; 

a and k are coefficients which take into consideration the distribu- 

tion of speeds around a liquid mole and which depend on position of 

mole with respect to free surface of stream. Then work of forces of 

viscosity will be expressed In the form 
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where K Is the mean value of integrand. 

As soon as part of liquid mole will escape beyond the limits 

of free surface of Jet It will be subject to the action of aero- 

dynamic forces. These forces will deform the mole and "extend" it 

from the Jet. 

The force  "extending" the mole from the Jet may be determined 

by the known formula 

*--PV  (.-*,..-.(#.♦-»(*)) 

where c Is an aerodynamic coefficient, p» - density of gas, OJ - area 

of cross section of that part of mole which goes out beyond the 

contour of free surface (expressed in terms of area of cross section 

in the final position of mole, b is a coefficient). 

Then work of the aerodynamic forces will be equal to 

4, - «IwUf)*(f)* - «,'>Vr,C 

where C Is the mean value of integrand. The work of viscosity forces 

of the gas, and also work of gravity, are not considered since they 

are assumed to be negligibly smaU. Kinetic energy of drop (mole) at 

moment of its separation from the Jet will be equal to 

*,.4-4-4 + 4 

By this energy there readily is determined transverse speed of 

drop u# which makes it possible to calculate cone angle of Jet of 

atomization in terms of the ratio of transverse speed to the axial: 

tan (1/2 )<p = u#/v. 

Using the determined expressions, we shall obtain 

^_[r.+.2c,+(Sj'-Ä-^f-S 
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Here W 1B the Weber number, R is the Reynolds number, p Is a 

number characterizing relative density of the gaseous medium 

I 
W = PODv2  R = Si     £l /vO _ vlscosity of liquid) " a    * o'r  ^o* v P 

It is obvious that with a small Initial kinetic energy of the 

mole and the weak action of aerodynamic forces the mole cannot escape 

from the Jet. From the condition <p - 0 (or E# = 0) we shall obtain 

then the critical Weber number at which atomlzation begins: 

In this way there can be obtained also formula for speed of Jet 

v, at which the atomlzation begins i 

...«5«+[(•<£)•+^J'- M-.r.+.*crt 

Magnitudes of coefficients C and K were determined by us on the 

basis of experiments of A. S. Lyshevskiy [4]. For determining C 

there was used a number of experiments in which the influence of 

density of stream on the cone angle of atomlzation was investigated. 

The magnitude C was calculated from the equation 

Averafed value of coefficient C at p = 0.0012-0.022 was found 

to be equal to C = 0.10-0.11. 

For the determination of K there were used two series of 

experiments made by A. S. Lyshevskiy, in which there was studied 

dependence of cone angle of atomlzation on the exhaust velocity; one 

series of experiments has been published [k],  the other was used 

through the courtesy of the author.  Mean value was found to be 

equal to K = 4. 
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The coefficient a, characterizing relative dimension of the 

calculated mole,* is assumed, in first approximation, equal to a = 0.0?. 

Such value of a was obtained by Ye.M. Minskiy [5] for uniform flow 

without pressure head on the basis of calculations of transverse 

scale of turbulence (transverse scale of turbulence according to 

Ye.M. Minskiy amounts to about 0.1k  of the depth of flow) and Is 

transposed by us to a pressure flow owing to absence of similar 

measurements in a pressure flow. A similar transposition is, in our 

opinion, fully admissible in the stage of qualitative analysis of 

phenomenon of atomizatlon. Furthermore, error in selecting a is 

compensated partially by the fact that K is determined from experi- 

ment with an already selected a. 

Magnitude of degree of turbulence T depends on many conditions: 

the shape and design of the nozzle, roughness of walls, escape 

velocity, etc. In a general case, the magnitude T can be determined 

experimentally. 

According to available data [5] the degree of turbulence in 

relatively short pipes can attain T = 0.10. This means that with 

an escape velocity of 100-200 m/sec the transverse pulsational speed 

will attain 10-20 m/sec. It is fully obvious that with such high 

transverse velocities the liquid will be intensely atomized laterally. 

In Figures 5-6 there are presented the results of the calculation 

on bases of the obtained formulas at the above-indicated values of 

coefficients C, K and a. The magnitude T was selected from the con- 

dition of best approximation of calculation for the experiment. 

«Tn short nozzles where turbulent boundary layer can not be 
developed Sver en"r"thickness of the flew, probably, a more correct 
division of fhf mJle is associated not v(ith diameter of the nozzle 
buHlth thickness of boundary layer at the end of the nozzle. 
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Results of the calculation presented In Figures 5-6    show that 

obtained formulas truly reflect influence of individual factors on 

process of atomization; this indicates their correct structure. 

Fig. 3. Speeds at 
beginning of atom- 
ization v# for' 
diesel fuel depend- 
ing upon relative 
density p of a 
gaseous medium at 
values D = 0.5 mm* 
v0 = 0.05 cm2/sec 
and a = 0.0? g/cm; 
continuous curve 
- on the basis of 
the empirical 
Lyshevskiy's for.au- 
la  [9]J  dashed - on 
basis of obtained 
formula at T = 0.072. 

Fig.  4.    Change of cone 
angle of atomization 
depending upon relative 
density of gas medium: 
1) Kukharev's experi- 
ments  [7]  at values 
v = 100 m/sec,  D = 
= 0.7    mm,  v0 = 0.052 
cm2/sec and o = 0.028 
g/cm; 2) experiments 
by Zass [8] at values 
v = 165 m/sec, D = 

= 0.57 mm, v0 = 0.06 

cm2/sec  and a = 0.055 
g/cm; curve - accord- 
ing to formula obtained 
at T = 0.072. 

Experimental data have been taken from [4-8]. In view of the 

lack of experimental data in the USSR on the speed of the beginning 

of atomization for comparison with results of the calculations there 

is used Lyshevskiy's [9] empirical formula. 

The calculations made, have shown that magnitude of the cone angle 

of atomization in the general case is determined by many factors. 

However, under certain conditions the cone angle is determined at 

most by only one or two factors. Thus, in an atomization into the 

atmosphere the cone angle depends primarily on the degree of turbulence 

and speed of Jet; during an atomization into a gas medium whose density 
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is 10 to 20 times greater than air density,   the cone angle of 

atomlzatlon Is determined mainly by the aerodynamic forces. 

10 V f i »/ •t 
^ 

1 

/ ^ 

/ 

}— 

• ■ 

r- -L \^g 
Fig.  5.    Variation of cone 
angle of atomlzatlon depend- 
ing upon speed of Jet:    1) 
Pobyarzhin's experiments  [6] 
at D = O.38 mm,  v0 = 0.014 
cm /sec,   a = 0.021 e/cm,  p = 
= 0.0014 and T = 0.107;  2) 
Lyshevskiy's experiments  [4] 
at D = 0.54 mm,   1/0 = 0.05 
cm2/sec, p = 0.0014, T = 
= 0.095 and a = O.O35 ^cm; 
curve — on basis of the 
obtained formula. 

Fig. 6. Dependence of 
cone angle of atomlza- 
tlon on the diameter 
of nozzle D at values 

v =« 160 m/sec, v0 = 
o 

=0.05 cm /sec, o = 
■ O.O55 g/cm and p = 
= O.OI56; Lyshevskiy's 
experimental points 
are [4] for nozzles 
with a length of about 
4 D; the curve — accord- 
ing to the obtained 
formula at T = O.095. 

The equality of kinetic energy of a mole to the work of its 

escape from the Jet makes it possible also to analyze Influence of 

individual factors, and in particular parameters of turbulence 01 

flow in nozzle, on dimensions of the drops obtained as a result of 

atomlzatlon of Jet on escaping from the nozzle. 

The evaluations of diameter of the mole obtained by Ye.M. Mlnskiy, 

mentioned above, pertain to those moles which are subject to maximum 

pulsations. Together with the huge moles in turbulence flow there 

are moles of smaller dimensions.  Condition E# ^ 0 determines dimension 

of that limiting small mole which still is in a state to be separated 

from the Jet under action of transverse pulsations at a given escape 

velocity of the Jet, exceeding v#, while 
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It Is natural that fineness of the atomlzation will b(   the greater, 

the smaller is amln.    From formula it is evident that the fineness 

of the atomization must increase with an increase of degree of 

turbulence of the flow,  decrease of viscosity,  increase of escape 

velocity,  etc;  this completely corresponds to results of numerous 

experiments  [6, 9,  10].    The fineness of atomization will depend 

also on what dimension of the moles predominates. 
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25 April 1962 
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SCALAR EFFECT A'.J INFLUENCE OF DURABILITY IN 
A DIRECTED EXPLOSION 

V. M. Kuznetsov and Ye. N. Sher 

(Novosibirsk) 

The theoretical bases of directed explosion are presented 
in work [1], Results of experiments conducted in soft 
ground [2] showed the fundamental correctness of the pro- 
posed scheme and made it possible to modify law of location 
of the explosive substance (BB) on surface of the ejected 
ground mass. Below there are discussed results of further 
investigations and experiments in this direction.* 

Experiments showed that question on the similarity in a 
directed explosion most closely is associated with question 
about magnitude of tamping. In a general case the index 
of simulation depending upon degree of tamping may vary 
from 5.5 to 7. 

Furthermore, in a directed explosion in rocky ground it 
is necessary to take into account the durability properties 
of the medium, whose calculation introduces essential 
corrections in the scheme of an Ideal incompressible fluid. 
Direction of ejection depends on sequence of initiating the 
charges of the BB. A delayed detonating in a number of 
cases may result in an essential decrease of consumption of 
the BB. 

1. Scalar effect. Suppose that ejected ground mass is limited 

by an arbitrary surface with characteristic linear dimension I. Let 

♦The investigatione were made in the summer of 1962 at the 
Institute of Hydrodynamics of the Siberian Division, Academy of 
Sciences of USSR Jointly with the "Soyuzvzryvprora" Trust In 
rocky ground. 
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us assume that, further, this linear dimension Increases by k times 

with conservation of the geometric similarity of the regions. Then 

with an Increase of total momentum I, being communicated by the BB by 

k^ times, the speed of ejected ground mass will not vary.  Inasmuch 

as distance of flight of ground Is proportional to v , then for obtain- 

ing a geometrically similar ejection the speed v must be Increased by 

k1/2 times. Thus, for obtaining geometrically similar craters and 

piles of broken ground with an Increase of scale of experiment by k 

times momentum being communicated by BB to ground, during directed 

explosion must be Increased by k'*^ times. This conclusion follows, 

of course, also from general considerations of dimensionality, inasmuch 

as the determining parameters in this case are: momentum J, linear 

dimension I, density of medium p and acceleration due to gravity g. 

From these parameters there is constituted only one dlmenslonless 

combination, which is the formula of modeling in a directed explosion 

4n—«-t (i.l) 

As is evident from work [2] the dependence of specific momentum 

on the weight of the BB per unit of area under different conditions 

of work of charge may vary.  If the blasted volume of ground is in the 

air or is surrounded by a very compressible medium, then momentum 

pulse is proportional to energy (weight) of the BB.  In this case the 

simulation formula of the directed explosion coincides with known 

formula for major explosions for an ejection [3], If, however, ground 

is ejected from nondisturbed ground, then, assuming that mass of 

ground, set into motion during the time of action of load, exceeds 

many times the mass of products of detonation, we obtain 

J = VSnE (1.2) 
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where ^ is the energy of the BB. m Is the mass of ground set in motion. 

If in this expression m Is the total ejected mass of ground, then 

m ~ I3 and from (1.1) and (1.2) we obtain another well known formula 

for powerful explosions for an ejection [4] 

(1.3) 

which also is evident from general considerations of dimensionality 

theory in the case, when the determining parameter instead of the 

pulse is the energy. 

However, practically the magnitude m In expression (1.2) is 

not equal to total ejected mass of ground, but is determined by the 

time of action of load, i.e., it depends on the tamping of the bores. 

The case m ~ I5 is in this sense limiting and takes place then, when 

the outflow of gases I.e., products of detonation through outlet of 

the bores is absent. 

However, in practice it always takes place and may play an 

essential role, especially during explosions in rocky ground.  If, 

for example the tamping remains constant with an increase of the scale, 

as was observed in experiments described below, then it Is natural to 

assume that the mass m, set in motion is proportional to the thickness 

of layer of BB, or, approximately, m ~ I. In this case from (1.1) and 

(1.2) it follows that degree of simulation is equal to 6. We can also 

imagine the case when the value of m In general does not change with a 

change in scale of the explosion. This, obviously, will take place 

during explosions in very hard rocks with a tamping constant in magni- 

tude. Thus, in general we may write the formula of simulation for a 

directed explosion in the form 
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where p. is a magnitude depending on properties of ground and on 

magnitude of tamping, the Index of simulation n varies within the 

limits 

aj<ii<7 

Experimental explosions were produced In limestone of 6th 

category of durability on basis of scheme In Fig. 1 at a depth along 

a normal equal to 2.1, 4.2 and 5.7 m. Specific consumption of BB in 

first experiment amount to 3 kg/nr. The change in total amount of 

BB during transition to larger scales is shown in Fig. 2, where two 

straight lines limit region of change of simulation index. The 

results of these explosions are shown in Fig. 3 in the form of 

schematic profiles of craters and piles of broken up ground. 

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 

Comparing results of experiments, we see that despite large 

values of simulation index, adopted in the calculation, the craters 

and piles of broken ground happened to be dissimilar: with an 

Increase in scale of explosion the relative quantity of ground, 

ejected from the crater, decreases. Since in the transition from a 

depth of 2.1 m to a depth 5.7 m the magnitude n was assumed equal to 

4.8, from this it is evident that in this case index of simulation is 

included within the limits 
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Such large values of Index of simulation result  in a sharp over- 

consumption of BB in a directed explosion In comparison to the usual 

explosions for an ejection.    It is necessary, however,  to remember 

that in soft ground the role of tamping is less essential so that n 

varies within a narrower interval between 3.5 and k.        During 

explosions in rocky ground the role of tamping is very important, 

this must be remembered in practice in general, especially in a 

directed explosion.     With the realization of a fairly reliable tamping 

the consumption of BB may be greatly lowered. 

2.    Influence of durability properties of the medium in a 

directed explosion.     Theoretical scheme of directed explosion  [1]  is 

based on simulation of an ideal incompressible fluid.    Considering 

ground as an ideal Incompressible fluid, we take into account only 

the inertial forces developing during explosion and disregarding Its 

durability properties.     Such approach makes  it possible to grasp 

basic  features of the phenomenon,  assuming that the influence of 

other factors,  in particular durability,  can be considered as the 

correction for the basic model. 

Experimental explosions in clay ground  [2] corroborated the 

correctness of this approach.    At the same time there was ascertained 

a number of details which were not contained in the framework of a 

model of an ideal imcompressible fluid and were lacking in its 

explanation of the Involvement of durability characteristics of the 

ground.    Thus,  in experiments 25 and 26 of work [2] with an identical 

scale and law of the spacing the consumption of the BB is second case 

was two times greater. 

According to general theory discussed in the first section It 
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would have been possible to expect that distance of thrust in second 

case will be double that of the first. Actually it was found that 

distance of ejection Increased more them three times.  Qualitatively 

this result can be explained as follows. According to the theory 

for realization of a directed ejection it is necessary that the 

entire mass of ground is covered with a solid layer of BB.  In practice 

the BB is placed in bore holes, located over the relief of ground 

mass to be ejected at a certain distance from each other, so that 

between the bore holes the ground remains undisturbed. 

For the detachment of the blasted mass of ground from the non- 

disturbed ground there must be accomplished a certain amount of v/ork. 

proportional to surface of ejected volume of ground.  It is obvious 

that in the above-mentioned example magnitude of this work remains 

constant inasmuch as scale of explosions does not change.  Thus, in 

second case in communicating the kinetic energy to the ground a 

relatively large part of all the energy of the BB was expended. 

We shall present one more example.  In the same ground there was 

drilled a number of holes at an angle of 45° at whose bottom there 

were located concentrated charges of BB. As a result of undermining 

a large part of ground was ejected in the direction of slope of the 

holes — the minor disturbance of continuity of nondisturbed ground 

from the direction of the holes essentially Influenced the direction 

of the ejection. 

Still more significantly there is shown the influence of durabil- 

ity properties of medium during explosions in rocky grounds.  In the 

course of experiments there was revealed one interesting circumstance. 

It was found that direction of ejection depends on place of initiation 

of charges. The fact is that in practice charges of BB placed in the 

holes are conveniently connected to each other by a detonating cord 
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and the undermining 1B made from one place. The scheme of the inltla- 

Jv     >,M<»    tlon which is used in experiments In rocky 
.l.U.V'.I.V/.J.M.f^ 

ground Is shown in Fig. 4, where 1 and 2 - are N 

bore holes of charges 1 and 2,  the figure 5 T; 
Fig. k. indicates groove of charge 5, and 4 - the point 

of ignition; the point of ignition was placed 

both on the side of charge 1, and also on the side of charge 2. In 

both cases ejection of ground occurs towards that direction, whence 

the ignition begins the initiation. The speed of detonation is a 

magnitude of an order of several thousand meters per second, and speed 

of ground in the cited experiments amounted to only several tens of 

meters per second. 

Thus, during the time, during which detonation spreads to all 

charges of the BB, the volume of ground being ejected will not change 

essentially its shape. Consequently, cause of observed effect must 

be sought in another. 

We shall note here that an analogous phenomenon during an 

explosion in soft ground was ascertained by S. A. Davydov [5].  In 

our experiments linear dimensions of ejected mass of ground were such 

that the ratio of length of trench to Its width was equal to four. 

If we assume the speed of detonation in detonating cord is equal to 

7 to 8 km/sec and speed of shock wave In ground 3 to 4 km/sec, then 

during the period of delay, during which detonation will spread from 

first charge to the latter one, shock wave can traverue the entire 

ejected volume of ground. 

On the other hand, it is known that in the initial stage gases 
3 

i.e., products of detonation expand according to the law pV^ = const. 

It is evident from this that a major part of work is performed by the 

products of detonation Just in initial stage of the expansion. Thus, 



with an Increase in radius of hole by 20% potential energy of gases 

amounts to only 47?« of the initial, and the remaining is transmitted 

to the ground. Since at initial moment the rate of the expansion is 

great, then during the time of delay the charges, initiated at the 

beginning, may be almost completely "depleted," i.e., they can 

transmit their own energy to the ground. This energy is expended in 

the destruction of the ground and in creation of a field of speeds in 

It. Thus, the Influence of nonsimultaneity of the undermining 

develops in two relationships - energy and kinematic.  From the point 

of view of energy, the charge, being undermined at the beginning, 

produces large part of the destruction of ejected mass of ground 

and its detachment from the nondisturbed ground, but owing to this 

the speeds acquired by the ground, happen to be smaller in magnitude 

than in the scheme of an ideal incompressible liquid.  Charge, which 

is undermined later on transmits its own energy to the ground already 

destroyed and detached from the nondisturbed ground and, consequently, 

* determines the direction of ejection. Kinematic 

^^^^    y influence of the nonsimulteneity of the under- 

J^   j£ mining appears in creation of new threshold 

^\f surfaces and change of boundary conditions on 

Fig. 5. the surface of ejected volume of ground. This 

question can be examined within the framework 

of an ideal imcempresslble fluid. In the experiments of the authors 

ejected volume of ground had in cross section the shape of a triangle, 

but ejection was made at an angle of 63.5°. The distribution of 

potential at boundary of region for the given case is shown in Fig. 5, 

where the arrow indicates the direction of explosion. 

We shall consider two cases.  In the first there are undermined 

charges 1 and 5 (this corresponds to undermining from direction of 



Charge 1),  and then charge 2, where as a result of explosion of 

charges 1 and 3 there will be formed a free surface at the place of 

charge 3 and a line of flow at the place of charge 1.    In the second 

case at first there are undermined charges 2 and 3,  and then - charge 

1, where at the place of charges 2 and 3 there will be formed, 

respectively,   a line of flow and a free surface.    The subsequently 

generating fields of speeds and total fields of speeds are shown In 

Figures 6 and 7.    Direction of ejection during a simultaneous under- 

mining of charges is shown in these figures by arrows,  the solid lines 

are equlpotentials,  and the dashed lines are lines of flow.    Pictures 

of the flows are obtained in integrator EGDA-9-60.    The nonsimultanelty 

of undermining from kinematic point of view results  in an increase of 

angle of ejection so that main mass of ground acquires speeds directed 

almost vertically upwards.    Owing to thoroughly discussed energy 

consideration above the charge,  being undermined later,  communicates 

to the ground  relatively higher speeds than during a simultaneous 

undermining.    Thus,  in first case ground may be ejected in a direction 

opposite to that which takes place during a simultaneous undermining. 

In second case   (during an undermining from the direction of charge 2) 

ejection should occur in 

the required direction. 

These conclusions were 

corroborated by experiments. 

3.    Application of 

delayed detonating in a 

directed ejection.    In 

practice in certain cases 

it  is more profitable to 

apply delayed detonating Fig.  6. Fig.  7. 
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in a directed ejection since this results in a decrease in consumption 

of BB per unit of volxome of ground.

Leaving open question about the delay times, it. is possible 

theoretically to consider two extreme cases: a) from charges,

located in the ground, initially undermined charge excavates volume 

of nondisturbed ground auid creates in its place a free surface 

(this case will obviously, take place during longer delay times); 

b) initially undermined charge does not excavate the ground from the 

nondisturbed ground and does not create a new surface. Taking into 

consideration the durability of ground outside ejected volume owing 

to pressure head on the part of nondisturbed mass, we may assume in 

second case that in place of initially detonated charge there will 

be formed a line of flow. This case has been considered above.

Let us assume that region as previously is a trieingle (Fig. ^).

We shall Introduce following designations: is the potential,

corresponding to forward motion of ejected mass of ground in a given 

direction; is the pulse, created by the 1-th charge of BB; is 

the pulse obtained at place of i-th charge during explosion of the 

single k-th charge. The magnituges i and k pass the values 1, 2,

In order that as a result of undermining of all charges the ground 

obtains a forward motion, it is necessary to fulfill the following 

relationships;

+ *12 + *13 * *1 

*2 + *21 + *23 * *2 

*3 + *31 * *32 ' *3

(3.1)

Charge 5 is found on free surface, therefore.

*31 - *32 ■ °
(3.2)
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and, consequently, *, " ^ i«6«» the  magnitude of charge 3 remains 

the same as during a simultaneous undermining.  In the case a), 

furthermore, charges 1 or 2 create free surfaces depending upon which 

of thorn explodes first.  If sequence of detonating is 2-1-5, then 

*21 " *21  = 0' *2 • '2 

Thus, in this order of the detonating charge 2 also does not 

change its own magnitude in comparison to case of simultaneous 

detonating, and charge 1 should have the magnitude *1 = <91  -(*i2 + 

+ t'.O, i.e., weight of charge 1 should be less than during simulta- 

neous undermining. By this method it is possible to make a calcula- 

tion for any sequence of undermining charges.  In particular, the 

most profitable from the point of view of expense of the BB is the 

foiicwing order of undermining: 3-2-1.  In case b) both charges 

being located in the ground, alter the magnitude in comparison to the 

case of simultaneous undermining. The method of calculation remains 

the same. The problem, however, is complicated by the fact that on 

the newly forming surfaces the boundary conditions a priori are 

unknown.  Nevertheless, also in this case a nonslmultaneous detonating 

may result in a decrease of consumption of BB. 

-jr ^ wr*    Below as an illustration there is presented the 

^S^^^^ problem, analyzed by Ye. N. Sher. 

p.  Q Let us assume that from a half-space filled 

with an ideal incompressible fluid there must be 

tossed upwards* an infinite cylinder, whose section Is one-half of a 

unit circle (Fig. 8) 

t»«"     (-«O<0) (5'3) 

•Incomplete phrase in original Russian not Indicated in errata 
sheet has been deleted [Tr. Ed. note] 
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The complex potential of such a flow is z/i. This flew we assume 

to obtain as sum of two flows with the potentials w1 and w2. 

First flow is result of application of impulse load on arc BC. 

The second is on arc AB. The region of the flow in first case is the 

lower half-plane with cut-out arc BC, in second - lower half-plane 

with cut-out arc AB. In both cases on actual axis <j) = 0. There is 

required to determine function q)^ and <p2 on the arcs BC and AB, in 

such a way that in semicircle (3.5) there was fulfilled the condition 

«*W + IM«)-T (5,4) 

Owing to symmetry of problem we have 

■kW-^I^ (5.5) 

where w(z) Is the function conjugate with w(z).  Contition (5.^) will 

acquire the form 

We note that with any Impulsive load distributed along the arc 

circumference with center of the real axis, the remaining part of 

circumference is a line of flow, if potential at boundary of half- 

plane is equal to 0. This corroboration becomes evident, if we make 

a linear-fractional transformation translating one point of inter- 

section of circumference and actual axis 0, and other infinity.  It 

is readily verified that circumference at the same time develops Into 

the axis of symmetry of a new half-plane. Using this property, it 

is possible to assume that V1 = 0 on the arc AB. We shall write out- 

condition (5.6) for point i  = ei0, lying on the arc BC; we have 
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Hence 

fiW+f^-O'-f. tiW-'M-O--* (5.8) 

But ^.(-i) = 0* since the point - i  lies on the arc AB. We shall 

show that function w(z), satisfying the boundary conditions 

f «0 »t y.O. I — OOHAB,     t- —afonac 

is unique. We shall introduce into the analysis the function 

(5.9) 

For this  function we have 

RtY-O  atf-0.     1mY~0 aüAB.      bty-Conac 

Such mixed problem has, [6], the unique solution Y = 0. 

The solution of problem with boundary conditions (5.9) is found 

with the aid of Poisson integral for circle [6] and has following form; 

(5.10) 

In case  of simultaneous detonation the potential assuring a 

forward motion of unit semicircle vertically upwards has the form 

f-SlBl (5.11) 

In Fig. 9 the solid line shows the distribution of potential 

during a nonsimultaneous detonating, end dotted line during a 

simultaneous. 

Areas limited by corresponding curves 

characterize in themselves the total momentum 

being communicated by ejected volume of ground 

to one of charges of the BB. If we designate 

j» as the momentum communicated during 
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simultaneous undermining, and J" - during a nonslmultaneous, then 

from Fig. 9 we have I'/I" =1.5.  If we assume then that momentum is 

associated with weight of the BB by the relationship (1.2), then 

E'/fi" - 1.69 and, economy in consumption of the BB will amount In 

case of delayed detonating to almost 70%. 

In the experimental works. Ye. Gorbachev and Ye. Klyukvln of 

the PEU Soyuzvzryvprom  (All-Unlon Explosive Industry) participated. 
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SIMILARITY OF COMPBESSION WAVES DURING 
EXPLOSIONS IN GROUNDS 

B.  G.  Kalev 

(Moscow) 

1, Questions of similarity of the motion of ground during 

explosions underlie all practical calculations, both of the ejection 

of ground, and also of seismic oscillations. They are expressed in 

formulas of the calculation of weight of charges, intended for 

ejection of grounds and calculation of selsmoexplosion-free zones 

[1-3]. The latter requires a knowledge of relationships between 

weight of charge, the depth of its laying, distances from source 

and parameters of oscillations being excited in ground during the 

explosions. 

This will entail the necessity of studying such questions, as 

nature and property of seismic waves during explosions and their 

forming near the source. Numerous experiments (measurement of 

ejection of ground, determination of field of speeds and others) havo 

established that here there is observed the so-called, "geometric 

similarity" of elements in the motion of the medium. The term is 

not quite appropriate, because here there are modelled the kinematic 

and dynamic parameters. 
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2 
Such a modeling satisfies Cauctiy's dlmenslonless number pu /E - 

- const, obtained during a reaction in a system of elastic forces, 

when the defomatlon occurs within limits of Initial linear sector 

of the pressure-compressibility curve. Moreover, in similar systems 

parameters of motion of the media are associated by relationships 

[4, 5]: r2 - a^ - the linear dimensions, t2 = ort^ is the time, 

u0 •= u. Is the speed, o2 - a1  is the stress (pressure), P2 = P1 is 

the density, 32 - *%!  is the energy etc. Here a is the linear scale. 

Investigations confirming the geometric similarity of the 

ground's of motion during explosions, in an overwhelming majority 

were made in deformations going out beyond the limits of elastlity, 

when in medium there occur irreversible processes.  Such a similarity 

of compression waves may occur in media whose model contains only 

parameters having the dimensionality of pressure and density.  In 

such a model the stresses are independent of the speed of deformation 

[6]. In this case the scalar relationships between parameters of 

compression wave remain the same, as during the similarity of elastic- 

systems. This is the consequence of the fact that the dependence 

"pressure-density" (characteristic of state of medium) is independent 

of the scale of the explosion. 

It may be assumed that under certain conditions, on the processes 

occuring in grounds during an explosion, there can be exerted 

essential Influence by another force - the force of gravity. Here 

the parameters of the waves must satisfy the Froude number of similar- 

ity u2/gl  - const and must be found in the following relationships: 

r2 - a^ - the linear dimensions, t2 - a1/2t1 -  the time, u2 = a
1 ^ 

- speed, 32 = a^ - the energy etc. 

The method applied here for the proof of similarity of the 

course of processes assumes that medium is subject to the action of 
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only one force. Owing to the impoBSibility of simulating properties 

of the medium the similarity will be determined by condition of 

identity of only one dimensionless number and consequently there 

will be determined the conditions and limits of primary influence 

of any one type of the forces. 

In a comparison of parameters of the medium's motion as the 

basis there is taken not the linear dimension, but the weight of the 

charge C. Assuming that energy of the ground's motion is proportional 

to the energy of the explosion, and consequently also to weight of 

charge, and comparing parameters of all explosions with parameters 

of an explosion of specific magnitude of charge (C = 1kg), we find: 

with a geometric modeling 

g.^-* or -C* 

with a modeling on basis of Froude 

g-jf or .-<?* 

2. The measurements of parameters of seismic waves of being 

excited by explosion were made at a number of sites different in 

geological structure.  In present work there are considered explosions 

In fairly monotypic grounds. 

Sites K2, KJ, KU (schematic structure of which is shown in 

Fig. 1) are located in Southern Kazakhstan (vicinity of station Arys) 

are a thick layer of blue clays with speeds 

of propagation of longitudinal waves of an 

order of 2000 m/sec and a density p = 

m 2  g/cm'.  On top the blue clays are 

covered with a thin layer of brownish green 

clays (V - 170C m/sec) and loess-like 

The loess-like loam as the result of the great 
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difference in its own properties (large porosity and small speed of 

longitudinal waves) at site K4 where its depth is fairly great, 

introduced certain distortions in parameters of seismic waves. 

Characteristic peculiarity of the MV site located in Stavropolskiy 

Kray, is presence of water-bearing layer with a depth up to 10 m. 

This layer also was cause of certain deviations from general principles. 

Measurements of seismic waves were made in longitudinal profiles 

with variable (increasing with distance) spacing between the instru- 

ments.  The length of the profiles during different-scalar explosions 

varied corresponding approximately to the geometric similarity. 

Instruments were placed at a depth of 0.5 m in pits opened on basis 

of dimensions of sensing devices and then compactly tamped.  At great 

distances where acceleration? were insignificant, seismographs were 

placed (at half-meter depth) into the tamped ground. 

Measurement of seismic oscillations was made with seismographs 

VBP [7] with parameters:  sensitivity ^ = 1 mv.seccm ; internal 

resistance R = 50 ohm; period of pendulum ^ - 1.6 sec, given length 

of pendulum I    = 65 cm, damping of pendulum equal to 0.7 of critical 
0 -1 

and VEGIK seismographs [8] with parameters: ^ = 200 rnvseccm , 

R = 50 ohm, T1  = 1.1 sec, l0 - 9-5 cm, damping of pendulum equal to 

0.7 of the critical. The registration was made on P0B-i2 oscillographs 

with galvanometers GB-III, whose parameters are: natural frequency 

of 5 cycles per second, internal resistance of 130 ohm, critical 

resistance of 5000 ohm, sensitivity 25000 mm/ina. The channel on 

the whole gives a recording of displacements with constant increase 

in range of frequencies from 2 to 100 cycles per second. This equip- 

ment assures registration of oscillations with amplitudes from 5 n 

to JOO mm. 

3.    Characteristic  recording of oscillations of ground during 
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one of explosions is shown in Fig. 2.  (Explosion in clay, C = 10^ kg, 

h = 5 m.)  In the recording it is possible to distinguish three basic 

waves, propogating from place of explosion. The normal longitudinal 

wave (phase P) is observed at first entry to vertical component.  Near 

focus of explosion, where in this wave the subsequent phase of 

rarefaction is small in comparison with the initial phase of compres- 

sion, it is called a compression wave. At these distances compression 

wave carries a maximum of energy.  At greater distances the surface 

waves become maximum in intensity.  One of them - wave R (in Fig. 2 

there are marked its phases E^  R2, Rj..., in the vertical component) 

is a surface wave of Rayleigh type. The motion of the particle 

during passage of this wave is elliptic, counterclockwise with 

approximately equal ratios between vertical and horizontal components. 

Second wave N is observed at first entries (phase N0, N1, Ng,... in 

the horizontal component). The motion of particle during its passage 

is elliptic (clockwise) and more intense in the horizontal component. 

In vicinity of station Arys, in addition to the above-mentioned 

there was made series of one-ton explosions in the twenty-five meter 

layer of loess-like loam. The recording of oscillations during one 

of these explosions is shown in Fig. 3 (C = 105 kg, h = 5 m). From 

a comparison of seismograms during explosions in clay and loess it 

is evident that in loess-like loams there are observed only long- 

period surface waves R and N, and compression wave owing to great 

porosity and compressibility of loess is almost wholly absorbed near 

the focus, A qualitative analysis of seismograms and comparison of 

recordings in the compact porous grounds shows that body waves are 

not the -ause of formation of surface waves. Surface waves are formed 

directly In the epicenter (their first phases are traced to crater of 

explosion) owing to the relatively gradual expansion of medium under 
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reaction of gaseous products of explosion whereas compression wave will 

be formed from the suddenly applied pressure on surface of chamber.

• Z-ooapon«oli m '
6 —- “ V** l>"

|«i

Fig. 2.
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It Is possible to indicate analogous processes occurring during 

explosions in water, when there will be formed shock wave and motion 

of water owing to expansion of gas bubble  [9], 

This,  obviously,   is associated with such properties of exploslvos, 

as high-explosive action and brlsance.    The brisance  is associated 

with head portion of pulse proportional to maximum pressure and 

furthermore depends on properties of medium,  on which the explosion 

acts i.e.,   it is associated with the energy being transferred at 

the front of wave.    On these parameters also compression wave cheifly 

depends.    The high-explosive effect of explosion is associated with 

the complete pulse, moreover in motion there are  involed massec of 

ground,  located at a comparatively significant distance from the 

charge. 

With closely located outer surface there occurs ejection of the 

rocks or uplift of ground (dome) with deeper laying of the charge. 

This process also is a source of the formation of surface waves. 

Such a distinction in formation of these waves will make it 

possible separately to approach its study, by considering reaction 

of the same medium to a different character of excitation.    Further 

quantitative analysis of experimental data pertains only to compression 

wave  (phase P,  Fig. 3). 

4.    On seismograms it is evident that compression wave   (normal 

longitudinal wave) emerges almost normally to surface,   since first 

entry in horizontal component pertains to the longer period wave N. 

It is possible to assume that one of causes of normal emergence of 

beam is presence of a velocity gradient by depth in layer of blue 

clays,  since it  is difficult to assume  that several meters of upper 

layer of lowered speed could exert  such a strong influence on direction 

of propagation of front of a wave  100 to 400 m in length.     For 
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parameters of compression waves these have been adopted: maximum

amplitude of displacements a (mm); time of increment of displacement 

to maximum Xg (msec); maximum velocity of particles u (cEy'iec), 

determined by maximum slope angle of tangent on the recorded curve 

of displacements. Dependence of maximum velocities of particles 

u on the given distance r° - rC"^/^ kig is presented in Fig. 4;

in Fig. 5 — the dependence of maximum displacements a on the distance 

r; in Fig. 6 — the time of Increment of displacements to a maximum 

— Xg where a is with the modeling on basis of Froude number, b — 

with geometric modeling. For a and u the relationships between the 

indicated parameters are approximated by the exponential functions 

of form

a = Kr”^
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Coefficients K and n and their mean square errors and 

were determined by method of least squares

" - - ^

, W V«( V'*\% (‘ w V

(«^=- ig AT+ <• If';->«•»)

Here m is the number of observations, the integration is made 

from i a» i to i ■ m.

For a comparison of coefficients K eind the elimination of the 

error of an inaccuracy determined by the error e^, magnitudes of 

K and e^. were determined with eui averaged Index n on basis of all
JC

explosions.

The maximum mass speeds satisfying geometric law of modeling 

(Fig. 4), over entire measured range of distances are described by 

the relationship of the form

•-«(?)*

Values of coefficients n and K (the latter is determined with 

an averaged n ■ 1.9) are given in Table 1.
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Coefficient K constitutes relative characteristic of energy 

of explosion being transmitted by body seismic waves.    For a con- 

centrated charge of one and the  same explosive with a constant 

density of charge this energy depends on the  depth of laying of 

charge and on physico-mechanical properties of medium,  in which there 

is made an explosion.    The experiments made in clay grounds were 

inadequate  for determlng  the  degree of Influence  of these   factors 

on Intensity of the compression wave.    However, 

a comparison with analogous data,  obtained 

during explosions in rock, makes it possible 

to make in this respect certain conclusions. 

In Fig.  7 there is given the dependency of 

coefficient K on a given depth of laying of 

Maximum velocities of 

particles during a number of experiments in 

0 

0 
• m*^ 

— 

/ 
■   ■ 

s 
«-rook 
o-oUjj 

/ 
 1 1 

Fig. 7. charge h0 - t^C"1/5. 

clays coincide with values of velocities during explosions in a rock. 
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These were found to be explosions made In "dry" clays with the content 

of water by volume equal approximately to k0%.    All experiments, made 

in clays with high humidity, gave excessively high values of thei 

particle voloclties. During explosions in loess-like loam containing 

approximately 155^ wat -r by volume and about 30% air, a compression 

wave practically is not recorded. Consequently, an Increase in contents 

of water increases intensity of Compression wave and an increase in con- 

tents of air acts in the opposite direction.  Such limited Information 

about ground and in sufficient number of experiments make it possible to 

make only qualitative conclusions about influence of ground conditions. 

Processes determining the amount of energy being transmitted to 

a wave of compression, occur in the zone directly adjacent to charge, 

since outside the zone in measured interval of distances between 20 

to 600 radii of the charge the dispersion of energy (at the stage 

of load of medium) is identical for all explosions in clay and rock 

(for velocities of particles n ■ 1.9 * O.i). 

If curve of velocity of particles — distance 

with deeper sinking of the charge, i.e., with a 

maximum Please of energy is extended to wall of 

chamber of charge, then velocities of the particles 

at boundary of cavity u0 will correspond to the 

initial pressure of the gases, according to the 

I    *  V   relationship o = pVu (curve 1, Fig. 8). 
§ .. »P 

In shallow explosions this curve in the sector 
Pig. 8. 

from 20 to 600 radii of the charge lies parallel 

but at a lower level (Pig. 7). But in approaching the charges the 

velocities must coincide on wall of cavity with value u0 (curve 2, 

Pig. 8). Consequently, at closer distances during shallow explosions 

the velocities of particles (and pressure) must decrease more Jutensely. 
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This Is aBSOciated obviously, with a degree of counteraction of 

surrounding medium of the expanding products of the explosion. During 

shallow explosions the gases encounter less resistance In the 

direction of outer surface, the cavity expanded more significantly and 

by the moment of the detachment of compression wave the pressures 

will be smaller than during underground explosions. 

Apparently, analogously also the resistivity of various types 

of grounds exerts an influence. Thus, an insignificant Increase in 

the porosity, little reflecting on the magnitude of density, and 

consequently also on u0, owing to high compressibility greatly 

decreases the velocities of particles at great distances. An Increase 

in humidity. I.e., a filling In of the pores, decreases the compressi- 

bility and level of velocity distance curves rises.  In this case at 

near distances the damping of velocity of particles with distance 

must be less than at remote distances (curve 3, Fig. 8). 

This may explain the coincidence of values of velocities of 

particles during explosions in rock and clay at remote distances. 

With one and the same pressure on walls of the cavity the value u0 

in rock will be smaller, but near the charge owing to smaller com- 

pressibility velocities of particles attenuate more slowly and at 

measured distances of 20 to 600 radii of the charge they may coincide 

(dashed curve of Fig. 8). 

5.  A further analysis of parameters of a compression wave 

pertains to main mass of experiments made under faily uniform ground 

conditions with insignificant variations of depth of laying of 

charge (h = 0.4 - 0.75 C1/-5). For them the dependence of maximum 

velocities of particles on charge and distance (Fig. 4) it is possible 

to represent by expression 
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Maximum displacements in the same experiments depending on 

distance for different magnitudes of charge are shown in Fig. 5. 

In the graph fairly distinctly there can be seen the change in degree 

of damping of displacements with distance.  Amplitudes of disflace- 

ments very sharply drop near epicenter of explosion, following the 

same law for all charges, and at a certain distance (r = Rn) begin 

to attenuate to a smaller degree varying on magnitude of the charge. 

The Initial sector during the conducted observations, having 

obtained the conditional designation "near zone", is interesting in 

the fact that at its beginning near the crater there were noted 

(visually) dislocations of the ground. This made it possible to 

assume that within limits of entire section there must be  r vereitle 

permanent dislocations. At the same time there must be   jeeded the 

ultimate strength and the cohesion between ground particles must 

be destroyed. A comparison between the recordings of the particle 

velocities and displacements in this sector (Fig. 9) shows that 

velocity of the particles (and consequently, also 

l\^^~T*S>>-        the pressure) increases up to maximum value during 

"P'"    J^""*-    the time x±,  equal to several milliseconds. 

During this period there occurs a loading of 
Fig. y. 

medium and there is expended energy being trans- 

mitted by compression wave.  During the same time the displacements 

attain very insignificant magnitudes in comparison to the maximum 

at moment of time T2, whose absolute value is more than 50 msec 

(Fig. 6).  Consequently, over entire stage of the increment of dis- 

placements, when there occurs an unloading of the strain state of 

the medium, the particles of ground move freely one with the other 
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owing to the kinetic energy obtained at moment of time -^ and which 

will be equal to the potential energy of lifting the ground to a 

height a at moment of time T2. Thus, there must be observed the 

relationship 

■ •£ «r • - 1000-JSJ-«« 

The latter result is obtained by substitution of values of 

acceleration due to gravity g and velocity of particles u. 

The straight lines in Fig. 5 In the near zone, have been drawn 

according to the obtained formula, and results of the analysis given 

in Table 2, show that this dependence fairly accurately reflects 

obtained results on the basis of the measurement of the displace- 

ments. Inthistalbe: K» = loV*27 are values from the formula, 

K are magnitudes obtained from observations at ^ = 5.8. 

Table 2 

e m % •• i» •t «• ■«C-Vi 

to» 
w 

11 

0 

0 

-Ml 

-4.14 

-in 

±0.» 
. ±o.a 

±0.00 

o.ao.io» 
0.40.10* 

1.00.1» 

+o.a.w» 
+1.05.10* 
Il.00.10* 
+0.10.1» 

0.40.10* 

0.45.10* 

I.».10* 

1.0 

0.2 

2.0 

Consequently, in the second stage of the process, beginning 

from the moment of time T^ medium is subject to the effect of 

gravity and parameters of motion ...ust satisfy the Froude number i.e.. 

We shall note that dependence on magnitude of charge in a 

geometric modeling must be 

*-«Trr • -JT 
ci. 
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The observed results show that displacements and equally also 

the times T« (Fig. 6) are close to the Froude number, but do not 

satisfy It completely. This is caused by the fact that in the given 

process the initial conditions (speed u) are modelled according to 

another law. The fact that parameters of the motion in second si age 

are close to the Froude number is explained by small difference in 

the structure of formula of the particle velocities: 

in a geometric modeling 

...dgr - .-'*$ 
in modeling according to Froude number 

In the second sector  ("remote" zone),  beginning from distance 

R,  equal to approximately 60 radii of charge,  the displacements are 
n2 approximated by dependence  of the type a = Kpr    .    Coefficients  K.^ 

and n2 are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3 

e • • *m ~"* «. •».« 

w a» -a.w ±0.04 -a.« i.U.W 3:8 M» n -I.« ±0.01 -2.» 1.N.I0* HI M* ti -t.n ±0.M -i.» 4.U.M* HI 
M> IT -i.tr ±0.01 -t.« i.m.tv Zi 

For the remote zone there is observed change of degree of  damp- 

ing of displacements with distance of depending on the charge (Fig. 

10),  This is characteristic for viscoelastic media where absorption 

of energy depends on frequency of oscillations, becoming larger with 

its increase. Consequently, during explosions in clay with the 

passage of compressional wave (normal longitudinal wave) in remote 
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Fig. 10. 

for his advice and criticisms. 

zone the medium is subject to action of two 

forces - elastic and viscous friction which are 

commensurable in magnitude. Under such condi- 

tions the wave parameters must satisfy two 

criteria, and a similarity determinated by 

simple scalar factors will not exist. 

In conclusion author thanks D. A. Kharln 
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WAVES IN THE SURFACE REGION OF A GROUND HALF-SPACE 
DURING A CONTACT EXPLOSION 

V. D. Alekseyenko 

(Moscow) 

In measuring the field of stresses excited by contact explosion 

on surface of soft ground it is ascertained that the wave in the 

ground near the free surface has two maxima. 

In Pig. 1 there is presented an experimental osclllogram with 

the recording of four normal stresses at a point remote from center 

RadUl Umii/ 
IfcdufllnM, 
Radial llM« 

Pig.   1. 

of explosion at a distance R = 40 r , in 

direction of beam, emanating from center of 

explosion at an angle of 12° to the free 

surface (r0 — radius of charge).  Beams 

1, 2, 3, 4 correspond to recording of stresses in time o0, on, oz, ar 

(Fig. 2), Scale of time was fixed by marker to 

time with frequency of oscillations 500 cps. In 

order to establish nature of these two maxima 

of the stress, we shall consider phenomena occur- 

ring during contact explosion. 

After detonation of charge of an explosive 

substance BB part of energy is radiated into 



the air, generating in it an air shocJi wave propogating along free 

surface. The other part of energy of explosion is radiated directly 

in ground half-space exciting a wave in it. The air shock wave also 

generates waves propogating from free surface into the depth of the 

half-space. 

In accordance with this a contact explosion schematically we 

shall present as action of concentrated pulse at center of explosion 

and air shock wave propogating along free surface with a speed Df 

variable in time. 

We shall consider at first picture of developing waves here 

in the half-space for the case when it is filled with a uniform 

elastic medium. The wave picture developing in this case, is shown 

in Fig. 3. Air shock wave generates in 

elastic half-space two fronts inclined to 

the free surface — the longitudinal DG 

and the transverse DE. The concentrated 

pulse excites in this same half-space 

three waves: the one longitudinal AG02 

and the two transverse CB01 and 13, 

Waves generated by air shock wave owing 

to damping of speed of propagation of its front Df and constancy of 

speed of propagation of waves in elastic half-space are distorted, 

as is shown in Fig. J. However, if speed of propagation in half- 

space is inconstant and attenuates with distance from center of 

explosion, then the distortion of the fronts DG and DE may be opposite 

to that shown in Fig. 3 which is characteristic as the experiments 

showed for soft grounds. The concentrated pulse generates longitudinal 

(AG0?) and transverse (CB01) wave of spherical form, and also trans- 

verse head wave (AB), whose slope depends on relationship of speeds 
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of longitudinal and transverse waves (In process of propagation there 

are formed surface waves vrtuch here are not considered). 

Considering wave picture shown In Fig. 5, we note that near 

the free surface there are propagated five wave fronts of which two 

are longitudinal and three are transverse. Soft ground as Is known, 

Is the solid medium. Consequently, In conducting the experiments In 

ground all these waves. In general must be fixed. However, as the 

conducted experiments showed In the surface region there are observed 

only two fronts (Fig. 1). 

There arises the question Just what fronts are fixed in the 

experiments. For obtaining the answer to this question we set up 

special experiments. As a result it was established that fixed fronts 

are fronts of the longitudinal waves. The first front is excited by 

air shock wave, inasmuch as Df > Dgr (this front corresponds to DG 

in Fig. 5), second front propagates from center of explosion (front 

AGO , Fig. 5). The fact that front, corresponding second maximum of 

the stress, is not transverse, is confirmed by the following. 

First, as is evident from the osclllogram (Fig. 1), all four 

components of tensor of stresses Including oe tolerate a discontinuity. 

In the case, if the front being considered were transverse, the stress 

aa  on this must not tolerate a discontinuity. Inasmuch as on the front 

of a transverse wave only the tangential stress, tangent to its 

surface, tolerates a discontinuity. 

All remaining components of the stresses (on, oz, or) must 

have tolerated a discontinuity. Inasmuch as the indicated tangential 

stress is a linear combination of an, oz, ar. 

Secondly, if second front were transverse, then difference 

between the times of arrival at the same point of two maxima of 

stresses in approaching to the free surface would decrease and on the 
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free surface would vanish. However, experimental data contradict 

this, in approaching the free surface this difference increases. 

In Fig. 4 there are presented experimental 

oscillograos with recordings of stresses 

in a sandy ground unsaturated with water 

ground (of natural composition) at points 

remote from center of explosion at a dis- 

tance R = 40 r0 and located on radial lines 

emerging from center of explosion at angles 

to free surface of (downward) 18, 12 and 6 

respectively. Scale of time on all oscillo- 

grams is the same. Essentially these data 

are adequate in order to clarify nature of 

the two maxima of the stress on the experimental oscillograms. 

For a direct check of the corroboratlon expressed above on nature 

of two maxima in the wave of stresses, in addition to the described 

experiments, there were conducted special 

experiments in sandy loam ground of natural 

composition unsaturated with water with the 

cutting off of waves, proceeding through the 

ground either from center of explosion, 

or away from free surface from air shock 

wave.  In Fig. 5 there is presented a diagram of experiment with 

cutting off of wave, proceeding through ground from the center of the 

explosion. At the points of measurement 1 and 2.symnetrlcally located 

with respect to center of explosion 0 there were placed single- 

component strain-gauge sensing devices so that their sensing surfaces 

were oriented in tne meridional plane zOr.  In front of point 1 

there was excavated the trench A, 2 meters long and 1.10 m deep, 
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which from above was covered by wooden shield mn and was covered by- 

ground flush with free surface in order to exclude an inflow of the 

air shock wave. 

In Fig. 6 there is given the oscillogram corresponding to this 

experiment. The radial 1 pertains to point of measurement 1, radial 

line 2 — to point 2. From oscillogram it 

is evident that at point 1 there is fixed 

only one maximum of stress (first) generated 

by the air shock wave, at point 2 there are 

recorded two maxima of the stresses.  In 

both radial lines the first maxima of stresses coincide in time. 

In Fig. 7 there is presented a diagram of experiment with 

interception of the air shock wave. Thus, as also in the preceding 

experiment, there were two symmetric points 

of measurement 1 and 2. On free surface 

above point 1 there was placed a box B 

(dimension 0.8 x 0.8 x O.k  m), which was 

heaped around by ground. Furthermore, in 

this box there was placed a large wooden 

box MN of dimension 2.5 x 2.5 x 0.25 rr., 

which also was heaped with ground from above and from sides, in order 

to exclude the inflow of an air shock wave. 

In Fig. 8 there is presented the oscillogram belonging to this 

experiment from which it is evident that on the radial 1, corresponding 

to point 1, there is only one maximum of 

stress coinciding in time with the second 

maximum of stress on radial line 2, 

Fig# 8. pertaining to point 2.  Consequently, second 

Fig. 7. 

RtdUl lliwt' 

Radial Uiwtf 
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maximum of the stress is generated by the wave, propagating through 

the ground from center of explosion. The entire discussion makes it 

possible to make the oonolusion that recorded maxima on osclllograms 

of the stresses are generated by the two fronts of longitudinal waves. 

The experiments showed that in case, when half-space consists 

of soft ground unsaturated with water the difference in speeds of 

propagation of front of air shock wave and front of waves in ground 

is fairly large, especially at small distances from center of 

explosion (R * kQr0).    As a result of this the slope angle of the 

fronts of the longitudinal and moreover of the transverse waves 

generated by air shock wave with respect to free surf ce is small. 

Therefore, Intensity of transverse wave DE is small and it is 

not recorded by the sensing devices. As to the fronts AB and CBC^, 

then their intensity, obviously is small by virtue of the fact that 

in considered range of distances the motion of ground Is accompanied 

by significant plastic deformations, so that speed of transverse 

wave CBCX, Is found to be small in comparison to speed of longitudinal 

wave AG02.  Owing to this the slope of front AB to free surface Is 

found to be small which makes the Intensity of this wave insignificant 

and therefore. It is not recorded by the sensing devices. 

The considerations expressed relative to fronts of transverse 

waves in plastically deformed media are preliminary In nature and re- 

quire special study. 

In conclusion author considers his duty to express gratitude to 

S. P. Grigoryan and Z. V. Narozhnaya for their assistance In 

completing this work. 
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ON THE CONDITION OF TOTAL PLASTICITY FOR AN 
AXIALLY SYMMETRIC STATE 

D. D.   Ivlev and T.  N. Martynova 

(Voronezh) 

In examining problems of plastic flow of ideally-plastic bodies 

a major simplification in the solution is attained owing to the use 

of piecewlse-llnear approximations of conditions of fluidity (the 

Tresca condition of maximum given stress and others).    Hencky [1] 

showed that If state of strain corresponds to a rib of prism 

interpreting in space of the principal stresses the Tresca condition 

of plasticity  (condition of total plasticity),  then problem of deter- 

mination of the  stresses is statically determinate.    The solutions 

of a number of problems under the condition of total plasticity are 

given in works of A. Yu.  Ishllnskiy  [2],  R.  Shield  [3]   and others. 

Below there are considered relationships of the axially symmetric 

problem of rigid plastic imcompressible bodies, when the stress and 

strain states correspond to rib of arbitrary piecewise-linear surface 

of fluidity interpreting the condition of plasticity in space of the 

principal stresses.    It is  shown that also in this case problem of 

determination of stresses is statically determinate. 

1.    Let us e—^nine the space of the principal stresses o1,   o2 
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and o3. Equations of rib of surface of fluidity in this space have 

the form 

•A + *l*+«ft-*l.   Mh+kh + **-*»        (•• ».•. »-eoMt»        (1.1) 

Let us assume that condition of plasticity does not depend 

on first invariant of tensor of stresses, then for coefficients of 

equations (1.1) we have the conditions 

•i+K-f«i*o.   «t + m-^-o (1.2) 

From equations  (1.1) under condition (1.2) we shall obtain 

«-«-ail,,    «-ft-a^.    *-*-ait (1.5) 

Here 

^,-5» ft*-*•••>•       «k-sr (»A-MO 

»,--j; (*•••—*iei).     «-«i«! —«m.      *- + ^ + *,-0 

We note that magnitude m is not equal to zero, otherwise the 

planes (1.1) will be parallel to each other. 

Condition of plasticity (1.1) finally may be written out In the 

form 

*-<H-a^ *-^+»»-^. *-|(»i + «i> (l.M 

Let us consider axially symmetric state of the body under the 

condition of plasticity (1.4) in the cylindrical coordinates p, e, z. 

By virtue of assumed symmetry of the state of strain the stress 

a0 will be the principal subsequently we shall assume aQ = a^.    Between 

the components of the stress op, oz, Tpz and the principal stresses 

a., a2 there take place the relationships 

f„--(«.-*)»>»»«>»f.    «i-* v   ' 
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where 9 is the angle between first cardinal direction and axis p. 

Using expressions (i.4) and (1.5), we shall have 

f^—V&BIV.    4.H.*t_ft# (1.6) 

From (1.6) the condition of plasticity (1.4) may be written out 

In the form 

Substituting relationship  (1.6) into equations of equilibrium, 

we shall obtain system of two differential equations of hyperbolic 

type relative to functions p and f 

(1.8) 

Equations of characteristics of system (1.8) have the form 

-t,(f?^) (1.9) 

where upper sign here and below corresponds to the first family of 

characteristics,  lower - to the second.    From equations  (1.9)  It  is 

evident that characteristics are mutually orthogonal to each other. 

Along characteristics  (1.9) there take place the relationships 

'^^.ÄTÄÄIÄ* (i.io) 

Taking the condition of plasticity for the plastic potential, 

we shall write out the relationships of associated law of flow in the 

form 
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Substituting in equations (1.11) values of rates of deformation 

In terms of rates of the displacement and using (1.6), we shall have 

&+*+f-* (¥-if)**+(fc+£)~*-0 (1.12) 

where u, w are the rates of displacement along the p.and z axes 

respectively. 

Equations  (1.12) relative to the two unknown functions u and w 

belong to the hyperbolic type and have characteristics coinciding 

with characteristics of field of stresses  (1.9).    Along the charac- 

teristics there take place the relationships 

*i**ilf(f±T)±-J-*-0 (1.15) 

We now consider condition of Tresca's plasticity (the hexagon 

ABCDEF in Fig. 1). Rib A is intersection of the edges 

In this case K&  = 2k, 1^ = -2k, kc = 0 and 

relationships (1.10) may be Integrated [3] 

F + UIM-CM* 

For ribs B, C, E, F from (1.10) there 

ensue well known relationships under the condi- 

tion of total plasticity [1-3] Fig.  1. 

In case of a condition of maximum given stress  (hexagon 

A B C1D1E1^ in Fig. 1) rib A^^ is formed by intersection of the edges 

ft-|ft-|*-tt. -ft+|ft + l*-i» 

In this case k = k - 4/3*. K  = -8/5k and relationships (1.10) 

take the form 
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Analogous expresalons take place for ribs C^, D^^ and F^^. 

Rib B^^ la formed by the intersection of the edges 

In this case ka - 1^ - -V5k» kc " 8/5k and relation8hiPs i1-10) 

take the form 

4PT}MV-TT*T 

Analogous expressions take place for rib E^    The solutions found 

depend essentially on selection of rib. 

These results can be extended to ideally plastic media whose 

fluidity conditions depend on the first invariant of tensor of 

stresses. 

Conditions of Tresca plasticity and maximum given stress limit 

all possible conditions of fluidity [4,  5]. 

Thus,  the solution of axially symmetric problems under the 

condition of total plasticity (condition of conformity of stress and 

strain states to ribs of piecewise-linear conditions of fluidity) 

can make it possible to find the upper and lower limits of the 

solutions. 
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CONDITION OP DEFORMATION OF A RIGID PLASTIC BODY IN ONE 
PLANE DURING SEPARATION OF CHIP 

V. I. Sadchlkov 

(Tomsk) 

Let UB assume that a semi-solid plastic body moves uniformly 

with a speed v0 and Interacts with absolutely hard stationary wedge 

(figure). In certain protion of the stationary space filled with 

moving particles of this body stressed up to the yield point there 

will occur a continuous plastic flow as a result of which from body 

there will be separated a chip and will be 

displaced along fore of wedge with a constant 

speed v.. The condition under which the defor- 

mation will be localized in one plane must be 

found. 

Figure Such pyotiem i8 one of technological 

problems on an established plastic flow; it is of practical value for 

studying the deformation of metal during cutting. During the last 

10 to 15 years problem of cutting has been solved, for example, 

D. Drucker [1], Lee and Shaffer [2], Hill [3] and others.  Survey of 

the most popular investigations and new variants of solution of 

these problems are given in works [4, 5]. In a larger portions of 
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these work! It was assumed that body being defonned In one plane Is 

Ideally hard-plastic, in other works it was endowed with properties 

of viscosity and hardening. In all works the solutions were made 

on the basis of equations of equilibrium, i.e., in components of 

acceleration of the element of medium, passing through the zone of 

deformation not only the local part, but also the translational part 

is assumed equal to zero. Such an approach to this problem did not 

provide the possibility of finding the condition at which deformation 

there may be localized in one plane, since this condition is determined 

by state of hardening and inertial stress. 

In order to locate this condition, we shall substitute In system 

of equations of quasi-static two-dimensional flow of a hard-plastic 

body [6] the equations of equilibrium with equations of motion and 

the yield point on the condition of plasticity of Von Mises we shall 

assume a variable magnitude. Then system of equations will take the 

form 

•j+^-,(5.. +J.f) 
(eqUatl0n 0f ffi0ti0n) 

K iK.o (condition of incompresslbillty) 

K-V+^w-4'1 (condition of plasticity) 

Here o , o and T  are components of the stress, o is the mean 

normal stress, I is the yield point, vx and vy are components of 

the speed and p Is the density of medium. 

Assuming that deformation during separation of shaving is 

realized In one plane, we shall find conditions for speeds and 

stresses on the lower and upper sidles of this plane. 
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As follows from figure,  In ßystem of Cartesian coordinates x, 

y, indicated in this figure,  tangents and normal components of speeds 

are determined by the relationships:    on the lower side of plane of 

deformation 

t,—*«M|. »a-%da| (2) 

on its upper side 

#,'-4*9-1).    v->iMi«rT) (5) 

where ß is the angle between plane of deformation and horizontal, 

7 is the angle between front edges of cutter and the vertical. Plane 

of deformation in field of speeds Is plane of discontinuity along 

which normal component of speed must be continuous, therefore, 

v = v' and 
y  y 

n+t-nW-H (4) 

The tangential component of speed across the plane of deforma- 

tion tolerates a discontinuity, equal to 

••'-•!,-•••K»-tl+«»«M-*»5äfej (5) 

Thus, component of the speed v maintains a constant value, 

equal, for example, v0 sin ß everywhere in field of speeds, and 

component of speed vx varies only during transition through plane of 

deformation. For zone of deformation 

&-&-&- (6) 

and öv /ay does not exist. 

By virtue of (6) the condition of incompresslbility of the 

system (1) is identically satisfied; law of flow, second equation of 
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motion and condition of plasticity establish that 

*-*-•-'« (7) 

and what 

IW-» (8) 

and does not depend on coordinate x. 

Thus, mean normal stress varies only along plane of deformation 

and the tangential stress across this plane. 

Plane of discontinuity in field of speeds may be assumed as the 

threshold case of a thin layer enclosed between parallel planes and 

giving continuous transition from field of speeds of body being 

deformed to field of chip speeds. For such layer of conditions from 

(2) to (6) conserves the force and the derivative of vx in y exists. 

In addition the first equation of the motion in system (1) takes form 

5»-^—$ (9) 

This equality is possible only in the case if also its left-hand 

and right-hand sides represent the same constant k 

| t^-^-*-  "»-* (10) 

We shall designate width of thin layer by the letter h and 

shall integrate first equation of (10) fron initial deformed state on 

the lower boundary of this layer, where y - y0> T^ - T0 and vx = 

= -v0 cos ß, up oo final deformed state on upper boundary, where 

V = y0 + h, T  - -^ and v - Vj^ sin (ß - 7). Then we shall have 

*».*-*_„;*£££ (11) 

At h -• 0 each of variables entering Into this equality, will 

tend toward a corresponding magnitude during a deformation in one 
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I 

plane, and condition (11), written out in the same designations, will 

acquire the form 

*-*-^St5S (12) 

where T^ and TQ are the tangential stresses acting respectively on 

the upper and lower sides of plane of deformation. Right-hand side 

of obtained equality represents the inertial stress. 

Since (T*! > |T0( and for the possible ß and 7 the right-hand 

side of equality (12) is a positive value, then x. > 0 and T0 > 0. 

Then by virtue of (8) tangential stresses TQ and T. are equal 

respectively to the yield points of initial and final deformed states, 

i.e., TQ = IQ and T. = I,, Furthermore, the relationship 

•.'-»a     WIT 

is the component of shear and determines degree of deformation of 

material. Here to condition (12) there may be imparted the form 

ft-'M-**^*«»» (15) 

Relationships (12) and (13) are different forms of the necessary 

deformation condition of chip-formation of a hard-plastic body in one 

plane. They show that with such form of deformation the hardening of 

the medium is equal to the.inertial stress and express the relation- 

ship between geometric characteristics of problem, the speed v0, 

measure of deformation and the hardening of the medium. 

From relationship (11) it follows that in hard-plastic medium 

with arbitrary degree of hardening the deformation of the chip- 

formation in one plane is impossible because in this case h / 0. 

Relationship (13) shows that such deformation is impossible also in 
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an Ideally hard-plastic medium because at ^ = I0 the magnitude 

pv0
2ex sin2 ß = 0. Consequently, all the solutions [1-5] of the 

cutting problem on the deformation in one plane both of an ideally 

hard-plastic body and also of a hard-plastic body with an arbitrary 

degree of hardening was found to be based on inconsistent premises. 

In the solution of problems on an established plastic flow with 

a discontinuity of field of speeds usually there are used equations 

of equilibrium. An example of the solution of a cutting problem 

showed that such a use of these equations is not Justified because a 

consideration of the inertial force radically changed the concept of 

this problem. 
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ADAPTABILITY OF THICK-WALLED PIPES DURING 
NONUNIFORM HEATING 

D. A. Gokhfel'd and P. I. Yermakov 

(Chelyabinsk) 

Problem on the strength of thick-walled pipe with the repeated 

effects of the internal pressure and the temperature field is impor- 

tant for power-machinery engineering and certain other fields of 

technology [1], Below there is considered the solution of this 

problem on the basis of theory of adaptability. As is known, this 

theory makes it possible by proceeding from assumption about ideal 

plasticity to determine the conditions at which repeated loads will 

not result in a sign-alternating or increasing plastic flow. With 

a limited number of cycles, characteristic for thermocyclic load, 

absence of repeated plastic flow can with a certain approximation be 

assumed as condition of strength. Creep and relaxation in present 

work are not taken into consideration. It is assumed that the length 

of period of a pipe under conditions of high temperature is relatively 

small. 

1. Fundamental equations. We shall analyze the stresses in a 

long hollow cylinder with bottoirs. Henceforth it will be convenient 

to use dimensionless magnitudes; in particular, in the mentioned 
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below expressions of stresses pertain to the value of yield point 

at a certain initial temperature. 

Stresses from the internal pressure in pipe are equal [2] 

Here p is the load parameter; pa is the internal pressure; a, b, 

r are the internal, external and current radii respectively. 

We shall assume that the pipe is under the effect on an axially 

symmetric thermal field, invariable over its length. Admitting a 

quasi-stationary mode of heating and cooling, we shall assume that 

the temperature is distributed according to the logarithmic law 

The subscripts denote values of the temperature on corresponding 

radii, t,. is the temperature differential. 

The generating thermal stresses are determined by expressions 

[2], which can be reduced to the following form (q is the parameter 

of the thermal field): 

•r—f(l-y + «hp).    ^--«[l + J+*(a + taP)] (1.5) 

The state of spontaneous stress in a solid body is function of 

an infinite number of parameters. In the solution of problem being 

posed we shall consider as is usually assumed only one of the param- 

eters differing from zero and its corresponding state of spontaneous 

stress similar to the distribution of thermal stresses (1.3). Such 

an assumption proceeds to the "reserve of strength!'since here there 

is obtained a lower evaluation of adapting values of load and 

temperature [5].   
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Thus, total stresses in the tube are determined by the expressions 

^-'(«+7)+<—4+7+^+H (1,4) 

We shall assume that yield point remains constant at t s t^,   and 

at higher temperature decreases according to the  linear law 

*.-«.[i—(«-«I-9,(i-xf«hip).    t-HLzfJUi (1.5) 

Tnen the Huber-Mlses plasticity condition (for dlmensionless 

stresses) will have the form 

^^-^+(^-«lf+frI-^•-l(l-^l•l■p>, (1.6) 

2. Region of possible states.  If expression for the stresses 

(1.4) are substituted in condition of plasticity (1.6), we shall 

obtain equation of the family of boundary surfaces limiting regions 

of the variation of the parameters p, q, m, within which deformation 

on corresponding radii of the tube will be elastic 

Coefficients of equation (2.1) are functions of current radius 

^—^-^^+#(l+hrtI•+l(i.+«)^   ^_J,    .„..t 

Equation (2.1) determines family of elliptic cones having the 

bisector of quadrant in the plane p = 0 as a common axis. Coordinates 

of summits of cones are equal to 
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For points of tube located on external radius (p = 1), as is 

evident from (2.2^, the top recedes to infinity, and from (2.1) we 

obtain the equation of the cylinder 

4a+V(f-*f-«Cl+«(«-«i»*+V-«-0 (2-3) 

Region of possible (elastic) states [h]  for a tube is shown 

in Fig. 1. It is limited by surfaces of cone constructed for the 

value p = k, and cylinder (2.5). 

Surfaces of the family (2.1), corres- 

ponding to other values of current 

radius are located outside the indi- 

cated region. 

Form of boundary surfaces is 

determined by condition of plasticity, 

and also by adopted tolerances 

relative to the state of spontaneous 

stress and the law of change of yield 

point according to the temperature [5]. 

An analogous solution is fairly simple and may be obtained on the 

basis of Saint Venant's condition of plasticity. In this case 

Instead of elliptic cones we shall have hexahedral pyramids, and 

instead of a cylinder — a prism. 

Considering section of region of possible states by the planes 

p = const, we shall obtain following expressions determlng the maxima 

of parameter of thermal field at which adaptability is possible: 

during relatively small pressures 

during higher pressures 
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Hence there can be obtained dependence between temperature of 

adaptability (the maximum value of temperature potential t1, at which 

the adaptability will take place) and internal pressure In tube 

Invariable during the cycle. Corresponding curves are given in Fig. 2, 

where temperature of adaptability is defined as a function of the 

ratio of the internal pressure to its limiting value (construction 

is made for the ratio a/b = 0.8 and X = 0.17).  Curve 1 determines 

maxima of temperature differential in tube, at which repeated heatings 

-id cooling will not result in a sign-alternating plastic flow; 

curve 2 — the potential at which these in- 

fluences will not cause an increment of plastic 

flow with each cycle. 

In the literature [6] there was marked 

analogy of diagram of adaptability (Fig. 2) 

with "finite ratio" between loads in theory 

of the limiting state (according to A. A. 

Il'yushin). It is not difficult to note also 

that curves 1 and 2 are analogous to the well known Haigh diagram, 

determining the dependence between constant and variable components 

of the limiting cycles of the stresses. 

Sections of the region of possible states with planes q = const 

provide the possibility of determining limiting pressure for the 

tube and its dependence on temperature differential (curve 3 in Fig. 

2). A comparison of curves i and 2 with curve 3 illustrates influence 

of the variability of thermal field on the strength of tube. 

As one should have expected the limiting pressure, determined 

with the aid of diagram of possible states is found to be somewhat 

smaller than its exact value [2] 

II 

< 
^2 5 ^ "v ̂  

\ i _\ 

^ "I 
m Ni 

( nr » 

Fig. 2.  Diagram of 
adaptability. 
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I. 

*m-h*' (2.6) 

This difference is the result of assumption taken on distribution 

of initial stresses and corresponds to the well-known extreme 

principle  [3].    It happened to be small and, naturally,  decreasing 

with an increase in ratio between internal 
l* 1—I 1 1—l 
JfX       and external radii of tube (Fig. 3). It is 

possible the obtained lower evaluation for 

temperature of adaptability which also is 

small (and smaller as the ratio a/b becomes 

larger) differs from Its actual value. 

The region of elastic states makes it 

possible also to investigate cycles, in 

which not only tenperature, but also the 

pressure is a variable. If we take the 

proportional dependence between parameters 

of load and thermal field, for their adapting values we shall obtain 

the formulas 

(2.7) 

Fig. 3.    Curves of 
limiting pressures: 
1) approximately, 
with respect  to 
region of possible 
states;  2) precisely 
according to formula 
(2.6). 

^^stsm=^=g^^^iM=siism 

■|(i.+*4) 
(2.8) 

In the diagram of adaptability (Fig. 2) these expressions 

correspond to curves 4 and 5.    We note that during relatively large 

pressures under given conditions the adapting load coincides with the 

threshold. 

Finally, for the cycle, corresponding to general formulation of 

problem of theory of adaptability, when pressure and temperature may 

be changed according to an arbitrary program, taking into consideration 
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section of region of possible states with the planes m - const and 

eliminating this parameter from the equations, we shall obtain 

tf-ISdteiSCSESc* (2.9) 

This expression corresponds to curve 6 in Fig. 2.    Formula for 

q| coincides with (2.5). 

In the same figure with dashed lines there is shown position 

of curves for the cycle with arbitrary program without calculating 

the influence of temperature on the yield point (X = 0).    A comparison 

shows that influence of temperature on yield point in given problem 

reduces to a certain decrease of the adaptability region.    Here only 

the position of line 6 changes,  determining condition of sign- 

alternating deformation on the internal configuration of tube section. 
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ON THE STABILITY OF AXIALLY COMPRESSED CYLINDRICAL 
SHELL IN PLASTIC FLOWS 

G. V.  Ivanov 

(Novosltlrsk) 

There  is examined the axially symmetric foim of loss of stability 

of axially compressed cylindrical shell.    The critical stresses are 

determined by criterion [1]  with the limitation that in the transition 

from the fundamental state to the adjoining there are not tolerated 

perturbations causing an unloading.    The material is assumed incom- 

pressible  and its hardening - linear.    The critical stresses,  deter- 

mined according to the theory of plastic flow is somewhat less but 

very close to critical also according to criterion [1], and by 

Shanley's dlmensionless number [2]  stresses determined according 

to the theory   >f small elasto-plastic flows.  I.e.,  in this problem, 

as previously there are considered problems on stability of plates 

[1,  51» with the use by criterion [1] there does not appear known 

paradox,  encountered with the use of Shaiuey's dlmensionless number. 

There  is pointed out the error of the solution in Lee's work 

[4] according to the theory of plastic flow of problem on nonaxlally 

symmetric  form of the buckling of axially compressed cylindrical 

shell taking into account initial "Irregularity" of shape of shell 
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and in connection with this on nonsubetantiatlon of the conclusion 

In work [k] that in this problem calculation of initial "irregular- 

ities" does not make it possible to avoid the paradox. 

1.    It is assumed that during deformation of shell in the basic 

state there takes place an uniaxlal compression 

•.—< ä|>«,        9,m»,mtmmt„mtmmt {1.1) 

Here P - the axial force compressing the shell, R - radius, 

h - thickness of shell, axis of coordinates x is directed along 

generatrix axis of coordinates y, z — respectively along tangent to 

middle surface and along inner normal to it so that they form an 

orthogonal system of coordinates. 

Stresses corresponding to force P, deformations, dlcplacements, 

during deviations from basic state are characterized by differences 

between these stresses, deformations, displacements and stresses 

corresponding to the same magnitude of force P, deformations, 

displacements in the basic state. These differences are called 

secondary stresses, secondary deformations and secondary displacements. 

They are analyzed only as conveniently small axlally symmetric 

deviations from the basic state. In this case 

•.—»+•/; .*-*"•  ^-,*-,.t-»»-« (1.2) 

In (1.2),   (1.3) the slanting cross as indicated secondary 

stresses,  secondary deformations, w — secondary displacements along 

the axis z, e^,  e2 - secondary deformations of middle surface.    All 

these magnitudes with as small as desired deviations from the basic 

state are as small ac desired.    This is taken for determining devia- 

tions as small as desired. 

If during deviations from basic state the shell is in equilibrium 
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only under action of axial force P then from detemining the secondary 

stresses and equations of equilibrium it follows that 

(integration is made from -h/2 to +h/2), the stress Ny
x and bending 

moment n 

*v<..Js«i.   «--Jv«* (i.5) 

are associated by the equation 

The neighboring equilibrium state is called the equilibrium 

different from the basic state of shell during action of only the 

force P. In Shanley's statement of the problem [2] (in any case 

there is possible such an interpretation) and in the atatement in 

[1] there is admitted the possibility of a transition from basic state 

to neighboring equilibrium state under action of perturbations of 

type of surface forces during change of external compressing force 

from value p - a, a * 0, to the value P. In Shanley's statement of the 

problem a is  zero, or a magnitude as small as desiredj in statement 

[1] a magnitude a  any of the interval [0, P]. Below in the 

solution in statement [i] there are considered only such transitions 

from basic state to the neighboring equilibrium state, in which 

nowhere in the shell does unloading occur. Under this condition- 

the association between secondary stresses and secondary deformations 

is described by equations of theory of plasticity, corresponding only 

to process of active loading which essentially simplifies the investi- 

gation. 

2. From (1.1) and equations of the theory of plastic flow with 
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hardening [2] It follows that in the basic state 

*/—i*.   *.--*.-4(-* + i)*.  *-!-^ (2.1) 

Here E1  Is the tangent modulus of diagram of uniaxial compression 

corresponding to the stresses a0, v is Poisson's ratio, E is Young's 

modulus. 

Substituting (1.2) in equations of theory of plastic flow with 

hardening [2], by maintaining in them magnitudes as small as desired 

of only first order and subtracting equation (2.1), we find equation 

of association between secondary stresses and secondary deformations 

*••-4^*."-**.">-}<['<,,•»^•1^•/-Jv)]+T'(,,*,^•,•" (2.2) 
where 

Equations  (2.2) are differential.    Therefore,  the association 

between the secondary stresses and secondary deformations in 

neighboring equilibrium state at a magnitude P of the  axial force 

(to which there corresponds a certain value T0, namely, T0 = P/2Tr 

Rh /}) essentially depends on magnitude of interval [P - a,   P] 

(correspondingly,  the intervals [T0 - o^, T0], T0 - o1 » (P - a)/2Tr 

Rh /}) and the path of transition In this interval from the basic 

state to the neighboring equilibrium state.    In connection with this 

the critical stresses in Shanley's  statement and in statement [1] 

are different.    Below the magnitude of axial force P Is characterized 

by magnitude T0 - corresponding to this force P with an intensity of 

tangential stresses in the basic state. 

In Shanley's statement of the problem there is admitted the 

posaibility of a transition from basic state to neighboring equilibrium 

state under action of perturbations of type of surface forces only 
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with inflnltesimally small change (including zero) of the axial force, 

i.e., in the Interval [T0 - a1, T0], where a1  is zero, or magnitude 

as small as desired. In this case the integral is 

a magniy ade of the second order as small as desired. Taking this into 

consideration and the condition that secondary stresses and secondary 

deformations are equal to zero (shell is found in the basic state) 

with an intensity T0 - o^, from equations (2.2) we find that secondary 

stresses and secondary deformations in neighboring equilibrium state 

corresponding to an Intensity T0, are associated by the equations 

%■ —F K" " ^ + T ' W ^ (*" - T v) 

I.e., by equations, usually used in the solution in Shanley's state- 

ment of the problem. 

In statement [1] there is admitted the possibility of transition 

from basic state to neighboring equilibrium state under action of 

perturbations of type of surface forces with any change of the axial 

force, i.e., in the interval [T0 - o^, T0], where ^ - any of the 

interval [0, T0]. If we were limited to the case of incompressible 

material (v - 1/2), then the equations (2.2) take the form 

*-'l*{v-4v)] 
M(*/+Mv'l)-V.+a0'(,,<*'r«V>  («-4*) 

and are easily integrated also in final interval [T0 - o^, T0]. By 

means of (1.3)-(1.5) we change (2.3) to the magnitudes M*, Ny
x, H^ 

e . Integrating the obtained equations in the interval [TS, TQ], 

T is the yield point during shear, we find that in case of linear 
s 
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(2.4) 

hardening    (E'(4) - const,  i C [T      T0] ) 

St* 
7ir44r.)-(A.)      (t-f. *-KJ*) 

/W-^[.(jr+ir|Vw-r.].(Ä)W 

It is not difficult to prove by the same method by which there 

is proved analogous corroboration in work [1] that functionals D , 

Bx in a class of piecewise continuous functions with piecewise 

continuous derivatives 

MB.   *<».    tcl««. ni 

satisfying at C G [TS, TQ], any of the inequalities 

*(iW>a. *(r«»*(|).   «i(rd<o. %(r<)<Hi(t)       (2.3) 

attain a minimum at 
miU-MHt.    %a)-MMi.     |c|ffr r«| 

i.e., there takes place the Inequalities 

«"»•^fc-*-^*     ^TTPSW-'"'«1* (2,6) 

Multiplying equation (1.6) by w, and integrating by parts, we find 

*--i|(^*rf(«-s+v*)-. (2.7) 
where L is the length of shell.    We substitute  (2.4) In  (2.7) 

For the critical stress, we shall designate it In terms of o^, 

we assume 
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M-^(S)'*r|[('+4",)®),+'*(T)v 
minimum is sought for in class of functions w,  satisfying corresponding 

boundary conditions and inequalities  (2.5). 

By virtue of inequalities (2.6) the problem reduces to seeking 

the minimum of the functional 

lf(S),*r|(('-+iH©,
+-(T)> 

in the class of functions w, satisfying corresponding boundary condi- 

tions, or which is equivalent to seeking the least value a0, at which 

equation 

(ii-+-i«v)S+**S+i*-—0 

has nonzero solution under corresponding boundary conditions. 

Assuming that v = \  sin (irx/l), where I is the length of a 

semiwave in direction of generatrix, we find 

^-■ta[(ir-+i«'«jr+i»—jiTTr] (2-8) 

Here min designates the minimum of expression in bracket as a 

function of I  under the condition that I   * L and ak s os, os is the 

yield point during compression. From (2.8) it is evident: 

1) if | V^E ^ i  as, then 

^-T^irlirniffTOTTO    \T*-YT) (2.9) 

Here I is determined by the formula 

i-»(n^frn(«+a»)(t+a«f(T,))/(Tt)**«)
%        (2.10) 

2) if, however, | Vfe'E | < as,  then 
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Here I  is determined by equation 

i.e., by equation 

<»^(>-H«)>*F+ unfariFfv (2-11) 

In the case, when I of (2.10) or (2.11) is larger than L - the 

length of shell, ok is found from equation 

^-[«-cv+nHS+ff*"^ «fe (2,12) 

In the absence of hardening (in area of fluidity) condition of 

stability of shell in the sense of maintaining its cylindrical shape 

can be obtained from (2.11), (2.12) by the threshold limit during 

E' —0.    Namely, the shell nalntains a cylindrical shape, if 

If inequality (2.15) is not fulfilled, the cylindrical shape is 

unstable and bulges are formed while I is determined by equality 

as =^E(7rh/l)
2. 

Let us note that condition (2.13) is the same, as in case of 

cylindrical shape of buckling of plate in area of fluidity. 

3. According to the theory of small elasto-plastic flows the 

association between secondary stresses and secondary deformations 

are the same independently of the interval [P - a, P] and the path of 

transition in this interval from the basic state to neighboring 

equilibrium state under the condition that unloading in process of 

transition does not develope. Therefore, also and in Shanley's 

statement of the problem and in statement [1] the critical stresses 
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according to the theory of small elasto-plastlc flows are the same. 

These critical stresses in case of an axlally compressed fairly 

thick cylindrical shell satisfactorily will agree with experimental 

data [H, 5]. 
During a linear hardening and condition of incompressibility 

of material the critical stress according to the theory of small 

elasto-plastlc flows a», the critical stress in Shanley's statement 

of the problem according to the theory of a plastic flow a* and also 

the lengths of half-waves corresponding to it - the I  values are 

determined by equations [6-8] 

where E (a,) Is the secant modulus of diagram of unlaxial compression 
C *     the/ 2 .  h 

corresponding to/~stress a#. As before. If ^ VE'E -^ < as, then 

a = a* = a , and I is found from equation (2.11). If I of (3.2) 

or (2.11) Is larger than L, then a# and o* are determined by equations 

In the absence of hardening (in area of fluidity) condition of 

maintaining the cylindrical shape of shell according to the theory 

of small elasto-plastlc flows will be 

and according to the theory of plastic flow - condition (2.13). In 

comparing the critical stresses a^,   o#, a*.  It Is convenient to 

present equations (2.9), (3.1) ^ the form 
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(5.5) 

Fig. 1. 

Here o is the critical stress during elastic deformations, 

o, = -lEh/R. Comparison of conditions (5.5) for case g = 1/4 is 

presented in the figure.  Curves 1, 2 

correspond to the first two of these 

conditions (5.5) straight line 5, to 

the last condition. From the figure 

it is evident that critical stress 

in the sense of criterion [1] according 

to the theory of plastic flow is somewhat less, but very close to 

critical stresses according to the theory of small elasto-plastic 

flows (in the figure curves 1 and 2 respectively), i.e., during use 

of criterion [1] there does not arise the paradox which is encountered 

with use of Shanley's dimensionless number [2]. 

4. Statement [1] Is nothing more than a scheme of the actual 

phenomenon, having the purpose of reflecting, more completely 

than in the scheme adopted in Shanley's statement of the problem, 

the Influence of Initial "Irregularity" of the shape of plates 

and shells on their deformation. Therefore, absence of paradox 

in the solution In statement [1] makes It possible to trust that 

in a solution taking into account directly initial "irregularity" 

of shape of plates and shells the paradox does not arise not only 

in problem on torsion buckling of plate which Ye. Onat and D. Draker 

[9], demonstrated, but also in other problems on the stability of 

plates and shells. 

The solutions of problems according to the theory of plastic flow 
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taking into account initial "irregularities" of the shape are very 

difficult. The difficulty consists in necessity of using complete 

(nonlinearized) equations of the theory of plastic flow (see equations 

(2), (3) in work [9]), generally speaking, we integrate them in the 

Interval corresponding to interval of change of load from value when 

there develop plastic flows up to the critical value.  Linearization 

of equations of the theory of plastic flow (use of equations of the 

type of equations (2.2)), obviously, is inadmissible, since, for 

example, in the problem on torsion buckling of plate it results in a 

certain "straightening" of the curve load - angle of torsion owing to 

which there is lost the maximum of this curve which determines the 

cr^lcal load. 

In work [4] there was undertaken an attempt to solve by taking 

into account initial "irregularities" of shape of shell the problem 

on nonaxlally symmetric form of the buckling of an axlally compressed 

cylindrical shell. During the solution according to the theory of 

plastic flow the dependence between moments, curvatures and torsion, 

and also between stresses and strains of middle surface was determined 

not by integrating equations of theory of plastic flow In the Interval 

corresponding to Interval of change of load from value when plastic 

flows developed up to a critical value, but was set up the same as 

during the solution in Shanley's statement of problem which, of course 

is inadmissible.  Namely, therefore, the obtained solution in [4] 

according to the theory of plastic flow was found to be close to the 

solution according to the theory of plastic flow of this problem in 

Shanley's statement of the problem. Thus, conclusion in work [4] 

that a consideration of initial "irregularity" does not make it 

possible to avoid paradox in problem about nonaxlally symmetric form 

of buckling of an axlally compressed cylindrical shell is based on 
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an erroneous solution. 
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ON DETERMINING THE DIAGRAM OF COMPRESSION OF LOW-CARBON 
STEEL IN THE REGION OF ELASTO-PLASTIC DEFORMATIONS 

Yu. S.  Stepanov 

(Moscow) 

There is considered a simplified scheme for the rteslgn of the 

diagram of compression of solid bodies above their dynamic elastic 

limit as exampllfled by low-carbon steels. The design was checked 

directly by measurement of the kinematic parameters in a passing 

compressional wave. 

Designations 

v — 
w — 
0 — 
e — 
x — 
u — 
a — 

Ln - 

'0 
d - 

S - 

K - 

speed of impact, 
speed of free surface, 
stress, 
deformation, 
axis of impact, 
mass speed, 
wave speed, 
initial length of hammer, 

- initial length of plate, 

- Initial diameter of 
hammer and plate, 
initial area of cross 
section of hammer and 
plate, 
modulus of manifold com- 
pression. 

M. - 
P - 
T - 
P - 
V - 
c„ — 

E 
U 
m 

a,ß,7 

A - 

shear modulus, 
density of medium, 
temperature, 
pressure, 
volume, 
heat capacity at 
constant volume, 
kinetic energy, 
strain energy, 
mass, 
coefficients in 
the equation (1.7) 
(7 = 1.4 in equa- 
tion (2.1) and ß = 
=8.4 in equation 
(5.1)). 
coefficient in 
equation 0,1). 
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§ 1. Let us consider flat coaxial collision of cylindrical 

hanuner and plate of one and the same diameter d from Identical material, 

where the plate prior to Impact is at rest, and L0 > d » IQ,  where 

L0 and l0 are the initial lengths of the hammer and plate. 

We shall assume that build-up of stresses md deformations 

after collision can be replaced by a single wave with constant 

parameters behind the front, and common zone of load in the hammer 

and plate can by presented consisting of a zone of elastic and a 

zone of elasto-plastic flows separated from unloaded part of medium 

and from each other by intense fracture surfaces. We shall disregard 

lateral unloading and transverse deformations, assuming the load as 

uniaxial (the x-axis is the axis of impact). 

We now consider system hammer — plate at moment of time, when 

fore front of elastic compressional wave in plate emerged on its 

rear surface. Taking into consideration the 

assumptions made, we shall obtain the dis- 

tribution of stresses a  and mass speeds u in 

the direction of impact x in the hammer and 

plate illustrated in Fig. 1. The subscript 

0 subsequently we shall relate to parameters 

in unloaded zone, 1 — to parameters in zone 

of elastic compression, 2 - of plastic com- 

Fig. 1. pression. 

We shall designate limit of dynamic 

elasticity as a*,  modulus of manifold compression K, shear modulus 

\i  and initial density of the medium p0. Then we shall obtain speed 

of fore front of elastic wave a^ the density p^ deformation e1 and 

mass speed u, behind the front from the relationships 

5... ^Hi 
^ 

•Ifecr^ I ■* !  I I 

S: ti-^L t—s—K-P 
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Jfc. 

*-(«+Tl»)*. '»-Ä« ,,,"M,• •,-(![:$?T        (1.1) 

In elastic zone all these parameters do not change their values. 

On surface of fracture between elastic and plastic zones there are 

fulfilled conditions of conservation of mass and momentum 

*(<■-*)-ft(*-«d (I«2) 

Equation (1.2), ignoring terms of the order e ■, may be written 

out as 

■i-«f«t(ii-ii) (1.4) 

From (1.2) and (1.3) there is evident the relationship 

<k-«-l-M«t-«i)(*-«i) ^'^ 

Equation of energy balance for the moment of time in Fig. 1 

will be written out as 

«-#• + «•+«r'+v (I«6) 

were E is the kinetic energy of hammer prior to impact, E1 is the 

kinetic energy of a part of hammer, not encompassed by the perturba- 

tion, E" is the kinetic energy of remaining part of hammer and plate, 

encompassed by perturbation, U' is the energy of elastic deformations 

in entire zone of load of hammer and plate, U" is the energy of 

irreversible deformations in plastic zone of load of hammer and plate. 

According to the assumptions made the volume of the hammer 

and plate encompassed by lateral unloading is negligible in comparison 

to the volume of zones being considered of unlaxlal state of stress. 

Since material of medium is identical, the zones of elastic and plastic 

load In the hammer and plate have an Identical length.  If area of 

their cross section is S, then the volume encompassed by the elastic 



load, is equal to Sl0 (1 - a2/a1), by the plastic load - 81^^. 

Assuming the masses of the haimner and plate equal to n^ and m2, 

the speed of hammer equal to v, we shall write value E, E«, E", U' 

and U" 

+ f*(t-i)tf + *=f*.] 

Substituting the described terms in equation (1.6), expressing 

o from (1.5), P2 from (1.2), e2 from (1.4) and solving the obtained 

expression with respect to a2, we shall obtain the quadratic equation 

•*+to+T-« (1.7) 

where 

We shall set up an experiment in which there are measured speed 

of impact v of hammer over plate and mass speed corresponding to it 

in plastic zone Ug. Then, assuming as known from the relationships 

(1.1) written above the parameters in elastic zone, there can be 

found from equation (1.7) the corresponding speeds of front of plastic 

flows a2, and according to them, a2, e2 and the temperature T. 

§2. As means of loading a specimen of low-carbon steels there 

served cylindrical hammer with the 

same diameter and of the same material 

accelerated by compressed air in the 

barrel of pneumatic gun of 23.4 ""» 

gauge.  In Fig. 2 there is given a dia- 

gram experimental installation and 

Fig. 2. 
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recording equipment. 

Compressor 1 pumped the air into the high-pressure cylinder 5 

up to pressures ~100 atm and above. The pressure Indicator was 

a manometer 4 for 160 atm. Prior to experiment the hammer was 

placed in the barrel and was pressed In lock 6 by special clamp 

pellets, setting In recesses, made for this purpose in the hammer. 

When according to manometer 4 In the cylinder 3 there was found to 

be sufficient pressure for imparting to hammer the required speed, 

the compressor was turned off and there was closed the high-pressure 

valve 2. In conducting the experiment there was opened valve 5 and 

air was passed through to the active volume of barrel of gun behind 

the hammer.  According to standard manometer 7 for 50 atm calibrated 

on basis of speed of hammer of constant weight which were used in 

the experiments, there was determined air pressure in the active 

volume with a high degree of accuracy. When it attained the required 

magnitude, lock 6 was opened and the hammer emerged from channel of 

barrel 8, before which there was placed measuring unit 9 and a 

bullet receiver 10. During each experiment its speed was measured 

on scalar 11, giving a reading of the time with an accuracy of 10 

microseconds. The measuring unit was connected with recording equip- 

ment (generator of standard signals 12, oscillograph 15, block of 

power supply 14). The speed of the hammer according to pressure in 

channel of ^arrel p0 can also be calculated by formulating the 

equation of energy balance. Then 

-bÄfifs^-cM^i^or (2.1) 

where nu is the mass of hammer (In performed experiments it is equal 

to 350 g), m Is the mass of air behind the hammer, p0 Is the pressure 
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Fig. 3. 

determined by standard manometer 7. V0 is the active volume behind 

the hammer, V is the volume behind hammer directly in channel of 4he 

barrel, 7-1.4 for air, pa is the atmospheric pressure. 

In Fig. 3 there is shown the reinforcement of load d specimen 6 

placed in ebonite ring 7. To the barrel of pneumatic gun 1 by means 

^_____     of clamp screws 2 there was Joined 

^ABBBateEE±===|=3^f^      the muzzle cap ?, having the recesses 

*- -H """"«—BtUt-    **' removing formation of air compres- 

^^^m^^Ba^=::^\^FT*Ff slon ahead of the moving hammer. 

Before the specimen there were placed 

electrocontacts 5 for starting the 

oscillograph, and behind the specimen 

electrocontacts 9 connected through electrical circuit (Fig. 5) with 

recording equipment. They were clamped in ebonite bushing 11 and 

cap 10, which by clamp screws 8 was rigidily bound with the muzzle 

cap 3. 

In Flg. k  there is given the deDendenoe calculated by formula 

(2.1) (thin line) and experimental (thick line) dependence of speed 

of hammer on the pressure p0. Experimental 

curve lies somewhat below the calculated 

owing to the fact that during calculation 

there were not considered the lossess in 

kinetic energy of the hammer to friction in 

the channel of barrel. 

Mass speed behind the front of plastic 

wave u9 was determined on basis of measured 

speed of free surface of plate, which moved after the emergence 

of plastic wave onto the free surface. Here measured speed was 

assumed to be double the mass speed. As it was shown in work [1], 



this is true for pressures inconmensurably exceeding that attained 

in the conducted experiments. It is necessary nevertheless to note 

that linear character of unloading results in an approximate ful- 

fillment of law of doubling the mass speeds with an accuracy up to 

ratio a2/a1. Actually, during propagation of wave of unloading with 

constant speed a# - a^,^ within loaded plate on the basis of law of 

conservation of mass in a system of coordinates moving with constant 

speed u2, we have 

where p#, u# are the density and mass speed after reflected wave of 

unloading. 

Since 

„„-A.    ..-1-^ 

then 

••-••(g—«)-«i(|^J-!j)-..75j*««(««-«.>(for sma11 e2) 

From linear character of unloading it is evident 

Using 0- in the form of (1.5). Pj^ and u1 in the form of (1.1) 

and taking into account that a1 = p0a1 e^ we shall obtain 

•• - «Hi +-JJ-("•-Jj-- «*•• - •*! + Mi«) 

Since previously there was ignored the quadratic terms in e, then 

and speed of the free surface 

.... + ....,(. + £)+..(.-*) (2.2) 

If a2 does not strongly differ from a1 then 



w « 2Up 

It must be mentioned that, substituting u2 from (2.2) in (1.7). 

there may be obtained a stricter solution for ap in terms of w, v and 

the known magnitudes. 

However, owing to insufficient accuracy In experimental 

determination of w, this was found to be inexpedient. 

The error introduced in calculating u2 from equality w = 2u2 in 

the computed values of a2, determinate from equation (1.7), was 

corrected during a direct experimental measurement of a ,  corre- 

sponding to the given speeds of the free surface. 

Speeds of free surface were measured by means of electrocontacts 

[1, 2], As electrocontacts there were used thin wires, not rendering 

resistances to motion of plate and fastened tightly parallel to each 

other with constant base of measurement between upper and lower 

contacts determinate with an accuracy up to 0.01 mm. For their 

assembly there was used a specially created instrument - template 

for this purpose. 

In experiments conducted the distance between upper electro- 

contacts sind free surface of plate was equal to approximately one 

millimeter and therefore, the measured speed corresponded to moment 

of time after emergence of plastic wavt onto the free surface [3], 

While carrying out of experiments there was assured a flat colli- 

sion of the hammer and plate which was the condition necessary for 

simultaneous emergence of all parts of front of plastic wave onto 

free surface of the plate.  In order that the wave of unloading 

reflected from rear end of hammer after impact could not reach the 

free surface and distort its speed, the hammer was made fairly long 

(L0 <i 10 lo)  and the base of measurement was selected sufficiently 
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small (1-1.5 mm).    In the experiments performed loaded specimen had 

a length much smaller than its diameter and the diameter of the 

hammer.    Owing to this during the period of emergence of wave of 

load onto rear surface of plate the lateral unloading could be 

propagated for an insignificantly small distance within specimen and 

transverse deformations therefore. It  could not be taken Into conaldera- 

tion.    This is a valldly made assumption at the beginning on an 

uniaxial load.    During the period of measurement the distortions from 

lateral unloading could not reach the central zone of plate of small 

area (radius 1-2 mm), whose motion was recorded by a measuring unit 

placed in front of it. 

The electrical circuit used in the measuring unit is  shown in 

Fig.  5.    Signals from electrocontacts 1,  2 were delivered to 

oscillograph with a driven sweep 5.    Signal 

for "starting" of oscillograph was delivered 

a little before moment of collision of 

hammer and plate.    The generator of standard 

signals 6 modulated the scanning by time 

marks of constant frequency variable depending 

on period of time measured on the oscillograph.    In experiments there 

were used the oscillograph 0K-17M,  generator of standard signals 

GSS-6,   3 resistors   (4^ kilohm) and battery 4   (BAS-G-60-U-1.3). 

In order to eliminate external interferences,  for the lead of the 

signal contacts at entries of oscillograph and starting contacts for 

"starting" of oscillograph there were used shielded wires.    The 

entire pneumatic gun for this purpose was grounded. 

As  is evident from the description of the experiment,  moment of 

measurement of the  free-surface speed did not correspond to moment of 

time shown in Fig.   1  for which there was formulated equation (1.6). 

tf H I* 

HZT 

Fig.  5. 



At moment of measurement the plastic wave already had emerged onto 

free surface of plate, and the reflected elastic wave began to 

interact with the plastic. However, considering that length i0 is 

small the width of elastic zone can be ignored (furthermore, also 

u2 is significantly larger than u.), and as a result of the small 

base of measurement and small distance from the fore contacts up to 

free surface of plate it may be assumed that plastic wave up to 

moment of measurement did not succeed in changing its parameters 

owing to dissipation of energy in the middle of the plate. 

Velocities of the plastic wave a2 corresponding to the measured 

velocities v and w were also measured in analogous experiments by 

electric-contact method [1-5]. Results of 

experiments showed satisfactory agreement of 

experimental values with the calculated. A typical 

osclllogram obtained during measurement of w and 
Fig. 6. 

a2, is shown in Fig. 6. 

§3. Results of experiments are presented in Figures 4 and 7. In 

a comparison of experimentally measured speeds of hammer (solid line) 

and free surface of loaded plate (dotted line) it 

is evident that during low pressures speed of free 

surface is somewhat higher (see Fig. 7). This 

difference is explained by insignificant decelera- 

tion of hammer on thin wires, from which signal 

is delivered to sealer owing to their flexures 

during low Impact velocities v. At the the same 

time speed of free surface never exceeds calculated 

speed of the hammer. 

Using experimental data for each pair of values for v and u2, 

by equation (1.7) there were found speeds of plastic flows a«, and 
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by equations (1.4), (1.2), (1.5) there were determined corresponding 

deformations e2 densities p2 and stresses 

op. In Fig. 8 there is given the depend- 

ence of averaged values of the experimental 

and calculated magnitudes a2 on the mass 

speed u2.  It is compared with Broberg's 

dependence [5] - 1 and Al'tshuler's [1] - 

2.  The dashed line designates the 

interpolation. According to relationships 

(1.1), at ult  = 14.5 m/sec speed a1 is 

constant and is equal to 5.99 Km/sec. Then wave speed sharply drops. 

In region, where there may be formed shock waves (i.e., where speed 

of each subsequent plastic wave is higher than in the preceding), 

a linearly Increases with the increment of u2 [1, 2]. This corres- 

ponds, as is evident from Fig, 9,  to the values e2 > 10 .  The 

obtained results are presented in Fig. 9 - ^ in the table.  In Fig. 9 

there are 

adopted the 

following des- 

ignations:  1 — 

the obtained 

data, 2 - 

Broberg's [5] 

calculated data, 

dashed line — 

the possible 

extrapolation 

of obtained 

data, dash-dot 

Table 

No. 
«vftic iVi*o > ft 

m/f» 
ft 

kV«o 
ft 

kg/em2 •• ft 
t/am3 

AT-C 

n «.0 

?« 
tt.0 

iM.0 
m.« 

|S 
14.« 
M.l 

tot.s 
114.0 

M.l 

ft! 
41.1 
n.4 
11.0 

S.M 
s.n 
i.» 
4.M 
4.M 
4.40 

«10 
HMO 
«no 
17400 
aotao 
ttno 

0.00616 
0.00666 
O.OOMS 
0.00060 
0.M1S3 
0.011IS 

i.m 
7.906 
7.616 
7.1» 
7.641 
7.146 

t.a 
1.2 
S.I 
4.6 
6.» 
7.1 

Note 1; Parameters in elastic zone of loads calcu- 
   lated from relationships (1.1): P1 = 

- 7.87 g/cm5, ^  = 5.99 km/sec, ^  = 2.58 x 

x 10'5, ^  = 14.3 m/aec  (p0 = 7.85 e/cm
3, 

a1  = 6.7'105 bar). 

Note 2; In calculating a2 from formula (1.7) there 

were taken the experimental values v. In 
the table there are placed averaged values 
of experimental and calculated magnitudes 
of a. x2. 
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line - the linear approximation of obtained data. 

The experimentally measured density of the applied low-carbon 

steels was found to be equal to 7.85 g/cm5. According to experimental 

data of Mlnshall and Campbell for dynamic load 

of low-carbon steels there was adopted the 

value of dynamic elastic limit o1 = 6.7«10
y bar 

[5, 4], The same closely agrees with experi- 

mental data of Nadeyeva (c^ = 6.44«lO9 bar) 

obtained at the Moscow State University. Values 

«1 
4< kt/omt n 

mg / 

mm 

7 
S ^ 

§ 
• 

1 1 i ' 
jM 

Fig. 9. K and ^ were adopted from Broberg equal to 

i7.1.108 and 8.36«i08 g/cm2 respectively [5] 

In Fig. 9 there is given a comparison of obtained data with stress 

— strain diagram for steel constructed by Broberg on the basis of 

equation of state by Pack, Evans and James [5] 

'-'(i)fW'-(*)*H (3.1) 

^8 where A = 6.11'10o g/cm2,  ß = 8.4 for steel. 

From Fig.  9 it  is evident that the plotted points   (each of which 

Is a result of several experiments) with sufficient accuracy up to 

e? > 10"2 can be approximated by the straight line 

ft. OJI-10*+ 14010% (5.2) 

where Op is expressed in kg/cm . 

The t mperatures calculated by equation (i.6) where it is possi- 

ble to distinguish the thermal and elastic terms In the energy  [1], 

are small and therefore,  they can be  Ignored.    Increase of temperature 

was calculated by the formula 
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where value Cv was assvuned equal to 0.11 cal/kg'deg.    From Fig.  9 

it is evident that during deformations e2 > lk.9'10'^ there operates 

the dependence which Broberg calculated and which also obeys the 
_2 

equation of state  (3,1).    It is evident also that at e2 > 10 

dependence   ap  (ep) becomes nonlinear which obviously corresponds to 

the beginning of formation of shock waves in the  steel. 

Thus,   in summarizing what has been discussed,  there can be made 

the conclusion that in region of elasto-plastic  flows within limits 

2.38«10"^ s e? s ll.gj'lO'-5 low-carbon steel satisfactorily obeys 

dependence   (3.2), which is valid,  however,  only under assumptions 

made at the beginning and therefore, must be considered approximate. 

Author expresses his sincere gratitude to E.   I.  Andriankin for 

his helpful remarks. 

Submitted 
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ON THE METHOD OF INVESTIGATING THE SCALAR EFFECT 
OF CAVITATION EROSION 

I. I. Varga, B. A. Chemyavskly and K. K. Shal'nev 

(Budapest, Moscow) 

Lie In selecting materials for hydraulic machines and hydraul: 

designs operating under conditions of cavltatlon,  usually there are 

not considered those conditions of operation of these materials,  which 

are Imposed by various forms,  types and stages of cavltatlon.      As a 

result the materials,  used in practice,   do not correspond In their 

own mechanical and physical properties to those destructive forces 

which arj peculiar to the above mentioned different forms of 

cavltatlon.    Attempts have been made to anticipate possible  zones of 

erosion and Intensity of destructive action by means of test of 

turbine models.     However, here there were not considered the factors 

of scaling the erosion and cavitatlon.    Below there is described an 

experiment of conducting experiments with erosion during cavitation 

of a circular cylinder taking into account basic parameters of a 

hydromechanlcal modeling:    scale numbers for dimensions of models, 

cavitation,  and speeds of the flow. 

1.    On setting up the investigations,    a.     Characteristic of the 

intensity of erosion.    For test of materials for resistivity to 
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cavitational erosion there are uBed the following methods  [1]. 

Methods of transient cavitation,  in which tested material is 

subjected influence of cavitation foming in flow in wake of steep- 

streamlined bodies or on walls of aperatures and nipples. 

Methods of wave cavitation including magnetostrlctlve vibration 

and irradiation of sonic and ultrasonic wave. 

Method of rotation in which specimen of tested material revolves 

together with disk,   on which it is braced flush with its  surface,  and 

is subjected to influence of cavitation,  forming in the wake of 

flanges or cavities specially made on surface of disk. 

The Jet shock method in which revolving specimen is subject to 

collision with a free Jet;  in this case it is assumed that mechanism 

of destruction under influence of collision of Jet and specimen is 

identical to mechanism of destruction under influence of caviation. 

This assumption appears now controversial, therefore,   it was expedient 

to use for our work a method with direct influence of cavitation. 

in the selection of a "cavitational" method it must be remembered 

that cases of cavitational erosion encountered in practice are ex- 

plained by the effect chiefly (if we mention only one type of 

cavitation) - burbling forming in zone of vortices of steeply 

streamlined surfaces   [2],     It is evident from this that the closest 

to the natural condition is method of transient cavitation.    The 

destruction of material by erosion requires an expenditure of certain 

amount of energy.,  therefore,  of the methods of transient cavitation 

one must be selected, which would make it possible most sünply to 

associate intensity of erosion with cavitational resistance of 

body - with the energy of flow expended in surmounting of the 

resistance of body during a cavitational flow-around.    As a first 

approximation to natural conditions there was a selected  case of 
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cavitation of model of round profile —

♦ ■ %
Lr

a-
C'

Fig, 1. Photographs of zone of cav

itation in wake of round cylinder 
d = 48 mm on basis of experiments in 
cavltatlonal pipe at Budapest 
University; a) stroboscopic photo

graph during doubled Strouhal fre

quency of light pulses; vi - 1.79,
R = 6.6 X 10"^; b) during flash in 

6-10“^ sec, K = 2.13, R - 6.35 x 

X 10^, c) the same m = 1.47, R « 

6.6 X 10^.

a round cylinder being flowed 

around by two-dimensional 

flow in the working chamber 

of water tunnel (Fig. 1). 

This model in distinction 

from all other models with 

a different profile in 

maximlm detail was investi

gated depending upon param

eters of flow and cavitation 

[3].

However, existing 

parameters for evaluating 

the intensicy of erosion are 

not associated with hydro- 

mechanical parameters of the 

flow [4], Intensity of 

erosion was evaluated by the 

following magnitudes;

a) depth and area of 

location of the erosion 

[5, 6] pits;

b) loss as in weight of 

specimen after any period of 

test [7, 8];

of unit of time [1];c) loss of volume per \inlt of area

d) the same weight [9];

e) number of erosion pits, forming per xinit of area per unit of 

time [10];
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f) loss of volume of specimen, as related to characteristic 

dimension of body [11]; 

g) loss of intensity of radiation of isotopes applied together 

with paint on surface of body [12], destroyed by cavitatlon; 

h) duration of test of specimen to certain stage or degree of 

destruction visually determined [13]. 

Of the enumerated parameters a large part of them is determined 

by weighing of specimens before and after the experiment. The method 

of isotopes was applied in field tests of turbines of radial-axial 

type. Rata [14] used change of ohmlc resistance of specimen during 

erosion, but In final result associated it with a loss of volume. 

Gowinda Rao [15] offered dlmensionless parameter of cavitational 

erosion In the form of a ratio of mechanical energy of destruction 

of certain volume of a solid body lost to erosion, to the energy of 

cavitational bubbles being destroyed during decrease of cavitatlon. 

In the given case in calculating the energy of destroyed bubbles 

with use of Rayleigh^s theory there is allowed considerable conven- 

tionality. According to theory of Rayleigh the bubble must be 

surrounded by a continuous fluid, whereas, in experiments of Gowinda 

Rao which served as basis for deriving the parameter, the zone of 

cavitatlon consisted of totality of bubbles. Furthermore, there is 

not taken into account the Influence of surface tension of fluid 

on destruction of bubbles.  In mechanical relationship Gowinda Rao's 

erosion parameter presents its own type of coefficient of the harmful 

effect of cavitatlon and depends on duration of the effect of cavita- 

tlon on the specimen and also on stage of development of cavitatlon. 

b.  Energy parameter. Such parameter of erosion [4] is called 

volume of erosion related to unit of certain portion of cavitational 

resistance of model. Reciprocal of energy parameter gives a measure 
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of the strength uf the material during destruction of its cavitational 

erosion in units of work required for destruction of unit of volume 

of material. In distinction from all previously proposed parameters 

the new parameter does not depend for given stage of cavltation and 

material either on speed of flow or on dimensions of model or on 

the Reynolds R and Weber W dimenslonless numbers. 

Reciprocal of parameter gives the true resistance of material 

of cavitational erosion in distinction from other parameters, by means 

of which there is determined only the relative resistance of erosion, 

i.e., in the comparison of one material with another. 

In accordance with results of investigations of work of destruc- 

tion of metals made by Gillemot and Slnay [16], according to whom the 

work of destruction does not depend on type of destructive mechanical 

forces of compression or extension energy parameter makes it possible 

to establish interrelationship between works of destruction from 

forces of cavltation and from mechanical forces. For metals not 

subject to chemical corrosion during cavltation, work of destruction 

of metal from cavltation, in all probability should be identical to 

work of destruction by mechanical forces. If, however, in destruction 

of metal during cavltation there act also corrosion forces, then, the 

work of destruction determined by means of energy parameter must add 

to previous new characteristic of physico-mechanical properties of 

metals — the resistance to cavltation. 

According to the determination given previously [4], energy 

parameter is expressed by formula 

^.-C.-C. + IAC.'l 

Here AV Is  the  volume  of erosion,   AQ Is  the   loss  of weight  of 
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specinen to erosion during the time of T hours, yB  is the specific 

gravity of material of specimen, d is the diameter of cylinder, h is 

the height of cylinder, v^ is the speed of flow taking into account 

influence of boundaries, y  is the weight of unit volume of fluid, 

C  is the resistance of cylinder in absence of cavitation, Cxc is the 

resistance of cylinder during cavitation, AC^ is a certain portion 

of cavitational resistance obtained by the extrapolation of dependence 

C  - C = f(W'1) up to value of Weber number W' = 0. The Weber 

number W = a/(pv00
2d), where o is the surface tension, p is the density 

of liquid. 

c.  Scale effect. By means of energy parameter there is presented 

the possibility of determining the scale effect - to determine loss 

of volume of material in the field by experiments with a model.  If 

stages of cavitation geometrically are similar and the fluids in 

model and in field are identical, then, after formulating for model 

and the field of the expressions on basis of (l.i) and equating them, 

we shall obtain 

Ar,-Ar,fr» (1.2) 

where L is the scale number for linear dimensions of model and 

cavitation and V is the scale number for speeds of the flow.    Formula 

(1.2) gives those conditions whose observance  is necessary in conduct- 

ing experiments with erosion in models.    At the same time,   according 

to   (1.1)  the exponents are a = 5 and ß - 5,   this is confirmed in 

certain experiments also of other authors.    According to investiga- 

tions by Knapp    [10],  with models of axlally symmetric bodies and 

with a turbine  in the  field  [17],   in which intensity of erosion was 

evaluated by number of pits, the exponent ß = 4 to 6,     Kerr and 

Rossnberg [12]  on basis of experiments  in the  field with application 
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of methods  Isotopes assume that the most probable value Is ß = 5. 

In experiments by Rata  [14]  within a narrow range of speeds the 

exponent ß = 4 to 8.    In experiments by Gowlnda Rao  [15] with 

cylinders ß = 5.3 to 8 with rectangular blocks ß ■ 4 to 8. 

Influence of dimensions of model is characterized by the table, 

compiled on basis of our experiments.    In it there are given magnitudes 

of volume of erosion for three variants of dimensions of round- 

cylinder model and relationships of volumes during four variants  of 

speeds of flow.    Hence one can determine experimental value of a. 

Average magnitudes of relationships of volumes are close to the 

theoretical a = 5. 

Table 

■••e'1 x. I5f »! Ä 

n 
MS 
1:S 

1:3 
it.i 

tot 
».i 
a.o 

' Mrtra««! 
on th« b 
of form Wl.2), 

».a 
M 

M 
• • 

Other investigations of influence of dimensions are not known. 

Knapp  [16]  negates the influence  of dimensions on intensity of erosion. 

The diversity of results attests first of all to how thoroughly 

there must be thought out the devices in the experiments,  and also 

determination of magnitudes characterizing the  intensity of the 

erosion. 

2.    Experimental devices,    a.    Water tunnels.     Experiments with 

cavitational erosion were conducted in cavitational water tunnels 

GT-2 and GT-3 at Institute of Mechanics of Academy of Sciences of 

USSR Jointly with Budapest University and Hungarian Academy of Sciences 

[19].    All enumerated tunnels have closed circulation of the water, 
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agitated by a centrifugal pump. Adjustment of speed is produced by 

electric motor drive and the pressure is regulated Independently of 

speed. In the tunnel at Budapest University the maximum speed of 

flow in an active chamber of 200 x 200 mm^ may be attained equal to 

10 m/sec"^. In the tunnels at the Institute of Mechanics, the speed 

in diverse models of active chambers may vary from 0 to 25 m/sec 

Here there have been described certain positions of the GTZ tunnel 

(Fig. 2), having a maximum value during experiments with erosion.

J1
jL

^0r4

Fig. 2. Experimental device GTZ IMEKh: a) nozzle,
b) active chamter, c) diffuser, 1) metallic header,
2) assembly Insert with specimen, 5) model of round 
profile - cylinder, 4) plexiglas window, 5) tube.

b. Nozzle of tunnel. The nozzle is located between pressurized 

reservoir and active chamber. On the tunnel nozzle there are 

imposed major requirements, since it determines structure of the flow 

in the active chamber. The nozzle must generate a flow at exit, 

uniform over entire section, and reduce to a minimum longitudinal 

and transverse pulsations in flow proceeding to active chamber. This 

is attained by proper adjustment of the flow. The adjustment of 

flow or the ratio of areas of entry and outflow is made equal to 7.5 

for nozzles according to [20]. Longitudinal profile of nozzles
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consists of two curves.  On the first entry sector the curve serves 

as a smooth interlinking of it with curve of outlet sector of nozzle. 

The profile of outlet sector of nozzle was outlined on the basis of 

Witoszinski's curve [21], 

For preventing the formation of vortex zones in the interlinking 

between the first and second sectors of nozzle the length of nozzle 

is increased to I  » 5d0 owing to the length of the first sector. 

Simultaneously the nozzle, being calibrated is used as indicator of 

the discharge or rate of flow in the active chamber. 

c.  Active chamber.  In three installations of water tunnels 

in experiments with erosion there were used the active chambers with 

four cross-section variants: 

a) in tunnels of Institute of Mechanics with a section 6 x 12, 

12 x 50 and 24 x 100 mm2, b) in tunnel at Budapest university 48 x 

x 200 mm2. 

We shall give a constructive description of one variant of 

active chamber 24 x 100 mm2. Body of chamber is cut out of a circular 

Duralumin rung JOO mm in diameter. It consists of four ribs connected 

one to another by flanges.  Ribs form quadrilateral frame with slots, 

into which the headers with flanges are inserted. The frame and 

headers are sealed by rubber cords. Headers depending upon purpose 

of experiment can be made either of metal, or of transparent plexiglas. 

For the purpose of economy of time in the assembling of the specimen 

and economy of material going into manufacture of plexiglas headers, 

in both headers there are made assembly Inserts. One of inserts the 

metallic serves for reinforcing the specimens and the circular profile 

model, the other, the plexiglas, is used for observations.  In the 

drawing (Fig. 2) one of headers entirely transparent is shown. 

The specimen is made of the composite:  of the sublayer and the 
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specimen itself. Sublayer has a recess under the bolts by which it 

is clamped to assembly insert. The specimen made of rolled lead is 

soldered to sublayer by Wood's alloy, after which it is worked out 

thoroughly. The model - a cylinder, made of rolled bronze, is braced 

tu assembly insert together with specimen. The other free end of 

cylinder is set into socket in opposite plexiglas insert. 

d.  Diffuser. The shape of the diffuser determines cavitational 

quality of the water tunnel, since to a greater degree than other 

items of tunnel is subject to cavltation. Cavitation of diffuser will 

entail sharp Increase in resistance of tunnel and drop of productivity 

of pump. Proceeding from the above mentioned considerations the 

expansion angle of diffuser was made 7° which is somewhat smaller than 

that recommended for wind tunnels.  For the sake of simplicity of 

manufacture the diffuser is made a composite:  of external body — 

straight duct of round section - and inserts, of the diffuser proper 

with rectangular section, variable in its length. 

J. Determination of basic magnitudes,  a.  Determining the 

speed in the measuring alignment.  Usually there is determined average 

speed of flow ahead of model by the flow rate determined by any mea- 

suring attachment:  spray nozzle, measuring flange or Venturi-type 

fuel gauge.  For rapid preliminary calculations it is possible to 

use speed on axis of flow determinate by means of preliminary 

calibration by cylindrical cap with the piezo-aperture on cylindrical 

surface. 

We shall designate as p. - the pressure at entry to nozzle, 

p^ - the pressure at outlet of nozzle, p, - the pressure at entry 

to active chamber, p^ — thn pressure on wall of chamber at place of 

passage of axis of cylinder in its absence, pc - the pressure at the 

fore singular point of cylinder located at the middle of its height 
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(height, of chamber). The experiments determine 

either #*-i»-/(^-M or *-»-/(*-*) 

»-lW-ll»-i»l-t-/(ft-f»l  (f-«Wf) 

and then, using graphic conotructlons [22] 

Influence of boundaries of tunnel is considered by means of 

equation of the flow rate. Then the speed of flow-around will be 

equal to v = vb/(b - d), where b is the width of active chamber. 

In the analysis of results of experiments we shall use following 

magnitudes of speeds: v is the average speed ahead of model, v^ is 

the average speed taking into account influence of constraint of 

flow by model, v0 is the speed along axis of flow, v^ is speed along 

axis of flow taking into account the constraint. The termination 

of speed is a very responsible problem, because volume of erosion 

depends on the speed to the power ß •■ 5. 

b. Determination of pressure in measuring alignment. The 

pressure in the measuring alignment p^ is not determined directly. 

During experiments there is determined the pressure p5 at point 5, 

located in front of model. Then, using dependence p3 - p^ - 

- ^Pi - P3). determined preliminarily in absence of cylinder, we 

determine P4 = P, - [P3 " P4]' taltine into consideration therby 

drop in pressure head for resistance of sector of active chamber 

from point J to point 4. 

c. petemination of coefficient of cavitation H. The determina- 

tion of coefficient of cavitation H is required in determining 

AC .  Its value may be determined either by taking into account 

Influence of boundaries or without taking It Into account. 

Therefore, in the general form 
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Tf. 

where p^ is equated to pv qn is the pressure head of speed determined 

according to method under adoption (see Ja). The magnitude pv Is 

the pressure of the water vapors and 7 is the weight of a unit volume 

of water. 

d. Length of zone of cavitation. The length of zone of 

cavltation is determined assuming from axis of cylinder to tip of 

the visually evaluated stable part of zone of cavltation lQ,  and Is 

given in the conventional units X = lc/d,  where d is the diameter of 

the cylinder. 

e. Determination of ACX. For the determination of ACX we use 

the well known dependences CX(R, K) and X(H), presented in work [5, h] 

(Fig. 5). The data cited in it 

should be supplemented both for 

larger Reynolds numbers, and also 

smaller ones, in order to obtain 

reliable data on magnitudes of Cx, 

satisfying requirements of practice. 

The simplest and at the same time 

most accurate method of determing 

OB   IM   U   IM   U 

Fig. 3. Averaged curves 
of experimental magnitudes 
C , C  and X depending 

upjn H and the Reynolds 
number R:  1) at R = 

= k'10k  to S.IO4, d = 

= 5-10 mm, 2) ll'lO to 

lö'lO4, 20 mm; 3) l8'10^ 

to 23'10 , 50 mm; 4) 

25«101* to JO.IO , 40 mm; 

5) 30'10i* to 43'10 , 50 mm. 

C is the method according to dis- 

tribution of pressure, on an average, 

along the height of the model's 

cross section. In other methods of 

determination Cx, for example, by weights, there must be considered 

the influence of slots - structural clearances between model and 

walls of the chamber. The presence of clearances results in the 

distortion of flow-around model in comparison to these which exist 
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« wir 
Fig. 4. Averaged experimen- 
tal magnitudes Cx> Cxc, ACXC 

and AV — depending on the 

Weber number W . 

in experiments with erosion. 

By means of dependences CX(R, H) and X(K) there is found 

dependence of C . c:  and ACV on the Weber number W (Fig. h).    Accord- 
X   XC        A 

ing to (1.1), the magnitude ACX 

will be somewhat larger than excess 

of cavitational resistance over 

resistance in the absence of 

cavitatlon, and, furthermore, 

AC  - AC = f(W) is determined by 
XC     X    v ' 

extrapolation up to value W = 0. 

Therefore, for each experimental 

setup it is desirable to determine 

the indicated dependence independently. 

f. Determination of AV. The volume of erosion is determined 

by loss of weight of specimen AG and by duration of experiment T 

4r--M-"B^p'1 

where 7 is the specific gravity of material of specimen. For 
s 

avoidance of large errors it is desirable preliminarily to construct 

dependence AV = f(W), averaged on basis of some experimental data 

AV in the combined graph ACX - f(W) (Fig. 4). 

g. Determination of AG. The loss of weight of specimen to 

erosion is determined by weighing it before and after experiment 

with proper accuracy, depending on magnitude of AG. The admissible 

accuracy of weighing commensurate with accuracy of determining other 

magnitudes may be adequate within the limits ±1^. 

h. Determination of T. In accordance with analysis of factors 

of influence on accuracy of obtaining of results of experiments (see 

4) duration of each experiment on erosion has been designated depending 
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on purposes of experiment. If experiments were performed depending 

only on speed of flow with a constant experimental device d = const, 

X = const, then the duration of each experiment was set up with such 

calculation, that the AG values were equal. If experiments were 

made depending on dimensions of model, then duration of experiments 

was set up with such calculation, that ^„/^  * L • 

1. Temperature of water. Temperature of water Is determined 

by a thermometer placed In socket of large flange of nozzle. Socket 

was filled with machine oil. 

j. other magnitudes. Barometric pressure was determined by a 

mercurial barometer. All remaining magnitudes, which were required 

for calculating formulas (1.1) and (1.2), once: a) weight of unit of 

volume of water 7; b) specific gravity of material of specimen? 7S; 

c) pressure of water vapors pv; d) surface tension of water 0; e) 

kinematic viscosity of water v - were determined from the tables uf 

physical constants. 

4, Factors of influence on accuracy of results. To such, one 

should Include conditions of experiments which are Ignored. 

a# influence of composition of air. According to data of 

experiments by Nowotny [25], with cavltational erosion obtainable by 

method of vibration on magnetostrlctlve instrument In water of 

varying origin, composition of air can render a significant Influence 

on intensity of erosion. Thus, the loss to erosion in distilled 

water is 80^ greater than in a water line. The loss decreases by 

50^ in tap water during its transmission through air. From what has 

been said it is evident that the experiments with erosion must be 

made with constant content of air in the water. For this purpose In 

the design of tunnels there is provided the insulation of free horizon 

of water in pressure tank from direct contact with air, there was 
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maintained a constancy of added fresh quantity of water during 

disassembling of specimens. 

b. Influence of temperature.  1 westigations of influence of 

temperature of water on intensity of erosion were conducted usually 

at a constant pressure as a result of which to 

influence of temperature there was combined In 

addition the influence of the stage of cavltation 

or its structure. Our investigations [2] under 

conditions of transient cavitatlon with lead 

specimen's during observance of constancy of 

stage or dimensions of zone of cavitation and 

speed of flow showed that within limits of varia- 

tion of temperature between 10 and 26 C the 

decrease in intensity of erosion may vary 

from 0 to 7^ (Fig. 5). Inasmuch as increase of 

temperature of water in our experiments varied within limits of 

1 to 80C, then its influence on intensity 

of erosion was not taken into consideration, 

c. Influence of stage of development 

of cavltation. According to our investiga- 

tions [2], there is a stage of development 

Fig. 5. Aver- 
aged experimen- 
tal dependence 
of volume of 
erosion AV and 
area of erosion 
f on tempera- 
ture of water 

T C0. 

*r. 

9.1 i 
,i 

Fig. 6. Averaged ex- 
perimental dependence 
of volume of erosion 
AV on length of zone 
of cavltation X: 1) 
with a speed of VQ ■ 

= Ik  m/sec'1, 2) with 

17 m/sec-1, 5) 

with v0 a 20 m/sec 
-1 

of cavitatlon of round cylinder Xmax = 3, 

at which intensity of erosion is at a 

maximum (Fig. 6). During a deviation of 

\   to X = 2 intensity of erosion 
max 

diminishes by 255^ and with a deviation to 

X = 4 - s 16^.  It was assumed that the 

possible maximum error in determining AG 

is equal to 5G = ±5%. 
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Fig. 7. Averaged 
experimental de- 
pendence of volume 
of erosion AV on 
the relative dimen- 
sions of model l/d 
or a/d. 

d. influence of relative dlmenaions of the model. Under conditions 

of our experiments influence of relative dimensions of model l/d 

where I is the length of cylinder is identical 

to Influence of height of section of active 

chamber a/d. According to our investigations 

[1], there is an optimum length of model l/d = 

= 1, at which intensity of erosion is maximal 

(Fig. 7). The intensity of erosion sharply 

decreases with an increase of l/d; with 

increase l/d by 10# intensity of erosion de- 

creases also by 10%,  and with increase l/d 

by 50^ decreases 5 to 4 times. Inasmuch as 

in our experiments the variations of l/d due 

to inaccurate observance of given dimensions did not exceed ±1%,  then 

this inaccuracy in assembling the model 

might result in an error of determining 

AV within limits of ±1%. 

e. Influence of duration of experi- 

ment. Dependence AV(T) for metals is 

determined, on the one hand, by the piastre 

properties of material under test and on 

the other - character of the forces, 

causing the erosion. During the initial 

period of destruction there is noted for 

plastic metals the so-called incubation 

period during which there occurs deformation 

of surface layers (cold hardening) without the loss of weight (Fig. 8). 

For a lead specimen with the setting in of brittel fracture the loss 

to erosion AG/T increases with passage of time linearly to certain 
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magnitude characterized by the formation of explicitly expressed foci 

of erosion - pits of round form. In all probability, with formation 

of these pits mechanical reaction of the cavltatlon Is Intensified by 

cumulative effect of streams with the decrease of cavltatlon. In 

order to obtain comparable results of experiments there should be 

selected such a duration of experiments at which the fracture would 

be determined chiefly by forces of cavltatlon. 

f. Effect of treating surface of specimen. Such an effect was 

revealed in comparing AV0 of the specimens whose surface was cleaned 

with linens with different coarseness of abrasive [4]. For 

comparability of obtained results it is necessary exactly to hold 

technological rules of preparing the specimens must be precisely 

adhered to. 

g. Influence of number of experiments. As was noted above, the 

exponent of scale number of speeds is evaluated by various authors 

within the limits ß = 4 to 8. Using detailed data of Gowlnda Rao's 

experiments, presented in tables of his article [18], there was 

made a graphic treatment of materials on cylinders and on blocks. 

It was ascertained that both for a cylinder, and also for blocks the 

exponent ß in formula (1.2) may be taken ß = 5, If we Ignore the 

extreme magnitudes of AV at low speeds. Certain experiments were set 

up with three variants of speed which evidently is inadequate because 

the dependence AV(v) is determined graphically. In experiments by 

Rata wide variations ß = 4 to 8 may also be explained by random 

errors, since the speeds were close, v <« 30 to 40 m/sec . 

h. Possible maximum error in determining AV0 and AVn. According 

to rules of an approximate calculation of the errors [24], there may 

be compiled following expressions for the possible maximum error in 

determining AVQ: 
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fc-^+»,+^+H+*i+a*+*.+«t 

and for AV n 

In given formulas 6 designates the maximum possible errors of 

magnitudes being determined and indicated by subscripts.    When deter- 

mli.lng op one should proceed not so much from the accuracy of weighing 

the samples,   as from the basic fact of the constancy of X,   i/d,  and 

the other factors mentioned above were observed as constants.     On the 

basis of considerations it is possible to calculate 

Ik « &«+«MM + (MB + MB+0.0M + »-MB+0+0 - 0.U » ± M« 

and 

a^ - o.«+s-rom+sao.« - &» « ± am 

Such comparatively large magnitudes of possible errors explains 

the scattering of experimental magnitudes of AV0 in the graph AV0(W) 

[4]. The error may be especially large in determining he intensity 

of erosion in the field in experiments with models, 

5. Conclusions.  In investigations of the scale effect of 

cavitational erosion special attention must be given to: a) to the 

accuracy of determining speed of flow of cavitational resistance, 

loss to erosion - erosion spaces; b) to observance of Identity of 

stages of cavitatlon and relative dimensions of the models; c) to 

the proper designation of duration of experiments. In order to 

avoid a large magnitude of error it is necessary to setup the experi- 

ments within a wide range of speeds and for a large number of their 

variants. 

Submitted 
25 February 1965 
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GENERALIZATION  OF CERTAIN EXPERIMENTS  ON CRISIS OF BOILING OF 
LIQUID DURING FORCED MOTION  ON BASIS OF 

THERMODYNAMIC SIMILARITY 

L. Ye. Mlkhaylov 

(Moi.cow) 

There are presented results of processing experimental data on 

crisis of boiling under conditions of forced motion of three alcohols 

and water by means of an  approximate thermodynamic similarity. There 

is proposed a calculation formula. 

Empirical functions for crisis of boiling during a forced motion 

of liquid have the form 

where q# is the critical density of thy heat flux, p is the pressure, 

w is the speed of liquid. At = T - Ts is the underheating up to 

the saturation temperature. 

On the basis of data in the work of I. I. Novikov [1] there may 

be proposed the function universal for similar substances 

where P is the critical pressure, c  is the molar heat capacity of » VQ 

substance during an infinite expansion,  R is a gas constant,   c0 is 

♦a.a - atm (Abs)   [Tr. Ed.  Note] 
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the speed of sound in substance as found In an Ideal gas state, at the 

critical temperature T#. 

In practice there is used a simpler function in which the latter 

two parameters are combined in the form of a product 

where r is the latent heat of vaporization. 

Magnitude c /U in this expression may be replaced by heat 
v0 

capacity c = c (t) [2], and be written out 

Thus, the generalized function between the given magnitudes 

essential for the crisis of boiling during forced motion acquires 

the form 

A nvunber of works has been devoted to an Investigation of the 

crisis of boiling during forced motion of water (for example, [3-10]). 

For other liquids few experimental data have been published (see, for 

example, [11]). Data for a generalization on the basis of thermo- 

dynamic similarity have to be obtained in an experiment with different, 

chiefly organic liquids. 

The experimental iftstallation for investigating the boiling of 

organic liquids (Fig. 1) is a closed circulation contour through 

which liquid is pumped by a glandless rotary pump with shielded 

drive 1.  The flow rate of liquid in contour is measured by means 

of an assembly double diaphragms 2 by the instrument EPID-02. 

Pressure In the contour is created by means of boiler 3 with an auto- 

matic control. The contour includes an active sector 4, auxiliary 
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Flg.   1.     Diagram of 
experimental instal- 
lation. 

heaters 5,   refrigerator 6 and gas 

separator 7.    The flow rate of liquid 

through active sector and regrlgerator 

Is regulated by means of valves 8.    The 

contour is filled with liquid from 

reservoir 9      The active sector is 

supplied with direct current  of low 

voltage from generator 10 type AND 

1500/750.    The registration of the 

advent of crisis is realized automatically by an electronic instru- 

ment 11,  which disconnects the power supply of 

the active sector. 

Automatically,  by a potentiometer 12 type 

EPP-09 there are registered also basic magnitudes 

being measured - current and voltage drop in fuel 

element,  and also temperature of liquid at entry 

and outlet of active  sector. 

The active sector (Fig. 2) makes  it possible 

to conduct experiment with an external clrcumflow 

by liquid of fuel element 1.    This element is 

made of a thin-walled rust-resistant or nickel 

tube.     It is heated by direct current which 13 

delivered to it through copper bus lines 2.    The 

upper bus is tightened by means of a bellows 3, 

which compensates thermal expansions of fuel 

element,  and the electrical contact  is  realized 

by means  of the  flexible  copper conductors 4.    The 

upper bus is found under a zero potential and  Is 

combined with chassis of installation.    The  lower 
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bus Is led through a teflcn insulating stuffing box 5. 

The ring slot through which the liquid flows is made up of fuel 

element and glass tube 8.    The displacement of fuel element from 

central position is prevented by the registers 9.    The glass tube 

is fastened to chassis of active sector 10 by means of stuffing 

boxes 11 of special rubber.    The chassis has window with 100 x 10 mm 

flat glass 12 which makes it possible to conduct the observation of 

process. 

Fuel element is unloaded within the gas.     The glass tube is 

unloaded outside the liquid. 

Within the fuel element there are welded potential leads 6 from 

Nlchrome 0.2 mm in diameter,   insulated by glass  stocking.    They are 

led out by a drilling in upper bus and are soldered to the  Insulated 

contact  rings 7.    Potential leads serve for registering the advent 

of crisis.     The recorder of crisis reacts to change in drag of tube 

at place  of formation of crisis and does not sense change in drag 

during a uniform heating of fuel element. 

This is attained by connecting two sectors 

of fuel element as two arms of the bridge 

(Fig.  3).    An initial moment the bridge 

is balanced by means of potentiometer 

.«p? 

Fig.  3.     [Boiling]  Crisis 
Recorder. 

R, and signal, taken from its diagonal. 

will be equal to zero. During a change 

of resistance of one of sectors of fuel 

element the balancing of bridge is disturbed and in its diagonal 

there appears signal which is amplified by amplifier UE-1C^ (used in 

Instrument EPP-09) and it governs the electronic relay standing 

at outlet of automatic machine. Relay disconnects the excitation of 

direct-current machines supplying the active sector. The duration of 
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disconnecting process was measured by means of a loop oscillograph and 

was found to be equal to 0.02 to O.OJ sec. The experiment of the 

operation in the installation showed that the use of an automatic 

recorder of the crisis is very useful. In a single fuel element is 

makes it possible to obtain up to fifty points. 

Experiments always were begun with the adjustment of sensitivity 

of recorders of the crisis. The sensitivity was considered fixed 

correctly, if at moment of advent of crisis in upper part or fuel 

element there was observed dim brief flash, or In the boiling 

layer of liquid on surface of element there was formed distinctly 

visible zone of film boiling. Especially well the film boiling was 

observed on nickel fuel elements in a frontal illumination. Further- 

more, during a large underheating the boiling is accompanied by sound 

phenomena. With increase in the load the tube will issue sharp sound, 

which rapidly abates only in direct proximity of the crisis. 

In the installation a total of three series of experiments was 

made, in water, ethyl alcohol and  butyl alcohol. 

Experiments in water were conducted for calibrating the 

installation. There was obtained a total of about one hundred experi- 

mental points, in which a portion are prior to work on alcohol, and 

a portion — after work on alcohol. 

The agreement of the obtained results with results obtained by 

L. D. Dodonov [4] and P. I. Povarnln [8] is satisfactory. 

In experiments on ethyl alcohol there was encompassed a speed 

range of 1.5 to 12 m/sec at pressures of 5, 10, 20, 50, 40 and 50 a.a. 

The experiments were made in fuel elements of stainless steel with 

the width of radial clearance 5 = 2.6 mm and length of heated section 

1-725 = 15. The total length of channel 1/25 = kh.     The entire 

series contains about 700 experimental points (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. k. Graphs of second series of experiments: Ij w - 12 "»/sec, 
2) w - 6 m/sec, 5) w - 5 m/sec. 4) w - 1.5 V^c, 5) points, taken 
on a clean nonworked-ln sector. 

In experiments there was ascertained Influence of working In 

of surface of fuel elements. By virtue of fact that the alcohol In 

the Installation was very pure (distillate In contact with stainless 

steel, copper and teflon), an Incrustation of deposits on fuel element 

was not observed up to a pressure of 20 a.a. 

At higher pressures on fuel element there was deposited an 

incrustation of reddish brown color which in time darkened. It was 

found at the same time that points obtained in the pure brilliant 

sector lie 20 to 50$ lower than points obtained in active sector 

covered by an Incrustation. In the graphs of Fig. 4 points obtained 

on pure fuel elements are not colored. 

There was made a comparison of the obtained results with 

experimental data of P. I. Povarnin [17] on ethyl alcohol. 

At pressures of 5, 10 and 20 a.a I. P. Povarnin's points lie 

within the limits of the range of our experiments. There deviate 

downwards only the points at p = 20 a.a, w = 10 m/sec. At 40 a.a 

P. I. Povarnin and S. T. Semenov's points lie much lower than ours 
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and they have a wide range. AB P. I. Povamln suggests, this occurs 

from the effect of Incrustation of products of decomposition of 

alcohol on walls of fuel element. The crisis in experiments of work 

[17] was registered on basis of bend in the course of recording the 

wall temperature of fuel element. But such bend will take place not 

only at the advent of the crisis, but also with an abrupt beginning 

of incrustation of deposits. I.e., prior to advent of crisis. Further- 

more, in experiments of work [17] there was observed a spalling of 

incrustations from wall with the formation of crisis at place of 

chipping. This results in an "underswing" of points downwards. 

Experiments in butyl alcohol were conducted in the same speed 

range and pressures as experiments of preceding series. The qualitative 

picture obtained as a result of these experiments, is analogous to 

picture, obtained in ethyl alcohol. Therefore, experimental points 

and graphs are not presented in the article. 

It must be mentioned that influence of working in of surface of 

fuel element on results being obtained could not be recorded. 

Obviously, this is connected with small thermal stability of butyl 

alcohol. 

It is obvious that for a generalization there must be selected 

a group of similar liquids. The dimensionless number may serve as 

critical coefficient [12] 

A more graphic idea as to degree of similarity of liquids can 

be given by a comparison of their physical parameters in relative 

coordinates [13, 14]. 

It is obvious also that absolute properties of liquids must 

differ possibly more. As a criterion of distinction of liquids there 
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may be considered complexes which are combined from critical parameters 

and universal constants and have a dimensionality of magnitudes essential 

for the process under study [1, 2]. 

For generalization there were selected results of experiments, 

made in water and methyl, ethyl and butyl alcohols. Critical 

coefficients and dimensional complexes for them are given in the 

table ((cyr)O.Ol signifies that cp and r were selected at p/p# - 0.01). 

HUM                             P «. « *fc.»- 

Htthyl aloobal 
W«! alodhol 
Butyl Uoohol 

IM 
M 

i 
«0 l.OH 

1 
t.i 
1.» 
a.« 

From a review of the table there can be made the following 

conclusions. 

1. Selected substances have close values of the critical 

coefficients.  (Deviations from mean value ±12^.) 

2. Measured complexes continuously depend on the molecular 

weight p.. 

3. The difference between measured complexes for selected 

substances is significant. In particular, values of magnitude c0p#, 

which is scale of q#, differ for water and butyl alcohol by almost 

ten times. 

Such large scale difference is a favorable fact since it will 

make it possible to establish with complete proof the presence or 

absence of similarity of phenomena in the crleis of boiling in differ- 

ent liquids. 

Furthermore, as a result of a comparison of physical parameters 

of selected liquids in the given coordinates it happens that maximum 
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difference is observed for latent heat of vaporization r (up to 15%), 

and difference of remaining parameters - density, surface tension, 

temperature of saturation - does not exceed 5 to 10%, 

For the generalization there were used following experimental data. 

In water - the data of A. P. Ornatskiy [15, 16],  P. I, Povamin 

and S. T. Semenov [8]. 

In methyl alcohol - data of P. I. Povamin and S. T. Semenov. 

In ethyl alcohol - data of P. I. Povarnin, S, T, Semenov and 

the author's data. 

In butyl alcohol - the author's data. 

The processing of experimental data was conducted in two stages. 

First, experimental data were recalculated in system of given magni- 

tudes 

Is.    J P   JH   *i\ 

and were plotted on graphs, analogous to Fig. 5. 

For obtained curves there was 

selected the formula 

r«p. *-3.^(,.-X)(H«.^)x 

[l OK(I I.* (1) 

Fig. 5. 1) water, 2) ethyl 
:ohol, 3) "   ~ alcohol. butyl alcohol. 

This formula approximates 

curves with accuracy up to ±55^ for 

values 0.1 < p/p# < 0.6, 

0.1 < M/r < 1, 0.5 < w/c0 < 5. 

The character of dependence for values p/p# < 0.1 and p/p# > 0.6 will 

differ from formula being given, where chiefly there will vary value 

of coefficient at (w/c0)0.8> ^ coefflclent wlll increase by 
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few times and will depend greatly on p/p«* 

In Fig. 6 there Is shown, how 

they are fitted on curve constructed 

on basis of formula (1), and experi- 

mental points are used for the 

generalization. 

Here, along the axis of ordinates 

there is marked off the magnitude 

Q 

.\,f 

• xi & 

y 

Am^ 

& 

'     1 T<iO% 

r r 

•{ 
•V 

"* 

Fig. 6. 1) water, data of 
[8], 2) methyl alcohol, 5) 
ethyl alcohol, 4) butyl 
alcohol. 

Q-f,[3.io^.^,(i-^)(i-Hi.7^
:)]" 

In Fig. 6 there are plotted the 

following points: in water - 

P. I. Povarnin and S, T» Semenov [8], 

in methyl alcohol - data of P. I. Povarnin and S. T, Semenov, in 

ethyl alcohol - the author's data, obtained on clean fuel elements, 

in butyl alcohol - the author's data. The scattering of experimental 

points in Fig. 6 does not exceed in most cases ±30^. 

In Fig. 6 there are not plotted A. P. Omatskiy's [15, 16] experi- 

mental points in water and in ethyl alcohol - the author's data obtained 

on the contaminated fuel elements. The dispersion of points here is 

the same, but all the points are higher than the formula by 20 to 25%. 

This deviation can be explained obviously by the difference of 

surface properties in the experiments, in particular the difference 

in magnitude of the surface tension. 

We note that an analysis of phenomenon of crisis of boiling from 

thermodynamic assumptions makes it possible to associate peculiarities 

of process with such characteristics of substances, as critical param- 

eters and the molecular weight and to exclude from consideration many 

other physical paramters, such as viscosity, surface tension et cetera. 
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INVESTIGATION OF MECHANISM OF BOILING DURING LARGE HEAT FLOWS 
BY MEANS OF PHOTOGRAPHY 

N. N. Mamontova 

(Novosibirsk) 

The first investigations of mechanism of boiling by means of 

photography were made 25 to 50 years ago [1, 2] for heat a flux 

with small densities (from the contemporary point of view). 

In one of the recent works by Westwater [5] by means of high- 

speed photography at atmospheric pressure there was Investigated 

bubbling of methanol in case of a heat flux with the intensity 

q[kcal/ra2hr], approximately up to the critical value q = q,, ai 

which there occurs a replacement of a nucleate regime of boiling Ky 

a film regime. It was revealed that in this case magnitude of the 

break-away diameter of vapor bubble D0 [mm], the frequency of 

break-away of vapor bubbles u[sec ] and rate of increase of vapor 

bubbles D0u[inm/sec] depend on density of the heat flux. 

A detailed investigation of mechanism of the boiling process in 

a moving underheated fluid was made by G. G. Treshchev [h].    There wer 

obtained distribution curves of magnitudes of maximum diameters n, 

periods of bubble formation T and number of centers of vaporization 

with a change of regime of boiling.  However, to apply these, iata 
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for boiling of completely saturated liquid it appears to be impossiblo. 

Below there are discussed the results of first stage of investi- 

gation of mechanism of boiling of saturated liquid with free convection. 

The experiments wert made in experimental installation, whose 

fundamental diagram and description are given in [5]. 

The working sector was made of foil of stainless steel with a 

thickness of 0.1 mm; width of working sector 2 mm, length about ko ma. 

Lower side of working sector was heat-insulated by textollte which 

excluded possibility of formation of bubbles on it. For the packing 

between textollte and lower side of working sector there was used a 

thermoresistant rubber. Rubber and textollte were clamped to lower 

side of foil by means of special screws. Upper exothermal surface of 

sector was polished with a paste from the State Optical Institute. 

The heating was realized by means of transmission of an electrical 

current through the foil. Filming of boiling process was made in a 

transmitting light on a scale M 1:2. Inspection windows were made of 

quartz. Speeds of photographings were between 1000 and 4000 frames/sec, 

There were used high-speed cameras; 16 mm - TsL-16 and 35 mm - 

Pentatset-55. 

For determining the value of break away diameter D0 the 

appropriate frames of filming were examined in a measuring microscope 

and there was made a measurement of the bubble diameter. The 

frequency of the breaking away u was determined by directly establish- 

ing the interval of timr> between breaking away of one bubble and 

breaking away of the next at the same place. 

There was studied the boiling process in water and ethyl alcohol. 

With the nucleate boiling of water at atmospheric pressure with an 

increase of density of heat flux approximately to q = 100,000 kcal/m'-hr 

(~0.1 q#) a gradual Increase in number of centers of vaporization 
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boiling. In Flg. 2 there is presented a photograph of the film 

boiling of ethyl alcohol: there is evident the wave character of the 

motion of the vaopr film. In each wave length there are formed two 

series of vapor bubbles, which break away with a specific frequency. 

The quantitative study was made for the purpose of determining 

the statistical magnitudes of the break-away diameters of vapor 

bubbles D0, their frequency of breaking away from surface u and rate 

of increment of D0u during nucleate boiling of water and film boiling 

of ethyl alcohol. For detemlning the average statistical magnitudes 

of D0 and u there were constructed distribution curves for eacn 

regime. Ej.perimental distribution curves of diameter D0 are close 

to a symmetric curve, and the frequency distribution curves of u 

differ from normal distribution curve - mean value of the frequency 

of u differs from the most probable value by approximately 20%. 

In Pig. 5 there Is given influence 

of heat flux and pressure on the 

average-statistical magnitudes of 

D0 and u during nucleate boiling of 

waterj an increment in the heat 

flux results in an increase of 

break away diameters D0 during all 

investigated pressures: frequency 

of breaking away b does not vary 

either from the heat flux or from pressure and if. approximately equal 

to 55 sec"1 up to 20 kg/cm2. At p = 52 kg/cm2 frequency increased 

to 45 sec . 

In Fig. 4 there are presented results of processing of photos with 

the film boiling of ethyl alcohol with a change in pressure from 1 to 

54 kg/cm2 (~0.75 P#) with densities of the heat flux q * 1.2q#. 
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Fig. 3. Curves 1,  2,  5, 4, 
5 correspond to pressures 
p = 1, 11, 20, 52, 52 

kg/cm2} curve at p = 1-20 

kg/cm . 



ß. kg/om2 

Flg. 4. Dependence of aver- 
age-statistical values of 
D0, U and DQU on pressure 

during a film boiling of 
ethyl alcohol. 

As can be seen from the graph, 

diameter D0 decreases with a rise 

in pressure, the frequency of u 

does not change and remains approxi- 

mately equal to 20 sec  up to a 

pressure of p = 42 kg/cmc, then it 

increases somewhat; magnitude D0u 

correspondingly decreases. 

From obtained data it becomes 

evident that character of iuoLiou ul vupur phase during nucleate 

boiling of water heated up to saturation temperature, with large 

heat fluxes greatly differes from that which was observed during heat 

fluxes smaller than -O.lq^. There occurs a coalescence and formation 

of huge bubbles, "vapor clubs." 

During regimes close to the critical conditions of boiling of 

liquids there is revealed the complex and unstable hydrodynamics 

in two-phase boundary layer. Much more orderly is the hydrodynamics 

in region of stable film boiling. 

With a rise in pressure there decreases the rate in increment of 

vapor bubbles of DQU, i.e., qualitatively there takes place the same 

dependence as during a low heat flux. However, In this case the 

frequency of formation of bubbles at q < q# either does not depend on 

the pressure or it depends so slightly and the break-away diameter of 

the bubbles varies greatly. 

The frequency of formation and break-away diameters of vapor 

bubbles from surface of the vapor film (q > q#) also depend on the 

pressure and density of the heat flux. 
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METHOD OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN PROBLEMS OF STATIONARY 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 

V. I. Van'ko 

(Novosibirsk) 

In work [1] there is considered stationary temperature field in 

rotor of multistage turbine (cylindrical drum with series of blarirs 

located on lateral surface). For the solution of this problem 

thermal interaction between rotor and the blades is replaced by 

certain fictitious coefficient of the heat exchange from the working 

gas to rotor. Below a certain generalization of this concept is 

presented. 

Let us assume that in thermal contact there are several one- 

dimensional bodies, for example, rods (Fig. 1). At points x1, x2,... 

x A  there are observed conditions of an 

ideal thermal contact (for the sake of 
Fig. 1. 

simplicity), i.e., 

Conditions at initial and final points of the systems are 

determined 
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where h^ and T^, T^2^ are coefficients of the heat emission and 

temperature of media, X^^ are coefficients of thermal conductivity. 

Conditions of the heat exchange of each rod with the environment 

are arbitrary, but there are known the common solutions of each 

heat-conductivity equation adopted in the form 

If from system of rods certain ones are rejected then their 

influence on remaining can be replaced by condition of heat exchange 

with any one medium for which coefficient of heat exchange and 

temperature are determined explicitly, i.e., at plact of contact 

with rejected rod (1 + 1-m) 

«VW-iMr^+n (2) 

We shall analyze in detail the case of two rods 

Using condition (1) and at point of contact, we shall set up 

four equations 

^k + aMk+«rt»+**-0 w' 
•Mk-fMk-ti 

Here 

*«■*(*>. •■-•^(■i), •■--•ipw. •»--•rf(ft>       (in 

It is readily seen that if the temperature in rods are not 

identical zeroes, then determinant A of system (3) is different from 

zero and, as usually, the solution will be 
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We shall show that values of the constants of integrations 

determined by the solution of system (5) and the proposed method are 

identical. Let us assume that the second rod is excluded from the 

analysis; then we shall define boundary condition for the remaining 

rod at point of contact. For this purpose we shall determine 

temperature field in the excluded rod, i.e., we shall find T2(x) 

from the contitions 

at x = x1 we assume T2(x1) = T1(x1), where T^x) is the unknown 

temperature of the first rod. We have (in designations of the system 

(5)) 

Hence 

^_ri(»i)*.+*i«M -.--«■»«-«•r'("> r.o-*■!*(')+ »**(') 

The condition at point x1 for remaining rod will be found from 

equality of the heat fluxes 

Constants y^^, y2 are sought under the conditions 

T,' M • ft (!■<» - Tt (*•».      r, (»,) - T» (T, (»i) + T») 

from the system 

Having solved system (6) and substituting the expressions for 

7* and T*, we shall obtain for y1 and y2 values identically coinciding 

with expressions (5), which of course will determine the solution of 

the system (5). 
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The result is readily generalized for an arbitrary number of 

bodies, in which the propagation of heat is described by one-dimensional 

equation. Actually, system of n bodies we shall consider as two 

bodies: the first x0 * x * xn_1, the second xn_1 s x s xn.  On 

basis of what has been proven, rejecting the second, we shall find at 

point of contact the condition of heat exchange in the form (2). 

Remaining system we again shall consider as two bodies etc. Finally, 

in a similar manner it is possible from the entire system to Isolate a 

certain k-th body by means of removing others to the right and to the 

left. 
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ON THE CONVECTIVE INSTABILITY OF A COMPRESSIBLE FLUID IN 
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS 

A. A. Rukhadze 

(Moscow) 

In an approximation of the method of geometric optics there is 

solved the problem about convective instability of a compressible 

ideally conducting fluid located in the field of gravity. The 

obtained dispersion equation is analyzed in region of high and low 

frequencies of oscillations of liquid. It is shown that a conducting 

fluid in field of gravity may be unstable only with respect to low- 

frequency oscillations, and there is obtained a condition of instabil- 

ity generalizing well-known criteria of convective instability, 

obtained earlier. 

1. Stability of a compressible conducting fluid located in 

external magnetic and  gravitational fields, under conditions, when 

for the description of small oscillations of liquids there are 

applicable equations of magnetohydrodynamics, in which the dissipative 

terms may be ignored, has been investigated in works [1, 2], In 

obtaining the spectrum of oscillations of liquid in these works there 

were used methods essentially coinciding with that applied for 

description of oscillations of a homogeneous medium, when the fluid 
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in field of gravity is essentially inhomogeneous. Such inconsistency 

results in dependence of spectrum of eigen values on the point of 

space. Furthermore, in works [1, 2] as equation of state of fluid 

there is used equation of Poisson's adiabat which limits the 

generality of the analysis. 

In this work, for the purpose of eliminating the indicated 

deficiences, for the problem of convective instability of fluid In 

field of gravity there is applied method of geometric optics, where 

equation of state of liquid has not been specified. Method of 

geometric optics successfully was applied in works [3-5] for problem 

of stability of a slightly inhomogeneous plasma being retained by 

the magnetic field. This method is associated with theory of 

asymptotic solutions of equations of the type 

where q(cü, x) is a gradually varying function In region of variation 

x, and namely 

i7-r-T<« (2) 

The spectrum of eigen values of equation (1) in case of real 

q(ü), x) (below we shall consider such a case) is determined by the 

relationship 

where the n are Integers significantly exceeding unity.  Integration 

in this relationship must be made over regions of transparency 

(q(a), x) 2 0), located between transition points at which q(cu,x) = 0. 

If in region of variation of x, points of the transition are absent 

and q(a), x) > 0, then integration Is made over entire region of 
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variation of x. The latter is valid under any nondissipative boundary 

conditions for the function y(x). 

2. System of equations of magnetohydrodynamics for an ideally 

conducting fluid under the condition of ignoring the dissipative 

processes, has the form [5]: 

^-nl|TXl|.   dWB-0 CO 

.jL+äfpv-fc  g+(».V)*-o. P-PC.J) . 

The latter of these equations represents equation of state of the 

fluid, which associates among themselves the pressure P, density p 

and entropy S (or the temperature T). Here we shall be limited by 

consideration of case of plane geometry when external magnetic field 

Hn, whose lines of force are not distorted is directed along z-axis, 

i.e.. Ho = Hne , field of gravity g is directed along the x-axis, i.e., 

g = ge , and all the equilibrium magnitudes characterizing the 

fluid, depend only on one coordinate x. The equilibrium state of 

fluid in which v0 = 0, is determined by equation of equilibrium 

t(A+^)-* (5) 

We  shall investigate  stability of the equilibrium state of 

fluid in field of gravity by imparting the small perturbations 

*-ft+ft.   P-fc+n.   *-*•+*•.   ■-■.+■1.   ▼ 

For magnitudes characterizing the perturbation of the equilibrium 

state of fluid,  the dependence on time and coordinates can be  taken 

in the form f(x) exp  (-icot + ikyy + i^z).     System of equations   (4) 

for perturbed magnitudes here can be reduced to one  second order 

differential equation for function u = Pov
x
: 
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(6) 

(7) 

where 

Here v is the Alfven velocity, u0 Is the speed of sound In a 

liquid,» and the prime signifies differentiation in x. 

By means of substituting 

where A(x) is the coefficient at u', equation (6) reduces to an 

equation of form (1). If here we take into consideration the condition 

of applicability of approximation of geometric optics (2), then for 

determining the spectrum of oscillations of a weak-nonhomogeneous 

fluid in the field of gravity we obtain the following dispersion 

equation: 

*For a fluid, in which equation of Poisson state is valid 

We note also that equations of monoliquid hydrodynamics (4) are 
applicable and in case of a nonlsothermal plasma, in which Te » T^ 

(see [6]). Here the speed of sound is equal to 
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3.    To analyze dispersion equation (8) in the general case it 

is difficult.    There is no necessity of this.    For an investigation 

of the stability of a fluid in field of gravity it is sufficient to 

be limited to the analysis of equation (8)  in limiting cases of 

high and low frequencies of oscillations of a nonhomogeneous fluid. 

In region of high frequencies of oscillations, when ta    %, 

t, (^y2 + kz2^  (va2 + u02^ the comPonent8 containing gravitational 

field g,  in dispersion equation (8) within the framework of approxi- 

mation of geometric optics can be ignored.    As a result we obtain a 

dispersion equation for determining the spectrum of magnetohydrodynamic 

oscillations of a nonhomogeneous fluid * ' 

H ».»Wit-^- v-v}%-« (9) 

It is readily seen that with respect to such high-frequency 
2 

oscillations a nonhomogeneous fluid is stable, i.e., always a» > 0. 

Another situation takes place in region of low frequencies of 

oscillations of a nonhomogeneous fluid when there are fulfilled the 

conditions 

♦The dispersion equation (9) does not contain that branch of the 
AlfVen waves which describes oscillation of components of speed and 
magnetic field perpendicular to the plant of vectors H0 and K. Equa- 

tions for these components are detached from remaining equations in 
system (4), and in case of a nonhomogeneous fluid. Just as in a 
homogeneous are found to be algebraic. Equality to zero of determin- 
ant of these equations results in the following expression for fre- 

quency of oscillations a)2 » ^^^    Dependence of frequency of 

oscillations on the x-coordinate in this case should not cause any 
perplexity, because these oscillations are not natural oscillations of 
a nonhomogeneous fluid. They characterize only development in time of 
initial perturbations of components of speed and magnetic field 
perpendicular to the plane of the venters H0 and k. 
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--. w»«tW,-*J'*<-'l*ik,''*# m;TV'i 

The dispersion equation (8) in this case takes the form: 

H-«- «Pki+s^-ws1 +>5V=Wr"7gfn? (10) 

From this equation it follows that a nonhomogeneous fluid in the 

field of gravity the fluid may be unstable with respect to the low- 

frequency oscillations (i.e., CD
2
 < 0) only under the conditions 

'*-(».V+#S)-'-«,<0 (11) 

Fulfillment of at least one of these local conditions in region 

of transparency of fluid is necessary, but is not a sufficient 

condition of the instability. On the other hand, the fulfillment of 

either of these conditions in entire region of transparency knowingly 

is sufficient for instability of the fluid. Condition (11) generalize 

well known criteria of convective instability of conducting fluids 

obtained in works [1, 2, 7, 8], where there were considered different 

particular cases of the oscillations. 

For an incompressible fluid (U0 - oo) conditions (11) take the 

form 

».•••,+t-5j<o 

Such a condition is obtained in work [8] for a "cold" fluid 

(u   -•0).    Conditions of instability  (11)  correspond to those obtained 

in work [7]  and are always fulfilled.    Finally, the conditions 

Sf>4'     57^? 

obtained in works [1, 2] follow from (11) at kz = 0. In works [1, 2] 

(see also [7]), as already was noted above, during investigation of 
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convectlve instability of a nonhomogeneous fluid there were used the 

same methods which are used for the description of oscillations of 

a homogeneous medium.    And precisely, the  solution of equations for 

perturbed magnitudes were sought for in the form exp (-icut + ikyy + 

+ ik z + ik x).    Thus,  it is possible to proceed,  if the spectrum of 
Z X   ' 

oscillations of a nonhomogeneous medium is found to be independent 

of the point of space.  From dispersion equation (10) it is evident 

that this takes place in the case when integrand in equation (10) 

in entire plasma is constant. Here, the spectrum of oscillations of 

fluid is determined by expression: 

^  —OTTTW (12) 
where 

*- (lW+f £)(».•+■')-•'+»».••.•"' 

Here d is the linear dimension of fluid along the x-axis where 

magnitude im/d plays role of wave number kx. From expression (12) 

it follows that the fluid is unstable during fulfillment of one of 

the conditions 

Within the limit ? -1 (i.e., kx-0) these conditions transfonn 

to (11). These conditions, however, have a narrower sense than 

condition (11), since they were obtained Just as expression (12), on 

the assumption that ^  and B^^ are constant in the entire fluid. 

From the analysis made of dispersion equation (t^ it follows 

that conducting nonhomogeneous fluid in field of gravity may be 

unstable only with respect to low-frequency oscillations. Oscillations 

of an unstable fluid bear an aperiodic character. In case 
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B2 » k 2v 2(u0
2 + va

2)A, Increment of increase of oscillatlonB 

For the case B2 « Kz
2va

2(u0
2 + va)A, Increment of Increase of 

oscillations 

In conclusion I thank V. P. Silin for his discussion of the 

work. 
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INVESTIGATION OF CRISIS  OF BOILING DURING THE FLOW OF 
UNDERHEATED METHYL ALCOHOL 

P.  I.  Povamin 

(Moscow) 

At present there are known many works on study of crisis of 

boiling during forced flow of underheated water in wide range of the 

variation of pressures [1-5], 

The use in technology of other heat-transfer agents, mainly 

organic compounds, and expansion of concepts on character of phenomenon 

require new investigations. At the same time there are few works 

of this type. In particular, in alcohols there are known the articles 

by L. S, Sterman and N. G. Styushln [4] in which there are described 

experiments on the crisis for isoprupyl and ethyl alcohols. Here 

these experiments encompass comparatively narrow interval of variation 

of speed of flow from 0.2 to 7.0 m/sec with the pressure at 2 atm and 

zero underheating. 

Below there are described investigations of crisis of boiling 

during forced flow of methyl alcohol on the bases of the All-Unlon 

Government Standard No. 6995-54 in pipes of small diameter at 

pressures from 5 to 70 atm, the speed of liquid up to 45 m/sec and 

underheating up to a temperature of saturation from Ö to 200oC. 
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Description of experiment. Experimental Installation was a closed 

contour with circulating pump, a flow-rate meter, devices for main- 

taining the pressure, preliminary preheating ahead experimental sector 

and cooling of liquid In front of pump, analogous to the installation 

in our experiments with water [1]. 

Experiments were made in machined and seamless tubes of stainless 

steel and bronze with an Internal diameter of 2.0 to 5.5 mm, with the 

thickness of wall 0.2-0.5 mm and length of tube from 40 to 210 mm. 

The method of conducting the experiment, measurement and calculation 

of the experimental magnitudes remained the 

same as in experiments with water. The 

possible accuracy of measurements was eval- 

uated in following limits [1]: determination 

of heat flux with an accuracy of ±12^, deter- 

mination of speed of flow ±5& determination 

of temperature of fluid ±50C, determination 

of temperature of internal surface of tube 

depending apon magnitude of heat flux q 

from ±5 to ±500C. 

In distinction from experiments with 

water the phenomenon of crisis of boiling 

during flow of methyl alcohol was complicated 

by the thermal decomposition of working fluid 

with the formation of a layer of carbon scale 

on internal surface of tube. In accordance 

with this all experiments were divided into 

two groups. Experiments of first type pro- 

ceeded according to the well known diagram 

characteristic for water, when in process of 
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Fig. 1.  Graph of 
model experimental 
dependences tw = 

= f(q): 1-st type 
(above) — sudden 
temperature Jump, 
accompanied by an 
ovpraeating 1 or 
det chment 2; 2-nd 
type (below) — 
crisis is compli- 
cated by a carbon- 
deposit formation, 
at point of bend n 
there is observed 
spontaneous incre- 
ment t  as a result 

w 
of which there 
occurs the detach- 
ment 5 on overheat- 
ing 4. 



experiment the heat flux q gradually increases with the maintenance 

of constancy of all the remaining parameters. Here in sequem >  there 

were observed stages of convective heat exchange of surface boiling 

and crisis with sudden surge of temperature and frequent overheating 

of tube (Fig. 1, upper graph). 

Experiments of second type. Passing through the stages of 

convective heat exchange and surface boiling, on internal surface of 

tube there began to be deposited layer of carbon scale which resulted 

in a spontaneous rise in temperature of external surface of wall 

measured by a thermocouple. In this case there could be recorded 

during a certain time the wall temperature in a recalculation for 

the internal surface which exceeded the saturation temperature by 

several hundred degrees (see Fig. 1, lower graph). The opening 

of tubes showed that layer of carbon scale in certain cases attained 

a thickness 50 p..  It must be noted that the formation of similar 

scales was observed also for other Investigators during work with 

organic liquids, for example for Bailey and Dean [5] during work with 

the rocket fuel JP-4. It may be assumed that the marked difference 

between temperatures of internal surface of tube and boundary layer 

of liquid occurs as the result of temperature differential in layer 

of carbon scale.  Calculations showed that thermal conduction of 

carbon scale material in this case should be of an order of 

0.1 kcal/m0C,hr. 

Thus, the genesis of a vapor film during the crisis occurs not 

on metallic surface of wall of tube, but on surface of carbon scale 

layer and crisis in certain cases is prolonged. For the critical 

thermal load in these experiments there was taken the magnitude q#, 

corresponding to poinc of beginning of spontaneous rise t . 
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Tatle 1. Experimental Data in Methyl Alcohol
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Cleaning the tube of carbon scale made It possible to make 

repeated experiments where there was observed a good frequency of 

the results.  In a prolonged circulation the alcohol was altered, there 

was observed an increase in acidity, contents of water, manifestation 

of suspended particles et cetera. Therefore, after 10 experiments the 

alcohol in the contour was completely replaced. 

Results of the experiments.  In all there were conducted 156 

experiments, data on which are presented in Table i. Experiments 

were conducted in separate series with maintenance of constant 

pressure in each series. Experiments during small underheating at 

8-10° were very few and pulsatlonal conditions recorded for water 

in work [6], were not observed.  Given below calculating dependences 

pertain to region of large underheatings At > 20 and nonoscillatlng 

regimes of the flow. 

In Table 2 there is given t'.e number of experiments N, conducted 

at various pressures p and there are indicated the number 1L and N2 

of crises of first and second type N » ^ + Ng. From table it is 

evident that at low pressures p = 5 and 10 atm the crisis more fre- 

quently generated according to 1st type, i.e., in pure form, although 

with these pressures there were observed cases of carbon scale forma- 

tion. In proportion to the rise in pressure to 50, 50 and 70 atm the 

number of crises of 2nd type complicated by thermal decomposition 

continuously increased and at 70 atm crises of 1st type amounted to 

Q%   of the total. A decrease in percentage of crises of 1st type was 

observed also with an increase in speed of flow. 

In Table 2 there are indicated also the wall temperatures at 

which were recorded, respectively the beginning of thermal decomposi- 

tion of alcohol T0 and moment of genesis of a crisis in pure form T#. 

As is evident, these temperatures overlap each other and at all 
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pressures there Is possible the genesis of a crisis of both types. 

Table 2 

p at» « Ni **% *, »*% T-M r..«"! 

• 

1 
» 

§ 
4 

B 
IT 
4 
a 

10 

Si.8 
11 ■ 

1 
II 
11 
32 
34 

W 
49 
SI.8 
M n 

118-138 
IIM-II» 
IW-IU 
IW-XM 
IK-MI 

IV. -ITS 
HO-JMf. 
IKi -»• 
ZM-XIS 
KIS-KW 

Total 180 80 SI 1« « — - 

Discussion of results.    In work  [1]  It is shown that for water 

within a wide range of pressures of underheating and of speeds of 

flow of liquid there is valid the empirical formula 

fc-iKI + MiHI + CNT" (1) 

where A, B,  C are coefficients depending only on the pressure. 

The use of equation  (1) for methyl alcohol during processing 

of data of described experiments made  it possible to establish that 

character of change of coefficients A, B,   C for both liquids is 

identical at identical given pressures TT = p/p# or given temperatures 

T = T/T#, corresponding to them where p#,   T» are respectively the 

pressure and temperature at the critical point of a given substance. 

The recorded fact makes it possible to express coefficients of 

equation (1) in criterial form.    In this case magnitude A represents 

that hypothetical value q#, which should take place during a zero 

underheating and a zero speed of flow 

»--*«'«sr 

He re y*,  7p are specific gravities of liquid and vapor on the 

(2) 

(5) 

line of saturation; cp, r, a, n, X are respectively the heat capacity, 
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latent heat of vaporization, surface tension, viscosity and  thermal 
_2 

conductivity of liquid under the same conditionsj g = 9.Ü1  msec 

is the acceleration due to gravity; h27  is the mechanical heat 

equivalent [kgm/kcal]; (K^ is the value at q = 1. 

Influence of underheating on crisis of boiling, coefficient B 

in equation (1), is obtained from following considerations. S. S. 

Kutateladze ry] showed that influence of underheating on crisis 

under conditions of free convection is expressed by relationship 

Here Al is negative during underheating, and q0 corresponds tc 

q# during a zero underheating. The processing of experimental data 

in water, alcohols and other organic liquids made It possible to 

replace in case of a forced flow equation (4) by a simpler relation- 

ship on the basis of equation (1). It was found that for all 

investigated heat-transfer agents the coefficient B in this equation 

is inversely proportional to the absolute boiling point Ts at a given 

pressure. 

For water 

for methyl alcohol 

B = 9.5/T-, 

B = 6.25/Ts. 

In order to take into account the  influence of speed of flow on 

crisis of boiling  (coefficient C in equation  (1))  there was used work 

[H],   in which it is shown that difference between stability of a vapor 

bubble on surface of heating during free convection and during 

compulsory flow may be calculated by the Weber number 
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if for the geometric dimension I we take a magnitude, proportional to 

the treak-away diameter of vapor bubble during free convection.    Under 

these conditions for coefficient C there was obtained the expression 

(P - Prandtl number) 

-—^»r '-«•=? ('->*■) 
Thus, magnitude of heat flow during a crisis of boiling under 

conditions of forced flow and underheating of main mass of liquid up 

to saturation temperature is deterained in a general form by 

the criterial equation 

St - /(rk ft. K* t. W. Ti/Ti. AI/^ (6) 

or by its concrete fora of the heat-transfer agent under consideration 

- methyl alcohol 

t.^»a^:(.+^-)[.+"«^r(*r] ") 

A comparison of coefficients A,  B,  C with experimental data 

diowed that difference between the calculated and experimental values 

of A at pressures,   remote from critical point does not exceed 2% and 

in region near the critical Z.5%.    For coefficient B such deviations 

in general were not observed.    For the coefficient C there are 

recorded larger deviations where they increase in proportion with 

increasing proximity to critical region; this can be explained by 

the inaccuracy in determining the physical properties of substance 

and indistinctness of phenomenon of crisis of boiling in this region. 
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In Fig. 2 there is given a comparison of experimental and cal- 

culated values of q# at all operating pressures. From graph it is 

evident that over 60%  of all 

experiments xs concentrated in 

band ±20^ frun the calculated 

curve and remaining points deviate 

not more than by 40^. 

The investigation of crisis 

of boiling of methyl alcohol made 

in a forced flow in tubes of 

small diameter within wide range 

in variation of pressure the con- 

tour, of speed of flow and under- 

heating up to the saturation 

temperature showed a lack of 

Fig. 2. Comparison of experi- 
mental data for q# by calcula- 
tion on basis of equations (2) 
and (14). 

influence if dimension of the tube on crisis of boiling of given 

liquid. At all pressures there are recorded cases of complication 

of crisis of boiling by thermal decomposition of alcohol on surface 

of heating, where with increase of pressure the probability of 

decomposition increases. The conducted treatment of experiments 

makes it possible to propose criterial equation (7) for determination 

of q#, useful for water, methyl alcohol xnd other liquids. 
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DETERMINING THE SHAPE OF A GAS BUBBLE  IN AN AXIALLY 
SYMMETRIC FLUID FLOW 

0.  M.  Kiselev 

(Kazan«) 

There are known only a few works devoted to the determination 

of shape of free boundaries of flow which take into account the 

effect of forces of surface tension. The problem on finding the 

shape of two-dimensional bubble in a two-dimensional potential flow 

of an incompressible fluid Inside a rectilinear channel was solvrd 

be N.Ye. Zhukovskiy [1].  In 1955 McLeod [2] by another method 

solved particular case of Zhukovskiy's problem (the flow is unlimited, 

the pressure inside bubble is equal to pressure of stagnation). 

Finally M. I. Gurevich [3] investigated the effect of forces of 

surface tension on compressibility factor of stream. Lower is offorod 

method of approximation of determining the shape of a gas bubble in 

an axi-ily symmetric potential flow of an incompressible fluid.  It 

is shown that the sought shape differs little from an oblate ellipsoid 

of revolution. There are determined basic dimensions of bubble 

depending upon physical parameters of the flow. 
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Designations 

V is the speed of flow, 
V is the speed of un- 
30 disturbed flow, 
v Is the dlmenslonless 

speed, v - V/Vg, 
p Is the pressure In 

liquid, 
pn Is the pressure of u stagnated flow, 
p. Is the pressure of 
1 gas In bubble (p^ - 

= const, Pj^ » PQ)» 
T Is the force of sur- 

face tension (T = 
- const). 

V R0 are the major radii 2 of curvature of 
bubble, 

2a Is the length of 
bubble (diameter, 
parallel to x-axls), 

2b Is the thickness of 
bubble (diameter, 
perpendicular to 
x-axls), 

c Is the aspect ratio 
c = a/b 

p Is the density of 
liquid. 

The flow around of a gas bubble by an axlally symmetrical poten- 

tial flow of an Ideal Incompressible fluid (Fig. 1) Is examined In 

.r cylindrical coordinates x, r. 

y^ l^s,^ On the boundary of liquid and gas there 

J '   1  ■ ,    must be fulfilled Laplace equation 

'(i + i)-^-' (i) 

Fig. 1. 
(Its conclusion can be found, for example, 

in work [4]). By means of the Bernoulli 

equation we shall transform (1) to the fonn 

»(i+Ä)-*+- 
(2) 

Let us assume that x = x(t),  r - r(t) are the parametric equa- 

tions of surface of revolution;  then,  designating differentiation 

with respect to the point t, we have 

I r*» («»-»r')»/|«l 1 _     >l. 
'd + O'''    '(*+'•)" 
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Thus,  equation  (1)  can be presented in the form 

|iM*+*-M~-^/H_1+.,. (3) 
• ri/r + n" 

We shall show that in a definite interval of variation oi  parajn- 

eter a equation (3) will be satisfied with a fairly high degree of 

accuracy, if bubble has form of ellipsoid of revolution oblate In 

direction of x-axis. 

For such ellipsoid 

«■■••Ml. r-*iial (0<l<si.a/»'-«<i) 

V f (••+ if' 

-1lilltl^tf'
mA{'tr'') 

The flow around oblate ellipsoid of revolution has been Investi- 

gated (see, for example, in work [5]). Using given formulas there, 

we shall have 

-»ffÄ¥(7ib"•'tal|r^:'-e), (M 

With the fixed value c we shall determine the parameters 7 and 

ß in wuch a way so that the functional 

1CT.»- \ H- 

acquires a minimum value. Having required a vanishing of the partial 

derivatives from I through 7 and ß, we shall obtain the system of 

equations 
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Table 1 

where K(/l - c2), E(/l - c2) are the total elliptical integrals of 

first and second kind. The solution 

of this system at different values of 

c(0.5 s c s 1) are given In Table 1, 

The magnitude of a is determined by- 

formula (4). 

Table 2 

c » * • 

1.0 o.s 0 0 
0.9 0.611» 0.2406 0.0085 
0.8 0.7849 0.6040 0.2211 
0.7 1.09» 1.1853 0.3821 
0.0 I.4S84 2.1906 o.aon 
0.5 MMO 4.1048 0.9375 

.   1 •• l-a/i • -«/I 
« 

A f «Ml 4 ■ m« A • MM 

1.0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
0.6 1.0004 1 0.04 1.1068 1.1076 -0.07 1.2419 1.2406 0.1.1 
O.S 1.0047 1 0.37 1.2315 1.2357 -0.35 1.6090 1.8040 0.36 
0.7 1.0145 1 0.07 1.3768 1.3896 -0.87 2.2064 2.1853 1.22 
0.6 1.0820 1 1.80 1.5461 1.5799 -1.01 3.2490 3.1909 3.28 
«.» 1.0730 1 3.04 1.7644 1.8390 -3.11 5.3680 5.1048 7.10 

In Table 2 there are given the magnitudes of A and B 

calculated at the points t = 0, l/4ir, 1/2* at corresponding values 

of parameters c, 7, ß. Character of change 

of indicated magnitudes is shown in Fig. 2. 

The magnitude 

. A-B 

Fig. 2. 

characterizes the accuracy of equality (5). 

The obtained data indicate that at 

0 s a < 1 the shape of the bubble actually is 

close to the shape of an oblate ellipsoid of 

revolution. With an increase in a the difference between them 

increases (magnitude of error 5 increases). 

In setting up the physical parameters of the flow basic 

dimensions of bubble a, b can be found from the graphs of Figures 
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3,  4 and taking Into account formulas  (2), 

c r- 
«I N 
ai 

X 

at 
i ̂  

'•* i 

•j 

y 
^ 

/ 
p^ 

u / 
/ 

> 
/ 

«11 
X 

»^ 
« 

i 

Fig. 5. Fig. 4. 
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i ., 

ON THE REfalSTANCE OF A FLAT PLATE PERPENDICULAR. TO 
A HYPERSONIC FLOW OF A RAREFIED GAS 

0. G. Fridlender 

(Moscow) 

There is considered an almost free molecule flow with the 

primary collisions of the reflected and inciaent molecules taken into 

account. The formula for the distribution of pressure along flat 

plates of arbitrary form in plan is obtained in the form of simple 

integral and for round and polygonal plates - in explicit form. By 

numerical integration there is found the value Cx for a round plate. 

The calculation of primary collisions of reflected and incident 

molecules in almost free-molecule flows, is found in works [1-4] and 

others devoted to this subject. Proceeding from assumptions taken in 

these works, we shall use the method proposed in work [5]. 

We shall consider in an almost free-molecule flow (Knudsen 

number K a i) at high speeds (Mach number M * 1) the Influence of 

primary collisions on aerodynamic properties of plates having one 

characteristic linear dimension. We shall assume the temperature of 

wall of an order of temperature in an undisturbed flow and constant 

cv    ~ T      T = const), and coefficient of accommodation a « 1, then 
\lv        co'    w       ' 
it may be assumed that the incoming molecules with a speed V^ collide 
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with the stationary reflected molecules (since V « V ); collisions 

between the reflected molecules may be Ignored,  Owing to the 

collisions part of molecules previously which had encountered any 

element ds1 of the surface now will not encounter it, and conversely, 

the part which earlier had not encountered it will be scattered and 

will encounter this element. 

Let us consider influence of element ds2 of flat plate on its 

other element ds^. Let us assume that these elements are encountered 

by a flow perpendicular to plate. Assuming that the reflected 

molecules have a Maxwellian distribution we shall obtain density of 

reflected molecules for the plate equal to 

This follows from law of conservation of mass 

On the assumption the Knudsen K » 1 and, consequently, in 

determining the number of collisions it can be assumed the number of 

incident and reflected molecules at any point of space is the same as 

in a free-molecule flow. 

For determining the influence of several elements of the surface 

on element ds1 it is possible to add the influence of each of them, 

calculated Independently. Number of molecules not encountering per 

unit of time the element ds. owing to collisions with molecules 

reflected from element dSp is equal to 

iV-(n-•»f+(»I-»l),+«, 

p 
Here ITO is the cross section of collision of equivalent solid 
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spheres; ^  has the coordinates (x^ y^; n2 is the density of 

molecules at point (x^ y^ z) reflected by 

element ds2; dku is the solid angle at which 

there is seen the element ds2 from point 

(x , y,, z); X is the angle between z-axis and 

direction (Fig. 1) to element ds2 with coordi- 

nates (x2, y2) from the point (x^ y±,  z). Then 
Fig. 1. 

4lfL 

The pulse which carried these molecules is equal to 

We shall determine number of molecules, which, in being dispersed 

in molecules reflected by element ds2, encounter per unit of time the 

element d81. It is equal 

Here x1 is the angle between direction to element dSj^ and the 

z-axis and dm« is the solid angle, at which there is seen element 

ds, from the point (xyz). 
1 

The determination directly of dN*2 results in cumbersome calcula- 

tions. They are essentially simplified if we operate now with func- 

tion dN+2, but with dN+2f21 - dN+2 + dN^ where dN21 is the number of 

molecules encountering element ds2 per unit of time owing to scatter- 

ing in molecules reflected from ds^  (Let us note that by virtue 

of symmetry dN+2 = dN^ and, consequently, dN12j21 = 2dN+2.) Then 

<*${■?*+W)''*' 
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We  shall Introduce the spherical coordinates 

Here i Is equal to 1 or 2 for first and second integral,  respec- 

tively.     Integrating over r and over q>, we shall obtain 

tfiiU-MmV.-^-, .«.?-.-..«..*«.«& 

Since dP12+21 = 2dP^2, then 

Thus, the pulse being obtained by element ds^^ per unit of time 

will decrease from collision with molecules scattered by the element 

ds2 by a magnitude dP'2 - dP^2. The total decrease in pressure in 

comparison to pressure in free-molecule flow at any point of arbitrary 

flat plate being flowed-around by a flow perpendicular to its plane, 

owing to the primary collisions is 

Here <p is the angle of polar system of coordinates with center 

at point, where we calculate the correction, E1  - ^(«p) - equation of 

boundary of plate in the same system of coordinates. We note that 

in the calculation of correction for the energy yielded per unit of 

surface per unit of time, we shall 

Proceeding in (1) to the system of coordinates r1, <P1 independent 

of the fact where we calculate correction, we shall obtain 

A*-^ [*,(?(*))£**», (2) 
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The relationship between R^, <P and ^ is 

given by the expressions  (Fig. 2) 

iVififi»-^(fi>+^-2M*)'»«»(»-f»»       «•»-^yss^r^ss^ 
Fig.   2. 

Here (r0q>0) are coordinates of the point at 

which there are calculated the correction, and r^) is the boundary 

of plate in the new system of coordinates. Let us consider examples. 

1. After taking for the round plate with radius a for a 

stationary system of coordinates the system with origin at center of 

circle, we shall transform expression (2) to the form 

^w-^fdrSBSfci* 

At the points r0 = 0 and r0 = a respectively we have 

In the remaining by substitution q^ = 2* - TT we shall reduce it 

to well-known standard forms of Legendre elliptical integrals 

For C    of the plate the calculations give 

Here C 0 is the drag coefficient in a free-molecule flow. This 

agrees with results which earlier were obtained in work [6] with the 

same assumptions but by a somewhat different method. 

2.    In case of polygon plates expression (1) is Integrated in 

explicit form. 

Since equation of a side of a polygon or of its extension is 

'•Hsshjl (5) 
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where |hJ Is the distance from origin of coordinates to the side or 

Its extension and the vector ^  Is directed from the origin of 

coordinates to boundary and o^ is the angle of slope of edges, then 

for an n-square we have 

A^- »,2lfc,l|tolc0.5 (twl-«.) -totfO.Mf,-«,)!- 

-^S|fctl|l»«««-»(f««-V-
ta,«0?<««-VI (4) 

where the  subscript s pertains to edges,   for which l/2ir s arg hs < 

< 5/27r,  and the subscript q - to edges for which 5/2Tr s arg hq < 5/2*", 

furthermore, we assume that 0 s <PS,  <Pq < 2Tr (here ^ is the argument 

of the radius-vector,   directed to points of n-square) and 0  * a,,, 

a    < 2ir. 

The author is grateful to M.  N. Kogan for his constant direction 

and numerous advices and to A. V.  Zhbakovoy who made most of the 

calculations. 
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ON THE  INTERACTION OF  PERTURBATIONS WITH SHOCK WAVE   IN 
A ONE-DIMENSIONAL TRANSIENT MOTION OF GAS 

Zh. S,  Slslyan 

(Moscow) 

We shaU consider one-dlmenslonal transient flow of gas caused 

by motion ol a piston moving in a long cylindrical tube with variable 

speed. We shall assume that speed of piston in considered interval 

of motion differs little from certain constant value up, i.e., we 

shall assume that 

Here x = x(t) is the law of motion of piston (point signifies 

differentiation rflth respect to time), e is a small magnitude 

characterizing deviation of value of speed of piston from the constant, 

and function X^t) has in the considered Interval of motion an order 

of unity. By virtue of the made assumption the speed D(t) of shock 

wave developing immediately after beginning of motion of piston also 

moving away piston at a variable speed will also differ little from 

a certain constant value U (corresponding to motion of piston with 

constant speed u ) 
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D(t) - U + eD«(t) (2) 

For determining a perturbed motion of gas being found between 

piston and shock wave, we shall use differential equations of one- 

dimensional nonisentropic flow of the gas 

8+.2+.S-.   rS+r.£+2-.   ift+'iS-0 

and conditions by which there are associated parameters of gas from 

both sides of shock wave 

The subscripts 1 and 2 designate parameters of gas ahead of and 

behind the shock wave.    The magnitudes u, p and p are respectively 

the speed, pressure and density of gas, and 7 is the ratio of the 

heat capacities.    The gas ahead shock wave is at rest  (^ = 0).    The 

functions u«,  P2 and p2,  characterizing motion behind shock wave 

we shall seek in the form: 

„-^•(l+f. + .-.V    M-MMI+V+.-.J.     *-*•(!+* + ...» (5) 

Here u 0, Pg0 and p2
0 are constant and correspond to the state of 

gas behind shock wave during motion of piston with a constant speed. 

Substituting expressions (5) in equations (3) and ignoring terms 

higher than first order in e, we shall obtain the following system 

of linear equations for deteraining the functions u, p and p 

S+^S+SW   •.•*+•.-£+?£-• (6) 

The common solution of this system containing three arbitrary 

functions has the form 
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;_ T Ci K**+ **)> ~ «I + * (■-(■•*-••*) I» 

■ -TB? ^ IW+•••)«- »I - '• C« - ("•* - •»•> «I»  (*•* - S) 

We shall linearize boundary conditions at the shock wave, sub- 

stituting in (4) expressions (2) and (5)» we shall obtain 

^ (l-§)-**+K»-■••)-0 

where in the adopted approximation It suffices, that these conditions 

took place on the straight line x = Ut. Substituting under conditions 

(8) expressions for p, p and u from (7), we have 

(t~^)jf+(v-i«*-«ln/i+(v-«»
<-t-v)M-(('-itf/..o 

^-^-«if/i+lV-nr+^Tft+^-^ITft-o  ^       (9) 
(5f—l)(«'-«N,)»'+«i*^-"i,-*,)/i-*'<«'-■••+•••)'•+^/.-o 

Eliminating D* and F,, we shall obtain 

v.-/.-*     i-wSfSfcrfai (io) 

From (10) and the first equation (7) it is evident that magnitude 

X Is the reflecting of perturbations from shock wave equal to ratio 

of amplitude of perturbation reflected from shock wave,  to amplitude 

of perturbation overtaking it.    In Figures 1 and 2 there are given 

curves of variation of X for different values of 7 and H..    From an 

analysis of the curves it is evident that X is negative,  i.e., 

reflection always occurs with change in the sign of the perturbation. 

Furthermore the magnitude |X|   is small,  especially at small M^ and 

7 is not very close to unity,  and for a given value of 7 asymptotically 
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tends to a certain constant value when 

M. -» oo.    It Is important to note also that 

the coefficient X is fairly sensitive to 

change of magnitude 7»  in absolute value X 

increases with decrease of 7 especially for 

values of 7, close to unity.    At ^ = 00 and 

7=1 coefficient X reverts to -1,  i.e.,  the 

perturbation are reflected,  changing the 

sign and maintaining its own magnitude.    At 

small values of 1^ for X there takes place 

the following formula 

I- (*»-»* 

i.e., magnitude X has an order (h^ - 1) . The 

curves for X are tangent to axis of abscissas 

at origin of coordinates. 

We shall determine the functions F1, F2, F^  end D«. From (1) 

and third equation (7) we have 

■ -^lAW-'tWI-*"» 
(11) 

Eliminating F2 from relationships  (10) and  (11), we shall obtain 

one equation for determining the function F1 

where there are Introduced the designations 

f.(<+«4i.     »-TTS*     0<*<1 

The unique limited solution of equation  (1?)  is following 

series   [1] 

(12) 



#tf«)«jr/2&r«^ (15) 

For functions  Pg,   F, and D'   we have 

• 

(14) 

^(L^,)- _(4«.)'J,,.(,+ »y Sx-r^, (is) 

By virtue of smallness of reflection X at approximate deter- 

mination of field of flow between piston and shock wave  it is possible 

to ignore the influence of the reflected perturbations.    In this 

method of approximation the flow behind a curvilinear compression 

wave is assumed approximately a simple wave  (Riemann wave) in which 

entropy and one of characteristic parameters have constant values 

equal to their values at initial point of path of piston.    A generali- 

zation of this method considering the variability of entropy In flow 

and its vorticity after curvilinear shock wave in a one-dimensional 

transient motion is given,  for example by Yu.  S. Zav'yalov  [2]. 

The author thanks S.  S.  Grigoryan for valuable advice. 
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ABOUT ESTABLISHED MOTION OF ELECTROCONDUCTING FLUID IN A 
RECTILINEAR CHANNEL DURING PRESENCE OF TRANSVERSE 

MAGNETIC FIELD 

0. A. Berezin 

(Leningrad) 

We consider established motion of electroconductlng fluid In a 

rectilinear channel whole lateral walls  (y = ±a) are Ideally conduct- 

ing,  and the upper and lower (z = ±b) are nonconducting.    There Is 

perpendicular to upper and lower walls of channel the applied constant 

transverse magnetic field Bz = B0, and through lateral walls of 

channel there Is passed the direct current ly = 10,  relating to unit 

of length of the electrodes.    This problem at 10 = 0 also of Ideally 

conducting walls of channel has been solved by Ya. S. Uflyand  [l], 

and for nonconducting walls by Shercllff  [2].    In work by G.  A. 

Grlnberg  [5]  the solution of Indicated problem Is reduced to the 

solution of Integral equation containing double series In MacDonald 

functions. 

Bolow the solution of problem reduces to the solution of one 

Infinite system of algebraic equations, which may be solved by method 

of successive approximations, and also there Is given an approximate 

solution at large values of Hartman number. 
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Assuming the Induced magnetic field and speed of flow having 

only one component along the x-axis the equation of magnetohydro- 

dynamlcs may be presented in the form 

Here p is the pressure,   a is the conductivity of medium,   TJ is the 

coefficient of viscosity,  c is the velocity of light, n is the 

magnetic permeability. 

Here electric field strength has the components 

*.-«. '•"c5^^ + -7-, '• issir      ^; 

(?) 

We shall introduce the dimensionless magnitudes 

System (1) can be reduced to the form 

W + W+W   **      V + T^ + ^Tf   Q ^; 

The boundary conditions for considered problem will have follow- 

ing form: 

The solution of problem will be sought in the form 

•-(Ä+T)*ÄiTnrö-+efcT»,r^ ,«>+*Tl,r* * 
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Substituting (6) in (4),  for V and W we shall obtain two separate 

equations 

•r + 'J-^r.o,       5f+5-£.r-o (7) 

Solution of system (7) we take in the form 

-a.^Al'-SS—••    -J[SPS-        <8' 

The constants cn and bn were determined from conditions (5); we 

have 

Aia-AM-aJlS ^«21^+^12 M"«i (9) 

Multiplying each of equations (9) and (10) respectively by 

and integrating results in t,  from -1 to +1, we shall obtain 

Here 

Excluding c. from (11),  for detemlning the unknown constants 
J 

b we shall obtain one infinite system of algebraic equations 
J 

^-1»-(^-^JnjW (I*) 
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The determining of coefficients cn and bn may be reduced to 

the solution of one integral equation as follows. 

Equality (10) may be satisfied after assuming 

• M 

Here 9(4) is an arbitrary even function, vanishing at ^ = ±1. 

Hence 

"MR? 
- (14) 

—* 

Substituting (14)  in  (9),   for determining the unknown function 

(p(t) we  shall obtain the  Integral equation 

(15) 

Let us consider case of larger values of Hartman number M.  In 

this case th X k ^ th nnk « 1, We shall assume 

In the fulfillment uf conditions (16) and (1?) equation (15) i- 

identically satisfied. Multiplying equation (lb) by cos [(2J - 

- l)vi/2],  and equation (17) by sin JTT? and integrating In i  from 

-1 to +1, we shall obtain 
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At large M approximately we have 

(18) 

(19) 

and also 

j/«*¥-'- - tgTH^TifeTW (20) 

We assume 

Frcan equation (19) we find coefficients A^ we have 

A o—«wr-ir (21) 

We shall show that the function f(t) found in this manner at 

large M also satisfies equation (20).  Using relationships 

W + vL-iW  "="1 * + m + im-V** (22) 

equation (20) may be transformed to the form 
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Using the concept 

Ik *i. 1 + 2 2 (-l)V'1" 

we shall obtain 

Here (25) 

4fe 1 Vw < 

, r.f *       i   y ,   ». ri-(-HUIKVIK^rn»)- v<r. 

+ PAy,tf» + ^ + ifAr}« + ;V J 

It follows from this that e. has the order of first term of 

right-hand side of equality (24), divided by ch (l/2)M.  Sine M Is 

large, then, by ignoring e.. and substituting (24) in (25), we shall 

obtain the identity which had to be proved. Thus, at large M 

expressions for coefficients c. and b. in solution (8) may be written 

out as 

•j- |Wi+(ir-»iii,il.wi+U»-»>,",i * « 

The obtained values of the coefficients c. euid b. attest to the 

fact that approximately J - l/2(M + 1) of the first coefficients 

increase linearly with the number J. A decrease of these coefficients 

begins from the values J, comparable with 1/2(M + 1). This property 

of the series is characteristic in general, for  boundary value pro- 

blems, setup for equations having a small parameter with higher 

derivatives which is accompanied by certain calculating difficulties. 
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The indicated difficulties to a significant degree can be sur- 

mounted by means of G,  A. Grinberg's  [4] method. 
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION  OF SPEED OF SOUND IN 
ARGON  ON LINE OF SATURATION 

I.  S.  Radovskiy 

(Moscow) 

Measurements of speed of sound in liquified argon at low 

temperatures have been covered in several works dedicated to this 

subject.  However, for curve of phase equilibrium "liquid-vapor" in 

literature there are only a few values of speed of sound obtained 

experimentally near the point of hardening [1, 2]. 

Practically data on speed of sound in argon on line of saturation 

up to present are lacking. 

The author made systematic measurements of speed of sound in 

vapor and liquid phases of argon on curve of phase equilibrium at 

temperatures from 85.9^ to 150.65OK, i.e., from triple point to the 

critical. For realization of these measurements there was created 

experimental installation on basis of which there is assumed the 

method of acoustic interferometer with variable distance between 

radiator of ultrasonics and the reflector. Theory of method in 

detail is described in the literature [3, ^]. 

The diagram of interferometer being used is presented in Fig. 1. 

Basic parts of interferometer are:  radiator of ultrasonics 1 (quartz 
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plate of X-cut with natural frequency of oscillations of about ^00

kilocycles), quartzholder 2, directing glass 

reflector 4, nut 5 and micrometric screw 6 

with pitch of thread 0.5 mm, during rotation 

of which there is realized a vertical displace

ment of the reflector. Transmission of torque 

to micrometric screw from reversible motor is 

realized by glandless magnetic clutch consisting 

of constant magnet 7 and armature 8. The 

chassis of interferometer 9 is made in the form 

of thick-walled copper block which contributes 

to a rapid levelling of temperature in inter

ferometer.

The design of installation provides for 

a reduction to a minimum of the heat exchange 

between interferometer 'md environment. Inside 

vacuum Jacket 10 placed in open Dewar flask with liquid nitrogen, 

there is created a vacuum of an order lO”^ mm mercury column. There

fore, the losses of heat by interferometer reduce basically to 

radiation and constitute an insignificant magnitude. For their 

compensation there serve two constanteui heaters (the main and the 

regulating), wound directly onto chassis of interferometer. By 

calculating and then experimentally there was ascertained that even 

with significant temperature differentials between Interferometer 

and boiling nitrogen (order of 100°C) the total power of heaters does 

not exceed 5 w. This made it possible to conduct comparatively 

simply and fairly accurately the automatic regulating of the inter

ferometer.

The temnerature was measured by standard platinum resistance
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thermometer on potentiometer PMS-4b with an accuracy of 0.020C. 

The temperature regulation was realized by means of turning on and 

turning off the heater. Here a large part of thermal loss is 

compensated by main heater turned on constantly, and for the regulatlnp 

heater there is necessary 5 to 10%  of total power. The automatic 

turning on and turning off of heater is realized by sensitive relay 

KP-5 onto whose winding there is supplied the noncompensated part of 

voltage drop in resistance thermometer augmented by photocompensational 

amplifier F-16. The thermal inertia of such a regulator as a conse- 

quence of small po'.'er of heaters is insignificant, and high ampli- 

fication factor of amplifier F-16 makes it possible to close and 

release relay contacts during a change of measured voltage drop by 

not more than 0.05-0.1 M,V. Therefore, despite the simplicity of 

regulator, relative changes of temperature during experiments did 

not exceed ±0.005OC. 

Pressure in interferometer was measured by loadplston manometer 

MP-60 of class 0.05. 

For the excitation of ultrasonic oscillations of the quartz there 

were used signals of frequency meter 121a, amplified by resonance 

amplifier by which simultaneously there was measured the frequency of 

oscillations. 

The reaction of interferometer during displacement of reflector 

was recorded by a photocompensational araplltier F-16 and automatically 

was recorded by the self recorder N-16. Method of recording of 

reaction is presented in work [5]. 

Results of measurement of speed of sound are given in the 

table, and also in Fig. 2.  In saturated vapor the speed of sound with 

increase of temperature of first increases and at 124.50K passes 

through a maximum.  With approximation to the critical temperature the 
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speed of sound sharply decreases attaining minimum value at the criti- 

cal point. 

Table 

T.»K t,*IUt T.«E P.kMl H «. «*«0 T.*» 1 r.kg/tin2!«. ( 

Vkper ph«N 

a.M O.M 1M.4 192.00 13.55 
M.1I O.M 1M.7 IM.M 19.09 
M.40 0.73 1M.9 1M.48 19.M 
M.M 0.79 1N.2 125.1« 19.09 
as.M O.M IM.« 129.40 19.74 
87.37 1.09 171.9 130.00 90.22 
M.M I.M 174.9 1M.44 94.97 
M.M 9.29 179.7 IM.M 30.Ü6 
M.M 9.09 179.9 149.97 M.44 

IM.M 4.77 1M.4 149.» M.90 
I06.M O.M 192.9 149.40 41.10 
119.17 9.M 1M.9 147.40 43.49 
IM.M 11.15 1M.9 149.04 44.« 

1M.9 
196.1 
1M.0 
195.0 
195.7 
195.5 
1M.7 
193.0 
190.2 
179.9 
179.7 
173.2 
110.« 

149.72 
149.12 
149.3« 
148.91 
149.91 
150.07 
iso.au 
150.25 
150.43 
150.48 
ISO.M 
150.50 
110.92 

49.« 
4«.«7 
47.09 
47» 
49.17 
48.«! 
49.77 
49.99 
49.25 
40.30 
49.41 
49.90 
49.55 

93.M 
M.12 
84.30 
M.7S 
85.1« 
M.90 
M.44 
M.92 
M.M 
85.M 
97.14 
M.59 
90.41 

Liquid phaM 
mm 9M.9 83.62 _ 7M.5 148.40 41 .M   9M.9 M.10   7M.1 I48.«2 42.02 — 993.1 97.19 — 772.5 147.78 44.20 — 980.7 07.H 2.77 7M.1 148.38 45.30 — 9H.2 100.16 — 790.8 149.15 46.71 — M7.1 109.« 4.40 721.5 149.« 47.79 «* 806.0 112.79 9.10 647.5 ISO.« «.53   955.9 119.49 11.27 SM.6 ISO.M 40.12 — 953.2 125.98 19.30 Ml .4 150.45 «.30 _ 990.2 132.03 22.-J 466.9 _ 942.1 IM.M 28.08 428.» 150.57 .— 
_ 933.4 140.07 32.33 380.9 ISO.« ^_ 
— 921.4 143.57 37.25 318.3 ISO.« «.« 

167.1 
IM.5 
llU.O 
m.i 
IM.9 
I53.U 
1i9.( 
14«.lt 
138.3 
1M.5 
139.1 
124.9 
130.2 

2M.9 
2H5.0 
2.19.9 
227.3 
3U1.5 
194.4 
160.5 
141.5 
134.3 

122.« 
1911.7 
iau.2 

In liquid phase the speed of sound 

monotonically decreases from triple point 

to the critical. Deceleration of sound 

intensifies with increasing proximity to 

critical temperature.  In interval of 

temperatures from 105 to 121.50K there 

is ascertained a linear dependence of 

speed of sound in liquid phase on the 

temperature 

• -Mt-«Ar) («»-7«*/ice,a-0.0114) 

A linear dependence c(t) was obtained also by other authors for 

many liquids [4, 6]. A deviation from linearity was ascertained only 
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Fig. 3. 

In critical region and in approaching the temperature of hardening. 

For argon the linear dependence c(t) was found to be valid in a 

comparatively small Interval of temperatures. 

In conducting the experiments special attention was given to 

critical region and temperatures close to temperature of hardening. 

In these regions there is obtained large 

number of experimental points. In region 

close to temperature of hardening there is 

revealed an  anomalous behavior of curve of 

speed of sound in liquid phase in the interval 

of temperatures Ö5.6-Ö5.90K (Fig. 5). The 

causes of anomaly are, obviously, the struc- 

tural changes associated with transition from liquid state into thr 

solid and which are accompanied, possibly by the dispersion of speed 

of sound. 

In critical region there is ascertained the mutual location of 

curves of speed of sound in liquid and vapor phases.  Interest toward 

this question Is caused by the fact that in a number of works with 

other substances [5. 7] these curves happened to be Intersecting, 

i.e., speed of sound in liquid phase in Interval of about 0.5oC from 

critical point was found to be lower than speed of sound in the vapor. 

Yu. S. Trelin [5] explains this phenomenon by Influence of admixtures 

of external gases, because even insignificant amount of the latter 

markedly decreases the speed of sound in the liquid phase. 

In described experiments there was used a chemically pure argon 

with contents of admixtures not more than 0.02;$, As can be seen in 

Fig. 2 an Intersection of curves is not detected.  In interval 0.5oC 

from critical point they practically coincide, but then diverge. 

The obtained results to a certain extent corroborate the assumption 
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of Yu,  S, Trelin about  influence of admixtures. 

Total error in a major part of experiments did not exceed 0.2%. 

In Fig.  2 there is plotted also curve of speed of sound  in liquid 

phase obtained in dissertation by Adkhamov  (Moscow State  University, 

195')) by means of calculation with the use of molecular-kinetic 

theory Bogolyubov.     A comparison of theoretical and experimental  curves 

shows that results of Adkhamov's calculations qualitatively correctly 

reflect temperature dependence of speed of sound in liquid phase of 

argon.    However, quantitatively discrepancy between calculated and 

experimental data reaches more than 100^. 
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INFLUENCE OF MAGNETIC FIELD ON OPTIMUM COMPOSITION 
OF AN ELECTROCONDUCTIVE GAS MIXTURE 

E. P. Zlmln and V. A. Popov 

(Moscow) 

In presence of a magnetic field the electrical conductivity 

becomes a function cf magnetic field strength and, furthermore, 

acquires an anisotropic character. 

For a Lorentz gas, according to Spitzer [1], Ohm's law takes 

the following form: 

^-l,+S..w«HH-^-j-H + 1J;v^ (1) 

where n Is the concentration of electrons, e Is the charge of 
e 

electron, p Is the electron pressure. 

Introducing Larmor frequency of electrons üJ and assuming gradient 

of electron pressure equal to zero, equation (1) may be transformed 

to the form 

j + ^jxl-M 

(-¥■ -^) (2) 

where m is the mass of the electron, T is the time of the free path. 
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The second term of left-hand side of this equation corresponds to the 

Hall effect. 

We shall solve equation (2) with respect to J. For this purpose 

we shall multiply it vectorlally by H 

Here there is used the expansion of vector of electric field 

strength into two components: Ey - parallel to vector of magnetic 

field strength H and Ei - normal to it. The two terms in brackets 

are obtained as a result of opening of double vector product (J x 

x H) x H. Further, multiplying equation (2) scalarly by H, we find 

It is obvious that mixed product is equal to zero, so that 

(Jll)ll' *"*E| CO 

Substituting (5) and (4) in (2), we finally obtain 

M* E.-H 'H -nrr 
The electric conductivity along magnetic field remains constant, 

whereas electric conductivity in transverse direction depends on 

magnetic field (~(1 + a)2T2)' ). 

It Is of interest to determine condition of maximum of trans- 

verse electric conductivity of a mixture of a practically nonlonizing 

i'as  (diluent) with gas having a low lonization potential admixture 

in the presence of a magnetic field. The problem reduces to seeking 

the dependence of optimum admixture from magnetic field strength. 

The transverse electrical conductivity of mixture is equal to 
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«. - 3JS-I0-» ! —.^2 

• -»,/(•! + «•) ^' 

Here a is the degree of ionlzation of mixture, ru and n^   aro 

concentrations of the admixture and diluent,   Q is the effective cross 

section of collisions of electrons with neutral atoms of mixture.     In 

the case of small degrees of ionization of admixture  (x = ne/n2 «1), 

ignoring the Coulomb Interaction of electron with ion,  we shall obtain 

Q-^gjfjft-QilMS-D+tl 
(•-n/j>. 8-0i/Qi) 

where  Q.  and Q? are the  cross  sections of collisions of electron 

with neutral atoms of diluent and admixture respectively,  p0 is the 

partial pressure of admixture,   p is the total pressure of tnc mixture. 

The magnitude x is determined in accordance with the Saha equation 

...££1. KM-Afc.)\".MLT-r„,{.£) 

Here u.   is the ionization potential of the admixture,  k and h 

are the Boltzmann and Planck constants,   i is the number of degrees of 

freedom, g.   g    and g0 are the  statistical weights of the ion,   electron 

and neutral,  A is a constant depending on the selection of units of 

measurement of pressure.    Finally we obtain 

Here v is the mean square velocity of electrons, T is the 

temperature. 

For determining the  optimum value  e  =  e#  it  Is  sufficient  to 

find  root of equation öa./öe  = 0,  which reduces to the  cubic  equation: 

>» + 8i» + »-0. y-t + V*.    •--lT+(m    »--(•/#.     i-i.(3-!) (6) 
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The discriminant of this equation D = a3 + b2 = -^ + 4/57    + 

+ 16/277) < 0;  therefore,  It has three different real roots 

It is possible to show that at any 7 the solution at n = 5 has 

the physical sense 

At relatively small and large 7 we obtain the asymptotic ex- 

pressions: 

The limiting composition of mixture corresponds to e# = 1; using 

the  second asymptotic expression,   we can determine maximum value 

7m = l/3(ß - I)2. 

In Figures 1 and 2 there are given the dependences of e# on 7 

and magnetic field strength H for mixtures of a number of gases with 

Cs (at pressures - 0.1, 1, 2, 5 and 10.0 atm and T = 5000oK In Fig. 2). 

1»      if   if    if   y ' iT     7P    1?     TF    10* H. e 

Fig. 2. 

At a fixed pressure value beginning from a certain value H at 

which optimum concentration of a readily ionized admixture Is still 

relatively small, the latter practically ceases to depend on nature 

of diluent. With a decrease In pressure marked peculiarity begins 

to manifest Itself at smaller values of magnetic field strength. At 

specific values of magnetic field strength H^ optimum value of relative 

concentration of the readily ionized admixture becomes equal to unity 
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I.e.,  at H > IL, question about determining the optimum composition 

of mixture loses sense.    Under these  conditions the pure vapors or the 

readily ionized admixture possess maximum electric conductivity. 

The dependence of the ratio of maximum transverse electric 

conductivity (corresponding to optimum composition of mixture)   (a  ) 

to maximum electric  conductivity at H = ^i0^) on the magnetic  field 

strength is determined by expression  (the subscript  1 is omitted): 

We note that a-    is determined by value e# =  (ß - 1)" 

ponding to equation  [2] 

corres- 

1-0   (*~i+«<!-i)) 

Obviously, at large 7 

At during 7 > 7 , as was shov/n above, maximum electric conduc- 

tivity is possessed by the pure vapors of the admixture, for which 

« 
I i 

n^&r 

Fig.  3. 

—«r.c» -\--V 
—"••e«    ^\ \ 

 i.    i.— JL-L—I 
.>   i>   ^ V it' *, ir *.gs 

Fig. h. 

Here  op is tho  conductivity of pure  vapors of the  admixture, De- 

pendences x and Xp on y  and H for mixtures Os with Ar, He and C02 are 

presented respectively in Figures 5 and 4 (for Fig. h,  T =  5000oK, 
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P - 5 atm). 

As one should have expected, an anlsotroplc electric conductivity 

occurs In mixtures at smaller H values, than In pure cesium. However, 

at H < 1^ the electric conductivity of any considered mixture is 

higher than electric conductivity of pure cesium. 

From approximate formula for 7m it is evident that 

At ß » i, which corresponds to mixtures being considered here, 

HJJJ does not depend on nature of diluent 

For example, IT - 3.45»lo5 gs. in case of admixture of Cs at 

T ■ 30000K and p - 5 atm. 
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CERTAIN METHODS OF INVESTIGATING THE DYNAMIC STRUCTURE 
OF PLASMA PLOWS 

A. M. Trokhan 

(Novosibirsk) 

Multlslot attachment for a photoreelster. The basic Instrument 

for measurement of speed of plasma containing optical heterogeneities 

is at present the photoregister. The chief merits of use of photo- 

registers together with their high reliability, peculiar to an  over- 

whelming majority of kinematic methods of measurement [i], are; 

continuity of registration during a certain interval of time, an 

extermely high time resolving and simplicity of utilized equipment, 

A defect in the use of phototiming is a posoibility of measuring 

speed of plasma only along one straight line Isolated in Image of 

flow by slot of the photoregister. For measurement of field of 

speeds of plasma usually there are used exposure photographings. 

However, use of exposure photographings in view of the difficulty of 

identification of heterogeneities in the photographs is found to be 

limited, being used mainly for investigating shock waves and fluxes 

containing sharply nonhomogeneous regions or particles. 

The author used a very simple device, making it possible to use 

photoregister for measurement of the velocity fields of a plasma. 
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Fig. 1. Diagram of measure

ments for multislot periscope.

The principle of operation of device is evident from Fig. 1.

Close to the plasma flux under investigation containing a certain

heterogeneity 1, there is placed a 

opaque diaphragm 2, having a number 

of parallel slots located at differ

ent height across flow section. The 

beams of light passing through 

these slots are scattered by means 

of a periscope in direction parallel

to velocity of flux and emerge through slots in diaphragm 5. As a 

result of the scainning of image of the outlet slots which are made 

by usual method we obtain a multichannel phototracing which makes it 

possible to determine field of speeds of flux in the investigated 

section and its change during period of scanning.

The design of a 5-slot periscope, assembled of mirrors is 

presented in Fig. 2, and an example of the result, obtained during 

its use, is shown in Fig. 5. In this phototracing there is fixed 

the propagation of reflected wave in shock tvibe.

Fig. 2. Five-slot mirror periscope.
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Fig. 3. Flve-chajinel phototracing of 
propagation of shock v;ave.

A consequence of presence of the difference of the variation 

of the beams in periscope is a necessity of sufficient diaphragming 

of objective for obtaining the required depth of sharpness. For 

example, maximum difference of the variation of the beams in peri

scope shown in Fig. 2, amounts to 220 mm. Taking maximum magnitude 

of the small circle of aberration equal to 0.1 mm, and scale of 

image equal to 1:10, we find maximum relative aperature of the 

objective equal to 1:10.

Another consequence of presence of difference of the variation 

of beams is a certain difference of image scale for recording channels 

on the phototracing. Most conveniently for determining the scale of 

images we apply the measurement of the channels of the recording trace. 

Width of the channel is equal length of corresponding inlet slot in 

scale of image, and true dimensions of slots are known, therefore, 

the determination of scale with sufficient accuracy presents no 

difficulty.

The photoelectric registration of time of passage of optical 

heterogeneities. Use of photoregister, especially the multislot, 

makes it possible to obtain very extensive information about dynamic 

structure of the investigated fluxes. However, it not always is
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found to be convenient to obtain results in the form of photograph. 

Thus, for example, if there is required statistical treatment of 

■*"esults of measurement in time, the use of photographic recording 

results in very great time-consuming work. Furthermore, photographic 

recording is difficult, if the luminosity of the flux is weak. In 

such cases a photoelectric recording is more convenient.

At present photoelectric recording is fairly widely used for 

investigating shock processes.

In present work the registration of time of the transit of 

optical heterogeneities by means of photomultipliers was used for 

measuring speed of a gas flow in plasmatron of alternating current.

^J|tiore was used the following measuring scheme. At a certain distance

!

• c
■Ok

> S

; uj
I r

Fig. 4. Typical result of 
rc'cordlng during photo

electric registration of 
times of transit.

along flux near investigated region of 

flux there were placed two photo

multipliers with corresponding dia- 

phragming devices, separating narrow 

beams of light. The passage of 

heterogeneities (peaks of brightness) 

past the first of multipliers caused 

the starting of driven sweep of oscil

lograph, and the signals in second 

multiplier caused vertical deflection of the beam. Measurement of 

time between moment of starting of sweep and passage of heterogeneity 

which had caused the starting past second multiplier, makes it 

possible to detemlne the speed of plasma average on a given basis.

In the given measuring scheme there is possible both a single 

registration auid also one averaged by time. In Fig. 4 there is 

presented the result of measurement obtained by means of superposing 

of oscillograms for approximately two hundred transits of
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heterogeneities. By regulating the time of exposure of screen of 

oscillograph, there can be obtained In any manner a large time- 

averaging of the results, and by using the photographing of screen 

on a continuously moving film, it is possible to fix the variation 

of speed of flux in time. 

Coincidence circuit. The most general method of obtaining 

statistical characteristics of the flux is the differential analysis 

of probability of times of transits of 

optical heterogeneities. The diagram of 

I ' H 2 VniH * K^    an installation for such an analysis is 

Fig. 5. Diagram of      is given in Pig. 5. 
measurements by method 
of coincidences. Signals from two investigated points 

of the flux proceed to photomultipliers 1, 

and then to the cathode repeaters 2 and divisors 3. The divisors 

are used so that even with a significant difference in level of 

signal from investigated points of flux at the output we obtain 

signals of approximately identical amplitude. Signals of both 

channels are delivered to identical delay lines 4, and then to 

coincidence counter 5. 

Principle of measurement consists in the following: optical 

heterogeneities (for example, brighter regions or particle), passing 

through investigated points, cause a corresponding series of pulses. 

If the manifestation of pulses in first and second channels is 

independent and bears a random character, then the circuit will 

record only random coincidences. The average number of randon 

coincidences, recorded In unit of time is equal to 

iV.-2miiH (i) 

Here N is the number of recorded random coincidences, n^  n2 is 
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the average number of pulses per unit of time In the channels, T IS 

the resolving time of coincidence counter. 

Let us assvune that Investigated flow of gas Is directed along 

x-axls. We shall consider elementary areas normal to the flux, 

located at points 1 and 2,  displaced one with respect to the other 

by certain distance L along x-axls. Let us assvune also that the num- 

ber of pulses being recorded by the first and second channels per 

unit of time Is equal to the number of heterogeneities passing through 

the corresponding elementary areas. 

The number of particles which have passed through first area 

anl which are passing after this through second area per unit of 

time may be determined as follows: 

*H-<HW(M" (2) 

Here n±  Is the number of heterogeneities passing through first 

area per unit of time; p(y, z) is the probability frequency of 

passage of heterogeneities which have passed through first area and 

are passing through points of plane of second area; Fg is the area 

of second area. 

If the heterogeneities which have passed through first area pass 

also through the second, then between the pulses being caused by their 

passage in first and second channels, there occurs a time shift equal 

to time of the transit. 

Thus, if at least part of heterogeneities which has passed 

through first area, passes also through the second then during delay 

of pulses of first channel by a magnitude of the transit time there 

will take place coincidences caused by the passage of the same 

heterogeneity. 

Number of coincidences per unit of time during the delay t in 
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first channel Is equal to 

(*i*-*H}feW« (5) 

Here T IS the resolving time of coincidence counter, p(t) Is 

the probability frequency of time of transit of base L along the x-ax:ls. 

System N12 - N Is consistent. I.e., at the same moment of time 

through second area there may pass both the "true" heterogeneity 

(I.e., which has passed preliminarily through first area), so also 

the random, and at the same time they will be recorded as one, there- 

fore, ^he total number of coincidences In system at a given magnitude 

of delay In first channel will be equal to 

*t-*+Vt+-M, (4) 

Here Nt is  the number of random coincidences occurring 

simultaneously with the ture. 

Assuming the probabilities of the manifestation of signal and 

noise independent, we find 

VcftHMlfto.«)*/ Jhft« 

Using (l)-(4), we shall find the signal to noise ratio, i.e., 

the ratio of total number of coincidences during a given time of 

delay in first channel to the number of random coincidences 

Having assumed for simplicity n^ » n2 « n and taking into 

consideration the position of the areas and flux regimes as constant, 

it Is possible to write 

*t       t—Ut 
Tr-«+—•-!*- (6) 
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Prom (6) It la evident that If magnitude nx Is fairly small, 

the slgnal-to-nolse ratio may be as large as desired. On the other 

hand. If magnitude nt approaches 0.5,  the slgnal-to-nolse ratio 

approaches 1, I.e., signal Is Indistinguishable from the noise. This 

also Is understood. At nx - 0.5 within any Interval of time 2T, 

solvable by a counter. Is found to be, on an average, according to 

the pulse and counter must count continuously Independently of the 

fact whether the signal Is true or not. 

Regulating by the divisors 5 (Fig. 5) the levels of signals, 

proceeding through the channels. It Is possible to attain that which 

system will consider only the sharpest expressed heterogeneities, 

and thus magnitude n will be found to be fairly small. Resolving 

time of counters amounts to usually T - 10" to 10' sec; thus, n 

may be fairly large. 

It must be noted that the discussion above is valid for statisti- 

cal distribution of the heterogeneities. If In distribution of the 

heterogeneities there are any periodicities, then for obtaining of 

unique solutions by Indicated method It is necessary that linear 

scale of these periodicities Is larter than the base of measurement 

being utilized. This requirement is equivalent to requirement of 

absence of corresponding harmonics in the results of measurements. 

By varying the position of second area relative to the first and 

measuring dependence of frequency of count from time of delay, there 

can be found differential function of probability of transit of 

heterogeneities; this fully determines the statistical position of 

vector of speed of flux at the first point. This method is convenient 

for study of characteristics of turbulence and may be applied for 

Investigating both the plasma and also a cold gas. The hetero- 

geneities being utilized for measurements can have the most diverse 
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Fig. 6. Result of mea- 
surements of transit 
times by means of the 
method of coincidences. 

nature (hotter clusters of plasma, drops of burning fuel, artificially 

introduced solid or liquid particles etc.). 

Furthermore, given method may be used for 

study of structure of the flux. Thus, 

in Fig. 6 there are given results of 

measurements of time of transit of 

heterogeneities on a base of 12 mm in a 

complex flow including relatively large 

particles. As can be seen from Fig. 6, 

time of transit in this case has a large dispersion and is grouped 

near two values t - 14 and 31 microseconds. The first corresponds 

to particles, moving with an average speed of 850 m/aec  and the 

second to a motion of purely gas heterogeneities with a speed of 

390 m/aec. 

In these measurements there was used photoelectric transducer, 

assembled in multipliers of type FEU-29. 

For selecting the base of measurement there was used the optical 

system. There were used delay lines and a counter from Installation 

for registration of coincidences and anticoincidences — SSA. 
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